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PREFACE

Transcripts of ithe: final round of the National: Debate Tournament
have appeared in the paes_iof the Journal of the American Forensit
Association :from 1967 to 1985. At the November 1985: Busine,...s
Meeting of the Aiteritin Forensic: As:iodation_ it: was voted to reMoYe
the NDT final round transcript from JAFA _and to create a separate
publication intlUding, but not limited to,_ the NDT final round and
selected :championship speeches froM Original events at the National
Individual EVentt ToUrnament. Other national forensic organizationt
were invited _to participate in this publitation, and: the result was
cooperation _With the Crois-Examination Debate Association and theNational Forensic Association in this 1986- publication. This
publication it intended Ai a Separate purchase, not included ih AFA
membership privileges.

The editor-in7chief wishes to express his deep _appreciation to Mary
Edwards who typed the Manuscript and to Mildred Boaz who assisted
him in proofreading the manuscript

October 1986 John K. Boaz

-
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1986 National Debate Tournament Runners Up
Georgetown University
From left Greg Mastel (coach), Michael Mazarr,
David Zarefsky (tournament director), and Stuart Rabin.
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1986 NATIONAL DEBATE TOURNAMENT- FINAL DEBATE: SHOULD MORE_RIGOR-
OUS ACADEMIC STANDARDS BE ESTABLISRED_FOR ALL PUBLIC ELEMENTARY
AND/OR SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES IN ONE OR MORE OF

THE FOLLOWING AREAS: _LANGUAGE ARTS,
MATHEMATICS, NATURAL SCIENCES/

Edited by John K: Boaz

--The Förtieth National Debate !Tournament; sponsored by the- American
Forensic Association and the Ford Motor Company Fund, was held at Dartmouth
Colle9e-in-Han6Ver, New Hampshire; on :April 3-7; 1986.1

The sixty,two participating teamsidebated the 1985-86 intercollegiate debate0,60SM-on: "Resolved: That more rigorous academic standardt-Should-be
established for all public elementary-and/or_ :Sec-cindery schools: in the UnitedStates in--Oneor more of the following areas: language artt, Mathematics,natural sciences;"

-Eight-ZOreliminary and four elimination rounds, all using Crei-examination
debate:format; resulted in this final debate betWeen Georgetown University andthe UniVers-ity-of Kentucky.2
I: Representing Georgetown on the affirmatiVei_were Stuart Rahn: and MichaelMazart, and representing Kentucky on_thei negative were David Brownell and
Ouita Papka_; :_ Judges _awarded the decision to the negative team from theUniversity of Kentucky.'

BOOZ, -Associate Professor of Communication and AssockIte Vice Presi-
dent for_Administrative Services at illinois State University-, is a former Presi-
dent of the An*rioan Forensic Association'.

:

'The tournament director was ProfessorDavid Zarefsky of Northwestern
University, -and the tournament host was Professor Herbert L. James Of Dart-
mouth College.

'The debate-was-held :in the Ballroom of the_Sheraton North Country Inn,West Let-Anon-, New Hampshire, ori-iAptil 7,- 1986,-- Coaches -of the two teamswere Professor Gres Masteli:of :Georgetown _University :and Professors J. W.Patterson and:Roger Solt: of the University of- Kentikky. The sixteen_teamsqualifying for the elimination :rounds were from Baylor University (tWO teattis),
Dartmouth College Eastern Illinois UniVartity---(t-Wo--teams)-, Emory University
(two teams), Gebrgetown Universiw, Gonzaga:University;: University Of Kansas,
University- ofi_Kentucky; University of MassachUtettS, UniVeriity of North Caro,lina; North Tekas State University; Northwestern University; and SeinfordUniversity.

'Judges for the-debate _were Professors: John::Bart-_(University of Kansas),Michael -Bryant: (Eastern _ Illinois University), Rich EdWards- (Georgia StateUniversity), Dallas Perkins (arvard University); and Marty Sadler (HOUstonBaptist _University):- _ The decision wet 5-0 for the negative team from theUniversity of Kentucky.



Critiques of the debate by the final round judges follow the transcript. The
text of the debate follows:

First Affirmative Constructive:

Stuart Robin, Georgetown

Georgetown University is very pleased to support the national iptercollegi-
ate debate resolution in the final round of the:1986 National Debate Tournament.
At the outset we would like to express our thanks and appreciation to Herb
James; Ken Strange, and the Dartmouth College community for their hospitality
and graciousness.

For those of y_ou who have wondered for the :past three years where
Georgetown University debate has been, we are proud this evening after some
difficult times to say, "we're back." This would not be possible without the
tireless and dedicated commitment of Stephen Larson, our debate President,
Greg Mastel, our coach, and Bradley Ziff, a faithful and continuous friend of
the program.

The value of free, open inquiry, critical thinking,: and separation: of
church and state are under assault from a crude band of religious fundamental-
ists. More rigorous academic standards are necessary now to stern_this_ tide.

Note initially, observation one: Fundamentalism pervades the classroom.
We document:two specific lines of assault. Note that (A) creationism is_perva-
sive. Creationists are succeeding on the state and local levels. Douglas
Futuyma realized in 1983 that:

The threat is not trivial. By November 1981, :two states had passed
laws requiring creation to be given equal time with evolutionary
science in public school science classes.... Similar initiatives are
underway in countless local school districts where boards of education
are yielding...."

:"The debate was:edited from a tape recording. Except for the correction
of obviously unintended errors this is as close to a verbation transcript as was
possible to obtain from the recording. Evidence cards and other materials used
in the debate were supplied to the er!itor immediately following the debate by
the participants. Sources of the evidence have been verified as indicated: in
the Works Cited: Footnotes supply the exact quotation and other information
when necessary. When the source was not located after a reasonable se.rch or
was not available to the editor; the term "source indicated" is used in the foot-
note together with any additional information provided by the debaters. Quota-
tion marks surround quotations from unverified sources :only when the debater
has provided the editor with a phobcopy of the original. For help in locating
sources in this debate; the editor gratefully acknowledges the assistance of the
library staff of Illinois State University.
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Recent court defeats haVe not stemmed the tide. Nancy Levit continues in1985:

. . .Even if creation science legislation is defeatediin the COUrts, creation-
ism Lis still being taught. :Increasingly; _teachers...are teaching ti-ea-
tidnism along with: evolution:in their biology classes. It is simply thepath of least resistance." (219)

She concludes that "Unfortunately, some teachers-, school:boards and curi-itulutii
totiltilittd6§--ai-e-falling prey to creationist pressures" (LeVit 219).-
: The Humanist : concludes in October:of 1985 that: "Yet; in:the face of these

defeatt, Creationism:will still be iwith us for some time.... ILIOcal- creationistparent _ groups: continue to- proliferate": (Edwords 31). Also Professor __Ellisexplaint in 1983: "This. _Christian fundamentalists, has_-resulted :in Passage oftwo statei!equal time statUteS,_ -has_ilimited evolution emphasis in many high-schbol tektbdaks, and-has brought pressure on lotal schoOl boaed§ tO Mandate
creation_ science.. "(26).
JoUrnal Of-Church and State explains_ iniScptembet- Speing_Of "Legis:-lationi: mandating the teaching of, -'§tientifici creationism' on an equal basis with

evOlUtiOn haS -been- introducedl in at least twenty-one StateS...lecal SChooldistricts-, as: well as state legislatures, have been under cansiderable: pressureto enfotte the teaching of 'scientific creationism' in the public §thOOk" (Wood233).
: Alt6 hOte iubpoint (8)iiviolations snawbalL Any potential infil-i-igeriibM ofthe establishment:clause in this case_ justifies remedial action,:ibecause children

are uniquely Vulnerable" to state-saneioned -_influence. Indiana -Dea-ri Ma--r-thaMcCarthy explains ion 1985: : "Enforcement_of the:establishment clause :_seemsparticulatly trUdialin_public school: settings iibecause of the Vulnerability 6fchildren and the fact:that_ they :comprise a caPtive-_ audience; subject to cantin-_uous official supervision." (314) The Fordham Law Review [Brandon V. BoardOf Education] concurs in 1982:

tO]ur nation's elementary and secondary schools play a unique role in
transmitting basici and fundamental values to our youth._ To an
impressionable student, even the mere appearance of secular involve-
ment in religious activities might indicate that the state has placed its
imprimature on a particular religious creed. This symbolic interfer-
ence is too dangeroui to permit. (1151)

"This recent tack by anti-evolutionists, most of whom are Christian
fundamentalists, has resulted in passage of two state 'equal time' statutes, haslimited evolution eniphatiS in- rnany high-school textbooks; and has brought
pressure on local school boards to mandate creation Science inStruction."



Mary McCarthy concludes:

Chief Justice Burger recently stated that the threats to religious
liberty...are "of far less concern today." But there are -new threats
represented by the current_wave of politically involved evangelism....
While seemingly insignificant religious accommodations...may pose little
danger of establishing a state religion, small concessions in allowing
the majority to determine what religious doctrine will be advanced can
lead to_the suppression of ideas that do not conform to the dominant
faith.(314)

The Arkansas Law Review recognized that: "[E]ven minor infractions could be
first step in _the establishment- of a state sanctioned religion against which the
first amendment was structured to protect" (Taylor 330); 1

To remedy these abuses:, we present the following -plan- to be -iriple!fiented
through_ all constitutional means in_ an appropriate time: frame: PlanK one; the
teaching of creationism shall be permittedshall-not be-permitted,- rather,--in
the natural science curricula_ of !any public elementary nr_ secondary: schools.
Plank two-, all necessary- funding --and- -enforcement -th-r-o-u-_gh- normal means,
Affirmative retains intent through all speeches._ Agent used is combination of
all levels of actionall branches of government at-state, -federal, local levels-.

: By adodpting this plan, we: representr-we prevent the harmful effects:of
fundamentalism seen- in observation -twco, fundamentalism is disastrous. We
document several independent levels:of significance.

-Initially examine-- sub-point--(A) relipious -intrusions arb unconstitutional.
Teaching of: creationism _alongside evolution :is a violation of the establishment
clause- of--the- -First -Amendment. Creationism itself is- not a scientific theory,
and its teaching advances religion; Various arguments prove its unscientific
nature.

First; there :is no: _positive :evidence for creationism._ _Stephen Brush
explain-s in -11381 that "[C]reationism,when judged as a scientific theory, is
extremelyweak; Lacking any positive evidence; it can only attack evolu-
tion..-.-"-(3-3)-.

Professor of educational_ philosophy::Strike concurs in 1982. "There is iino
positive-research- program based on creP.tionist assumptions. Creationism in this
regardis not science; it is antiscience7(28).

Second,- the assumed existence of God is a fact which cannot be scientif-
ically verified. Jack Novik of the ACLU noted in 1981:

The :existencelof God:is a matter _of faith and not subject to scientific
inquiry.... Creationism, which hypothesizes many acts of God; is
therefore; _essentially not :subject to scientific logic or assessment.
Thus, creationism is not science.'

'Source indicated.

4
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Third; creatici.ism does_not _follow the scientific method: It is not open to
modification. Bentley argued in 1981:

Scientific theories must be open to- modification based on new
evidence.-_ Since :most creationists believe that the scriptures are
literally true -and th-e- imm-u-table word- of God, they are unlikely to be
willing:to :modify :their theory.... This, again, is the antithesis of
the attitude of science.(68)

Fourth -and finally, creationism is nontestable and- nonfalsifiable. Mr.
Novik argued in '81; 7[T]here: is no way:of proving that God__did not do any
particular thing. In other words,- creationism is not- falsifia-ble.":

For these :reasons ialone;-_ creationism ought to be barred from science
classrooms. But the nature of -creationism means its inclusion into curricula
violates the Constitution. The Supreme Court; in Lemon v. Kurtzman, estab-
lished a three-prong- test to-determine-establishment-clause violations; only one
prong need be violated.i Creationism violates all three:

First, there is clear intent to advance religion. The Journal of Law
Reform noted in 1982:

Indeed; : the motivation of those proposing the teaching of scientific
creationism seems identical -to the motivation of those who earlier
advocated: Biblical :Creationism.... [T]here is ample p-oof of an
impermissible religious -purpose and motivation behind the...balanced
treatment acts. (Whitehair 452)

Second; these acts have a primary :effect of advancing religion. The Ohio
Northern [University] Law Review explains in 1983:

Taken as a whole, therefore, creation science and religious_ teachings
cannot be: separated. : Merely :requiring the teaching of creation
science whenever a class considers evolution works to advance _reli-
gion and violates the second prong of the Lemon v. Kurtzman test.
(Dean 155).

Third and finally; creationism leads to entanglement: That same Ohio
Northern [University] LOW Review concludes that "[B]alanced treatment laws
will excessively entangle the government with religion; in violation of the third
prong of the Lemon test." (Dean 157) The conclusion of consitutional impermis-
Sibility is clear. The Journal of Law Reform explains in Winter 1982:

[S]cientific creationism_ faits to fulfill its purportedly_ secular promise.
In purpose and effect it advances fundamentalist religions and engen-
ders_ _an extensive government entanglement with religous issues.
Mandating instruction in scientific creationism-=even as part of_ a
balanced treatment program--is an establishment of reilgion. (White-
hair 456)

'Source indicated.

= 5 =
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The importance of church-state:separation is Seen in subpoint (B) :church-
ita-te: separation: critical. : We isolate several independent reasons. Initially,
subpoint one, political -tehsion._ The framers :of the Constitution kept religious
and political affairs separate because :of the_ divisiveness resulting from thUrth
involverneht iti State affairs. Senator Lowell WeiCker argued in 1984:

It is not a national fecitbaiLleague:franchise ithat they are _fighting
over :in :Lebanon::: It isi_various religious factions _that cannot addern-
modate th each ether; that- want:to control the Government. The
dyingi that goes on_ in _Northern Ireland-_-religious _factions ata CaLiSing
that dying. That_is_al-so-historyithat preceded the founding of this
Nation; whetheri it was: the: Catholics :being murdered _ih_ Ehglahd,
whether it was Covenanters- in :Scotland, Ithe :Huguenots in France;
Waldenses in Italythat -wos the:_:very history that gave birth th reli-
gious freedom in this Nation (S2399).

: Next note subpoint two, tyranny. The irwolvement of religious :groups
threatens suppression of minorities and other authoritarian measures. Rithard
McMillan argued in 1984:

Eillhe oppression:of:human freedom leads only to individual and thhial
disaster. Indeed, the history Of religous establishments demonstrates
that religion; when given _governmental : sanction and support,
suppresses diversity and represses:ifreedoM. An establishment,
therefore; is antithetical to representative democracy; as the Found-
ing Fathers clearly understood. (48)

George Schultz agreed in 1985:

In short, they understood thee ifiee SoCiety required religious
liberty. For without religious liberty_-, what ether aspect of individual
thought can be spared? Onte the- bbrder -of -that sacred realm is
Cr-eiSed; :all: freedoms !inevitably become vulnerable:

What the American founders-lull-der-Stood : holds true today.
Iiideedii the:close relationship: between religious liberty and all other
forms of individual freedom should be even more apparent to us in
our own :time,

lh the totalitarian societies of-the-modern-world We see that reli-
gieri iS always among the first targets of repression: (237)

The Societal _impact is seenjo subpoint: (C) fundamentalism creates a mew
dark age. Initially, recognize that -creationism and:other:fundamentalist intru7
tienS into the classroom are :a mechanism-_to convert people to their absolutist
mindset: Professor Wood notes in '82, "Because of the-degMatiSm of 'scientific
creatióhiSni, authentic education_iis threatened by a process of indoctrination."
(241) Ben Brodinsky adds ih '83:

The New Right has three app,roaches that seem most likely to enable
them to achieve their goals. The firtt iS_Searching out and destroy7
ing those elements in public schools that promote the education of



free, , minds The third :approach is injecting into the
public :classroom the quintessence of the Bible=-with creationism as a
beginning. (8:9)

Such methods -a-re the only means for fundamentalists to take OVer. Doug-
las Futuyma concludes:

[T] he creationist: movement iS an aeiti of a larger political movement,
the New Right, that strives to replace :the pluralism and open debate
in our: society with its version of absoltite, iinqUe§tioned truth. The
NeW Right feeds-ion absolute answers and absolute :adherence fq its
beliefs. It finds justification for its social arid Pelitical posit! ::is Lin
one place:_ its literal and authoritarian interpretation of the Bible.It can_ sway_ people to its side tinlv by incUlcating in then.' the same
kind of absolution and submission to authority. (220)

Also, evolution is important to teach modes of thought; Professor Futuymaexplains in '83:
Learning about evolution is not so important in itself as it is acontext for learning how to think: how to derive coricki§ions
logically, how to evaluate: evidence, how to settle for tentative
answers and...how to questiorL: authority. (220)

Creationism _conversely threatens that peote§g Of free
thought Professor Futuyma continues:

Scientific creationism is an intolerable aSSault on education not merely
because it: is the antithesis of: reason; but because it is oppused tO
the very foundation of teUe edikation: -intellectual honesty. Like
the_purveyors of cigarettes-,_ laetrile; nuclear superibeitv, and instant
spiritual enlightenment, scientifit CreatieniSin teaches by its tactics
more-than by its words: truth is not the object of brave and honeSt
searclL Truth is whatever you can ColiVirice people This. _But to
accede- to these standards in education is to teach dishonesty and
cowardice. (219-20)

The NAS [National Academy of Sciences] agreed in '84:

No body of beliefs that has itS origin in doctrinal-Material rather than
scientific observation should_ be :admissible as science in any Seitrite
course.: Incorporating the teaching Of such doCtriniS into a science
tUrritUlum stifles the development of critical thinkinig patterns in the
developing mind and seriously compromise§ the be§t interests of
public education, :(26)::

The impact to this sort of thought is not merely deStrtiction of true educa-
tion, but alSo lOSs of freedom. Futuyma concludes:

The hi§tery -of :fascism shows_ how important itis to decide between an
education that trains people to accept the platittideS Of autherity and



the appeal to emotion, and one that develops the habit of informed
skepticism_ and rational decision.... Looked on in_ its larger context,
the assault on evolution is an assault on...political freedom. (220)

More than a loss of freedom, the loss of critical thinking capacities will
condemn the world to a new dark age. John Baker, Professor of Zoology,
explains in April of 1986:

Fundamentalism is a small but very visible aspect of that larger prob-
lem of anti-intellectualism which contributes both to a loss _of will and
to a loss of the desire and ability to do the difficult realistic thinkirg
which is required to restore_ a sense of controlled destiny in our
increasingly complex and problem-ridden society. (34)

He conc!udes that:

Harm develops when a small group of intolerart believers manages to
gain sufficient adherents to achieve political power: This leads to
censorship, persecution, and a retreat of civilization.... Even in
this century; the chaos resulting from simplistic thinking and intoler-
ance could lead to a new dark age. (34)

The end result-roust be warfere. S.J. Wilson explains in 1984 that "So
long as religious leaders refuse to give up their power to influence civil legisla-
tures, there will -be war" (16).

He concludes:

Is :Congress; now officially _guided: by the aible;__ really going to
continue toimpose- religious persecution- on"godles-s"- comrnunists?---If
it: means:: to do this; we will watch in -vain:for _the dawn of peace:
There-..ill, in its stead, be a seri-es -of- vindictive-and-censorial--nucle-
ar explosions. in: useless: self7defense; the- "godless" _will respond:
The documents which- enshrined separation will be con-surned. Those
of us who have tried:to prevent Armageddon_ will :disinteorate just as
completely as those who have bent every effort to bring it about.
(16;34)

Underview, evolution is good. (A) subpoint, does not violate establishment
clause. Loyola Law Review in '82:

Thus, while the establishment clause forbids religiously-based statutes
that prohibit the teaching of a particular scientific theory; publicly
sponsored presentation of evolutionary ideas encounters no establish-
ment clause barriers. Evolutionary theory; in short, can be taught,
but normally can not be banned.'

(B) subpoint here is that does not violate the free exercise. First is not
forced to believe. Journal of Law Reform, Winter '82:

'Source indicated.



IS]tudents exposed to the theory of evolution are neither forced nor
encouraged -to abandon religious beliefs. If _the scientific method is
properly :presented; I the student will realize that science limits itSelf
to analysis of empirical data and avoids discussion of ultimate values
or primary causes-. (Whitehair 444),

Second, free to choose beliefs. Ohio Northern University Law Review in
'83:

Although the schools -require an area of study which may intrude
upon fr-ee exercise; the :students are free to choose their own beliefs.
In many respects, this is- very- similar to the oth2r1 cases where plain-
tiffs challengtd an avenue of study repulsive to religion." (Dean 149)

The (C) subpoint now presented is dogma. Journal of Law Reform in '82:

But evolution theory is not presented as indisputable dogma by: the
scientific community. : It is_ a _malleable theory; subject to modification.
It attempts to correlate logically a catalog of empirical data into a
cogen whole,: If another theory were ito explain : more data than
evolutionary theory, that new theory would take- hold in the scientific
community. No such alternative; however; has been posited: (White-
hair 438)

The (D) subpoint is all courts agree with the affirmative. Albany Law
Review explains in 1982: "Proponents cf the Act argue that it is necessary to
protect the religious freedom of fundamentalist school children. Yet thiS
contention has been rejected by every court that has considered it under the
framework of the free exercise clause." (Bing 936)

The (E) subpoint is evolution is true. Our first argument, testable and
falsifiable. Williams '85:

Clearly, although the theory is to some extent protected from falsifi-
cation, -it is not immune from falsification; and the very fact that
thousands of biologists are using evolutionary theory in deriving
predictions- to :est their own hypotheses means that evolutionary theo-
ry is at risk in thousands of tests. (209-10)

Novik continues in 1981:

Of coursie we: now_ know after:hundreds of years examining the fossil
record that the sequence of life forms appeari as: predicted, byi the
theory of evolution. :Thus,: evolution was not falsified by this test,
but it was nonetheless falsifiable and therefore scientific.'

'Source indicated.
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It_was universally supported: _ Ebert in '84: S:cientists may:disagree about
some- of-the-fine- points- of- -how- one--species--or- an( ther evolved, bolt there is no
substantial disagreement about evolution itself."

Third, widely tested lAC evidence-above-indicates this,- -and Williams-in- '85
continues:.. : "As you may have suspected after reading these two predictions;
tests of- evolutionary -theory not only exist, they are ubiquitous in the evolu-
tionary literature:" (209)

Fourth -argument --here- is- no--9aps in- record. Futuyma in '83: "The
creationist argument that: if:evolution_ were :true :we should :have abundance: of
intermediate- fos-siles- is --bUilt-by-e-xaggerating -the richnesF of paleontological
collections;_by denying the transitional series:that _exist_;: and by distorting; or
misunderstanding, the genetical theory of evolution" (191).
He continues;

Mhe fossil record can never be fitted into a creationist interpreta-
tion. Nowhere does the absurdity of their arguments become more
evident than in_ their frantic, fanciful attempts to explain the fossil
record and the fact that more than 90 per cent of the species the
Creator_is suppased to have created became extinct, just as if nr one
cared (Futuyma 201-2).

Please help us to defeat the threat by voting affirmative and preserving
separatism.

Cross Examination

Ouita Popka questioning Rabin

Papka: -First, ca-n--I see the- -evidence on dark age? Rabin:
Papka: What does this talk about? This is something new: Rabin: Well; you
want-7pull the cards? Papka: --David wants the evidence-, and I want ta figure
out what's goin' on. Rabin: :OK: This is the beginning _of the (C) subpoint;
and here's some more. The dark age starts with the Brodinsky-card arid- two
other cards under the_ (C) subpoint that:says; the fundamentalists are attempt-
ing to take over-7 Papkai: I understand that, so--what happens?- The funda-
mentalists-- Rabin: The impact-- : I'll_ get_ ta that-7 : Papka: 0_1( _The
fundamentalistsido what? Rabin: -The fundamentalists do- a- -lot- of --things as
exemplified in the evidence: _They :have censorial-7they:censor things._ They
persecute. :There is a loss of freedom. They createthey, you- know,--force
more upon what they; quote; causes communism: Pap:ka: So,: if:the fundamen7
talists use creationism to get- into the- school-system, then we're doomed because
they'_re bad: :Right? That's the basic argument? Rabin: Fundamentalism is
wrong, yes. Papka:- OK-.

Papka:. :Now; the: (3) subpoint: of the- first aevantage just :_says that
violations of church and state snowball, so this is- just an impact to these other
arguments on the case; right? Rabin: More or less; yeh: Papka: OK.

"Source indicated.
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Papika: Now; let's talk about the: falsifiability of evolution: The IaStargument yoz>u- say, there's no gaps In fossil recordS. -Where's the: whereare any:fossils-- have any fossils been: fOund -7 any creature that they thinkpre-exiSted inan_-like what are the incremental steps--whe.e6- are the incrementalfossils that got to :man? Rabin:_ What dn you mean? Go: through each steps?Papka: Right.- Rabin: Oh-, I'm not :sure of the_ spetifitS in the fossils andstuff. I--you:know-, I don't see_ hoW that'S relevant. Papka: OK. There area lot_ of MiSSing links in evolution;:_ right? We_ don't haVe--man suddenlyappeared; for_ _example, in the COSSil- re-cc-ord. We did : not evolve. Rabin:Futuvma taed says, Ouita, the_ Futuyma cards: that we read in-the first affirma-tive at the bottom of the underVieW7-, -PaPka: Are generic: :Rabin: No,they're spetific- toithisiiargument, : les talking about the Creationist argumentthat if :it Were true there would be an abundance of intermediate fossils isempirically disprov-en._ Papka: Why? Your evidence says that very nicely, butit doesn't explain anything _about =_BeCause it denies the transition--theI'll tell yOU whatiitisays-.: It denies the transitional series that exists, andmisunderstands and idistorts the gerietittheiii-Y Of evolution. Papka: OK:How: did-- hoW did-- What-_- :OK-- What's the evolutionist's theory? _Rabin:it i based off the Bible perceptions. Papka: What's the evolutionist_theory ofhow the world began? Rabin: The evolutionist theory? Papka: Yeh,_-4hatStarted the spark? What; what? Rabin: Well, -I Mean, there are a inumbericfdifferent theories, you know. :One is the big bang theory, and thongs _likethat. -Papka:.: Right; and you have to_ take- thaSe On an: act ofi faith; right?Rabin: No, not at -all. Papka: No one can prove-- Rabin: No, not_at:_all,-ribt-at all,--not at_ 7 no, that's wrong. Papka:OK.- Whaes the evidence thatsupports that? Rabin: There's--6 lOt ot different mays to test this as a scien=tifit hyPothesis. Papka:_ How do you test hoW _thing§ Started? Rabin:: Thecriteriai is given under the _obierVatiOnS here,:the (A) -subpoint. Papka: _IkhOW What-the criteria:is. Where_ are they teSting-- Ribiti: And that_--thatcriteria proves :that it has been used tO, use it as hypothesis: Papka: I wantto tee a teSt- that you ihave--a_ study in the case that SayS-they've tested thisand- it was true: Rabin: _Well, _1,4446'i-e hot defending--we're not arguing-7Papka: HOW Ganiiyouisay,_ falsifiable, if you can't present a Study? RabinWhat a-re you talking about? Present aStUdy saying what? Papka:i Presenta study Saying they tested_ this; -and:they_ found this Was true -or they foundthis was false: :Rabin: The _1AC eVidenCe On the underview says that all ofthe arguMents -denying this thesis are disproven by empirical data.- _Papka:OK.- And I'm _asking for -- Rabin: And it'S teStable. Papka: --quantlicationof that eMpiricle data. Rabin: The main criteriawait, let me explain some-7thing. Alsa_; ithe main thing is itsteStable, -right? You can't test whether Godexists. Ahd that'S the stuff isolated in observation two

First Negative Constructive:

David Brownell, Kentucky

fhe UhWeesity of :Kentucky is pleased to be participating in this finalround of the 1986 National Debate Tournament._ Initially we would like to thankDr: Zarefsky and the tournament staff for their excellent work. Dartmouth
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College,: especially _Herb James and Ken Strange-, the American Forensic Associ-
ation and the Ford Foundation should also be commended for providing us with
this_ _opportunity. : Our deepest --thanks- extend -to -the administration at-the
University of Kentucky,- Elizabeth [Patterson], Paul [Flowers]; David [Witt].
Steve [Wells", Scott [Hodges], 2nd-,_of course,- th-e-Kup [Eric Kupferberg]. We
would also like to -extend our appreciation to the following Wildcat_ Alumni:: Mike
[Mankinsh Steve [Man-cuso],- Marie [Dzuris], Jeff [Jones], and Gary {Padgett:1,
Additionally, we would-like to thank the good doctor without whose efforts our
program would not exist -and the- good people at Maker's Mark -distillery-- who
have kept him under -control all these years. Final:y; and most importantly;
our warmest thanks goes _to Roger Solt whose unselfish -work- and- personal
sacrifices over the last six _years have had a tremendous:impaction :all of our
lives:: I w_ould also like to personally thank Ouita for all -her- dedication to the
activity and her friendship, because without it we would have never made it to
this point. :

Control group counterplan. The: affirmative plan :shall_ be adopted in all
public schools in -the United States -with-the exception-of-a-randomized sample of
representative schools and school districts. __ Comprehensive evaluation:of :the
effectiveness- of the -affirmative reform--s-hali be--undertaken by the education
commission of the states with the exempted schools :(not to :exceed one percent
of schools or_ school distric-ts unless-necessary to obtain sufficient sample size)
serving as a control group. _ Determination-_: of :on balance:: disadvantageous
outcomes will provide basis- of repeal--of -affirmative. Optimal funding and
enforcement: _Negative speeches:will indicate intent.:

:Observation-one: counterplan-non--topicality (A) subpoint not all. The
counterplan exempts_ a certain_ number_ of :schools:,_ It's not all or any of:all
class, because-if-s -ra-ndom. -The- -(B) subpoint is plan and counterplan topicality
burdens are reciprocal. We meet no greater burden than they do of topicality.

Observation two: competition. (A) subpoint mutual- exclusivity. The
plan acts on all schools; _ Counterplan::on some,: (B) subpoint net-benefit.
Effective-evaluation requires the exemption of certain schools. That'll be :the
advantage, : The (C)::subpoint is redundancy._ Though not perfectly reduri,
dant,- we get most of their advantage. They have to prove a disad to not
acting:at_all.__

-Observation three: Disposition. (A) subpoint is non-competitive:and non,
topical sections of:the counterplan remain when- -the- counterplan fallsin the
debate- like- any other non-germane-argument. The (B) subpoint is:status quo
still an_option. _:Just: because the plan is better than the counterplan doesn't
mean it's the best option.

T_he -advantage:- Optimal policy. The counterplan optimizes -evolution,
Mrs. Comfort -in-1980: "The causal sequence of activities in:the program was
not clearly specified,: The reports were; consequently,- relatively-useless in
terms- of providing the information to_ program administrators necessary to
manage the program:more effectively., .."43)

Current educational research lacks adequate controls: Yodof in '84: "And
it is:not at all_clear that:the advocates of the new:consensus -have sOlVed- the
problem.... [M]uch of the research lacks...controls and consists..of _anec-
dotes and_intuitions...."(458) Solvency is from Walberg in--.74-: -"-[Orrie
design method deserves emphasis here--true experiments, the random assign-



ment of individual students or educational units such as classes or-schools to
alternative educationat-nrograms ori_conditions...i. [This-is the]_ best way to
detect- probable causality:" Kennedy explains in '81: "Mosteller _and
Gilbert..., for example,- have pointed out the value of experimentation in the
testing :of innovations_hy demonstrating the frequency with which innovations
turn out not to be as effective as-anticipated." (67)

Disad one: Save the public schools. (A) subpoint they're on the brink of
collapse. McClellan in '85-: "-It does-seem c:tlr...that there is a splintering in
American education, :a splintering that may represerit an end to an- ancient
American dreum that a universal public schooling could link
diverse...Icultures]."- (33)

Th4 (B) subpoint is reform- saves them. Bennett in '86:i "I think that _if
the pubilic schools come:back_ in: the may they should, you will see-the number
of:people who send their kids to private -scools going -down, -not up' (S2304).
Edwords in 198-1: "[P]arents have a right to choose...the sort of public educa-
tion they want for their children, the- quality of school officials they
support in office. -But, if ithey: accept the 'back to basics' model of education,
if they want their_ children learning facts and -not merely toying with opinions;
then -t-here is no ground for them approving 'equal time' for creationism in the
science curriculum" (8).

The (C) subpoint_is impact: Centralization. Burgess ih '82: "[T]he
schools have become the delivery system..., the- voice of a vast interlocking
bureaucratic order _that stands ready to entertainl_the standardization of educa-tion..." (61).- The systems are war prone as Kirkpatrick Sale says in 1980:
"[T]he consolidation-of nations...has gone hand in hand with...the waging of
larger and ever-larger wars" (130-1).

Next disad:: Anthropological dehumanization. (A) subpoint the Plan
emphasizes evolution. Thafs bad. By teaching both-, you would kill evolution.
The (B) subpoint emphasis_o_n_animal affinities denigrates the uniquely human.
[Lewis and] Towers in '73- [1972] "Now:by thus equating _man with his anthro-
poid cousins the:enormous difference, due to the dawn of reason, the -mastery
of technology, the discovery- of -values- and the creation of standards of
conduct-, islpushed into,th_e background" (53)

The (C) subpoint is loss-of -uniqueness is disastrous. This is: [Lewis and]
Towers in '73 i[1972]: "In :so many people one perceives increasing cynicism
and a great loss of confidence- about man and his role. -We live in a fool's
paradise if we think _that science will survive in the atmosphere of disillusion
fostered by meaningless posturings- of 'naked apes'. With the collapse of
science will go the civilization to which it has given rise" (xv).

"Sale quotes Lewis _Mumford:_ "Throughout history, he has shown, the
consohdation of nations, the rise of governments, has gone hand in hand with
the development of slavery, the creation of empires, the division of citizens into
classes, the recurrence of civil protests and -disorders, the erection of useless
monuments, the despoliation of the land; and the urging of larger and ever-lar-
ger wars.
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-_ _The next _disad is evolutionary fatalism: subpoint: Viewin:g man a part
of nature destroys public confidence.- This-is -from EiLewis -and]- -Towers- in '73
[1972]: :_ "But _popular writers _ on evolution often _ seem _ _to suggest that: all
change is fun-dameritally random and therefore meaningles-sa very -dubious
conclusion in the light of modern knowledge of the_ evolutionary process: _ The
implication, however, is that- Homo sapiens is as vulnerable and as- futile as -the
dodo or dinosaur(x_vil._ The (13) subpoint is fatalism_is bad; : This is [Lewis
and] Towers in- '73 [1972]: "Nuclear weapons are possibly less -destructive-than
the insidious belief in the_futility of all things.-- Courage:and hope are what we
are most in need of, not least in order to handle the problems Of nuclear disar-
mament" (xviii).

-The last disad is self fulfilling -conflict. The (A) subpoint-- is
anth ropological/biologicaLi studies encourage beliefs in innate aggressiveness;
[Lewis and] Towers in '73 [1972):

Ardrey sees his instinctive and hereditary instinct for possession as
handed down through _his ape _ancestors 1to1 man, and; since "our
infant species is not yet divorced from evolutionary process, nations,
human as well as animal, will continue to obey the laws of the territo-
rial imperative." Here, then, is the cause of modern war. (29)

The(a) _subpoint is social conflict. This is [Lewis and] Towers in '73
[19721: "[W]hen the-history of :the twentieth: century comes to be written, :we
may well find._ the 1960's referred to as 'the decade of_ the naked ape': the
decade of aggression, -of-- drug abuse, ._of excessive permissiveness lint sexual
mores...": (ix). The (C) subpoint _is effective decision_ making is destroyed.
This- is [lewis- -and] -Towers in '73 [1972] which is a flip on -critical thinking:
"The grave fault of :all theories _of _innate wickedness is that _they paralyze the
mind -and and reconcile people to a state of affairs which they come to
regard as inevitable.:". (108)

Topicality. Observation one: Field context. : (A) education is unique.
Rowntree_ in '81: "Like every profession; education has its .own diction; its_ own
special --language-consisting- both of-- terms peculiar- -to- itself and of everyday
terms:used_in peculiar mays" (v): (B) subpoint is: precision is -critical: Good
in '73: --clarification- -of-concepts- -and -terminology -employed i-n -educational
writing,..speaking, and: teaching,. -it is important .. to: remember the_ statement
attributed to- Mark -Twain: 'The difference- -between -the right- word-- and almost
the__ right _word: is the ._difference between :lightning__ and _ lightning bug-!_i (ix);
The- (-C)- subpoint is prtemptions. Broad is--bad.---Charters-complains-: -"It- was
in the order :of. .natural events that conkisiort should follow in the train: of
uncontrolled invention. Words came to have whatever meaning a person wished
to give them." (xiii)

First-violation: academic standards. (A) subpoint student-achievement:-
This:is :Rowntree: : "Academic standards: T_he performance:or attainment level
required of- students in return for-a specific -level -of recognition (2) . -They
just demand a curriculum change to get out creationism. That certainly doesn't
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increase achievement: The (B) subpoint is con-textually. :Content and stand-
ardt are_-diitinct.- That's the Educational _Visions Seminar (426-7). 12

-Next violation: More rigorous. (A) subpoint has: _to bei_ defined compar-
atiVely. Ghe, "more" is _inherently comparative. Words 4 PtirdSt..1 ih '61:
"More is usually _defined as "tb a greater extent: or degree" ("More." 2111._TWo subpoint_:_iii_gorous" is meaningless ,sibsent comparison: Any Statidard
would be rigorous within its_ own confines. The third:sub-point, additional stan-
dards moot "more rigorous." We could simply call for "more academic stand-
ards:7

The- (B) -sUbpoint :is-the affirmative standard:isn't more :rigorous: First of
all-, a ban doesn.t establish more rigorous standard. -It- wotildibe: less: rigorous.
They get thingS out---of- the curriculum.: The second subpoint under this is
evolution being: more :accurate making that more rigorous is justis probabilis-
tic, open to subject debate;

Case. The :(B) subpoint on_ snowball. OK. The first argument is scien-
tific creationism does not -teach ireliAion. Sutherland in "82: "We can evaluate
the fossil record and other: scientific evidence against the creation -model and
the evolutionary itiOdel.- That is:all:we do in:the science classroom:" (Keith 13)

-The secoud argument is scientific _creationism is ribt -A Keith[Smith] ih "cohti-ev to the-_ allegations...no creationist: professors are
seeking to -'require public schools :to _offer courses and textbooks that §-00-6-rt
the literal Genesis account -of zreatiori."_,(Keith 110).

Third-- argument: Consistency_ _with _a religion does hot- Make
Keith [Smith]: in 1982: "[L]egal scholar-Wendell R. Bird _points=uut; 'being
COnSiStent with relighusiviews does:not make it a religion." {Keith 110).

The next argument it evolution is- the: basis for religions belief. :: Keith
fMorrisliin-.82: "In view:of:the fundamentally religous nature of_ evolUtion, it
is not surprising_ ito find that ,aost world religions are themselves based on
evolution"- (Keith 67). :

The:next argument is evolution is a ba-sis- Jor religious thought:: Keith[Morris' in- 82: -"In this perspective, it be_comes obvious that most of the ge-e-At
world religions--_-Buddhism; Confucianism, Taoism, Hinduism, Animism, etc. --are
based on evolutioni._.._"

The_next argument is neither evolution -nor creation, _is a: theory. Suther-land ih 1982: "It-is- true that-neither of these is_ truely a [scientific] theory
because-neither meets any of the qualifications of a true scientific theory."
(Keith 11-2)

The next argument_ _is origins are beyond- science. Keith -_[-Torn: Moore] in
-"Stientifit knOWledge can:only go so far _as the things:you! can observe and

things: you can experiment with: This is why it is so diffittilt :for me to teach
the thecii-y of evoltition- :because origins--such as: the orIgin: of man;
...matter; ...energy; . :the earth, ...universe--any origin is beyond the realm of
science." (Keith 22)

12"The U-,S.::Department: oV Education compiling responses to itS Ai_ Nthtionat Risk totii-t titeS the following state initiatives as of December :1_983._:
CONTENT; STANDARDS AND EXPECTATIONS, TIME, TEACHING, LEADER-
SHIP."
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Observation two: :It's bad: OK; The (A) subpoint is uncanstitutionaL
The:first argument: : If there was: a :major constitutional- violation -for teaching
creationism; the :courts would uphold this. They wouldn't allow_ it to happen.

: The -second-- argument- is this is just a legislation change. It doesn't
entrench [unintelligible] value: I

And the third argument is that church and state separation is strong right
now: The plan doesn't increase it any I :

The next argument is teiching both is constitutional-. [Judge] Bras-well
[Br.swell _Dean] in '82: "[I]t is my :belief that the passage : of your bill _to

teach s-cientific- creationism or scientific-- evolution are -not -only- -constitution-al,
but failure to teach _either one without the other is, :in my :opinion; placing: the
government -and thesChool board in an unneutral position, which would be
unconstitutional:. (Keith :18)

The next argument is science supports- creationism. This-is Keith-- [Yeav-er]
in. 1982: :"Dr: Warren Weaver,. formerly chairman.-of the board": [of:the Ainerit
canAssociation -for-- the Advancement -of- Scienc-e-,- said,]- "Every -r ?w-- discovery -of
science _ is al.further 'revelation' of the order which God has built into His
universe-." (Keith 55)

. Next argumentis creationism .. is: a theory similar: to_ :Newtonian _ physics.
Pos-tman in 1986: "Of course, -thestory told -by creationists ts also a theory.
That a:theory has its_origin _in _.a: religiou5 metaphor or belief is irrelevant." :(5)

The next argument -is -scientific -law supports creationism. Sutherland in
"82::-_"[Elvery_-_basic :taw in science:indicates the universe could not :have created
itSelf. Therefore,-- this -model -postulates that everything was created by some
intelligence or power external to theiuniverse."(Keith 12):

(B) subpoint separation is critical. First argument is the plan leads to
tunnel vision because they teach a single perspective. Emmerij in '74:

In the:process ot looking at education:al development patterns over the
past fifteen years or so, we were quite naturally led to examine what
economists-, sociologists-, psychologists and educators had to say about
educational policy goals, educational growth, educational planning
and, :of_ course:, about what happens in the classroom. It is disturb-
ing, but unfortunately_ normal, to note that these various disciplines
pursued their investigations _and queries in parallel and_ that, not
unexpectedly in these circumstances, they have come up with a series
of results and findings which, once related to each other, are not
necessarily consistent. (vii)

Tunnel vision is bad. This is McGrath in 1976: "[A]lthough our colleges
may be :successful in producing well-informed and_ skilled: specialists they do not
turn out citizens broadly informed about the complex world in which they live:"
(vii)

The next argument is banning creationism violates church and state. This
is Hahn in :82: "Both evolution and creation have religious and scientific
aspects; neither is testable, falsifiable theory of empirical science...." (554)

The next argument is that creationism can be taught without religion.
Geisler in 1982: "If teaching a part of a religion is automatically thaching that
religion, then teaching values (such as freedom and tolerance) are also teaching
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religion But the courts have ruled that values can be taught apart from reli-
gion...." (29)

The inext argument _is democracy_ _has no- critical value ThiS is [T.W.]
Moore in 1982: "[line -terfn- 'democracy' i$ capable of so many interpretations
as to :drain it of any descriptive precision." (129)

The next argument-is :true democratic control is _a practical .. impossibility.
Miller in 1981: "Thaibasic question to ask _is _this: Who in fact:. governs?--not
whether a major institution is 'democratically' governed. For that simply cannotbe." (199)

The (C) tiibpoint --dark -age. -The first :argument is the New Right would
backlashi against: the__ plan _becauSe they would hate things being-in the schOols.
Crawford in 1980: "[T]lie- New Right :feeds on :discontent; anger; :insecurity;
and resentment and flourishes on backlash politics. Through its interlocking
network, it seeks to veto whatever it perceives to threaten its way of life...."
(5)

Seebrid argUinent is -New -Right has- lost support. Walter_ in_1985: I Neocon-
s-ervatives are like American victory in Tet offensive. A statistical win, but adefeat overall."

The next :argument is they're_unsuccessful at American- support. Thife -in
85: "Conservative Protestant- spokesmen,--captive to their isolationist: and:even
extremist past-, _still exhibit far :more skill at seizing attention and -infiiriating
outsiders than at winning support from concerned Americans through cogent;
reasonable discussion." (Castling; 57) ___ .

The: next _argument -is banning -creationism equals indoctrination. Thisi is
Bird-in- -1980: "In. the days_of _the Scopes trial, public schools banned- evoliititin
and indoctrinated students in the Bible. That was -unfair. Now-, most public
Sthool-i--ban scientific creationism And: indoctrinate students in evolution; it it
the Scopes situation in_ reverse." (157)

-The next argument is. _banning opposing _beliefs _leads to conformity Of
thought. Geisler in 1982: "John Scopes- summed- up: well when he said 'If youlimit a- -teacher to only -one side of _anythingithe whole country will eventually
have only one thought, be one individual." (29)

-Underview: Evolution is not true. __The first :argument is there is eiti
sound evidence:. This is Bonner in '82: -"The particular- truth is simply that we
have- no- reliable evidence as to the evolutionary :sequence of invertibrate phyla
We : do _ not: know what group arose from what- other group or whether% for
instance, the transformation from Protozoa occurred once; twice; or many

;" (Keith 53)
The second- -argument is evolution doesn'A :_have universal acceptante.

Keith_ in '82::"Professor Thodosius Dobzhansky, a _leading- spokesman for evolu-
tion has said-that 'it would ibe wrong to say that the biological theory of evolu-
tion Alas gained universal acceptance among biologists or even among
gehetitittS." (K-eith 52)

The next iargument_is evolution is an act of faith. J$trcii,V in '82: "The
tecOnd theory [evolution] is also an act of faith." (Keith 46)

"Source indicated.
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The:next argument is evolution As a mere hypothesis; Huxley in '82:
j[a]volution was not an established theory but a tentative hYpothesis." (Keith
52)

The next -argument-is-it is an-impossibility. Keith [Tom Moore] in_ 1982:
"From what we Know: based: on scientific_ facts; and what we know through
observation anc .3xperimentation, the theory of eveliition is an impossibilitY."
(Keith; 25) _

The- next- argument is evolution th-at --is -taught -in -schools is: incorrect.
Newsweek in _'82180]: !Ividence :from fossils:now points :overwhelmingly_ away
from--the clas-sical- Darwinism-which -most -Americans learned in schbol: thatineW
species evolve out:of existing ones by the gradual accumulation of small chang-
ét...."--(Keith, 43)
: :Next iargument:is no:fossils support evolution. Patterson_ in 1982: _will
lay it on -the line---there is not -one- such- fossil---for *Kith -onecould -make- a
watertight argument. :: The_ reason is:_that_statements about ancestry and decent
are not applicable in the-fossil record" (Keith -15).
__ The: next argument: is Darwinian :evolution is :a :hoax. "Keith- in -'82:
"...Darwinian evolution is a hoax, perhaps the greatest hoax of the twentieth
century." (4):

I The next argument is -no proof exists for evolution. Keith in 1982:
"[T]here is not:one shred of proof supporting evolution. Rather-, it is a meta-
physical research--program." (4-5)

-The-next 'argument is :no missing ilinks:found in evolution. This :is Keith
in '82: "Since Charles Darwin published his famous book...not- one 'missing' !ink
or half-man and half-rnonker-_like creature has ever been:found.'" (6)

The next argument is _the _fact of evolution is based on inference._ Thit is
Postman in '86: :'Even the 'fact' that evOution occurred is based on_ high levels
of inference and supposition. Fossil remains, for example, are sometimes
ambiguous in their meaning and have -generated diverse interpretations." (5)

The :next argument is: no scientist can prove it. Keith in '82: "Robert
[A.] Millikan...-. In an address to the American_ Chemical: Society-, he said:
'The :pathetic :thing about it is that many scientists are_ trying to prove the
doctrine-of evolution,- which-no scien-tist can do." (Keith: 54)

The- next _argument :is it's a_myth. Keith in '82: "Loren Eisley; a_ leading
evolutionisti -says: 'With -the -failure- of -t-hese many efforts, science was ieft in
the -somewhat embarrassing position of having :to postulate theories _of living
origins--which -it-could -not demonstrate." (Keith- 54). The next argument is
evidence: does not support: Keith in [Thompson] '82: "As we know; there_ is a
great-divergence- of opinion among -bielogists, not ori18-,_ abeut the-causes :of
evolution but even abo-ut the actual process: This divergence exists because
the- evidence is unsatisfactory and does not permit any certain conclusion."
(Keith 54)

Cross-Examination

Stuart Rabin questioning

Rabin: OK. Let's
OK. Rabin: All right.

Brownell

talk :about the New_ Right_ stuff on case _ Brownell:
First argument is the backlash. What--why Will they



baCkla-th?: Brownell:: Our argument is :that_ they back:ash againstRabin:
Against the plan; right, _I iihdeettahd. -What't it- like? Brownell: They do
thingi-in the schools. Rabin: OK. : Is this: specific to the affirmative at all?
Brownell: No; it's jutt talking -aboiit general backlash politics. Rabin: OK.
OK.-- -Brownell: It just says :they thrive on backlash: Rabin: OK. Why
doesn't -_ the second responte take Olit -the firit -resPonse?:: Brownell: : Well; 1
mean,- if you _want to grant--if_ you want to: kick out the (C) subpditit, I'll kickout the-7 Rabin: Wait. Why d we haVe lb grant out the_ (C) subpoin:t?
Second: retponse talks_ about backlash mechanisms:- There's no support ih the
present:system; right? Our_tate- eVidefite tayt- theY gain- support through the
affirmatiVe Mechanism; and we stop that. Brownell: : No; No: That's our
argument-- : Our argument is the- flip tide of that,- that :they gain: support-7
Rabin: I UnderStand what your argument is:: _Why_ can't: the second argument
just-:- Brownell: : The arguments tWO ahd three aee not dependent on backlash
politics; theY're: dependent on :the power base of "the : New_ Right in general.
Rabin: 'And the argument is there't nO ttipport for the-New Right in general;
right? BrtiWnell: Right, and if it's true-- Rabin: Great;: and our evidence_ _

in 1AC says; they gain support ih the future. BrOWnell: Nd, that's not what
those cards- say. -Rabin: Our lAC evidence doesn't: say?: Brownell: That'.1right. Rabin: Well; where: do you argue that, DaVid? -I mean-- Brownell:That's not an argument:- -Rabin: What's your _third answer: here? Brownell:
Mike; flip ion the assumption-:- Rabin: What't your third answer here?
Brownell: UM, I'll =get the:card. I -don't-know if--

Rabin:: All_ right; _while we're doino that; ytiii have Up above on:the (A)
, .subpoint Of bliterVition --right, that they re constitutional; and: _this

evidence-,_: a lot -of it-,:iis from: Mr: Bird: _ Are you familiar With his -qualifica-
tions? Brownell:_ Uih, -I- -think-- he'S 4ualified. Rabin: OK [laughter]
Brownell: l_ mean;: I:don't have his qualifications-- Rabin: -Are you- familiar
that every court that hat evee -h-eaed his arguments- in other :context; obvious-
ly, you know;:through_ court decisions:; :have rejected them. BrOWfiell: That'tirrelevant -Rabin: Why? All- dii-r-1A-C criteria established through:Lemon v:
Kurtzman-, right; Supreme Court test; says our: plan is consistent With control-
ling constitutional Acittiihe.- Br-OW/hell: That-- do_sn't meanthat: doesnt :mean
the : courts are :right. That doesn't _ mean :Bird is wrong: Rabin: It't
Supreme Court decision. I Mean, Whdre't -the evidence indicting the Supreme
CoUrt dicitiOn?: Brownell: --I- mean; -_we have;:_:we have;: we have, we're read-
ing :twenty cards _on each -article-- RS-bin-:- Thit it a law review student or
Birert:Opinion,:iright?- Brownell: No--,- it's- not-- Rabin: Compared with criteria
established_ in the first affirmatiVe -Which it LeMon- V. Kurtzman, right?_ : Brow-
nell:i You're making:an absurd generalization:about our evidence: Rabin: It
there any response that deals with the entanglement- or the primary effects?
Brownell: :: Yet, All these-- I mean-,- all the_ church-state: arguments; all the
truth; all the mind control stuff, all- thiS Stuff iS, direct flip on the case; I

think.:::Rabin: right. OK. Right. Right. -OK:
Rabin: All right Let's talk alddlit tOPitality. MOre igorous. Explain

the yiotation, please. Brownell: That a ban_ is not rigorous; but your argu-
ment will be that you're rhbre -rigorous, betalite- yiadre accurate, but accurate's
probabilistic,: I mean, that's based on your interpretation of it: I mean; you're
not proving evolution at this point. Rabin: Thank you.
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St,cond Affirmative Constructive:

Michael Mazarr; Georgetown

He reads_ a lot: ofiicards on: case; but doesn't:answer_anything_ from the
first affirmative which all- proves his is- wrong. His evidence is ludicrous.
[Unintelligible] in 1AC is dropped:: TheyJiave the influence now. Beat 'ern
with snowball.: Group one through three. Teach religion equals--is not a reli-
gion consistent.

First of all, all materials- violate.- That -is-Journal of -Contemporary Law
'83: "[T]he evidence presented _in McLean: indicated to the court that all avail-
able- creationists' -materials -were-unacceptable for public- schools--because they
were permeated with religious references and reliance upon religious beliefs"
(Seheid 102).

Two; violates_ establishment clause.: lAC: evidence is all 'dropped. Also;
Albany--Law -Review- in -1982: -"Like the posting of the Ten Commandments on
the schoolroom walls; which was_ condemned:in Stone v. Graham-, the only effect
instruction- in-creation-science can have is to encourage students to accept the
state-_p_resented religous beliefs as their own." :(Bing 934) 1

Three,---drop all MC mechanisms. The stuff down below on the (C)
subpoint; :yeh; the:evidence down below in: contention' two is dropped,- indicat-
ing all- the- specific reasons why- it violates, the substance is not _taken out:
Now; he'_s for evolution equals religion. Apply the same thing. :: That'sitaken
out by the underview evidence which indicates it is not. No further [unintelli-
gible.]

He says, next, is--neither is theory. Well, you know, evolution is falsifi-
able.:: I'll read down below in his evidence.

He says, next, origins are beyond Science. That's_ right:: The_origins are
beyond science. : That's why evolution -is- nut making conclusions about- -the
origins Of man, but creationism does, and that makes it: not science.: Against
all that you're indicatingi: no:snowball-in the future-andjunintelligibleL

Observation two. It's bad. He_ says;:courts::would: have_ ruled.: WeU
they have ruled out. They say; it's- bad-. [Unintelligible.] He's alleging it's
not entrenchable. We do it through the courts also; plus it:would entrench.
He has no cards-. _He says _church and state strong now. Reads no cards.
Our evidence indicates go away..

He says; next, not bother- Constitution-. First-6f all,--on easily constitu-
tional: First of _all; courts disagree:: Evidence on thebottom twill indicate that
all:courts agree -Wth- u-s -that, you -know, it's-- un-constitutional, and evolution
not. First of all,_ we_ take it out with 1AC evidence.

: He says, scientific- and -creationism is -theory. -First-of all, lAC evidelce
takes it out: He drops the_ evidence here indicates:that there is- no- positi-,e
eviden-cc-. You knowassumes-a- &cid-. Not scientific method.- Not testable.
It's all dropped. ::He: does not:irespond to_ it. :He says; one assumes existence
of God. Certainly-that--can -all be proved, and that is not testable, and there-
fore, it is not a_ scientific theory. Next:point, unconstitutional. Even if it may
be a scientific theory-, it-is-not a- scientific-is not the right kind of scientific
theory to be taught in classes. It is assumptions.
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He says,: scientific law: That's lAC, and that is dropped.
Now, all this talk about unconstitutional he drops. [Unintelligible.] He

just _reads cards: :

(B) -subpoint, church state: separation: crucial,: Leads: to :tunnel: vision:
Group that one: and two: First of all, evolution equals- critical- thinking.
That iS lAC evidence that drops from the (C): subpoint indicating that we:would
stop tunnel vision: Two subpoint, fundamentalism is-worseis uniform dogma.
ThãtlI be -worse tunnel- vision than evolution which allows lunintelligible].
Three_ subpoint; no specific evidence [unintelligible] to- creationism.

He says,- -ban-- v-iolates. That's underview.: He :says; creationism can be
taught : without _ [religion]: : No, the above evidence takes out. No creationist
materials can be -taugh-t- without it. :

: He says;: democracy has no value. He says, first of all, war. Walter
evidence on the (C)- subpoint indicates that you have :to stop war. Secondly;
tyranny is bad. in gerveral,-presumes it is bad. Deomocracy's value.
Three subpoint, liberty's- -k-ey for environment. :McCloskey in '83: "Many: of
the_ important ecological measures that today are being implemented are being
implemented in democracies- because they allow free discussion; [and] :dissem-
ination of information..." (157): That's a pretty clearly reasonable card saying
it's -bad. He says, you k-now, they- can't have true control. Well; it's
enough control.: Tyranny is worse, That just_ presumes.

Now, (C) to our case. He says, bac-klash. First :of all, not empirical.
Abortion. You know; they have not backlashed empirically on abortion. They
certainly would notdo that-now. Time '85: "The Supreme Court's 1973 legali-
zation of this procedure is perhaps: the_single _most important cause now ener-
gizing conservative churches" (Ostling- 52). Two-, not empirically creationism
have banned. : Creationism in :the: past may. Not a backlash there_. The only
way, the Futuyma- evidence in lAC indicates that [unintelligible] is the only
way they can _take part. Not ibacklask.:

Group two and three. First of all, takes out number one. Right? The
[unintelligible] so they can't backlash, : [Unintelligible] scenario: Right?
They :don't have the support now, but when they inculcate -people through the
sctlools,- the lAC evidence indicates they will; and then they :can take power.
[Unintelligible.] Group ban, indoctrinate, etc. This is all taken -out below in
the underview. : Now, he _drops_ all the dark age stuff--war; tyranny; and
that's_ absolute from fundamentalist takeover.

-Evolution -good. He says, no evidei -e. That is Futuyrna evidence lunin-
telligibleb It is taken out: He says , not universal. We've [unintelligible]
84 evidence, it is -universal. : _He says; : requires act of_ faith.: No,_ all _courts
would: disagree with this: This is just, you know, all courts disagree i-t's a
Constittitional issue. He useshe says:,: hypothesis. : Na, that'sAhey_ destroy
hypothesis. It is, you know, falsifiable which creationism is not. Certainly
[unintelligible]. He- says, impossible to verify. That's ludicrous.: Of:icourse;
it is, I lAC indicates it has been tested, and therefore, it's passible. He says,
taught -and wrong. No, that is only in small areas.- Plus, in generaL it is not
unconstitutional: : Even_ the way it is taught, as 1 AC decision will indicate that.
He says, no-fossils-. That is down below. But Futuyma evidence indicates on
the--down :below on: :this point--indicates no gaps. He says Darwin is hoax.
NO, there is no evidence for this. 1 AC. evidence indicates ifs tested. It
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certainly is empirical. He -says, no -proof. -It's -empirical.- lAC- evidence. -He
says; no:missing links: :Well; the lAC indicates it's certainly testable and falti-
fiat:de. The important -thing to remember -is there may be small problems :with
evolution; but it is still testable and falsifiable as a theory which his evidence
here--proves. If these-things -are true, it is a false theory,: and that's :OK;
because it was always the lalsifiable theory that can be taught in science class-
et. Creationism- is--not -falsifiable-.- That-equals- independent violation:. : He
says;_ equals interference; etc: That is taken out by lAC evidence indicating
that s junintelligiblej. -He says,- no-, scientist prove . l lAC evidence: in the: (D)
or _ (E) subpoint indicates that: it is testable and falsifiable; it has been
supported, and they-empirically do prove -it- -He -says, myth. Of course, not a
myth; :They have many :fossils_ __ Well-,: Futaymatakes this out: He says; that
does- not-support. You know, 1AC evidence -sa-ys,- it's -tested. :He just doesn't
respond to this evidence; indicating there's_ no gaps_ in the fossil record It is
widely -tested-.-- But- remember,- all- -of-his critiques-feed-our -position,_ that it's a
falsifiabte theory; _ Even if it's wrong; if it's taught as: a theory which it is;
and_ as long as it is theory, it doesn't violate the Constitution, but creationism
does.-

T[opicality].- He say-s,- observation on field -context. First- of 6-11,--we -will
meetfield context. We have; you know; we have a field contextual definitions;
and that will be down below.

(B) subpoint most precise. have _most 'precise definitions:. _ That
will be analysis on the specific -violation. Three subpoint different-within-the
field. Lei.; there are differing definitions within the field-, and that; there-
fore, you -know, ours -would be best.

He says i(C): subpoint: broad is best. _First of all-, no rationale.: Why-is
broad bad? Must give certain leeway. In other words, the affirmative defi-
nitions will prov-e leeway. -Thre subpoint, definitions will be most precise
anyway, arid so it will be best.

Now-, he says-, academic standard. First-, number one, standard is curri-
cular-_-curriculum any,

[Unintelligible]- '73: Standard academic [unintelligible] curriculum main-
tabled by our school."
--T-wo subpoint, isn't moral role. [Unintelligible] such as art which cannot be
tested !through the testing definition. Three subpoint, testing is bad.
Discriminates, causes stress, therefore,- should not use standard. Four-, just
a _ limiting. Anythingcan be tested; therefore, our center is just as limiting
as--hi-s-,--and -certainly is- contextual -as well. Five i;ubpoint-, artificial. His
definition _establishes: an artificial level to stop it at-,tests--;and he gives no
reason-why.- In--number six:, requires effect. You have -to see-the effects of
the plan,_ i.e_._, _solvency, increasing achievement_ in order to get this definition.
It's a -bad definition, because you -should not be-getting mixed burden._

Now; he says; more rigor: Tirst of all; it's comparable with- the status
quo, Right now, th-ey're -not-enforcing. We enforce it. Two subpoint, is not
merelyr-not merelysame set of school standard: He has no cards here: All
cards indicate we would increase rigor.

1"Source indicated.
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He says, -bad. -Not i-ncrease rigor. First of all; [unintelligible]_. The
standard justifies: J1/4 ban-_-a bad food center--would ban badfood-as well as a
lot of goOd one. Two svbpoint, no specific definition. Our definition- on
economic:standards:is above--takes _it out. Reestablishes the [unintelligible] of
the curriculum-by-banning one component. Three subpoirrt; empirically OK:
Last_ you'll hear about _wrecks whole case, and that's OK. He says, evolution'S
on the take out. T-h-at's OK. We're arguing curricular standard.

: Now; the disads. On--or this disad, first of all-- now initially- -these
cards have no- linksdo not uniquely increase :evolution._ : He says; also on
brink. First of all; this is _'81 evidence: Evidence is old, and--on briik
Two -subpoint, no specific reform. No reform-evidence. [-Unintelligible]; and
no link ta the affirmative. Reason why ban will take ow In other words, we
are banning, so -we're not -equal new reform. Four--not. Take out. Four
subpoint; riot:unique.: Ban all over;_ .Creationism is banned all over the -stattis
quo. Evolution is taught- -mo-st places.- Why -isn-'t the disad occurring now?
And; you: know; the _affirmative's going [unintelligible]. Four, question of
how muth -we increase this. Five, -case outweighs contradictionscase
outweighs irnpact.z: We stop these wars:that they're talking about in terms Of
save humanity. Number--next,- and that is, no link. Link is- not to bac-k to
basics.: tn other :words; the specific:link on: the (B) subpoint is oot talking
about back to basics, whereas the below-card on-creationism is. Number next;
not--creationism does inot==-the creationism link does not say you hurt back to
basics: This card is terr-ible. The link he argues in the last subpoint--or that
he applies to the :(B) subpoint; creationism; is awful.

_ Now, next, he said, dehumanizing. First of all,- not emphasizes-. I.e., we
do- -not -uniquely emphasize evolution. [Unintelligible] in:minimal fashion. Two
s:ubpoint; not unique. Taught in status quo.- Taught all-over- -right now, -and
that, you- know; there is no [unintelligible] back :to the affirmative: Three
subpoint; both not kill. He reads no-evidence on -the- (A)- subPoin-t in-dicating
teaching- -the two-kills it. Fourth sub-pointand:that is; turnaround: Increase
humanization:: lAC evidence indicates, you- increase, you -better- increase
humanist -with the- affirmative. Five- subpoint; no- new humanity empirical:
Futuyma in "The creationist appeal to emotion takes many forms-, but- none
is more- -unjustified than thei-r repeated attempts to-blame evolutionary science
for racism; _Nazism; and the ethics of self-interest" (181).

N-umber- next,- turnaround; Creationism : in : the classroom :increases
discussion of evolution. (A-) _Evolution-poorly understood. Humanist, November
'75 [Edword-s, Nov./Dec. '85]: "[P]ublic- school- science teachers are otten
woefully: untutored_in the latest developments" (34). (B-) Promotes understand-
itig: Stewart in--113: "-Any increase in: teac.hers' and students' understanding
of evolutionary theory,- then; could easily result in- a more coherent view of all
biology"- (39) -He- [Stewart]- delineates the mechanisms:: :"One possibility
would : be for: : teachers to become familiar with creationkt writings....
[T]eachers would-be required to-increase their knowledge of evolution": (39)

Last: disad; : evolutionary fatality. First of all, not empirical. I.e., you
know, hot empi-ricalnot empirical in the future=-has not been empirical in _the
past.: We don't have any fatalism right now. Evidence does notisn't, dóeS
tibt---is empirical. Reason- why not uniquely occurring _now-, evolution is :taught
in the status quo; Three subpoint, not stop all evolutionary belief. Will Still
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occur now. [Unintelligible] to the case. First of all, evidence on case turns
this,--indicating that we would- stop fatalism. Fundamentalism -equals worse
fatalism and v:ar. __Five subpoint; popular_evolutionthis is talking about popu-
lar- evoltition, not-the evolution that-we will teach in the- schools or is taught in
the :shcools.: : He_ is not: talking:_about the 'way it's_presented to the_:world_.
Sixth--subpoint, we do- not institutionalize evolution. That is above. Seventh
subpoint, turn . Equal: time t.rrns,

Lett disad, conflict-. Now, the above response will all take this out. -It'S
non-unique; _ Evolution: is:already taught. 'First of all; it's not unique. : Evolu-
tion is already taught in the status quo. Here's the point. -Turnaround. Case
stops wars. : We: decrease the:amount of: aggression. : Fundamentalism equals
more aggression than on case. (B)subpoint is taken out above in term-s of the
turns; :etc.:: Atl the: above stuff:takes it out, Seca:use:the:link is adapted the
same, that is, teaching of evolutionary theory. All this disads are the same.
They're all pretty poor.

OK. Counterplan. T-[opicality] we'll grant 'em. It does not apply to the
affirmative. On_ mutual:exclusivity. -Number one, do :not get case advantage.
In other words, you still have snowball from the small area. If you examine
any part of the plan, if you still [unintelligible]. :The (C) subpoint evidence
takes that out. Two subpoint is unconstitutional. No matter what they
exempt,- it is -still -unconstitutional- in those specific schools, -and therefore, it
would be bad. Three, nothing to study. How can you:study Constititional
issues. :Right? This is not astudyable issue. -Four, do all -that -exempt later.
You could do-allyou_ know, do it ill _now, and then_exempt later,: and study
then. Five [unintelligible] -first for the year, -and then- de -the -plani and--it
certainly would :justify that You: get the study, and then you can do :the
plan. Six, do- all over; -exceptwe-do- all-accept the cla-s-s-. The- specific -class
is this one percent. I We could:exempt them out: : Seventh subpoint; no mech-
anisms-for study. How- would- you- study Constitutional violations. Miitt
provide mechanism in order to do this.

(8-) subpoint, [unintelligible]. First of ail,- research is a delay tactic.
Professors Rein and White in_ Research is commissioned in the Iservice: of
political-- positionin_g,- A symbolic 1gestUre can -substitute for definite, bUt
risky; political _action: _ Systematiz research buys time for political leaders;
while -maintainin_g-the commitment-to action."

_ Two, _ shouldn't -wait too long. New Republic '75: "If -we just sat down
and-waited- until all the research was in, it'd be too late to do anything."
(Muskie 19) "

Three, delay equals policy paralysis. Hanft in '81: There-will always be
unc_ertairity, :even with adequate:data. There will never be enough_ data or data
that- precisely answer a specific question. If we were to wait until every
uncertainty was eliminated; we would make few public policy decisions.

"Source indicated. :

"Remark in connection with discussion of the 1972 Clean Water Act which
was authored by Sen. Muskie.

''Source indicated.
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Four, democracy acts with imperfect data. Hanft in :81: There will never
be _enough : relevant data on a specifit issue to- SatiSfY- a_ Competent _policy
analyst. -NeVert-helessi there will often be a need to act--to make pohtical,
sociaL: and economic decisions."

FiVe,_ the best 'research: evaluates past policy. You, should do plan first.
Wilson '81: [nor scholars to know anything at all abotit What works, it
often necessaryfor:the -government: to:try a _new policy under circumstances
that permit independent observers to find out What happeriS. ;"

Six, research leads-to frdstration, not policy. Profescors :Rein and White
77: : Along with the:growth of research there hat groh -4 chronic sense of
frustration, among, both_those who carry out the research and those who
commission it. The feeling is that research does hot reall? §erve to guide poli-
ty; or is misused, -or lies on a shelf unused."

Therefore; it'is_bad.
He says, (C),- reduridencY. Firit of all, [unintelligible]. Anyth;ng is

redundant. : You can_ just claim it for an advantage. Best toivefity if yeti- do
both, therefore, you know, -they-do not get our advantage._ First of all, don'_t
get the advantage. It's not redundant, because you could have a Snowball off
these small sthools.

He says, :the advantage,-observation three; disposition. He tayt, falls
No. Assumes it is conditional. MaSt affirthative counterplans are conditional_

_He says status quo isiari option. No. . The negative ih the debate has
taken:the policy option of getting all-the affirinitive, except in the small places;
and:then, you know; must apply to them until they do otherwise. He sayt the
advantage was taken up by all the aboVe_tUrnS.

_Now, these disads, the--_the main; you know; policy of the round all link
off evolution,: increasing evolution, you knOW, 1- Mean, I know I repeated myself
on some -of: the answers, but the point is, these links are horrible. No where
do they prove we increase the teaching Of tfOltitieri. YOU know, we just don't
-cid it.

Cross-Examination

DaVid arownell questionlng Mazarr

Brownell: Save the public schools, right? Mazarr: : Right. _ Brownell:
What's the argument; not unique; it's banned, treatiOnigni iS banned all over,
so we hardly_ have creationism: anywhere,_ right?: Mazarr: The Humanist
evidence: is; like; the fifth card oti the observation one or contention one;
observation one, saysithit iits proliferating. Brownell: Well; that's right; but
right now it's only mandated in two stats-- Matarr: knoW-= Brow-
nell:-- some localities, and everywhere else doesn't do it. Mazarr: The Ellis
evidence says _it'll be in twenty-one states soon though. Beocvnell: No, that--
well, that evidence says that policy proposals are before twenty-one states.

"Source indicated:
" Sou rne Indicated .

"Sour-:e indicated:
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Mazarr: Right.- Brownell: The point is; it doesn't matter if will be: there
soon; right?: This disad : should be occurring if it's not being taught now_:
Mazarr: Right, -but--but I-- mean- at least-at -least the evidence on inherency
indicates the trends_ toward creationism; right? I mean;: you make it sound--
Mazarr: In the-long -term, yes.- -Brownell: You make -it sound like the
trend's against creationism :or :about :to inks: it out but we leavl _it in a :few-
were leaving-it- in a--few -schOols-. -We need _to get rid :of it It's clearly :not
that: Mazaar: Well; : it's a long term trend towards it but; you: know; how
much--you know, you have- to--the- disad will- certainty occur in : the interim.
You know-you have to prove when,-you know; al: what point; :how many
a-chi:kits have to teach creationism to stop the disad. That's pretty--that's pret-
ty thin:

Browne-It: All -right. Topicality. Mazarr: Yeh. Brownell: Your third
argument; testings :bad; What--you_ could-:-testing-what testing!s--: Ati right;
we -shouldn't have testin -as a standard-. Mazarr: Yeh.- -You-shouldnt use -it
as a _standard to evaluate kids: tt's bad. :Brownell:_-__ When do we: look-when_
do-we-look-at-the,- -ah--oh, OK. -But; I mean, if-biit -that's-irrelevant- if
academic :istandards :still :demanding a test; : right? : :Mazarr:_ No; :it's not_
because-11 it demands a test, then it demands something that's a bad model of
mea s urement._

-Brownell: OK. Your fourth- argument- is -anything can -be tested,- What,
you can:what you can -_test art; so anything's topical? Mazarr: _ No; well; yeh;
I'm saying if your definition _just says it- has to be an achievement standard,
you: could haveLan achievement standard for :anything. _ You "know; you : can
achieve on-- Brownell: You-mean you could give kids a test for an art class,
right; and that:wool:1 be a: higher academic standard lo-_ my definition. ::Mazarr:
All I'm saying is your definition allows you to give a test-- Brownell: 1--I
know-- Mazarr: 7-!tp: test any subject----- Brownell:: --it_that _the_exampie?
Maze:T. so-it's not limited. Brownell: Right, exactly. OK. So that's the
reason. That's---- Mazaar: Right.

Brownell: OK. Control group. Conditionality, right?- Mazarr: Right-.
Brownell:i The first argument is assumes it's conditional; what? -So if I : say
the counterplan is conditional, then I don't have to defend it? Maza:r: Then
you don't have to defend it? Brownell: Right,: I mean; I can kick it_ out?
Mazarr: No, no. You have to--you have to justify,_- Brow-
nell:--conditionality. Mazarr:--beca-se, as of now; it's your policy.- I -mean
justify kicking it out if the status quo's going to--if you're going _to collapse
down to the status quo. Brownell: All right, so if I:justify kicking :it out--I
mean, what? There aren't any arguments why conditionality is bad here; are
there? Mazarr: No, no, no, if you just--if you just-yeh, right. Brownell:
That's fine: : Right

Brownell: Case side. Mazarr: OK. Brownell: You say that the courts
disagree; right? Mazarr: Yeh; with your evidence:

Second Negative Constructive

Ouita Papka, Kentucky
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I: would:like to :note that this is the fourth year in a row- that a woman has
participated in -the -final round of- the -N-ational :Debate Tournament._ Althoughthis is surely a:sign of how far the debate_activity haS come in -the last .ifew
years, it is Obi-titularly-due to-the- firm support :of :Roger:Solt and his belief in
the need:to provide equal _opportunity for Weinien in the activity-. -Now, lookingtoward the future, h6pe this initial progressi will be _furthered by active
efforts on the part of the .entire _community to further involve :women as .both
debaters and toathet. Special -regard :should be given to_ the other _women in
the: elimination rounds:_:_Missy Deem; Christine Matitiney, Catherine Talczewski,
and Matia Saltetio.- --Left-do it.- I am woman.: Hear me:roar. _ {Applause]:

: The first argumentt-on_ the inherency; he tays, local--his -proiiferation
card says, the i6tal- interests are proliferating. This proves an immediate
trend to--to creationism_ which: will give us uniqueness -on the- disads :here.
Thisthey'ee ttyieig to thoir evidence now. They've estab-
lishedia definite trend:toward creationism. Gives us a link to the disad.

: Now on NeW Right batkla04-,--hi-ihyi, that ifs not empirical; ifs a back-
lath.1::: First of:all, the New Right is:behind creationism. As Brodinsky says
in 1983:- "The third appeoath it injecting-into the public: classroom the quintes,-
tence of. the Biblewith creationism.as the beginning: It is relatively easy for
scientists :and sciente ediitatoet tri-refiite- the absurdities of creationism as
preached by the_ dogmatic fundamentalists:" (8-9) _.

Second argument it pUblie schools are -advocating. Hill and Owen say iin
"The_Public schools,: after all; have been ie of the two central insti-

tutions _in American society held to be VirtUally -scred. The NPRP correctly
perteiVit -their importance-, even iflit c.annot give the reason for it: By_ being
instruments for.cementing a national identity- and-generating a social ..consensus,
publit---SChOoli---have- played an indispensable role in the life _of a society that has
no formal symbols of .unificatiari such as the Monarchies and established church-
es of Europeari-n-ations," (21:2)

Next argument is now is the teutial time. VigUerie says in 1985:

We'reseeing a titanic and historic battle -shaping -up-between the Left
and RiOt.-- --YOU can iusfsee the small squads, platoons, and_ compa,
nies coming toward:each other's positions for an -historic Gettysburg7
type battle. In the next four to- six years oneside will be dominant
and probably will prevail into the 21st centUry. (11)

::The next:argument ,s we're on the brink 6f backlath. Kincheloe- in 1985:
"[APter WattniriO libeeali atteMpt for yearsto :use the schools as vehicles to
r rornote feminism; pacifism; and collectivism, the NeW Right, armed with its new
clout; teens to be saying: .now-it's our turn'" (10).

They'll take control once they backlash: KirKheloe says in '85:
.
Jerry Falwell stated early in the campaign that his earnest desire was
'that in thit elettiOn.-..the President will not:only: win; bat we will
win also in the Hause and the Senate so that in the next four- years
he can do the thingt that the American people want him :to do:
Falwell's and other evangelicals mailings to voters emphasize thiS
aspect of the New Right campaign. (11)
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He Says, ther&s- no -empiric-ally backlash- elsewhere-.- ---BUt their:Cite tide
says; they're making: high_ inroads:: Now;: if this is _so important to the New
Right Whet -do -You --think-they're -going to =der,- lay- dOwn- and bin Crei=
tionistri. _ Hell; no;_ they're going to go; :and:they're going to backlash;

The- -heict --argument- is, the- next disad -is, save -the publiC schools
says-;._ first; there's_ no link. First of all;: yes.: Teaching the _curriculum kills
the:: basics That s the- second -card -on the- (B) subpoint Our: argUineht :it
that creationism is :good because it equals bad :education which increases exodus
from the publiC hols. The next--the card comes from fOurndl Of contempo-
rary Low 1983:

1981:

Di he dual model _approach_ will _ have to I be applied in many
Obiie§CS other than-scien-ce- courses-,- -because-, at some tithe- Or_ other,
courses like English: and::social studies _also:: involve examination of
ideat that- may -conflict- with tenets of- some religion-s. The probleni is
that :if consistently and: completely :applied-,: the dual _model approach
would make a shambles of any school curricultini. (U7-8)

The nekt argument is trades off with areas. Frederick EdWOrds sayt ih

In our day and age, clas_sroom time in _the sciences is at a_ premium,
particularly in the secondary schools where the ehtire field must be
covered:1n one junior or senior high school year. With so much to
teach, there is simply no room for side-issues, controversies scien-
tists don't take seriously, wild new proposals, and the like. The
student ha.. his or her hands full iuft mastering the basic material.
(19)

:He says-non the (A) subpoint that -it's -'81 evidence. This is not true.
It's '85 and '86 evidence. They're on _the _brink: Also that teaching crea-
tionism- as the trend would:indicate is going to kill that--kill -education which
would:be good. He says; there's no specific reform. First of all; it is talk-
ing about-_-that my evidence: is on point to creationism above. : It would
decrease the quality of education: : Secondly; other reforms: are not iunique.
Other -reforms--this: unique dised. Lieberman says in FibriiirY 17th -'BG:
"Educational reform has been and remains_ a controversial issue; But despite
several years of consciousness raising, significant reform has not OCCiirred and
will not occur in the near future" (135):

Perception of reform won't persist. Lieberman saYS in 1986:

iSjeitie itites, for- example, have begun requiring -more Créditi
science; math; and English for high school graduation. What :often
happens, !however, is that schoolt simply apPlY thete -labilt :to
distinctly nonrigorous courses. The fiction that this is improvement
cannot be sustained forever. We are at the:Ahreihold of wideipread
disenchantment with the reform movement: (135)
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The next argument is disenchantment.
The next argument is that status quo efforts wilt not thwart private flight.

The plan is the unique cause of the disadvantage. Gartner says in 1984:

Simply; the schools will change little in the latter -1980's, in spite of
increased palaver on their behalf._ Citizens will continue to worry
about the quality! of :learning of the younger generation, and_ a grow-
ing number Of- attentivelparents will continue to:seek superior alter-
natives to the traditional schools for their _childrento "magnet"
schools; private- schools,i public schools in weatthy,_ homogeneoussuburbs.: The bulk _of the funds for the schools'_: support will
continue to HOW frOm the state_ and local coffers; allocated in :familiar
ways. T-he basic rituals of schoolkeeping will be safe, untouched yetby powerful tides. (115)

OK: :That's enough there.
He-Says,- the ban would :take this out. This is the -second _link, andtaking out creationism jUtt intreateS -the -quality :of _the curriculum; :right?

Betatite You -take it out-, they have more time to teach other things. Itidoes-n'tdestroy the basics, etc. My argUrnentmy card says it makes shambles of the
tu-reitultien Which I-think is a:very good _link.

The next argument it; he Says, it's-notiunique. We've already bannedthit all -civet-- First -of -the trend is to:entrenching _creationism. SecOndly,
you know; they would still _destroy the Curried-I-um, : Be:good.

NOW, thoy-ri enhancing eviden:e is incredibly good here. It's Very, _vee-,good-, :and it says proliferating. It't getting into millions Of local areas, and Ithink thit it good-enough-link for the disad.:
: He says,: five,_ threshold. The tune it now. I m reading: '85 and '86evidente: -Additionally,- -down below-_-this is notthis is not-a definitive argu-

ment. What's:the threshold_ here? And laterthiS threshold becomes a thresh7old on tentralization. i'm going to read new cards; so just prepare yourselffor it.
The sixth argument is, he saysi the case would outweigh: :First of all, We

impact his case in war. : This certainly gets their mar ion the other side.
The second argUment is, the public schools promote a public orthodoxy.Arons says in 1983:

[T]he_ipressure_ of majority.approved socialization-- has :so teriously
restritted the ability-of -some familiesitoipreserve_or develop unortho,
dox values and: unpopular beliefs; that it is fair it-a:refer to the
prevailing tChOol practices -of -any :era as a form of publicly sponsored
orthodoxy. This :is true: as _far back as Horace Ma-nn's :efforts to
make Christianity the- bisit of public-school reform_ and as recently as
the: debates_ over Darwinism and creationism in high-schocil sciencetests. (x-Xi)

The:_next argument it. ttate control of education limits democracy. Katztayi in 1982: "[l]n dominating the schooling enterprise, the state imposes its
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own goals upon teachers and studants_--Theliminates the process of democratic
problem solving and decision_inaki " (215)

The next argument _is it threatensit's:a form of--public schools that are
foremost threat to liberty: creating an On balance comparison between evidente.
Ours is superior. Joel Spring says in 1981-82:

William Godwin; considered nationatisystems of_ education one:_of the
foremost dangers :to ifreedOMand liber-ty.:- --Gedwin-argued that the
two main objects of_ human power_were government and education. Of
these two, education was the-itioSt powerful bec-ause- "government must
always depend: upon: the opinion of :the _governed: :Let: the most
oppressed:people under thange their-way of thinking and
they are free;" tf individuals can: control the opinion= of the people
through education then they can tentrel government. (81)

Next -argument-i-i-=-=ih.---Thaft--enetighOh, the latt Aegument is public

schools inherently suppresses dissenting-_views.: lArons says in 1983:_ "[Sjo
long:as the law-requires- -that contests foe control of school socialization be
decided:on political majorities; there::will always:be dissenters whose beliefsi and
world views- -have been-banned frOni the schbolt in violation Of the Constitution"
(2): _ Please put a star by_that card. WV become: clear later.

-Seventh--arument,-- -he s4fs, litik back to- basits That's explained
above: He_says;AALcreationism not say you hurt back to basics. These- are
all assertion-s-.- There's no _cards here. They should have read their cards in
2Ae. -_:New cards would: be new.:

-Dehuminizatien. Re Says, first, there's no emphasis. First;
they re teaching; you :know; they'rethey eliminate all the alternatives. :There
is an -emphasis- on evolution, because creationism is now not allowed in schools
whatsoever;:: so what are they going to- teach? Evoiution. Now, that's the
only alternative theory that can be taught.

_ The second argument is--mandated creationism would end the teaching of
evolUtiOn. Edwords says in 1980:

: :This bill would not prohibit :the teaching of _evolution, at leatt
not in SO MK? words; But any school that undertook to acknowledge
the_ theory of -evolutionwhether in-- class -jor_ -merely_ on_-its- library
shelveswould have to give "balanced treatment" to what is called
"thetheory: of scientific creetiOniSin:7

=And what is that? : The bill defines it :withe lot:of:gibberish and
mumbo-jumbo, all of whichboili deWn tuttiii:- The-biblical account of
creation can be proven _literally; with: scientific "evidence-,":..

IN PRACTICEi-the-bill would-simply end--the teething of evolu-
tion--and perhaps all .science--because few teachers:and school boards
would consent to teach the alternative theories the bill espouses. (10)

: The second: argument PreSentitibn would distort evolution. At
least it would get people to doubt it: Skoog :says "Thus; to present
the: Genesis account of creation on an -OM baSis-with- the concept of evolution
within a science textbook is to distort and attenuate biology's greatest unifying
theme." (26)
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The next argument is_ creationism causes a decreased emphasis on evolu-
tion. Edwords says in 1985:

Ironically; _it is the creationist _movement that is standing ih the Way
of the inclusion of this information. Unti II recently; pressures from
states such as Texas caused:textbook_publishers to give less spacetu
evolution; :Continuing creationist -pressures at the: local level against
iCiétiCe teachers has had an intimidating effect: (35)

And this-nard -gives a trend; right?_ Textbooks are:now:starting to incorporate
creationism:_ That proves the disad's unique, andialso gives the flip.

The nekt argumentiis creationismthat's enough: That'_sienough there.
OK; Soihe says -it's not unique. It's taughtinow-.:Lii_They limited all the

Optiont to evolution.: Alsn-, there's a trend; and also teaching:them both _would
destroy. He says there's no--second argument_is ithei:publicischools narrow
belief.- That.-s--the--evidence I read below.: So you should :try you_ want
to stop mind control; you have to present as many dissenting ibeliefi as possi-
ble, otherWite public schools narrow them down. This kills critical thinking,
etc. ::

The third eitUinent=is -that the public questions evolution now: Campbell
says :in 1985::: "As part of organic evolution, the phenomenon of --hurniii
tion (though it hat -often been questioned by laylpeople): also amounts to a fact;but: as yet its detailed -path lis not known with certainty"_(xx-). _,::So :We're
doubting it, betause of this boom in creationism. They stop that boom:
That's- bad. :

He says; WM. Increase -humanism. He refers to thelcase. This is not
true. Wa_got on point:turns:to this disad saying that it's hot teue.-
no;: and it's hot equal humanity-empirically,_ First of all-, this:is notion point to
ii.jolution. Secondly-, it.:s talking about social Darwinism which we did abandon,
biut they enteehth evolutionary thOught which is what my evidence is talking
about.

Secondly; eVoliitioh leads- to-viewin_ginan: in biological terms. _Eldredge
says in- 1982: The twin themes_ biological and cultural revolution mankind has
been developed [unintelligible].2 1 = I I_ =ill

-Seeondly; :the second argument is that it _excludes all of the modes ofit's
no--dehuman:zation is a constant threat. Van Over says in 1972:

"While the tiger cannot cease bein a tiger, cannot _be detigered;"
Ortega y Gasset: says,: _"man lives in the perpetual risk of being
dehumanized:. This holds not only for the generiC man, but for his

: "Each one of us:is always in peril of not being the
unique and untransferable self which he is. (25)

The_next argument is natural science debases man. Szasz says in 1970: :
This is a _striking commentary on _ the differences between natural
science and moral science, between the study of things and the study

"Source indicateri.
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of men. Though I would hesitate before calling science "transcende,n7
tal-," it is true that natural science seeks to master the- univers-e -by
means of accurate description and appropriate scientific strategy:
The iiscience of man cannot have the same goal- and- remain-a- morally
dignified enterprise. Instead of aiming to control:the object of : its
investigations, it must seek to set it free. To achieve this requires
methods unlike those of the physical sciences:" (215) ii

_He reads his turn at the bottom,: but that's answered On the top. Also,
this is Impacted in nuclear war and extinction.

Fatalism. He says not empirically:in the past.: :That's-answered. He
says, not true, not fiat, etc. This is taken out above:- These are just the
same arguments as above. He says-,- not occur.- Well; remember-, fatalism-will
occur. That evidence is granted additionally: _Biological affinities will produce
public pessimism, : _Sawaritzs in 1973: The effect-of public -opinion- on the
theories expounded_ by these has been unfortunate. It _has _deepened the
pessimism concerning the human condition which -has already- reached -depressing
levels and gives little hope for human :betterment. This is reflected in the
many reviews-and comments on their books."

Anthony Stone in_ the Sunday Times argues that we must believe that these
arguments are :accepted in the tame line as other animalt then we are needed
inescapabll hostile and competitive."
: :The next argument is that-he says, they won't-stop thit. Yet, they do.
Evolution defnitely produces this pessimism; Also this argument is not made-,
right? :What-is this-argument?- --Our position- is-that creationism stops evolu-
tion; and evolution is-- bad: He .siays, the evidence on :the case; and_ he talks
about the New Right-fatalism. That's -flipped-above, additionally. It's not as
bad as this; :because even_the New_ Right :loses hope which is worse. And the
impact is read instance. This-subsumes-the New Right. He says, it's popu-
lar _evidenrx: _ That's not a _specific indict: :He says:, no; and then he says,
time. I deri't know, this-doesn't mean anything. Our argument is that the
links_ are proven: on disad 'above.

On-conflict -he says, -it's not unique. But remember that's answered above.
He says; case:stops wars. That,:is not true.: Additionally-, this subsumes
this, because this even includes the New Right, right? It encourages them to
be even more conflict_prove;i because it: emphasizes their debaseness. He
says, above -links-some. That's taken -out there.

:OK._ And we'll:jus_t read a few more :cards, and this isifrom the--umper-
ceptien Of animal affinities encourages bestial behavior. Talchez in 1973:

We are encouraging [uninte!ligible] to think of ourselves [unintelligi-
ble] excuse so far as _anything _responsible is concerned on the
grounds which we are acting according to our nature which is bestial:
[unintelligible] respond by reducing man to a plaything of whatever
violent elements we've seen. The evolutionary process with this kind
of backing individual men ond women can deceive themselves into

22Source indicated.
2 'Source indicated.
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thinking that they have a right to give away any kind of violent
passion they _may feel; and even feel thernSelvéS to be justified andvirtuous in doing."'

: He reads two or three' cards on these four disads. I mean; I think we're
reading a lot of evidence saying evolution is bad.

Cross-Examination

Rabin questioning Papka

_Rabini:i Now on disad two; dehuminization. All right, What-'s the--the
impact of this is loss of humanity and what? Papka: It says that :when we
become dehumanized we lose hope:Land we-- I think Vve end Up dYing. Letme-7ff you'll give me a chance, I'll firid the-- Rabin: We end_ up _dying in
what_:sense? I mean; we--_ Papka: When :we dehumanile we rio longer s-ee our
unique human features, and that MeariS, I think the card says; nuclear annihi-
latititi.

Rabin: Alt :Tight. Now; giveni that; :you know; ecto-- creationism is onlytaught _in a few places nowEyOlUtitiri- h-ii--been ascending_-_-: Papka: Come
Ohl You-'-re not :getting away with: this creationism is-- Rabin: Will You let
me finish the_question for a sec? l_ Mean htiheitlY. Papka: Well;: I mean; _ 1

Rabin-:-_-_ You--I mean:thlis is yourpositiorL OK: We'll talk abOut the
inherercy :evidence says; but it Clearly ihdiCitéS- that at least creationism isonly taught -in a -couple of states now. Papka: It :doesn't clearly indicate
that; especially :when Stuart read it. He't going, -Oh, -they're proliferating.:: I

Mean, -there's--there's a lot of good evidence on that inherency advahtage. It'tvery inherent.::1
Rabin OK NOW, thiswhere is _the 11857-'86umon_ the brink evidence

for the first idisad; _Save education? PaCika: -It2S, it'swell, you_ had itinitially. It's the top -two:cards_on that page; (A) and (B): Rabin: The toptwo cards. OK. All right: That's all:

First Negative Rebuttal

David Browne//, Kentucky

Control :-_group disposition (A) subpoint, tion-tobità1 Arid non-competitive,
falls out of the debate when he-Says, assumes conditionatity; :but if it's not
competitive then it :falls out; and it's not CompetitiVe in thi§ debate. He says
on the (B) subpoint,_ status quo.- He says, negative has_ policy option coon-
terplan, but argues: status quo for the option. AlsO, he hi§ rid arguments on
conditionality: It's better. It would be new in lAR.

Topicality standards. On (A)_ subpoint he: haS three JriSWerS. We'll meet
most precise and different, and [unintelligible] will be on the violations: (C)

2"Source indicated.
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subpoint, broad bad, he says, don't rush now. it's an:educational- -require-
ment.:--That's (A) and (B). He says, two, there's no rationale for this. Also
(A), (B), and (C)_take this out:

_ He:says-, they're most precise. -That's -net-true. --Academic standards. He
says, standard equals curriculum: First argument; it doesn't solve the: resol-
ution of bi-directionality. This means-that-in- any-case you can implement crea-
tionism or -ban creationism and still be topical; :because you need to have better
limits. Second argument- is anything-would be-topical if you just put something
or take something out of the curriculum._ The third:subpoint is the affirmative
has: the first definition. The -dictionary of -education says there should be
achievement first. It's_more pracise; it limits the_ case.

Second argument fu-nintelligiblel. ---F-i-rst of all topicality is not dependent
on the real world, and the: second iargumentLis this is still imore precise.- I

meanIthere'sreal world-is-irrelevant Third argument, testing bad_. This
is not the reason for:the resolutionthat we should: not make it testing-, and
the -second argument is this is subject to debate. I would say testing's good,
That's as inuch :as_ the credibility :that_ihe's given to the argument. Fourth
argument-, anything- can--be--tested -That's not true, but anything that_ would
be tested would:be not topical; You must change tests like multiple hoice MC-T
or SAT. You have-to-increase- the achievement levels from students' by_chang-
Ing thoseltests. : You have to set:the standards on the test.- I -think it's clear
here- he-falls-into-the- trap-.- Fifth subpoint is artificial. There's no one else;
It's here.:_ It's most precise; :Sixth_ argument; on effects-, -of-course-you can
teit-the ror-. -The rigor- of a test can be determined on the face -value without
looking at: solvency; I think its clear they're not topical. If they're not
academic standards -it doesn't matter how rigorous they are.

(3) subpoint on case; snowballi: Ok._ First two arguments violate the
establishieent-olause, etc. The first argument is this will _be on church and
state; the second: :argument is that it's not unconstitutional- to -extend our
evidence. The third argument is assumes _religion :is-assumes religion is:not
true._ We:argue that it's consistent-, that it's -not-religion,-- etc,- It's scientific.
He says, three, drops. We'll receive it. This only:theoretical. There's no
violation. Our evidence :takes out lAC. -Four- and-five, he says, one under-
view takes out, but creationism becomes as true as evolution: which: will feed my
argument below that you -should- teach both.-- Sixth argument, neither--neither-
-he says evolution is falsifiable; but you can't_test it; _ if: you accept:my
evidence. Theiseventh argument, :he Ok, -but evolution does this;
but you can't determine whether it's testible. I'll read more cards than he
could:think of below.

Observation two, on bad; On:my:first:argument he: says; this is badi
because the courts-7-the courts rule that-ifs- bad, but they would have
prevented -the snowball_. He says; on:my_ second 'argument,- he -says-, is done
through the :courtsi but- this is empirically denied. The _third argument he
says, _no evidence, but this:is obvious that it wouldn't have increasedthere
wouldchurch and state is -fine-right-now.- Fourth argument, teaching both is
constitutional, he says, courts disagree. That it should not have been spread-
ing. Also this is a judge, and he says--my fifth and sixth argument he
groups. He says lAC; etc.
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The first 'argument is science. Supposedly their first argument is scientif-
ic fossil records supportoreation: Sutherland in '82: "[F]ossil record reveals
that when mon appears he is a complete man, horses complete horses and dogs
complete dogs" -[131.

The next:argument is creationists are closer to the- truth. Clark in '82:"So far as...the major-groups- of animals; the creationists appear to have thebest of the argument" 152]. The ni.-xt argument is creationism is the equal of
evolution Keith in '82: "Mr. Smith made this conclusion: 'Based solely titithe-scientific arguments pro and con; I have been forced- to -conclude that
scientific_ creationism is not -only a-viable theory-,:ibut that it has: achieved pari-
ty-With (if not superiority over) the normative theory of biological evolution"[110]::

Please-goextend my seventh argument, scientific loss towards-creation-
ism._ :The:_(B) subpoint, separation critical.-- I'm on -tunnel- vision and he says
evoltition-leads to critical thinking; :but both would be better. -You-would-getmore critical' thinking. You're just-teaching-one. You're indoctrinating: :Must
have=my-indoctrination levidence _below._ His _second argument.., fundamentalists.
Of course; what would be the bett. Second-argument is; no perspectives:- No
perspectives are-universal. This- is Di::ort in '80: "Nor can one, especially_in
these:days of:egalitarian sentiment and-analytical-skill, too readily suppose that
one is happily- in -possessioaiof:universalland objective categories of thought"[3]. The:next argument is that [unintellioiblel---perspectives will: respond ::to
changes.- [Unintelligible] -education -philosophy unless we can get rid of the
conditions required.i Conditions, cultu-re interes-t -and questions [unintelligible]
the answer to -holding the education policy is [unintelligible] that you go out
with abag full of right answers to the- wrong error-,

Of course,--extend-the second argument. Tunnel vision is bad, and that
my third argument_ne says; on the underview, but-it- takes out- the establish-
ment clause argument. My fourth: argument-, he_isays; no creation has been
without--but it's without religion. On the war stuff,- of-course, first of all, it's[unintelligible'. -Democracy -h-as no value;- The- second subpoint is we'llsurvive the catastrophy [unintelligible]: No -need to [unintelligible) not only
glimpses that it may- -belunintelligible). There's no- catastrophy that's not
unavoidable; That proves there-- He never proves there's- -any -environmental
harms. (C) subpoint, -dark-age, Ok-. Second argument,: New Right :has no
power. --This is talking about_ power base._ Also the evolutionist is-inculcating.
Extend the mind control evidence -which gets me out --of a lot of: arguments
above.- Underview on evolution. My first argument's there's-no-evidence. He
says, lAC, but my card says -there's -no reliable evidence.:: Extend that: On
two h-e- says-, they post:date; but that's irrelevant. It's a theoretical debate atthis point. And my- third argument-is-act of faith. He says; courts _disagree;
but- the courts aren't correct.- He says, four, hypothesis. He says, it's
true; but our evidence says it's a tentative one. Fifth argument; Impossibleto verify. He says-, yes-, but our evidence says it's an impossibility.

Sixth subpoint says, they teach-the-wrong _thing. He says; only lunintel-ligiblej. But the card says many schools. Also secondly, he says, lAC, but
this feeds the disad.

Seventh subpoint no fossils. _He says, no gap, but there are many -gaps.
Read our evidence. Extend eight, it's a hoax. Extend nine; there s no
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proof- of it. E-xtend -ten, it can't be proved, also eleven says, it's only an
inference; : but it says it's ambiguous; also extend:twelve and thirteen. This
proves that-tunnel vision would be better. No, f his argument__says [unintelli-
9ible] position is not :true. It would be better to [unintelligible] positions.
Alto evolution can not be tested as not scientific. Keith in 82: "Dr. [Henry]
Morris said;_ "This, of course, is nothing but wishful thinking. Evolution is
net even -a- sc-rentific- hypothesis, since there is no conceivable way in which it
can be tested" 167]_L: Darwinism is idogmat;c ideology. :Koestler in: '71:
Professor-W. H.] -"Thorpe summed up the present situation when he wrote of
an undercurrent Lot:thought in the: minds of oerhaps hundreds of biologists
over the-last -henty-five years' rejecting the neo-Darwinist orthodoxy" [128].

_iNext argument; current evolutionary theory has become a dogma. Young
in '76: "The -crowning touch is that according to the genetic theory, our
struggle with_ adversityour:wars:, our trials and_tribulations, our education,
our- search for truth and for the goodbecause it does not affect the germ
plasm,: has no effect on:the genetic evolution" [174].

Next argument, adaptation remains a dogma. Eldredge in '82:- "Still,
evolutionary biology has been profoundly hung up over the notion of adapta-
tide [25].

think we -read more cards than him here. He's making all- his -arguments
on the assumption that 1AC is correct: I think we have ample evidence that
disproves that.

First Affirmative Rebuttal

Stuart Rabin-, Georgetown

:No links in case_evidence is wrong, on topicality- on the first--lump it.
First, we meet. That is below: : :Second extend different within field.
Right? Thus, you must give- us absolutely -anyway. On (C), please lump
it: Most limiting is not:necessarily the best definition. Right'L That's: 2AC.
We are precise. That will -be -enough. On academic- standards. On one, [unin-
telligible]: First, not solve resolution by [uninteligible]. : First; it h; empir-
ically OK. That's last year. That's dropped down below second. Will be
below: On two,_ anything topical. Just as limiting. That is Mike in 2AC.
That is not- answered.

:Onhis_ third argument; first defninition is irrelevant. What definition is
best? That's a Question- he deesn't answer. On to real world, please lump.
His definition relates to the real world.: Right? That takes it out.

On- four, 13lease -Iumo-. -First, his definition equals standard of testing.
Alt we'd have to do is require achievement in some area._ That's certainly

-We--require in one area. 11-at's enough. Second, false
distinctions in evidence. He's _making a false atatement. On tive, artificial.
He says- no analysis. -No, you have to draw the line at this definition. Right?
So he draws an artificial distinction. On six; requires effect. He :says, test
rigor on faco value.- It does because you have to show it increased require-
ment. That's certainly _wrong. On down below, rigorous. Extend the--ex-
tend the arguments. Right? On bi-directionally, etc., that takes it out above.
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First disad.: Small overview; That is New Right presses for-equal- time.
This is 'Ost ling in '-85: "Today's -activists do not ask for a: ban on the teaching
of evolution:, :as they did in the Scopes trial, but-for 'balance.'" That means
equal school time -for creationism,_ which follows a particularly literal:readiAg of
Genesis" (55); They don't want to ban evolution. On first, on- lin-ks---on, -on
first response, links. Please lump. First not qualify exodus from the
schools. :Right? _ Not know:how many people leave. Second, our- brink i-s-old.
Not taught since brink. Right? :That's theiinherency evidence down below,
Three, no perception evidence._ Four, no linear increase from -affirmative.
They never give any specific link to :the linear increase.!: On two_ response,
specific:reform. :Lump; One; not specific evidence of creationism. -Creationism
is now taught--since her- evidence was written:. Second, :not p_roved. Percep,
tion. That's abeve. Third; presumes a big change. Right? Ban is--a ban- -is
not unique. Ban would not unique!y cause it. On :fourth answer,please
lump. First,_ beaten:on inherencyibehw. Second, trend is long term. That iS
inherency below. She's -not-reading -the evidence correctly,: Three, brink_ is
81 . :Right?: That's what _the :brink card in 1NC says. Why not since then?
Her '85 cards are not relevant to the-brink issue on linearity from the affirrna7
tive. On six-, case outweigh; She says; impact case, Please lump. First of
all _war on case is sure right. --There's-no answer to it in- IN. Second, :stand-
ards -for- orthodoxy -is taken: op_: on -1NC. :1:AC critical thinking evidence.
Third, New Right takeover uniquely- beats.-- With the takeover they woud insti-
tutionalize orthodoxy. :Makes: it not unique. Fourth; longer term. Ours is
immediate. On seven above--his above--we say, above also. That's it on disad
one.

: Second ad, Oh first answer not emphasized an -her one. First: not
eliminate alternate teacher--not eliminate_alternate methods-: It is assumed we

_Second; did not prove we equal- unique-emphasis=- That assumes -we do:.
Third,- other -classes :that can be taught: in other classes, On her two through
four; please lump; First empirically not true. Evolution -not banned :in: the
present -system. Second-, equal equals turnaround; :Equal presentation distorts
this,: Third :argument, want equal- time. That's- the --overview -on the- first
disad. -On big -four. Turn. Lump it. : One is: specific to evolution; Not to
humanize; :No dehumanization impact today. Second,-proves -not empirical.
Evolution- -ill -over now and no: disad.i Third, turnaround; Fundamentalism
worse; That's lAC, Fourth, not want humanist. This comes from- Futuyima in
'83: "Racism- did not begin in: 1859.:_ Gobineau's Esse/ sur P lnegalite': _des
Races Humaines;: ai landmark in the history of 'Aryanism,' appeared in- 1853
slavery -preceded- it by centuries; 'might makes right' is _ perhaps: the most
ancient of social rules," (181) _ Six; tutn. -She says, the -top. One, flipi
link. There's-no-take. out response above that takes this: out: She's wrong-._
She doesn't :isolate it.: You can't do it fot het. Second, our evidence more
speCific to- in- class-- inculcation. Extent was Stewart in '83:: _"The current
offensive by _ creationists __could lead to an increased knowledge Of- selected
science content-areas...." (39) He adds--he continuos: "Many issues that
creationists raise...are really aspects :of debate within evolutionary- theory.-- In
preparing responses, teachers would _have to become familiar: with the litera-
ture...of evolution...." (39) Takes out disad. That's it, tight.



-Third disad-, _first general answer here isallithe above responses on :the
disads -above -take- it out. -On -the I-unintelligible], she argues pessimism.
First; not empirical; :The present system; right? : Not _proves will do it.
Status-quo is in control. Second,- only linear. Third-,-is case outweighs. -She
says;_ New Right loses hope; One,_ no; : They don't believe evolution. That's
the -equal time in- lAC. Choose-case-evidence. Say-s only-mechanism for power.
On seven; the equal time overview on top; that flips; She--she doesn't under-
stand- -the response.

: Next disacLplease; Sheargues-, subsumes; etc.- Lump- it all_ One above
got response-. -Take it- out. Second,- not subsume. New Right. Right? They
don't believe the teaching of evolution. Third; case worst. Wars. Worst
wars are-clear -on- case.

Case is_ next; Inherency; lump:it.: First: not immediate. lAC evidence
does-riet say, -If -there is any dbubt, Iodk at the cards. -We're sure what our
cards:say; Second disadi: this disad: should be now.- Right? _MC says only
two -states-.-- It's-banned all over. Third, no snowball. We don't claim immedi-
ate:snowball.: (B)-_subpoint. violatesviolates snowball. Lump-the-first church
and- state sub. First, all materials violate.- Second, drops the lAC evidence
that says that. The next group:of five: through :seven; please lump. First
lAC evidence beats. Second, below beats is unscientific. That will be proven
below. :1 On the observation two (A)_-subpoint religious constitutions, on: the
snowball argument, first, _takes Mit the disad; Right? This is: true; it takes
out thedisecis above. Second; is longterm. We are not. On 00VP below, iall
the rest science, etc. Please lump it. One; assumptions; Assumptions_ _not
testable. I can't prove if :God exists.: Second,: lAC ieVidence-:_dropped.
Assumes existente of GotL This does not. Third; it's not _a _scientific thing;
and it's unconstitutional.- That's why you- reject it. On--(B) -church-state,
lump. One, unconstitutional. Second; :evolution equals critical thinking;
That's lAC. That flips it. Three, not-specific -to iun-dameritellim.---
takes out; The rest of the- stuff please lump it:on: this contention.: :First;
critical thinking flips. Second is- 'above, and democracy eicterids to the
response in 2AC: They're not answerecL

-On the underview, -lump -it all. On -New- Rht,--first,-- feeds -link --flip.
Right? : All her evidence does:- Second;_ drops abortion issue.: Third; is Ifor
backlash mechanism.-- Net-inculcation,- Turn-from 1A-C.----Third,- -card number
two; :past_ :creationist decisions; past creationist decisions _ would_ have__ cost.
Fourth, right, fourth, only-way to- ta-ke power- -is in-lAC-,-and that -takes it out.
The equal time flip and:the:flip on :the seventh response of the second disad
are mishandled. That will win us this debate.

Second Negative Rebuttal

Oulta Papko, Kentucky

Not a card is -read- on this case since the first affirmative. We've got
twenty-five cards outhere flipping it. : He says; no immediate on the inheren-
CY, btit -they're proliferating evidence is just great here. Read the cards. He
says; disads now. _ Now that's,: I'm :winning_that the public's doubt evolution
ow. I'm winning that they're teaching creatibfiism in the schbol now. That's
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trading _off with evolution. Those catds ai-a granted on the disad. This is just
Aot an-argument.

_ Now--on observation two, I don't have any an-swers. He grants one
thrtiiijh -three-down at the bottom in- 1NR.-- If the _fossil records do not support
that creationism is closer to the thith. ICS eqiial- lei evolution. Those: three
taeds _are granted. All of this evidence is: taken out: (B) subpoint, violation.
He says; :all means violate._ This it hot -tetia. He is just- extending his
eVidehte hete. He says, it's unconstitutional;_ and critical thinking, and not--rve:lost you? -_ OK. just keep flowing. He says,---u-nconstitutional: critical
thinking. -No-fUndairiantalism. I think:these are :his answers to tunnel vision.
Its not unconstitutional; 'cause tunnel Vition With -critical thinking is also
flipped bv Yisioniargume; _and this-doesn't apply to fundamentaLst.
This: is his third answer; This is itteleVant. OUr argument is- that creationism
treatet a tUnnel vision -when youican only teach:evolution and -_creates tunnel
vision down:below; :Off of four; thit it fOlit on (B) Violation. --Evolution is the
basis Of totial- theiight. He- -says, creationism:is as true: as evolution; as David
said in our extension; He says; critical thinking flips-. This-is-- not true.:
Remember they're losingtunnel- vision down below. He:saysi; extend _this lAC
evidence.: This is_ beating us; : This is _not teue. fled--down below-.
Now on the (B) One ii.ibpointi -where they're establithing::separation__ of church
and :state. Are you_ there? :: He says; it takes out the- disadvantage. This:isnot ttue. None Of thete things- take out :the disadvantage. Secondly;: he
says-, it's long term; ilt:is _not long term.: Out argument plus-the case-is long
term.: Thete,it &WI- know where -he is- here. :He says down below nn
tunnel vision he says :it_assumes it's not testable; Thit is not- true.- We're
winning down below that eVolutiOn-is- not testable. 0-n tunnel yision; he:says

unconsitution-aL These__ are answered above._ David reads two cards-on
tunnel: vision in 1NR. There't no PetiPeetiVe. It's univecsal-,_ and thaLmeans
that; its not responsible for change; There's not an argument here. There'snot a card; This is a flip _ori the -case, -and--it's- granted. Also-,:duwn below he
4i-6MS-we-can survive zatastrophe.- -This is_iinot an answet in MR. On NeW
Rightbacklash; he saV., the fadoi-al is--flipped-.- This is not true. Addi7
tin-6611Y, we're winning schools are -the- key whichi takes out-- He extends
abortion.: :Were winning sehools are the- key. -Now- is the time.- We're,:on the
brink-, --All of which postdates his: evidence; : He says, the backlash. He -says
in_the past_they didn't -do Well, reinembet this is their_ [unintelligible].
The Ne-W-Riht is making inroads-, and thaes_ what:the case:inherency stuff is.
They take those inroads away ftom theM.- -T-hey will- backlash. My evidence is
geatited This -is a link' flip to:this ,argument; He says, it's the only way to
get power; That is not ttue. OUt eVidente SaVi they use backlash politics to
gat

On the underview, he doesn't have any- arguments-here. He just says we
feed the-link. This is not true. _It is dogmatic when :is taught: _ He says, past
not create. .This isi not true-. These are all jii§t- Uniqueness- arguments which
wai-a entWered-óri the- disad extended that it's dogmatic.: That it's untrue; _and
that it's a dogma: Also; _extend all the ecrideride David reads ini 1NR:: saying
that only-teaching one equals indoct-ination. This: flips the critical thinking
stuff. There s: just no arguments hete. SAVO public schoOlS. He says-,_--he
reads an overview on press for equal time. This does n3t take out the link.



Secondly; bothteaching both side by:side kills_ creationism, First; that's the
best :argument. Third- argument-isthis- isfeeds the links we- already have.
On--he _says; there's no qualification:. How:do youthe_ first argument is there
is a huge-qualification.-- Were on-the-brink-now. This is not apress. There
is no::reason _why_ this is:true.:_ Secondly; to teach both: would kill us. : Addi-
tionally, when- you---additionallybannin-g-creationism enhances the curriculum.
My two link cards: are::granted.: l'm_ arguing that if_ creationism is :taught then
you equal -curricular disaster-Which -is-good. He says, and the brink-is immedi-
ate; _ There is-:,he says; the brink is old. It's '85, '86-,: and:_plus :you'd
prevent-the teaching-of-evolution. He says, no perception, but I'm winning
great cards on disastrous curriculum with creationism which means a public
exodus. He says, -no linear risk. Yes,- there is. He's not reading any argu-
ments :here;_ there's not a card on this_ disad. Hes just asserting:stuff:: Down
WOW-he says-, it's not specific-- Sure it is. Het not too specific. Ban not
unique, Others -are -all answered. It -is unique. This- is-the critical time peri-
ed. We're-teaching it-now. It's destroying -the curriculum now._ That's my
evidence- below, and he grants it.-- Off of ban--all over; he--says-, you know; he
says, -brink evidence is dull, but it's great. Off of war. Off_ of war. He says
the war is:short; :It's a short term war.: Heisays Standard_ orr-_.- He said,
our-ortheidoxy- is -taken out in 1NC. No, this is a meet need to- the case._ As
long as:you have public schools-, 'you:can:never_ get the freedom -they are claim-
ing- on the-case.- He says, New Right not unique. That is not true; We dwarf
this. __ It is longer term.:: That is: not:true. : It's an immediate. -Also, -this-says,
it is the most threat to liberty which takes it out on the dissenting view cards;
takes-A:iut:critical thinking.

On the--top of the disad he _says not eliminate all alternate methods; This
evidence it great. When_ you teach both of them, you don-'tyou- kill- the teach-
ing -of evolution. The first card is awesome.: _The: second on : he :_says _not
unique empirically. :We are--my argument is they're-being taught-side by-side
now, and when you take one of them away youfr- thenyou :entrench evolution;
This card is evidence. He -says; other-classes. This is a new argument,
Plus, it's not--it doesn't-- _My argument is that:you _have to teach them side
by side. -Extend one through three there. That takes-out -his number six
answer. That's where I'm flipping _this evidence.: and he doesn't say:anything.
Down below he says, ban-a-II.- Equals present decisions.- --And all the thresh-
old. They do ban creationism, : They :said,Ahey:don't _ban; : They:do _ban
creationism. That's a critical-link. --Right? They -ban- creationism. They stop
teaching them side by side. That's critical. Down:below he says-,: not deny.:
Not- empirical.- and fundamentalism-works,- This -is- all -j-ust repeats-of what 2AC
said. This _Is answered; It:is empirical; _It :happens; :It's linear. :All the
step. He_ says not one humanist,---but the- same indicts apply. Down below he's
reading new cards: : This:evidence is terrible; :Read my evidence; it':s great.
Plus I'm flipping this on-the-first -answer.-- T-hat's why I'm doing it. Fatalism.
He says; all _above is answered there._ _He says.::not empirical: in the: status
quo. He has -to rememl5er -were- doubting evolution now. That evidence _is
right on the lirst disad and is granted; He_ sayslinear; but remember they're-
-winning- a -bigger -linear risk, because -the stuff he grants on the case. He
says; subsumed by this:: _He says; they're not: subsumed_by this._ _But _remem-
ber, the New Right would become more fatalistic. They'll be fatalistic, because
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they'll be Meire- Willing- to risk _nuclear _v.ar. _If they :get_into power; that'll be
bad. He: says;: there is the flip tiri the bottorruand:it's--Pcit explained. He544 COnflitt. -HO-Says, conflict. He:says-, it's [unintelligible] its above. He
says-,:not subsumed:New lUght. That's explained or the -firit disad

NOW that WAS- jUst iry last debate speech:, and ischis has been a dream I'Ve
had:for:four years; : And when I first came to Kentucky, Reger and I said I
wanted tO be the--first wurnan to win the NDT."

I remember watching Robin Jacobson up here, -and I-_was sort: of :PraYing she
WOUldh't win But the-women in the activitylihave given_ime a _lot _of:support
and I imeant it what I _said in my second _negative. BUt alSe--Roger'S been Mybest friend ftii- -four- years,:and he's:largely :due to my success; _ Also; ii.W.
believed in my abilities to succeed; and he kept us singing in the-Van-, and I'Ve
had three great Partners-, -Michael-Mankins who_ probably should have beery_ in
this :round-, too; and David [Witt]iand Paul [Flowers] _and Ktip-
berg] in absentia and-Daniel Jeh-nihelped me keep my anthropological: perspec-
tivei and all- for this I'm grateful; and I really love debate. I think A'S a
worthwhile activity.

Second Affirmative Rebuttal

Michael Mazarr, Georgetown

:In all honesty; there's a lot of -stuff:going: against us; butilf I win :a
eiiiiple-of :critical issues-, gonna flip the disads; and get more signifitance.- In
terms of the top of the case, on inherency,--she -s-ays, not:read enough cards.
We're -going -to: win this (04 subpoint; it's narrow; It:should beenough.
Now; in:terms of :inherency. She says, proliferation. Only in-two states do
We-get -it- now. :_ilt is sli3wer than she is saying this: Right? EVidehte indi-
cates that they're to be put ih front of those s-tates,-ibut not necessarily affect
thein, 004two states :have it:now which surelyiquantify the impact.
Right? les:certainly a long-term. She's not quantifiedithie.: : She's teaching
hd* bh trade-Off. Well, whatever they don't teach now is :certaincertainly-7
shouli:L equal the disad;i and whateveryou knowlin-ki:diffirenceihere is
tOmething- SignifiCanee that they don't get ::from the Idisads and we'll get oh
case. She drops three subpoint; snowball is not immediate. YOU know;
eVidente oyt, it- it -1-ork9 item; and our evidence says-, that they're--you know,
-some of them_ are; falling:prey; but others ere not. You know. Certilinly
gives Stiehe linkharmen-thelink of the disads.: _

: Now; in terms: of the rest of the case, she did a lot of-jumping- arti-rid
herc- you khow. She put- things: in:wrong: areas and stuff like this; and I'm
just going:to:go straight and:extend this out.

NOW ih ternit Of the (B)-subPoint, snowball evidence here; She argues;
you know, extends church-state not constitutional violation. _l'in- going tö-grant
out. Thit is iidt a -Conititutional: violation, But these are no flips; Right?
These are just--because it is not a constitutional violation does not me-iri that

"Sarah Benson of Ohio State University, debating with Dale Williams in
1962, was the first woinan to win the National Debate Tournament.
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banning entrenches church-state. Evolution _is not necessarily a religion; and
so you: really dori'_t get any :impact out of this. I'm going to wir. (C) subpoint
as an independent scenario for this all, and this takes it out.

She_ says_ not true; ietc.,1 and you know unconstitutional :test. : That's OK-,
because he's the one that's independent.% Now on contention two, ban; Terms
of takes out: disads andi long term-, she says, not true-, but he argues here-,
what are--that we prevent the snowball, and this court argument takes all the
snowball, and that_ will take out the link to the- disad-, because it denies the
snowball. All you have in the status quo is that we have been taught now;
and she just says-, not true. She doesn't give you anal-ysis here. Does not
have an-y response. On to long term, she says, again, not true; But certainly
is :a long_ term Arend. :Now-, down below she--in terms of assumes-it is-not test-
able. MC. Good. She says, not so. Evidence applied; Well; _that's: fine
right. It may not be:testable;_ it _may not be good, but evidentyou know,
certainly no impact to this. She says; flips case; The important thing to
remember is: these church-state flips indicating -that -creationism- -is -bad-and
evolution is taught, you know. There's no significance on the (B) subpoint.
Certainly_ not as much as (C) subpoint fundamentalism, and he takes out the
church state snowball.

Now-, :church state separation key -(B)- subpoint. Thi3-- is -the- important
argument _l will _win here thit evolution: is not a_dogmatic :mind: set and then
creation--fundamentalism -is -a mind set in the (C) subpoint---that- -gives us
unique impact; She sa_ys; :in terms of unconstitutional-, she says; not. _ That's
fine. That:equals unique-impact.-- On evolution,- -critical-thinkin, she says,
independently,_ _purpose, etc.: :No; Our evidence is clearly:more specific in
terms of the (C)- subpoint. Indicates evolution is- not-a -clegmatic mind set and
funclament24sm is: I She says flip: case with this; but:is _not specific.: [Unintel-
ligible]. She says -irrelevant. This is-certainly -not irrelevant. This evidence
indicates that tunnel_ vision may be bad; but our evidence :indicates:fundamen-
talism would certainbi--be--worse- -as -more of-a dogmatic mind set and evolution
alone is: not a dogmatic mind set,: it's a creative mind set-, and therefore is not
a- tunnel- vision mind- set.----Now,,-she- says, not-evolution here and survival will
let; you know, :the_Idemocracy:s role winning war and stuff down below in
tyranny. -And-plus-a-he- grants that-it's some-sort of value.

(C):subpoint, dark age. All she's -going for here is the: New Right argu-.
ment. She- grants- al-I the impacts-, the links. She says, not true. Schools are
key_. The evidence is clear; right. :In :any _case,__it's the only way for them- to
take- over, they take- over through 'indoctrination in status quo, and _that
evidence is :clear; : She says-, they re:inaking inroads: now.: : Well-, right-,
they're maki-n-i-n-roads now, but empirically when it has been taken away from
them, they:do:not backlash. _She draws the two subpoint- evidence. Empir-
ically -creationist decision. As recently as '82 and '83 there were decisions
against them; Certainly :they _were: making :inroads then a-s our inherency
evidence indicated. And they did not backlash. She says, abortion in schools
may:be_key,_ but our evidence indicates :it: is an :important issue for them.
Empirically the- backlash mechanism is not true. _Our evidence says the only
way. :She :says, not true. But our_ card says it's the only: way -that we're
going to take power. Stuart grants that "Jst support argument and that empir-
ically proves it. They don't have any support in the status quo. And that is
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why they must have indoctrination to gain support: Now all the impacts -are
dropped; You get absolute tyranny and immediate war. That's a pretty
quick: itime7_ frame war. : _

Now the stuff in the- underview here.- This stuff in- terms lof not :reliable
is _fine. : There's no: impact to that. And_ all I want :to go for is--dogma, the last
argument they run indicating-this-is-a dogmatic idealogyand might :flip the (C)
subpoint. This is taken out:above; Right? These_ three subpoints where I
argue this is the important --thing-and -that would, you know, take -it out;
because evolution is -ail dogmatic mindset and this stuff is taken out all above.
And the (C) subpoint really takes it out.

Now disads. _First disad, save schools. _First of all, initially at the time
unequal time proving they do not want--evoltition; She -is not taken out defi-
nition-, and the links take:out.: Well;:this evidence:indicates do not want to ban
evolution. Is not part of their curriculum. Postdates ,her evidence indicating
that right now all they want: is :equal_time; And:therefore evolution will not go
away taking away _the links to the disads.- -Indicating- that,- you know, won't
go in the status quo. _Now_in terms of_save it. _On the top,- she_ says, _huge
quantification; and [unintelligible] will -kill, etc, First--OU all--there's no quali-
fication-,- i.e.: it will only literally impact.__ The evidence, she says,_ in terms
of destroying the_ school is very linear. Indicates only, -you-- know,-might drive
somepeople away-from the schools,- but not enough. : Secondly; cannot weigh
against case._ _ .You have the (C) subpoint impact, and-also turn rm- going to
win-below. Now,- on nonspecific-s, she says; whit; :disaster; etc.; an& evidence
certainly not specific:enough; Does _not kill you at all. Now, -down- below-six
subpoint-, --case-sure-impact. I will go to the three isubpointiand Lthat is New
Right would make non-unique; In other words, when the New Right takes
power they would-dwarf- this impact. They would takeLover this:impact. :She
argues that :meet need the_case; :but that's not true. Certainly this- is-only-a
[Unintelligible]: impact. Once the New Right:takes over; they have a dogmatic
mind set which _equals the same impact of the disad and faster and more-.

These other -disadt. All -right. In terms of: the links,: just let the: top;
just :remember she says ,c_las:s dynamics This evidence is not good enough and
surely the terms will take-it out. I want to- go to thei six subpoint, turn;
which will :flip all the disads; because all _the link is evolution. She says, new
evidence of that. The evidence-is -certainly -superior to theirs-. She drops the
analysis:that:it's more specific: _to:in- class mechanisms and this takes out her
links; Her links, you know, teaching-them toget-her destroys it, but does not
talk_ about what happens: in: ihe classroom; 'what the kids do. Our Stewart
evidence says, you have to teach-about- evolution -in the context of teaching
about creationism; because the two are just taught together; She says flip on
number one--no evidence is superior,- and -evidence -takes it all. Also, the
overview takes it out :indicating they do _not :want to ban:evolution anymore.
Now; her evidence was talking about,- you-are indicating side -by side destroys
i-t,--etc. -It just- says this, it gives no:analysis. Assumes there would have
been evolution. It does not assume the-flip Which turns -the below disads.

Fatality. This -does -not [unintelligible] take out New Right; because New
Right: would not believe in evolution. This- -certainly dOes- not subsume them,
and--the bulk turns take it out. The disads are turned by evolution; and that's
pretty clear. [Applause].
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JUDGES CRITIQUES

First Judge Critique:

John Bart, University of Kansas

Before- I discuss the issues Which led to my decision I would- like -to
take a moment:and recognize the achievements of Iseveral _people. _would
like- te -congratulate -the two- teams -and-their coaching- staffs-on- a fine final
round :and tournament. _ The two schools :represent fine debate traditions
which have -been- enhanced- by -these -four debaters .

:While argument on _theindividual issues was very good in:this :debate;
the two teams were -less -effective at developing the interaction between
issues; The major problem in:this debate_Avas_each team's choice _to ignore
the interaction of--arguments advanced in the debate. As a result, I find
myself intervening into: the debate to develop a coherent reason for deci-
sion. Each of the final rebuttalists could have made this debate clear for
their cause.: They did not; as a result-, as a wise man once said-, "The
choice was tragic.'

My evaluation- of this -debate begins--with an identification of the two
policies which are left to choose from at the end of the debate. The nega-
tive: is upholding the status quo as described:in:the inherency contention.
That is, states will move toward legislation which will mandate equal time
for creationism- and evolution. : The policy implication of the:equal: time
proposal is that teachers will stop teaching evolution rather than begin
teaching creationism.: ::This :implication is clearly advocated_ against the
affirmative: overview to the dehumanization disadvantage; The evidence
read by the negative assumes -that- teaclers would- -rather not teach crea-
tionism; The affirmative fails to:attack: this :assumption and proceeds with
the- assumption- that-teachers-will -teach both theories. The negative -has
strong evidence indicating that both theories: will :be neglected if: the only
other-- option- is -equal-treatment. The affirmative-policy would--ban- -the
teaching of _creationism; the result would :be_that evolution would, be exclu
sively-taught. The-choice- at the-end of-the-debate is-whether or not
evolution should be:taught. The policy of neither team would allow for the
teaching-of-creationism.

: After identifying the two policy options; the debate :becomes :easier to
evaluate-. -the negative-wins- the- dehumanization-disadvantage.-
Evolution integrates humans into nature :and decreases the:perspective that
humans-- are- unique. l-f humans evolved- from- other- animals -they are -equal
to those animals.- Creationism; however; would argue that humans are
created-- above-other animals making -them unique-. The negative -argues
that humanization: is _necessary for survival._ Rather than attempting: Ao
argue --the -impact of -the -disadvantage the affirmative- argues that while
preparing to teach: creation and :evolution :together teachers would learn
more about- evolution; thus teaching the two theor;es side by side would
enhance:evolution _and increase dehumanization._ The :affirmative _argument
is defeated when the negative argues that teachers will neglect the teach-
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ing of both -if forced-to provide_ balanced trgatment. : Thus-, ithe negative
wins that through::the: exclusive_:teaching of evolution students Will be
dehumanized, resulting- inia-n-_inability to cope with future problems. :

The public schools disadvantage argues that reforms in the curriculum
save the public sthools.-: Saving the PUblic schools is :bad-, they _isay-,
because the public schools': hidden curricula :is the greatest threat tO liber-
ty. Saving the public -schtiols-,_it_i_iargiiid_Would also cause a warhow-
ever, there_is _no explained scenario: for the: war: This disadvantage
conflicts with the -negative:case attacks-. if the case attacks are correct
and: evolution is::more_ inaccurate _than creationism; the affirmative Would
destroy the public schools by -guaranteeing- bad curricula. However; this
argument is: never made; The: negative argues that equal time proposals
would result in both theories-being -neglected,- and as a result: the cree-
tionism link to the disadvantage: is no longer applicable Both teams :risk
destroying the curriculum. However-,:-Jiiit-eptually -the affirmative plan
would appear as a:reform; so_ there is:some:greater risk in the short teem
of preserving schools. The riegatiVe the status quo's
progress which will continue until people leave the: public schools; While
the risk_ of the disadvantage is small, theee it Still SoMe net advantage to
remaining with the status :quo. _

: The major argument the affi-rmative atteMptt to Wih is-the- New- Right
adVentage-. The advantage is premised upon_ the New Right's :control of
the educational system. If creationism_is taught in the--Piiblie it

iiipport _fundamentalist religious positions. The: fundamentalist influ-
ence on education- will in turn lead to a neo7conservative-gbVernment -which

óiild -approach governing in a manner that _would make war !more :likely.
The :advantage: rests; on: two assumptions. The first attumption it-that
treationism-wilLbe taught in the schools.ii As 1: indicated earlier; neither
the affirmative nor the negative policy will result in the teachihg -df trea-
tidnitin. ThisLmeans :that_ the fundamentalist perspective: never manifests
itself in the :curriculum: : Without the teaching of tteatibnisin, there it -hb
intrease -in- -the- New-_RighCs :power. The second assumption is that crea-
tionism is bas:ed: solely on the:Bible and is an incorrect theory.- The riega-
tive argues at the bottom of _Oa case that Darwinism is a religion of sorts
and :that _ there is better :scientific _evidence supporting Creationism. The
negative evidence-is-inot -that -strong,: but the_ affirmative fails to :defeat
this :position in _the final rebuttal: The_ implication of this argurrient is _that
tteatibilism can be -seen---a-s _science, : and as a :result would not have tolibe
taught solely through the Bible. The risks the affirmative team identifies
come from accepting the: Bible on :faith::: According to the negative
evidence: this : is not :the _case in_ evaluating creationisrrL Finally; the
negative provides an- alternative scenarib fOr the New Right's ascendance
to power.i: They argue that: the political defeat: of: the_ plan would mobilize
the New Right movement-. This Mobiliiition Wobld- -bring the New :Right_ to
power more quickly:because _it would occur when the plan is adopted rath-
er than occurring after the equal -time Proposals had -been passed in each
state--a_ condition_ the affirmative team argues would take a long time: It
is possible that there are two ways the NeW Right can come to power.
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The negative perspective seems to have more credibility and also a much
shorter time frame.

Finally; thefirst negative -sloes :a fine job:of developing a case flip._
He- has- demonstrated-that-414 Evolution is a dogma--hence, a -religion of
Darwin; :(2) _ Evolution cannot be_ supported: by: fossil records; and (3)
Creationism is a more-practical theciry,- The implication of these arguments
is_ that the: affirmative fails to: meet its own criteria for_ the: establishment
clause. That -is,--the--plan- establishes and entrenches a religionDarwin-
ism: The best Constitutional position is to neglect both theories which is
the result-of-the negative's policy.-

-In the end,- the negative strategy of running many small positions-and
Keeping a significant number alive in rebuttals created obstacles the affir-
mative could not:overcome. Based upon this debate, there are_ no benefits
to- teaching evolution and several risks which suggests the statt.s quo is
the superior policy.

Second Judge Critique:

Michael Bryant Eastern Illinois University

would like to take this_opportunity--to express my congratulations- to
the -debaters and coaches from both_ the University of Kentucky _and
Georgetown University ion their- fine- performances at the -1986-- Nation-al
Debate Tournament. Few people: outside of intercollegiate _debate under-
stand the tremendous sacrifice and -dedication that -go-into an-achievement
of this nature. I sincerely hope that all _of the :involved_:parties :receive
the acclaim that is so richly- deserved.- Of particular-significance, I- would
like to congratulate Oulta Papka of the University of Kentucky on becoming
the first woman to win the-NDT."

: In _terms of the _debate itself; I _ believei_ simply; that there:is great-
er -risk -of -the- disadvantages-, -most partic-ular* -the New- Right-flip. My
gestalt impression of the round is :that_ affirmative significance is boiled
down- to- -a-long-term risk-of -new -dark -age,- -the- negative's -postion on -New
Right backlash seems to_get a -quicker impact; :and ithat the basic affirma-_
tive -thesis in f-avor of free-thinking is countered -by the -epistemological
tunnel vision argument and the disadvantage of propping up the institu-
tional-orthedo-xy of the schbols.

_ :The case,_ for_me,_ boils downito:two questions:_ "Is creationism being
taught- now?" and !'l-s creationism- bad?" Though I admit that I am not
very _inclined to vote on :inherency positions; it does seem: toine that the
affirmative-does-end up _giving much of their ground away in their attempt
to undercut: _the uniqueness of the disadvantages. Georgetown ends:up
admitting only two states allow creationism and they grant out the snowball
inherency_position to minimize the disads.: This leaves_them with; as far
as I can discern, only the assertion of a long-term trend toward creation-

2 6 Sarah Benson of Ohio State University, debating with Dale Williams in
1962, was the first woman to win the National Debate Tournament.



ism. Frankly; I belieVe -that- the- -affirmative wins :some: small:risk of
fiiture _creationist curricula:, but:the degree of the overall riskis minimiied
greatly by the failure of the aff-irmative to show that any potential problem
it very short-Ierm or widespread._

. This failure to substantiate a_widespread potential for creationism is
Made-- -worse by Georgetown's: decision :not to extend the COhttittitio-hal
violation harm._ As long as the affirmative:was_ extending that :position;
any- example of creationism was enough _for the affirmative to Win _the rath:
erisubstantive risk of religions tyranny.- Instead, the affirmative kicks
oUt-constitutionality and basically boils the case down to the position§ that
creationism_.is factually wrong and that:creationism :will feed: the New
Right,-_-stifling_ free thinking and: enhancing the risk of religiout Wart._
Not_ surprisingly; Kentucky argued thati-theiplan would: upset the New
Right--(due- to-the convictions already identified:by the _affirmative), taut-
ing them to rally and take control of _society,: thin- :flipping the new:dark
age impacts_-_:fromi1AC. 2AC offers very few iresponses to this position,
and examination:of these responses causes me to:believe that the affirma-
tiVe impact-is- flipped. 2AC_ says the abortion iissueitakes out unicitithett,
that past bans did not provoke backlash, and:that-the:potential for back-
lash it very -hmited. Ms. _Papka, in 2NC; responds with evidence indicat-_
ing that:the New Right feels_ that creationism is important,- that actions in
the public Sthools-are- c-riticali that past :actions:are_ irrelevant because now
is the criticaLtime; that we are presently on the brink of baCklash, and
that the NeW- Right Will:be:able to :take control. :

.At this point_ .however_; the chain of extension and response itarts to
break doWn. 1AR, as _far _as:l can detect from my :How; only repeats
three_ 2AC: labels -_om this position. Abortion is taken -Laiit- by the
schoolecritical position thei_mechanism of backlash:is established by the
negative evidence on :"huge: inroads" made by the NeW Right-and Pait
reactions is taken out by -the-card:indicating that the critical time is now.
2NR points out how 2NC evidence: is left unrefuted, with therestilt-that
2AR chooses tO spend a-great-deal--of time "clarifying": this issue. .Despite
a spirited 2AR attempt: to_escape this issue,- I am left convinced- thatian
immediate_ NeW Right takeover_is more likely: if :we upset them:_by totally
prohibiting:biblical accounts Lii any _event,. the time-frame for the nudlear
war is much quicker With _a New±iftight_backlash in response to _-_the :plan
than it Lis for the ilong-term_ traild toward more creatibnism- in the Clatt-
room.._ The concessions, noted atove, on _inherency:come back to haunt
the affirmative by pushing back the time frame for _their rititlear War froM
:lew Righ t indoctrination . Thus -I -believe the negative:to get a better,

-a quicker:impact scenario:on the New Right flip. I See this iMpatt
clearly outweighing any -remaining significance that the affirmative might

;rim: Creationism: being:factually wrong_.
Tie position that cteationism is factually wrong is also:countered to: a
d.,,gree by the negative's arguments on :why we need to avoid -the

N;ition that accompani single iperspectivism. Though I
ac;n:it tc my personal enthrallment with the new wave of epistemb-log' -;t,Imerits in academic debate, I was :particularly impressed

by :he in: n which this argument was extended in rebuttals. The
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Dixon '80 evidence explains that there is no univeral objectiveness -and the
Postman '79- card warns:that we:: should :avoid fixed : educational policies:,
given that there is no truth with a capital T. T-he impact is the McGrath
76:evidence on how: tunnel :vision: leads:to:inadequate coping: akills :when

facts are challenged-. Affirmative only has two answers: (1) evolution
gets- -critical thinking, -and (2) fundamentalism is: worse, The :critical
thinking advantage woule only kick in in the long-term, though, since we
would have to :risk :tunnel:vision :to: kilt:off: creationism. The negative
position that teaching both would be the best way to develop critical
thinking seems a more believable position. As:far as fundamentalism being
worse, as long as there is any minute risk that evolution is _wrong, the
imposition of the institutional orthodoxy of evolution would -appear to :be
just as big a threat to free thinking as creationism might become. The
position that: we should avoid fixed policies in education becomes a very
credible position.
1_ :Though the New Right flip:and the_ tunnel vision position were enough
for:the negative to win my ballot; several other issues helped clarify the
decision. Mint significantly, I believe that the negative won at least -some
1:!!pact: on the "save_ schools" disadvantage; Affirmative claims that there
is ro link, since only tWo- states- have creationism, arid even -in those: two
states :the emphasis: is on equal-time for both :creationism:and evolution;
While-this- certainly-lowers-the risk-of the disad's impact, -I do not see- a
total elimination of risk; :_tf anything, _the_ impact of the disad exists in:the
same -time frame as the-WA-identified in -the- affirmative case: If the if-fir=
mative is right that creationism: is a: long=term risk; then_ :this disad: is
simply a-- long=term -counter-impact. Negative responses that creationism
spurs an: exodus :from public -"schools,: trades: off with other curriculum
area, and-lowers the-qualitV--of education--- (which seems--very- consonant
with affirmative :case levidence),_ seem::to serve as :adequate :links to
persuade me that-the affirmative- -does -initiate-a- referm -that would- improve
instruction _and:thus prop up: the:_structure of public sChooling:-. : 2AR says
that the New Right makes- this disad- non-unique,- that- New Right- dogma-
tism is _worse than institutional orthodoxy-, :and:that the _New:Right impacts
from case are quicker. Perhaps did not fully- understand this unique-
ness:argument, but if:the:New Right isi:in control-, perpetuating :creation-
ism dogma, and the affirmative removes this unsavory influence, then thit
would clearly seem to be the link to the disad. Dogmatism versus institu-
tional orthodoxy seems to be a fairly even and unresolvable match-. -Final-
ly-, I don't_ see the_ case impact coming:any:faster than the disad impact
given the above analyses on why the affirmative time-frame is pushed back
and _since the link to:the disad seems to be fairly linear with whatever
trend to creationism might__exist.

: Also worth mentioning is the argumentation on the: "anthropological
dehumanization" disadvantage. The thesis of _this disad, _I believe, is that
focu-sing on evolution is- undesirable because such practices :denigrate the
study of those things that are uniquely humanistic. Affirmative responses
hinge on their_ first and last responses; namely,: that -the: plan does not
emphasize evolution and that teaching creationism actually increases the
amount of instructional time spent on evolution; resulting in more net



understanding of evalutionary-doctrines. The first--response _seems to :be
rather firmly answered by :the five responses in 2NC, i.e., (1) that the
1AC evidence indicates-that-creationism destroys alternatives, _(2) that the
affec ;. of:the plan would:guarantee only_ evolution instruction, (3) all crea-
tionism instruction -woad -be-chilled, (4) dual presentation distorts; and
most importantly (5) the evidencei fromi Edwards '85 indicating that crea-
tionist pressures have had- an- -intimidating-effect an evolution:instruction.
While the 1AR presses these positions; 2AR basically grants them. The
remaining issue then is the affirmative response on creationism increasing
evolution. :

Though -I personally feel -thisposition is at clear--contracdiction with
the thesis expressed :by,:most of the evidence in 1AC,: the negative chooses
to simply refer back to their-evidence at -the -top (31- he-link.: Basically; I
am left with two :conthcting:pieces:of evidence: the affirmative card from
Stewart '83, which says that -teaching creationism -forces -teechers to focus
on: evolutioni: versus _the:negative card from: Edw)rds '85:that creationism
pressures intimidates teachers to avoid evolution.-- Two-self-imposed crite-
ria enabled me ta resolve:this crisis. First; given the failure of either
team to impose evidence-criteria, I impose my own-criteria and-opt in favor
óf--the-Edwords card because:it is_ clearly the mire recent:i_ Secondly; I am
left with:the distinct impression that every source-of--evidence--on harm in
lAC-would argue that creationism_at least ris:ks tha:distortion of evolution;
particularly since:all of the evider, 1AC indicates- that creationism
forecloses other alternatives. ' sistency seem-, as_ valid as any
other judge-imposed: evidentia,. Thus, negative wins some loss
of what is uniquely human-, au rn .

Third Judge Critiqui:

Rich Edwards, Georgia

The NDT Final- Round was a feturn _V.; the dast in some ways. It
feati!red the return of the Philadeinic Society at Georgetown University to
its accustomed position -in -the concluding_ rounds of the national tourna-
ment._ It also represented a _return to a tralitional negative strategy by
the University of KentUcky. This negative team simply went down into the
trenches against the:case with a head-on challenge and said "Let's slug it
out." By rebuttals there was no theory debate, no counterplan, and only
the hint of a topicality attack. The outcome of the debate depends upon
the answers to two key questions.

1. Will banning the teaching af creation prevent a "new dark age"?

In the final rabuttal, Mr-. Mazarr grants to the negative team all case
harm in the original (A) and (B) subpoints; but continues to argue that
teaching creationism will aid fu-nd-arnentalisin and lead ultimately to a "new
dark age.' The impact of this case position; according to the affirmative
team is "immediate war." The intermediate link to this war is the
destruction of critical thinking and a climate of anti-intellectualism. By
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the -end-of the -round:, -no one is -contesting the ultimate impact of _the
destruction of critical thinking: : If the affirmative team clearly wins this
(C) subpoint,- then-it-may indeed win the round.

The" negative_team has challenged the "New Dark Age" position at the
T-h-e-first argument is- that -the teaching -of evolution a!one is

actually:more: dogmatic and more destructive of critical thinking than would
be-the teathing of creation -alongside evolution. This argument is: essen-
tially cross=applied from other portions of the case debate ("tunnel vision
bad"). It seems clear- to me that the negative- team wins the exchange on
critical thinking The Youlg : evidence which claims_ that a stampede
toward the-teaching- of- evolAtion --alone turns "the present incomplete
notions::of scienCe: into dogma is- especially persuasive here: While the
affirmative team --had- read-some -gOod- first-affirmative constructive speech
evidence saying that:evolution was:not:taught in ia dogmatic fashion; there
had just been -too- little -response -in ZAR -and-lAR- on these issues. There
never was :a response:, for example; to Mr; Brownell's third argument on
the "evolution wrong"- -underview-th.st -acceptance of-evolution- requires an
act of faith. The 'tunnel_ vision": argument:was:being clearly won by a
preponderance of- negative -evidence. The-affirmative team--seemed -to -know
that it was losing: these issues:and soujht_to jettison them by:discarding
all of the case in 2AR except -for- t-he (-C) -subpoirit. But-the-reasons
given for fundamentalism bringing: in a "new dark :age": depended upon- the
assumption that fundamentalism involved the dettruction of the-ability-to
"derive conclusions ilogically": (the Futuyma evidence in lAC7): and:: would
promote a climate of ' anti-intellectualism." The lAC -link-cards in the (C)
subpoint directly used the phrase 7critical thinking" _as: a part of the
explanation as to why creationism is bad. -It is true that the-negative
team had not highlighted the ways :in: which the (C): subpoint :depended
upon the critical -thinking links, but it is also true that the effort-to sepa-
rate:the- (C) subpoint from -the remainder of the case did not_ occur until
the final affirmative rebuttal. When the negative team wins-the argument
that the-teaching of:evolution alone: destroys critical _thinking, it makes: it
impossible for the affirmative team to get a clean link to the (C) subpoint
case harm.

: The negative team also challenged the (C) subpoint link by arguing
that- the-assault -on- the- "New- Right' -launched by the case -would actually
strengthen the movement The negative team _argued that the banning of
creationism-would- actually promote a backlash phenomenon that wouW_: end
up: strengthening fundamentalism,: : : The affirmative answers (those
extended in 1AR)- are-that- (1) the brink -evidence is old; (2) the backlash
has empirically not :happened: in_ the past: when creationism is banned; and
(3)- promotion- of -critical- thinking- is -the -only- way to stop fundamentalism.
The third: answer: fails because the critical thinking issue is being won by
the -negative The second -answer -depends upon an inherency exchange
which the _ negative team won The first answer does :take some of the
edge- off -of the- negative-argument-os -a -disadvantage, but the backlash
position at least _accomplished :its objactive of neutralizing any independent
impact which could arise from the (C) subPoint.
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In the final rebuttal, the :affirmative team was claiming only the case
impact from the (C) subpoint and attempting te- separate- that -subpoint
from- the many issues:: which :it was_ losing in other :parts of the case
debate._ The domination of the case i-ssues on -evoliition by- KentuOcy is
so complete that :Mr. Mazarr Lat one point in: 2Alli grants that "evolution
may_ not be testable, may- net be good." All --of Mrr-Brownell's- underview
on "evolution wrong" is being clearly:woni by the negative. -_ The affirma=_
tive __team could have-gotten away with dumping the -rest of the--case -and
going for ithe (C) subpoint only if that subpoint had been truly independ-
ent from the critical thinking and dogmatism issue-s.- in my :judgment, the
subpoint _clearly did depend upon the broader :issue: of whether evolution
was right and creationism was clearly wrong. Had that not been the case,
Kentucky still makes the point moot with the backlash position.

2. Does the negative team succeed In "turning" the dehumInIzation
disadvartage?

: The affirmative_team had argued _that the teaching- of evolution alone
woulddestroy- the -sense of -man's unique position among -species. -The
argument is that if man is :seen as nothing very different from a blade of
grass -or -an -ant-then-life- loses its importance. Other Hitlers_ will arise
who_ see nothing particularly wrong with "mowing the grass" or "letting the
weak -go- to t-he--waH." SeCial- Darwinism- would -arise-, causing scientists to
use genetic tools to decide which people should be allowed to live and
breed.
:: The negativeteaml took a: very lunique strategy on this disadvantage.
Its argument was that-the teaching-of creationism- actually gives the great-
est boost: to: the belief in evolution Several pieces of evidence: made the
point-that when science teachers -are-forc-ed -to give-more-time and attention
to the: study of origins; they must:accordingly _increase their knowledge of
evolution. Their argument is that-the -best -way -to de-emphasize evolution
is to ban creationism. :This turnaround_ strategy: forced: :Kentucky_ into
reading normally affirmative evidence about- how -the teaching of creation
would:2destroy the school:teaching of evolution. _ _ This:point :simply :became
a matter of comparing the evidence on both- sides. I -concluded that the
Kentucky evidence was:better becaule it related more to: what judgments
students ended up making. The Georgetown evidence -talked only about
how:science teachers were:required to be more _informed on evolution when
creationism was also taught. It may be that b thjudgments -are true:
side-by-side -instruction means :that_ teachers learn more than_ they _other!
wise would about evolution and that more students -choose creation as true
when both are offered. The latter conclusion! is; however;: mor': relevant
to the disadvantage What__ students learn is more important than what
teachers know. :In my judgment-, the disadvantage is not successfully
turned: and_ is won by Kentucky:

The "save schools" disadvantage did not :really_ have quantifiable
impact (as Georgetown claimed); but I saw no effort by the af- rmative
team -to- turn this disadvantage.- The final two disadvantages_ were give
too little emphasis in either the last two rebuttals to affect the decision.
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In summary; I: felt that Georgetown was beaten :inside_ _!ts own case
arguments._ Kentucky simply wo.-, the positions that- the-best way -to
promote critical-thinking is: to: teach both: evolution::and::creatiort in the
schools; In: addition, Kentucky_ won the dehumanization-disadvantage.

wish to -offer my congratulations: to the :national champions from
Kentucky_; J.W._ Patterson and Roger Solt- have done- a-- masterful ijo,- of
developing this dominant program. I Perhaps' as impressive as Kentucky's
win; however; is the incredible performance of Georgetown i-n reaching the
final -round. In preceding elimination rounds-, :this team proved :beyond
doubt its :skill by defeating the highly ranked teams- from-- Baylor ahd
Emory. -Greg--Mastel and Bradley_Ziff certainly are to be congratulated for
their outstanding coaching accomplishment.

Fourth Judge Critique

Dallas Perkins; Ha;vard Unwersity 27

Fifth Judge Critique:

Marty Sadler; Houston Baptist University

-_:A milestone has ifinally been reached in _national circuit NOT debate.
As Ms. Papka notes- in-her side comments, this is the first time that the
NDT has been won _by a woman:":: = :

Many excellent debaters have-failed-in -past :years to:be the first woman
to-win- the NDT-,-_ and:the accomplishment is long overdue. I weft to join
with Ms. -Papka in- noting-the -importance of this accomplishment-, and -add
to:that the sincere hope that in the future the_ successes of women in NDT
debate will no -longer be -seen -as somehow- -unique or remarkable. I hope
this activity; and the individuals:participating in _are:mature enough to
recogr,h.e debate as a "stx-neutrar activity,- one -in -which men and-women
compete side: by side with_ equal demands and equal :opportunities to
succeed. That comment- made, want to add- -that all-- four debaters
deserve congratulations for: their: achievemer,t -in: reaching the final round.
Many have had this as their goal,- and have-fallen-short.- I was partic-
ularly impressed by the quality:of the debates:I: heard in the elimination
rounds at this year s tournament. The competition was as strong as I
have seen it.--

As for the debate itself, I- feel that the negative-effectively neutrak
izes affirmative claims regardin:g thelink between dogmatic teaching and
the eventual move to authoritarianism- in the US. --Further, these same
impacts are captured in the disadvantages. I will detail my discussion of

"Critique not received.
"See note 26 for earlier winner.
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the debate in three sections-: general-negative strategies; the development
of the- disadvantages;_ the thei2AR strategies,

General -negative- strategies. It has become common: in debates :for
negative teams to plot carefully :their strategies around a plan of time
trades. Each argument initiated by-the -negative requires an allotment of
affirmative time for responses; Where possible; negative. have developed
a strategy of forcing affirmative-use- of -time- to- answer-argument i. that will
not _figure in the _ultimate outcome of _ the: debate; thereby creating for
themselves a favorable trade-of- time-to be -devoted to the issues that will
figure:in the:decision. : In this debate; the negative used this strategy to
perfection. Initiation of the counterplan and topicality arguments: forced
the affirmative to allocate more:2ACtime than was wise; : Again, when the
negative extends the "academic -standards" --violation- into the negative
block-, the lAR is forced :to allocate about thirty4ive:crucial seconds to
extensions on this argument. The-negative -team -is- able -to ignore these
arguments without penalty in the 2NR; :and_ they_ get the affirmative into a
weak: position in terms of available time to deal with- arguments--that remain
in -the debate-. Moreover,: the 1Nc :strategy_ of: strings of evidenced
responses to_ the case advantage, and similarly fashioned- a-n-swers- to the
affirmative- -"u-nderviews;" further erodes: 2AC time.ii Much of this last
string of fourteen answers remains around to haunt the affirmative in the
decision-calculus- at-the end of the debate.

_ :The disadvantages. Initially, he similarity of the four- ditadvantages
can- be-seen-as addition-al evidence of- the neg:,-tive's strategic use of :time;
The _affirmative responds to the disadvantages s though they are-distinct,
when there is-very little to distinguish -at least the last three disadvan
tages from one another (they are_labeled "anthropological dehumanization,'-'
evolutinary--fataiismand- self-fulfilling conflict"):.: Each of the last three

disadvantagesidiscusses the impact of scientific thinking on human sociali-
zation. 2AC--answers- are,- understandably; repetitive and exact their
toll in_ timelost for :dealing :with:the 1NC extensions on the underview.

Essentially, the debate -swing -to the -negative as the 2NC
extensions :show: a greater _ level of sophistication with these arguments.
For example, the lAR- overview tu-the disadvantages: merely feeds _their
links. lAR argues that_ there will be:_no snowball to dissolution of public
schools-, since the "New- Right"-merely seeks equal :time. Extending:the
_save public :schools" disadvantage; the 2NC :has already read excellent

evidence on the impact of a- duarsystem-(creationis-m and evolution togeth-_-
er).: The first cardA2NC's_ _second iianswer off 2AC's first, Journal of
Contemporary Law 1983) shows--that the-dual-system-would -have to- expand
to other 'courses in :the basics; The- next response (Edwords, '81)
explains the impact for education: "iVilith-class-room time at- premium
there is no opportunity for adding new material;" _Both! these _carth
suggest that teaching Creationism on an-equal tlme -b-a-Sis- is bad for public
schools_ since it= causes :an erosion_ of time in: the basics (this would be
"good," since the disad -claims -that public-schools- are harmful and should
be allowed to move toward there own demise); _ Thus; the plan _reinforces
the schools by buying time away from the push for equal time provisions
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for creationism. The impact, chilling dissent and-authoritarianism is unde-
nied since the affirmative wants to claim this impact _as a turn.

The last three disadvantages can be- treated together. The best
affirmat're answer is 2AC's sixth response: :7turn; : we increase
discussion." This answer is potentially a turn- for the -first-dis-adVantage
as since the increased discussion: is claimed: as having the end :result
of better understanding of evolutionary The evidence
(Stewart, '83) suggests that :the increased :discussion :could _ result I in
increased understanding- of- evolution and all biology. Again,--we're Wking
about_ the present system; and both_leams (since :this_ is the link_ turn) are
accepting the thesis is that scientific education is- bad and -leads-to dehu-
manization; :fatalism; and :therefore conflict (to restate:the impacts ta the
three disadvantages). The lAR reads additional evidence-here, claiming
that there would be an :increased knowledge of science; and _ that issue
discussian would be enhanced since teachers have to read both --sides
Again-, the- negative evidence is superior and assumes1 the: balanced time
approach: that Is apparently moving through the present system. The nett
card- (-Edwords; '80); says that teachers: don't like the balanced time
approach -(presumably both because of the loss of classroom time and
because- of -a distrust of--creationist theories) so: they don't teach either
side: The second card (Skoog, '78) is also descriptive of present response
to-pressures to -teach creationism with evolution-, :and it says ithat the
greatest unifying theme of thfse situations is a distorted view of biology.
Finally, 2NC --reads- -evidence (Edwords '85)- indicating that the space
requirements intimidate teacher :. wld they don't teach either side.

AS- I- see th.2 de6-nte, k7c-,1.11 sides are arguing for ar:, iemic freedom as
a crucial goal _;trie thirki_rig societies are able to avoid _the mistakes of
authoritaripn-gavernmenW. By ignoring-the dissent aspect of the:first

t!:e affirmi -;va is unable to break the negative's advantage here.
dk-ailvtage- -gets- fc:- the -negative the following impact: the

affirmative cas al an action which chills one form of dissent (creation-
ism) and at the-same-- time -revitalizes-the -public school system which is
alrea.ly 5uilt around cordirmityr-the case impacts are already happening
Further, -the -plan would enhance-the- scientific-- determinism aspects of
present schc..-,lng; _by_promoting: a clearer understanding of:evolution :and
biology.- Since the-affirmative is- 90ing- for link- turns on these-last three
disadvantages; there_ is no answer to the negative claim that this inde-
pendently leads to wars.

The 2AR.i lit the last affirmative rebuttal; Georgetown finally_ tries _to
capitalize on -what I thought- -was -an- esse-ntiat-strategy-from- the--beginning.
There _is some effort made in:the:last_ rebuttal to suggest that the tyranny
claimed on case was a uniquely- dangerous -type-- There -are- -some-- pretty
effective icards in the lACidetailing the militarism that is associated with
religious tyranny in particular. This is a-±good- strategy,--but-toa -little and
too late_ in my: estimation.:: At :the same:time; :the 2AR tries to address the
disads by claiming that there is no active link. In other -words,-absent -a
massive snowball to the teaching: of creatirmiism throughout the educational
system, the increment of disad impact is- low.-- Again, t-his is a potentially
strong position. However the link between chilling dissent and an
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already established: authoritarian system is not denied -Oh the-first -disad-
vantage. _- It May--be-triii--that -we don't -see _lots -of :wars :happening:now;
but that is as much an argument against the threat Of yet-to-come authori7
tariati- regiMet -atit Ai an admission of_ the link to the :last: three disads
(enough:zreationism now to stand as a firebreak against the dehumanization
of scientific thinking)-.

In short:: it may ibe _ironic; but this bgllot against the- resblutiph it
built _arOund_ the- iiegatiVe'S-- argument that the public school system :_in
America is both: tyrannical and inefficient; and that its inefficiency is the
best thing about it.

1986 NATIONAL CEDA_TOURNAMENT FINAL DEBATE:
IS MEMBERSHIP IN THE UNITED NATIONS NO LONGER

BENEFICIAL TO THE UNITED STATES?

Edited by James R. BH

-----The-first- National CEDA Debate Tournament, _ sponsored by: the_ Cross-
Examination:Debate Association; was held at Wichita -State University on

1-986. Professor Robert Vartabedian pf WichitaLState University
hosted the _tournament: Professor Mithael Bartaneri of Pacific Lutheran
UniVertity terved as tournament director.

Eight preliminary rounds and six elimination rounds resulted in aifinal
round- betWeen- Fleridi State University a-nd Macalester Collage. __Anne :C.
Crenshaw and Miguel Delao; coached by Cuttis AUttitt represented Florida
State on-the affirinatiVe. Molly McGinnis and :Paul Benson-, coached :by
Dick: Lesicko; :Tim Baker; John Jackson; and Scott Nobles represented
Mataletter -On--the negative-.

TheLfinal: :round was judged by David Frank from the University_of
Oregon, Dale Herbetk--froin--Botton College-, Gina Lane from: William- :Jewell
College; Sozanne_Larson from Southern Utah State College; Jeffery_ Philpott
from GuttaViit Adol=phiii-,- -Jen -Ri-tter from Wichita State :University-, and
Kevin M. Twohy from Carroll College. The decision was 5-2 for Macales-
tee:

i_The debate was transc5.Ped from a cassette tape recording. Except
for the _tdOtettibh of obViolit Jnintended errors:this is as close to a verba-
tim transcript as was possible to obtain: from the recording Evidence
used in the _debate Wat- tiipplied -to- the- editor:immediately following the
round.:: _Source_s of the evidence _have been verified as indicated in the
Works Cited. Foothbtes tlipply the exact quotation and other information

Mr. Brey Is an Instructor of Speech Communication and the Assistant
Debate Coach at Vanderbilt UniVersity.
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when necessary. When the source was not available to the editor or was
not located after a reasonable searchi the term "source indicated': is used
in :the footnote together with any additional information provided by the
debaters-. Quotation marks surround statements from unverified sources
only when the debater has provided the editor with a photocopy of the
original.
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1986 National CEDA Tournament Winners
Mace !ester_ College
From left Mike Bartanen (tournament director),
Molly McGirnis; and Paul Benson:



1986--National CEDA Tournament Runners Up
Florida State Uhivetsity
Frórniëft Miguel Delao; Carrie Crenshaw;
and Molly McGinnis (Macalester College).
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First Affirmative Constructive:

Carrte Crenshaw, Florida State University

Miguel arid stand resolved: That membership in the United Nations is nolonger beneficial to the United Stetei.
In :beginning our affirmation of the resolution we wish_ -first to note oneobservation: Observation number one. Criteria for evaluation of the resol-ution. (A) SUbpoint, definitions. _Initially; we'd like to note that the affirma-tive has the right to teatonably define terms because otherwise the negativecould always define the affirmative as falling outside the scope of the resol-ution.L:
The Jerrri:United Nations implies only the General AssemblY, _the SecurityCouncil; and the Sectetatiat. Thomas FranckiL: Director_:of Research fotUNITAR, the:UN'i think tank-, explains what the UN it, -in 1985:

This imptession [Of diSill-Usionment and disappointment with the UN]
cannot be rebutted _by reference to public opinion polisi _demonstrating
continued suppott fot teleCted UN activities such as help to develop-
ing countries-, the eradication of malaria, or the Luseful activities of
the' World _Bank and the 1-nternational :Postal Union: : The Ametican
public is sophisticated enough to know that these_ praiseworthy activ-ities are carried but by -egenties that are largely:independent of the
principal institutions: of the UN: When the laity- think Of the United
Nations; they have in Mind -thei organs _which deal _with highly visible
pdlitical disput.es: the Security Council, the Secrete-Hit:: and _espe-_-ciallyi_ the General -atterribly. [These _three organs] which _deal with
the big political disputes.::::are essential core_ of the systerri. (6-7)

In _fact: Mr: :Franck atgues thet -membership to the UN is only teallvconfined to thoie three areas when he writes:_
Between World Wats I and II the :United States_ belonged to some
sPecieliied agencies-, such as the International Labour Oiganization;even: while refusing tizi -join the League:of _Nations:_: _Even now; we
coUld_tOntinue to belong to the best: of the functional -bodies such as
the World il-lealth OtganitatiOn and: the World: Food Programme; even if
litc: -decided to withdraw from the UN itself because uf the :initiatives
or:the boreipolitital Otgant no longer coincided with the US national
iritereitS: (7)

The final term needing definition, Of ieourse, is beneficial: Accd-ding to
Webster's _NeW_:Vicirld Dictionary in 1979-, beneficial means: For_ one'-s: own inter-_est. 1 Thus; we suppoe t the teintentibh -that beneficiality should be evaluatedaccottlin td the United States national intere':t.s.
1_1 Additionally we'd like tO had subpointi (B). The US national interestdefined. George Keenan, _noted: International Rpigtinnc Pl(rert- and Prefcaar _atPrinceton-, _quoted in the December 16th 1965 issue of Newsweek I gives guide-lines by which to determine the US national interest: "[T]he United States

1Sourr I indicated.
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should be guided by- three-ba-sic concernsmilitary-security,- the integrity of its
political life;-_ and the well: being of:the :American:people" (47):

Thus if -we-- s-ucceed -proving-that -the -UN -no- longer acts to serve the
interests set forth by Professor Keenan,: the resolution:can be affirmed. :

The grounds -for -our -claim-are offered- in contention- one, --United -States
military security . is endangered by:conflict. Subpoirit (A) conflict control
ensures militarysecurity. If we -wish- Military security then -we--must-limit
conflict-: Michael: Klare, analyst: at the institute for Policy Studies notes in
1984: "LOoking at the wo.-Id as- it i-s, and wishin to m-vert a global catastro-
phe:, our goal must be :_moreLexpedient: the deterrence; containment; and
control of -military. conflict" (247-).

Subpoint (B)- -small conflicts !pose the greatest:threat iofi global disaster;
Former -President- Nix-on -points -out-this first-- in his- -1-984 -book Rear-Peace: "The
greatest threat to_ peace: comes: not from the :possibility of a _direct conflict
between the United-States- -and --the -Soviet-Union-, but- from- the- chance-that -a
small . war in the Third World will drag in the two super powers and escalate
into a world-war" (731.

While it may seem_obvious: that conflict control is in everyone's _interest;
the UN only- ex-acerba-tes Note contention- -two,- -the- UN-- height-ens
conflict. The . reason: stems from.:how the: UN functions. Please :note: subpoint
IA), the UN is- used -to blow -off -steam. The original purpose-of the UN-was--to
provide 0-- :countries :of the world a place where _they could :vent their frus-_
tration-s in the hope- that the --pressures which-- build-- -up- due -to- unsettled
disputes would . be reliev_ee withoot.ithe: _necessity -of Wood and :agony. __:Mr.
Tugwell, of the Center -for -Cri,.,;1- -Studies establishes thit in 1984: "[Alt
Winston Churchill :expressed it, 'better jaw, . jaw than war :war':.... The UN is
the tole place in the world where representatives of nearly all countriesre-
gardless of :size; wealth or power--are freely heard on a broad range_ of world
issues. In this regard...the General Assembly is the principal forum for blow-
ing off steam" (158). .

However, -things haven't turned -out quite as Mr. Churchill- expected.
Subpoint (B), venting iss.n«s the seeds:for war. 3he General: Assemblyis used
to mobilize emotions, which- cause conflicts. Mr. Tugwell continues in 1984:

It cannot be said :that _this beneficial outcome has _never:occurred. _It
must also be said that in today's General -Assembly, such occurrences
are very rare. : AD evidence points to tfte .safety :valve theory being
turned on its head. The venting of steam -is for the most part
hypocritical:, stage-managed and confiict-oriented-, Far from cooling
passions, the techniques of name-calling and- lying are intended to
mobilize :the Assembly: on the side of the speaker, to discredit: and
isolate adversaries, and to cultivate climates of opinion innospitable to
national _argument. (163): :

--UN involvement in every problem only causes conflict to become extended.-
Jeane Kirkpatrick; former US ambassador to the UN; examines this reality in
1983:

In- the process:of:being transformed from:actual problems outside the
United Nations to -United Nations issues, the -number of -parties to --a
conflict is_ dramaticallyextended. A great many countries who would
never be involved at all in the issue of the Golan Heights, for exam-
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ple, become involved in _that issue as the conflict it extended inside
the United Nations to become--a matter of concern to all the world.
The United: Nations is: an arena in :which many countries are brought
into conflicts they might -not otherwise become_ involved in. (9_6-7) _

As the conflict becomesi:extended;" everyone must choose sides in the issue
and this causes more conflict. Professors Yeselson and Gaglione of Rutgers
University:explain :in 1974:

If _a particular black African -state---wi-s-hes- to- maintain : a neutral Land
helpful_ position -vis-a-vis the Arab-Israeli dispute, it must consider
the risk of alienating other Afro-Asian-states in :espect to issues -on
which it :seeks: their support: Politics at :the_ UN, by constantly
forcing states to choose up Ades, -iproAressively destroys neutral
havensi- which may mean _the difference: between war and peace. (175)

_iThis :conflict extension precludes the UN from peaceful settlement of
COnflitt. SubPoint (C); venting precludes peacemaking: Mr: Tugwell continues
in 1984:

Nor is the UN's -record in controlling regional conflict very impres-
sive. In_ the Middle East, for example, -fluttering- blue- and white UN
flags- and contingents: of UN observers or:peacekeepers _never once
prevented an Arab military or terrorist attack on- -Israel.... In
recent -years, undisguised UN hostility toward israekihas effectively
disqualified that organization from its -supposed pacific -kile in the
Middle Eitt. Significantly, the latest peacekeeping force in the
region_ was sponsored outside the UN. (160)

We note tUbpoint -(-D)-, -the UN is used to mobilize: for war. The UN_ may
be intended to cool emotions; and plenty of lip SetVide itay be given- by-its
supporters to that goal-, "but- the -actual particirants of the UN use it for mobi-
lizing war idforts: Professor_ Yeselsdn and Gaglione of Rutgers tkplain:

[The UN] -is--a weapon-in international relations:-_and should be recog-
nized _at: suctL As :part of the armory of nations in conflict, the
United Nations contributes -about as much to- peace -as a battleship or
an atomic bomb;: Disputes are brought into the UN -in order to weak-
en an opponent, strengthen one's own side, prepare for war; and
support: a war:effort. (x):

While the UN-would be- a- -good forum- for discussing the solution to real
problems; it is _instead:: exploited:for the mobilization of war efforts. Mr.
Tugwell agrees, "The plight of- -Palestine- Arabs is- real :the :UN ought to be a
good forum for reconciliation;: compromise and settlement: However, instead of
venting_steam one day and returning- the---next -to contribute_to rational debate;
the supposedly injured parties in these disputes vent steam to mobilize for war"
(165):

While the past has been more successful than:portrayed here, that is only
the past; Please note finally subpoint (E), the UN has had successes but is
now ian enemy of peace. Kurt Waldheim :notes in 1984: "The system on paper
is :impressive: It has frequently helped to- avoid or contain international
violer -e. Yet in recent years it has seemed to :cope less and less effectively
with ternational conflicts of various kinds, -and -its capabilities in other areas
of international cooperation have also seemed to dwindle" (93):
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.. 3ast_ success cannot 'oe taken as indicating of any future
'rend. ,-;0%,-ell explains:

The: is enjoyed some :success ;is peace,maintenance; particularly
in-the -of- -escalation and -in helping parties In a dispute to
disengaoa; Although: nuclear vcar has been avoided; this is more to

deterren-ce policy- than efforts in the UN. Moreover-, a reluc7
tance on tl UN's_ part to: recognize :or address the _reality of Soviet
expansioro It -n)licy,- -coupled- with disarmament _proposals that may
undermine f2.ati.,rrence; could diminishi: rather than strengthen the
preservation of peace in the future. (157)

_ The pniv conclusion Miguel and : I can _reach is that peace: can : be better
ass-ured- by not employingthe-UN Yeselson and Gaglione note:
The:overwhelming :majority of_ quarrels among allies _are _settled :secretly: or bila.
terally. Evenstates-basically atodds-with each other forego the UN when they
are_ unwilling:to_ exacerbate tensions(165);2
--We --now -ask--you to stand resolved-that membership in the United Nations is
no longer beneficial to the United States;

Cross-Examination:

Paul Benson questioning Crenshaw.

Benson: The UN then consists only of the three major organs, correct?
Crenshaw: Yes. Benson: OK, pow, do the other areas of the UN contribute
to the beneficiality of the UN? Crenshaw: Well, we're talking about member-
ship in the United Nations according to th(s_ resolution_ And membership in the
United Nations only includes those three. Benson: So only those three. But
do the other organizations contribute to: our beneficiality of being in that
particular organization. Crenshaw: I really don't know, and I would contend
that is irrelevant, because it_is not-- Benson: That is_ irrelevant? Crenshaw:
Yes; it does not fit under the topic in any way. It is not a resolutional
discussion.

Benson: OK; Now the CIA was established by Congress, correct? Cren-
shaw: That's correct. Benson: OK, and when we discuss the beneficiality of
Congress would we not look at the actions of the CIA as part of that? Cren-
shaw: No, you wculdn't. In fact that's the analogy that Miguel uses most of
the time. Ile says-- Benson: Yeah, I know. Crenshaw: Oh, good.
Benson: Miguel is a nice guy. Crenshaw: If you're a member of the CIA,
that: does not mean you are a representative or a senator; Benson: That's
irrelevant. I mean, doesn't.. when you're evaluating beneficiality of Congress,
would rw roncidr then-- Crpnthaw! Rut; see you-- Benson: The
actions of the CIA in that, you know, on balance calculus? Crenshaw: No,

rThe overwhelming major:ty of quarrels among allies are settled secretly
and bilaterally or within the rcrifines of an alliance setting. Even states
basically at odds with each other forego opportunities to utilize the UN when
they are unwilling to exacerbate zensions".
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yoli- -must -ta-ke ithe resolution as: a whole- Benson: _ nn ac a whole?
Wouldn't we be _taking the resolution c a -. -,!e if We '-,a? Crenihaw:

WoUldn't because you have tg only whit _Alp in the United
Nations:. That is_ the only way you det.-rmina the That is the only
thing:that:you are determining the beneficolity of.

Benson: OK: I need the national ;nterett kA) StibPoint. And all of
conteritiOn-Ohe._ :1-_: 1_

: Benson: _Now,__the UN escalates these tonflittt? -R-ht?- --HOW -Many has it
eMpirically escalated? _Crenshaw: I think there is one example of the Arab-ls-
raeli. Benson: :The_ Arab Israeli dispute? Whith one? (langhter)- Crenifiaw:
The COnflkt in_-that area. Benson: that area. I:mean there:are:all kinds
of:confine; :Are we talking; like-- Crenshaw: iseael and-the-PLO-1S What- I
belieVe me.Tugwel-1 is77 _Benson: Israel and the PLO?: Is that like _UNIFIL?
Is that what iyou're _going to: defend? _Crenshaw: That WaS a peatekeeping
Operation. GM're--talking about venting. The blowing off _ of : steam in the
general -_assembly debate. : Benson:: OK: So blowing Off- Stearn it the
then? Crenshaw: -T-hat is: the: link. :Benson:1: That is the link to_the impact
And the impact is what? Crenshaw: The fact that the- UN eXaserbateS COnflitt
and it contributes tb-7 _Benson: Well:, what'sthe _impact exaserbating the
conflicts?: :Are we :talking war here or what? Crenshaw: The hationt Ute the
UN td Mobilize their- wariefforts, ini fact Professors- Yeselson and Gaglione say
that--_:__ Benson:: Yeselson :and Gaglione in '74; right? That'S '74 eVidente,
correct? Crenshaw: Yes Now you:argue:that, you know-,ime
have.to talk abouticurrent examples; :OK: Now if that's teue; ht.* doet thit
Yeselson and Gaglione even -matter. twelve_ years old.- Crenshaw: --Well;
you know-, if you want to press_the evidence: Benson: Why; I atti_. Will you
answer my _question please? _Crenshawl:-:Will, it is 19-74. :Yes, it is

Benson: _OK; the Tugwell evidence. Tugwell's Heritage Foundation,
correct? Crenshaw: No, he is not. -He's from the Center -for Crisis Studies.
Benson: Isn't he published in The World:Without a UN? Crenshaw: Yes, he
is; but that does not-- Benson: And- isn't that Where you got the cite?
Crenshaw: 't Is, but that does not mean that is where he is from:

First Negative Constructive:

Molly McGinnis, Macalester College

_ We_ were to;c1 we wou,d get tinie foe thank yoU'S -SO like to do that
first Macalester:CcIlege is very proud to be :in the first final round of the
National MA: Debate Tournament. We wOuld like td thank the MeniberS Of the
teain that-are_ here: with us: Grant, Barb,: Peter; Brenda; Steve; and Chris,'
and onr coaches Dick Lesicko, firm biker, John Jackton, and Ur.- SCOtt Noblei.

OVerView_ number one is that membership is_ inherently beneficial: : (A)
subpoint is that on balance, membership is benefitial and I'll croSS-aPPly tr

'Grant Killoran, Barb Birr, eter Richardson, Brenda Smith; Steve Appel-
get; and Chris Cloutier:
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their criteria on case side. .lichard:!Gardner; Professor_of Law _ at Columbia;
1982. "[W]hen we look at the activities of the United- Nations- as-a-whole, the
evidence leads: us:to the unavoidable concluson that the:advantages of the UN;
to our national interest outweigh the-disadvantages" (50-1).

(B) subpoint is -that-no- US means :no UN. Harpers in January of '84 cites
an anonymous high ufficial of the administration who says "With- us -out,- our
Western allies would soon follow...along:with_many pro-Western countries in the
third world.and the UN would soon-collapse"- (29).

(C) subpoint:is that specialized agencies go too. Thomas:Frank; who _they
cite; says in '85: As for wider withdrawal from the entire UN, the-State
Department has pointed -out; -that financial loss would constrain UN organization
drastically and force them_ to cut back programs, including many regarded-as
especially important; refugee; health; and technical programs; for example
(264-5)."

Overview number two is that they: suffer from I lofty: expectations. :And
lofty_ expectations says that they expect too much out_of the peacekeeping fore-

not-surprising that they-conclude that they f,A. (A)subpoint is the
purpose:of peacekeeping mission; Donald J. Puchala, professor of government,
University-6f South -Carolina,- -in 1983: The primary purpose:of these UN
missions::has been_ to deter the renewed fighting; to gain time for diplomacy,
a-nd to discourage-external and- especially superpower intervention that could
lead to__.escalate to larger wars (578);`

subpoint is that-they-are-not- supposed to shift parties.' Alan James;
Professor:of International Relations_in '83: ___"But_if the parties refuse to move,
it is not the-peacekeepers-job-to -shift-them" (-633).

(C) subpoint_is failure is the faultof outside diplomacy: : Indar Rikh_ye;
professor of political- science--at Yale in-'84:--(Which -takes--out- their final argu-
ment on Yeselson andiGaglione:which indicates they are becoming other than the
UN). "The- lack of peaceful resolution of conflict has more often been due to
the failure of diplomacy:outside",(224).

OK, overview number two or-overview -number three, --excuse--me, is that
the -UN- slows _proliferation of nuclear weapons. AA) subpoint is that US is key
to the IAEA [International Atomic Energy Agencyl. Dr.- Scheinman ao-oun-c-ed
in '85 that to insure an effective agency; a leadership role by the Unitf, States
is needed (67)`

"As for wider US withdrawal from the entire UN system, the State
Department has pointed out. that the financial :toss would constrain UN organ-
izations drastically to cut back programs, including many regarded as especially
important; refugee, health, and technical_programs, for example". _

"'The primary ;)urposes of these UN missions have been to deter renewed
fighting, to gain time for dipolmacy, and_ to discourage external, and especially
superpower, intervention that could escalate into larger wars".

"One of the most important measures to assure an effective and credible
agency enjoying the broad-based confidence so necessary to its effectiveness is
a strong and continuing leadership role by the United States both within the
agency and among its principal members".
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(B) IAEA beriefitt the US. Robert Keohane, government professor at
Harvard _in Fail of '85: "[A]n international regime discouraging proliferation
has greatly aided American policy..." (152):

(C)_ subpoint, key to the_ regime; Joseph Nye, profettor Of government:at
Harvard in Summer of '85: The main norms and practices of this antiprolifer-
ation regime are found in the NPT; the nuclear nonproliferation treaty, and the
1AEk

Debra Miller, _a political science professor at Columbia says in 1983 that
The UN itself has also contribtited to the articulation of norms against the use
of nUclear iwe.pons. The reluctance of weaker states to use nuclear weapons in
local disputs may deriVe in part front the U.N.'s norm agains such an action
from the :perception that sanctions would be employed (136).'

: ID) subpoint is that the regiine-it effictiVe. Leonard Spector from Carne-
gie Endowment for Peace in 1985. Safeguards probably detect most illegal uses
of these plants and therefore pOte a Significant deterrent to proliferation (55).
_ (E) subpoint it slows the prolif rate-. D-Onn iis_ from ithe: ACDA in
October-of !Vithoutiithe NFL political constraint to the bomb's spread
would_be:undermined.; (15).

Finally, subP6iiit (F) and it:says:that _proliferation is disastrous; Schein-
man _says in '85: "The proliferation Of hutlear WeaPon-s toimore countries
increase- prospecti_for_ their use-, risk involving the super powers; and raise
the possibility:of cataclysmic nuclear war!' (1).

I'mon-_their-ebairiiition number one now--: (A) subpoint says definitions,
that they:have the right to :be reasonable. Fiett argument here is we will
argue that they--need -to-realistically define.- -And:when the overview argues,
you know that thereLis a link :between the United Natibrit and the specialized
agencies in terms of-funding,: tha':_is realistic.

They argue : only General : Assembly. Firtt ai.gUment: _parallel Ito
Congress. Now- when -Corigreia- debates and decides :that somethin3 needs to be
done they delegate::that to an agency which they Set Up, Or a -dbannissioniwhich
they _set up and that'S- -a deligetkin of responsibility. And we argue that
there's the same delegation within the United Nations.

7"The :rain _norms -and -praetiCit- Of this regime -are found Lin the NPT:and
in repiwsal counterparts such as the_ Treaty of Tiatelolto, Whith aiMs to keep
Latin -;;. r-`!ca non-nuclear;_ in--the Safeguards rules-, and :procedures of theinterm it:Atomic Energy Agency:(IAEA); and in various UN res)lUttons"-.

"7.;.: UN has alto contribilted-tO-the articulation of normsiagainst_ the use
of inuclear_weapons. While the_restraint of the superpowers itt this area is due
more to their perception of telf-interett-than- to UN norms, _the reluctance of
weaker :states to use nuclear:weapons: in local disputes _may de: ive in part_ from
the_ UN's norm against tuth an attiOn- -and- froth the porception that sanctions

itheicutting _off of military -assistance_ by one's allies) will be applied
within_the _UN context againtt coUntriet- that violate the norm"._

"Despite certain shortcomings, these safeguards can probably detect most
illegal uses of these plants and therefore poSe a significant deterrent t.j prolif-
eration."
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They! argue frdm Franck in '85_ that:talks:_about political: disputes:. First
argument is Why is the affirmative-definition distinct? why is that the only
definition? Why is:the:analysis I _give abovejnappropriate?-

They argue that--between World War One and World War TWo we Still
belonged-U these things. ::First argument_ is that a poor analogy_ between the
League of Nations and the United Nations, because we argue now that the fUnd-
h g of :both is inextricably tied.

They argue that beneficial_means to be in one's own interest. And that's
on observation- two-, the: (A) point,_ where they :talk:_about the definition of
lotiefit. First argument is who is "one's ow-n interest"? -I mean is -that your
intorest,:or my:interest-, :and how:do:you weigh those _things? Seconcfargument
is we will maintain on balance. That you divy up the costs and benefits of the
United States meMbership in the United Nations--and we will conclude that: we
win; Third argument is how do you weigh? If they prrve a benefit and we
prove a :coat, or viCe -versa I- guess would be the case-, you know, how wood
we decide who wins? Who is the individual cited in their definition?

: The (9): iijbPointis from Mr.- Ken-nan -in 1985. He says that we-should be
guided _by_ military security; the integrity of political _life and the well being of
American ipeoPle.-- -First-argument is what are sub-definitions? -That is-, what is
the _integrity of: the American people What is military security? :And those
things are- riat-defined, -and if- you're not-certain- whether or not -the U.N. hurts
those :or__ helps_ those; then there can be no assertation of whether or not the
UN ii

Second argument is why_ only::this? Why_ are these the only_ three elements
td- talk- abOtit?--- -Why -Can't -We talk-about- health,- welfare,- -and -all that? Then
they _would argue: thats within: their third:definition, which_ only, which
tratei--tay -Obieit that they-need suldefinitions before-you- can arg-ue- it. Third
argument is how do you weigh? And that goes back to the on balance criterion
aboVe.

: I:am: on contention number one; (Al point. They:talk _about how :conflict
control; the need for conflict control, -First argument--is- they -do not -identify
third: _world: conflict. : Second :argument is::they::do n:ot identify _UN fostered
conflict, in fact there is no mention of the UN at all in the card. Which- would
indicate :that Klare :is :mit really concerned about the UN conflict in particular,
but; just about-conflict.

:: Fourth :argument is not only peacekeeping. :Which :would:indicate that we
will argue that peacekeeping is not the only [unintelligible] to peace, nor
should peace be the only thing that is discussed because that's not what
Kennan discusses _only.
: :On the (8) point:they talk about how_small conflicts -.ire the greatest risk.
First argument is what: are the _scenarios? I mean, what does this author
assume _about -what would- be the greatest risk? Second argument is how large
of a conflict is needeo before this ham are,.i;e? And third, is this fostered by
the UN? Does this piece of evidenc.:- indrAte that such things are fostered by
the United Nations?

Their contention number two. (A) subpoint says that the UN: is :used to
blow :off steam; Tugwell in .84; First argument is he's from the Heritage
Foundation, and we would indict him in particular. Atlantic Monthly says in
January of '86; "We're not here to be some kind of Ph.D. committee giving
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ejual time, says -Berton Pines-,- -a- vice president-of the -Heritage [Foundation].
Our: role is to provide conservativepublio-policy !makers: with _arguments to
botster our side" (Easterbrook, 72). They reach their conclusion first.

__Second argument is: that debate is a: substitute:for war.__:Elliot Richardson
is the Representative to the Law of the -Sea- in 1985. "[T]he long-winded
debates are ci'ten surrogate_ for war..."_ (Fasulo; Third argument is _the
war i over arms-, C. Maxwell- Stniley, -from- the-Stanley-- Foundation in .'82.:-
"In the area of peace :and sezurity; the-_Generat:Assembly _provides a neutral
foi-um whc.r e. parties to a dispute can- fight -with-words rather-thin- weapons"
(105-,. -Third argument, excuse me; fourth argument_ is that third_ world gets
to vent their aggressions. Seymour -Finger-says in '115 that -"Sometimes-,- too,
fiery_ statements at: the UN: by: Third World:lcountries are a substitute :for
redeeming_their pride by going to war when they know going to war would be
disastrous" (Fastdo 65)-.- OK-7

I Final argument is that there are no empirical examples. No indication of
where-the- UN- -has fostered this sort of thing,: .

On :the :(B) point they state it- equals the seeds for war.- First argument
is that they have--a- good -track record.- A. Le-Roy B:enn.!tt; of: ti :University
of Delaware n 284: "[T]he record of the UN in-conflict resolution is surpris-
ingly -encourag;ng. Of more than 150 disputes-considered by the Council and
the Assembly; not more than a dozen remain" (130).

Second argument, !lope -that's-enough there.
On_ the_ next argument .from Kirkpatrick, they talk -about how (unintelligi-

ble)--is-extended. First- argument is-, eyen if it is- prolonged it's better:than nri
peacekeeping: . K.. Venkata Raman; professor of law_ at Queens, -in 1983
hát "It i-s true th-a-t -in- some- situations...indefinitely extended peacekeepino

operations: have :not served _to produce a settlement. But__ the absence tv
peacekeeping- would- -h-ave agg-ravated--the situation much further" (176)..

Next: card is from Yesetson and Gaglione. I They argue that they _choose
First argument is 1974-evidence,- and they: better _show sorneempiricals

since then :in :the::twelve intervening years: Second arg_ument is _that _the_ ernpir-
ical needs to be the-standard. We argue-that -the- empirically peacekeeping is
good. : Third argument is that does not talk About the superpowers which means
they don't win the -Nixon- argument above. Fourth-argument -is that they do not
show a snowball. : That is :Yeselson and Gaglione_clo_not say that these conflicts
escalate-into the types of -things-the -impacts- -come off.

(C)_ subpoint . they talk:about how: peacekeeping does: not prevent
argument is- this is only talking about Isra-el. OK? And that's the ;-%,vet
evidence again, the indicts:cross-apply here._

They argue that --outside the United -Nations- aork. First argument
MNF was not peacekeepingitiwas:Lwar,_ Ander Rikhyei in .'84: "The Pres -

thus categorically stated that MNF was helping to train org-anize-the Lebo--
nze:e army and was_ needed -to- back it in maintaining order because Lebanon
lacked the forces--do so" (235). Meaning we had to put a peacekeepin,, troop
back :in order to get these things to:work.

Second argument is failure justifies UN. DrCannon, -from-the Board--of
Governors of the UN in 1984: "In the fall_ of 1982:Oa:US organized: :a MNF-,-:
outside of the UN, for Lebanon. It failed.... The US should have learned
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that the_::!N peacekeeping forces 7,1y _internatio_nal and relatively impar
tial--a mator -advantage in -seeking- to -r -.;(1'..e peacefully" -(30).

: On the lir: servica:argument next_ from Yeselson and Gaglione. Again 1974
anJ they need-toindicate-that -the- present would be truly the sarr -Raimo
Vayrynen; professor of political science; from the University of Helsinki, in
1985. Peacekeeping forces -are advocated -both -within and outside the UN.
Peacekeeping twill,, in _ the next_ decade and_ likely beyond be applied more
frequently-and with-greater variety -and complexity (183). :10

: On the (E):subpoint they talk about how there _have been success, but its
not- enough.- -J.G. Ruggie, he's -a professor of political science at Columbia
1985. "On the whole; peacekeeping has: been a success stoey fee. the _United
Nations as even some of the fierest critics of the organization are obliged to
concede" (347).

Cross-Exam/notion:

Carrie L.renshaw. question 1g McGInnIs

Crenshaw: -You argue the_UN cause _a:proliferation iof nuclear weapons; :is
that correct? McGinn I.: We- argue that-the- United-Nations' norms and ',he
United Nations': ager:: p to _slow the rate of proliferation of nuclear weap-
ons in the wwld. L....abnaw: So -that's (D) subpoint that says it slows the
pi,.:ier?tion rate?: McGinnis: Right

Crenshaw: Does the impact evidence deal- with- the-rate -of -proliferation or
does-it deal with just whether or not proliferation is bad? McGinnz lt talks
about whether Or not proliferation is bad. Though we would-indicate- front the
(E): point t;-.at (E) point: is:also impact; which -_says: that a_ fast rate_ of
proliferation is 1:---° appropriate for a safe world. Crenshaw: Can I see-that
piece of evidence? McGinnis: Weil; I just gave :it all back._ Hang__on a
second. Crenshaw: Because I believe on -i-rur next -subpoint the. only piece-of
evidence that you read was that1 proliferatice; in gener'al is bad: McGinnis:
Right, That's the (F) subpoint from Schienman. Right.

Crenshaw: Could i see the (E) subpoint? McGinnis: "eah; (E" subpcint
is right here.

Crenshaw: -107 is it-that a rate of fast proliferation is -rse than: a ree
of slow:proliferation? McGinnis: It is the making of- the INC argument aoout
prolif that more nuclear weapons are not a good thing. And P-at the mot.'
toward that has been halted or slowed by the UN:

It is a sign of the times that peacekeeping forces are advocated bo'
within and outside the UN framework. For instance, ASEAN has called for

,,acekeeping forces for Kampuchea, OAU even sent such forces to Ch,, -
:hough they later had to be withdrawn and the Carter Administration

proposed the establishment of a UN peacekeeping force to pacify the border
areas of Iran and Iraq. Obviously, Wiseman is right ti observing that peacek-
eeping will 'in the next decade, and likely beyond applied more frequently
and with greater variety and complexity than heretofo!
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Ci.'.nshaw: --Could you read this piece- of evidence_ for rrl_b. again please?
Mcf : Any one: in particular? :Oh; the (E) subpoint. Lewis Dunn in '84
say the--NPT, political constraint- to the bomb's spread would be

:That's akli the: card says: Crenshaw: What does that say about
the-rate-of- -the- spread?- McGnis: -We -argue-that were it not for this orgln-
ization more people would liave the bomb: That's all we argue. Crenshaw:
But,. you-just argued -that -the rate of proliferation has something:to:do with
this _argument::: McGinnis: Mzybe the words I used were inappropriate then, all
I'm -saying on this-subpoint is the.- were -it not for the-UN; -more people-would
have the: bomb:then do now: liat's all I'm claiming Crenshaw: OK. S6 the
rate or the-- --McGinnis:- No,--- c....renshaw:- The rate of the-- McGinnis: _Ali
I need,7-_ _All_ L need not that it's _irrelevant, _all I'm _arguing ei this
subpoint is that fewer people- have--the bomb. That's all I'm arguing. :

Crenshiiw: OK: Why: is:it that the United Nations sprear!s nuclear weap-
ons? McGinnis:- -Why is it that spread--nuclear weapons? Crenshaw::
'Cause your link said that-- __McGinnis: LI: dorCt argue that they do spread
nuelear weapons, Crenshaw:- Wait -now.-- OK. -Cor-rect-me if I'm wrong, but
didn't you just say :that:if it were noZ for the United Nations; then less people
would- have the bomb? McGinnis: No -Were it not- for the- United Nations,
more people would have -Ahe bomb -_thar do now: I argue that-- Cren-
shaw: OK, I'm sorry. Correct. -OK.

Crenshaw: Solithe United Nations promotes the spread of nuclear weapons?
McGinnis: No. Crenshaw: It decreases -the spread of --nuclear-we-apons?
McGinnis: _Yes. Crenshaw: OK. I'm getting sleepy;_ obviously: iWhy. is:that?
Through which agency? The International Atomic Energy Aciency?- McGinn-is:
Two ways. First is the United Nations_ itser i.atr the nrms against such _use.
Crenshaw: What, the General ArTembly? McGinnis: The norms gener-
ated in the UN. And then I ako argued that they.:daiegate their.responsihiL7
ities to enforce that sort of pledge, that norm, to -the IAFA and through the
UN treaty-- Crenshaw: So-, the norms evidence talk. -11.inu '.. the li:rr-ted :use of
the nuclear weapons, does it not? McGinnis: It toward
that-- Crenshaw: It's not obtaining the t,chnology; ak.-..tt the use
of;

Second Affirmative Constructive:

Miguel Delco Florida State University

The fi-rst erview -is on ampiricals. (AI subpoint is on baler le.1 I

would :first argue that :Iris is_ a:3 cies: The evidence says wn you look at
as-a--who:e:- as-they argued -in cross-examination, it should be wholistic.

Second argument :is vague word, It is not something you can vote for, it does
not say -exactly what is- beneficial and:certainly you cannot weight :exactl
they. :are _tz,lkin,- about: You jo not even know what was considered. They
consider our-arguments.

She says (B) subpoint; no US equals no _UN. She is correct:
(C) Subpoint -says -agencies -would go. That is not true. That evidence

onl indicates that we actually left the agencies also: We could still fund the
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agencies by still being- in them-. We do not necessaray:have to _cut off funding
to the :agencies; and I think the Franck eVidence at the top of the case indi-
catesthat.

Overview two, loftyexpectations. First argument i-s I don't think its
very unreasonable to expect the United:Nations:to not :cause conflict; Certainly
we can't expect them te Stop every conflict, but-you -dc-.-1-t want _them to create
any _of them._ Second argument is that peacekeeping has _worked in: the pzist;
but we are claimhg that it has changed because of venting as I will argue on
CSSO SPecificallY.

Third_ argument is that we; are not We're_not saying
thit-theyifail at all peace efforts-, but that fact that they create :conflicts means
we do not need the United Nations betause We will argue that i'.: is not unique
t6 the:United:Nations.

Prolif.: First :aro Jmerit is that _the IAEA is- an agency Evidence- is -from
Ameri in -'82: -"Altough not A specialized agency; t.'"e ln+ernational: Atomic
Energy iAgency (IAEA) is an autonomous intergero ; -a9er,ty under:the
aegis -of- the:Uiiite-c4 Nations" (26):._ Second argun we :must _obviously
have:the bomb_.o lere because the evidente that reed that-says thatthe
UN--has -thesi nb c to stop the use--you -only stop the use of nukes after
someone _has:nukes _ Which Indicates that the UN has net stopped proliferation,
OtherWiie,- would:not matter-.

i:Thirdiargu ient is that the debates actually lead tc; prolif. Becker writes
in 1985:---"N-Utlear iier4-roliferation is not tackled as a security issue but rather
as: another source of 'idiscrimination' between 'haves: and 'have ... The
net result is-that-theUnited N-ations debates undermine the- status _of :the NPT
and become instrumental in legitimizing nuclear weapons proliferation" (-175).

Fourth--argument ii that --the- NPT spreads: nuclear weapons capabilities._
Becker in '85: "The_NPT will in effect become a treaty for the peaceful user._ Of
nuclear-energy,- arid-As-Sikh -May -be i-nstrumental -in promotingithe very spread
of nuclear weapon capability:that:it:was intended to inhibit" (134)

Fifth answer is that the IAEA i:irometes nuclear proliferation. Becker in

These defiti-entiei are- particularly alarming-because of the :abrogation
risk inherent in :the NPT system.... : In other words, the IAEA
system. arid --partiCii-larly -its-- promotional: role, allows a :state :to
proceed under the guise_of the NPT as far es p..7ssible with all it's
plans for making nuclear-weapons- and, when r-,cad!.,, .--lerely notify the
IAEA :Ard the United Nation SecGrity Council that it is withdrawing
from the tteaty. -(126)-----

Sixth argumentis that the experts agree_that the :IAEA cannot stop prolif.
Becker in '85, lei:Ain§ Eett-ind-. -"Eiceerts -agree, and the_ IELA itself admits-,
that there are limits ito the extent to:which the agency is able to detect diver-
sions and to guarantee an- effeCtive internation4I response to a non-proliferation
violation, even:when it is detected" (126)-

Criteria of- tilit tate. -She says youneed a- realistic standard, andii they
have ai funding- link but she never :indicates that funding would actually be
stopped, thit it the Sallie- argument she makes -as her overview.

ShLisays_number two, Congress: equals delegates; and it is the Sartie in the
UN: But, if m a methbee of the CIA, I aiii hot a nembe r of Congress. And

'85:
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therefore; the :US:could still belong to the IAEA, still stop proliferation, and
not have to be in the United Nations and stop this_ venting.

She then extends:that, I can't read my own -handwriting. Oh, I'm sorry,-
she--say-s why -is--Franck -cor;-0ct? And I would argue that this. You:can_ belong
in_these agencies and thi is empirically true. You can belong in these- agen-
c-ies and t-hi-s- is-empirically-i;lie. Bennett in '84: "Membership in :the special-7
ized agencies:affiliated with the UN is independent of UN membership. Several
of the-specialized- agencies have a membership larger than that of :the UN" (75).
Switzerland belongs_ ta a lot of these specialized agencies and they are not
members- af-the-United -Nations.
: :She extends:that the League is a poor example because there was no fund-
ing -link But-s-he- never -indicates that there was no funding link between the
League_of tstations_andlthese_ agencies, she merely asserts it. And Mr.--Franck
indicates-,- that-even- if we-leave t-he UN, you can still belong to these agencies.
And that_partof the evidence is granted: -

Beneficial. She- says, for whose benefit?- Should balance. Of _course; I

would agree.- She says, _ number:three; how do you weigh? I would say you
give articulate eloquent reason-s why- your argument outweighs.ii

(B):subpoint;i US1 national interests: :Kennart in '85: She says what are
the subdefinitions? think we- provide -the -subdefinitions on contention one;
when we: indicate:that:military Lecurity is in: our:benefit: _Number two, I would
argue, is that it outweighs everythingelse; because -if -we are:not militarily
secure:and our: country s involved im:a war; or should have a nuclear catastro-
phe, then surely we cannot have political-integ-'ty- or well-being.

Sh-e says nwe:ber two; why not the others?: :As -_I arcued above :this
outweighs. She says number three how do you weighl- 14t,t- to--be cynical or
anything but you scales and when you weigh me; I'm a bit heavy: (Laugh-
ter) Pudgy.

Contention -one: (A) isubpoint; you need: conflict control. __ She says: this
does not say UN fosters. Of course not. But it i true- that- if- the UN-leads
te- conflict, :this evidence indicates you don't want that; because that would lead
t catastrophe:

She says number two,:peacekeeping is not: the only thing. :: Fine.
She says (B) sub. _On our (3) subpoint we argue- small -wars -are- the

greatest- threat. She-says what are the scenarios?: I think Mr. Nixon gives
ynu excellent scenarios. He says we'll get sucked in; we'll- get dragged in:
She zas!''.!. number two, how large do they have to ke? Clearly; ithe evidence

ien _you _have these small wars you hay, this politics. for escalation
arie -,-24-1 -ask you- to vote-for that,- at least the evidence at top says you
don :M this conflict out there; That is the Klare evidence.

y s- -n-umber three,- does not iw UN. "ou know; -so -what? We: are
arguing_ bi !!nks:: here. And this contz,ntion is .1a,r!ly establishing the criteria
by whic-h--yo-u- weight: contention number two. Andi that is where the links are.

Contention number two: Tugwell evidence there ir '64 sa..!_s the sa7ety
valve -theory- -has been -turnA- on- its head.- She -says Heritape Foundation.
First argument is; who the hell; who the heck, is_ the Atlantic Monthly? How
come that -beats-the- Heritage fondation? $he doesn't even read a source.

:Second argument is that evidence does not say they reach their opmions
firtt. She merely asserts that. Third argument is she should just prove them
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wrong: If he is so incorrect then just sav why they-are-wrong.- She says-,
numbn, two-,: that they empirically prevented wars1 Obviously_ nottrue: :: It it
empir..1Ally false because we have wars all -the time- -And -you -have an this
debate out there and:they still:go:to war. Means atleast venting does _not _lead
to peace; Not that it necessarily leads to war, -but -it does not- lead to peace.

She says that they iget to vent. But: I want to:extendi the:evidence there
in the case that the safety valve has been turned-on- its head.- -Se that Venting
is actually bad. : :H-er last: argument is :no: empirics.: :But:the evidence Aown
there that we read later on in the case, that the Arbb-ltraeli Conflitt is fueled
by the:United Nations._

(3) subpoint, venting--sow the seeds of war. She -Sayi-that- they hiVe
conflict resolutioni but I _would argue: that they still_ cause: conflicts; and that :is
not what rou want: Kirkpatrick. She says it is better than nothing. Biit- the
UN_is not Icong to get peacekeeping as :1 will argue _below. :_174. She: says
show empiriLal example; I would argue that- the problem is :ttill-around.-- Waiqd
P-i-if4ev1ew :in December of '85: "Never before: has the UN been: so divorced
from: its_ functions of preserving peacs, settling international Clitp-iitet, piOtect:
ing hiiinan- rights, and creating an a, osphere of dialogue instead of vitupera-
tion" :(Sethi 39)_:

Second argument, she says you need empirical standard. 1 got _ that
above; _ She says three, no superpowers, do not show snovicball. And this-- iS
the-Ntkon- -evidence- that-indicates when you have these conflicts; you have this
potential for getting sucked _in: : :

(C)- s-ubpoint venting precludes-. She says that it is only Israel-, ank1 that
it is_iTugwell; _No; :the_ evidence indicates in the whole Middie East, tibi
Iseael. She saysMNF equals war_ and this: is _an her :peacekeeping istuf.
Please group; _ First:argument:is: the UN would not have done bettet._ Nelson
ih '85: -"Tia-attert- -that A-he MNF :role :had been transformed from _peacekeeping
to enforcement is not to say that it failed p,sr se, not emphatically; that a UN
fotte would have- been-more-success-fut in -the -same circumstance..." (82) .-

Number:two, they don:'t want the:UN there: Cuellar in '84: "But the
diffitdIty it that tome-of -these_ooncerned don't -wa.:t -to have the -United Nations
involved in: theilAiddle Eat' problem. They object to the Unittd Nations ptes-
ence" (Gauhar l8).

Number: three-, they will not igo Ito the Middle East That is the evidehte
froth Tugwell tlr, indicating-only the US ca-n :do it.:

Number fo,.: is; that :there will _be no morei:peacekeeping__ in the future
because we've had the non-UN peacekeeping; LCuellar_ in '84: "Or two occa-
sions Multinational:forces _we;-e set .:p_ by the US which :is ree1y tantamount to
tellhig the UN that we don't -trus -jou- to- handle-difficult matters. With- that
background; it seems that -the riravr powers might be unwilling to support UN
peacekeeping operations" (Gauhar

Number :five; thank you;_soldiers:are _dying a.lci ::1-,*refore; no one will
contribute soldiers to it.- Cuellar in -.84: "-The-_gro.,ing- reluctance of members
countries to provide:troops :unless they have some :guarantee that _the troops
will be protected. It is not developing- countriesiwhoias-k for such gyarantees,
it is the developed countries who:insist on it. For instance:, the Netherlands
and Norway are hesitant to- continue providing troops:to_ the United Nation's
UNIFL. The Netherlands have told me very frankly that they are prepared to
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extend their presence- in- Lebanon for three mo-e months but not beyond"
(Gauhar 16), : You:need the U.S. in there because heck we're ready; you know
ready- to shoot at- them.

(E)_subpoint is granted which: means _you :have no_reason to: This p.!acek-
eeping stuff will come -dow-n- tia uniqueness: lf the-US -can -go in- there, and at
least shoot:back and guarantee that people want them to be soldiers; and :you
can get all this conflict resblution- outsidethe-United-Nations, that Yeselson
card in '74 is granted; _that_isays you go l'ilateral because you dont want to
increase tensions, then the UN is not unique to get the peace.

Cross-Examination:

Molly McGinnis questioning Delao

McGinnis: Are there any peace-keepmg forces in operation right now?
Delao: Yes-, there are. McGinnis: Yes; thereiare. :How 'many? Delao: Two.
McGinnis: Two? Delao: That's a guess. McGinnis: Nb,- I'm asking you a
question. Delao: Welli you seem to know the answer. MoGinnis:_ Oh. Actu-
ally; _not; that's Paul. Delao: Well, we'll take two. McGinnis: Any- idea
where these unnumbered-peacekeeping missions rr;ght be?- Delao: UNIFL is one
of them: : McGinnis: UNIFL is_ one c4 them. OK: And It's not working? Is
conflict-there? Delao:- I don't remember making that argument. :McGinnis:
Now: wait a r,.1 .te: Delao: I'd love to make that argument. I probalaV will:
MeGinnis: vau -argue- they- extend --the conflict-, they-- institutionalize the
cr-flict, they still cause conflict; all that Delao: Now that's the venting in
the General -Assembly.
: :McGinnis: Now wait a minute; the Kirkpatrick evidence says that UN
in-volvernent- equals extcosion -of the conflict. -Defeo: In the General Assembly.
McGinnis: In_ the_ General_ Ass_embly only, right? So :there's no extension of the
conflict -on the- battlefield? Delao: Not at-. Right,- not in that --vidence.
McGinnis: : Not in thatievidce; Anywhere_ in 2AC?: Delao: : None: McGinnis:
No wk,,r4. in 2AC? --We'-re not sayirig -peace keeping is baci, were- just

_wiz: going to argue we're going to get it more effectively: McGin-
'., sconds good.iii Is: there confhet: right_-_now?. Delao: ii That's :a: vague question:

. OK, in terms the defilition ,/ conflict used-in lAC, is there
Jow? Delao: In the world; yr, ; there is_: McGinnis:: A)K: iSoi; why

t the super powers bee sucked -into- the horrors --of Richard Nixon's
scenario's? Delao: Luckily:, we Join:t: alliget sucked into_ eyeryi single conflict.
McGinnis: Oh, so only a few conflicts do they -get sucked into? -Any-possibil-
ity of where that_rnight be?: Delao: : That just shows _that :it Lis not in 'our
interest. And it doesn't ha e to happen every time, but since there is a

potentiaL certa;nly it is not Lin our :interest. :AnrI it: doesn't:have to: happen
every time, but since there is a potential, certainly it is not in our interest to
want to- risk that. McGinnis: OK. If it is in our interest to have MNF; _or
non-U.S: peacekeeping forces, why havent we sent them everywhere in the
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world where _there is conflirt?: Delao:: The last few times peacekeeping forces
were used were outside-the -UN-. The last time they were-- :

McGinnis: OK; : In _areas where :there are iid UN peacekeeping forces-or
no non-UN peaCekeeping--forces, why: hasn't :the US, like, gotten:up and done
something:about it? : Detao: _Peace :keeping force!t aie not used all of the time.

only time that -they- haVe generally been used is when you had a more_ ierir
its not like _everyone uses them-- McGinnis: A more serious

Delaci: Not &kin§ then is not necessarily a failure. It only means
that-!.:

MCGinnit: Ekciite- What's the difference :between a more serioL.i
conflict where :there would be pe.3ce keeping forces and a small conflitt whith it
the greatett ritk that Ni-Xon -abOut? Delao: Oh-, OK.:: The one Nixon is
talking about is_ when you have ailies; like superpowers and therefore youhave
to get invOlved. I theán-When-Isreal fights- somebrAy, like in the '73 war
McGinnis:: OK; so now Isreat is something that NiXon would talk about, right?
Delao: That it Certainly something.-

McGinnis: :Are:there_ peacel keeping forces from the UN now in the area of
Israel? Delao: Niit in Itrael. McGinnis: In the area of lsrer!?iiDelao: There
is UNIPL. McGinnis:- There is UNIFI.1 Would Mr%! Nixon s.. that that peace
keeping, or that tonflitt, that area-of conflict, -would be enough to worry about
s-ucking ius in? :Dela(); Yup. McGinnis: Why haven't we been sucked in?
Delao: Because there is a peace keeping force there-.---
McGinnis: That works? Delao: Well_when you: make :that argument; I assure

you we will have [Ott of responses. McGinnis: Now-wait a minute, your crite-
rion is that we-shouldn't get sucked in and you just said that peace keeping
forces-:- Delao: I didn't Say it works, I said -there is one there. McGinnis:
puit, they a..en't sucking us lin; right?_ Defeo: Not the peace :keeping forces;
peace keeping forces-- McGinnis: :gas the area sucked us in superpower?
Deiao: Obviously, not. McGinnis: GK.

Second Negative Constructive:

Paul Benson; Macalester College

_ _Lofty expectations; it gets big, contention two. Lofty expectation-s is
overview- number two. :The criteria up by the 2AC is if _ youlican do : it
outside the UN better; then you wt: :lifirmatiVe. And what we -will-argue is,
he- will haVe to-prove i.e.- solvery ff.: Ns_ indicatingi that _outside the:UN :is
better; :We will _contend that UN . thing that you've got and it't the
only empiricaliexamples of-solving tor 7. .r.e.

_ Please: go to his :first:argument on ir.,fty expectations. He saysi it'-s n6t
unreasonable- -to -Say that they dori't, you know; for _them not to cause_ it: _Of
course, number one,: f will :argue they do t:tise the wars. I mean Lthe-wars
happen with Without -the United Nationn.i _And no where does he _ indicate
that a war would happeT, because the UN existed.

Second--argument is it prevents wars. Thisis from :the World __Press
Review in '85: It would be unjust to consider only the organization's failures.
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how can we:count the number:of:wars that; _thanks to the UN did not break out
because of the Security Council (Balk, I).

: Next argument :is that they- decrease Aension: -Ronald Falkner who's a
professor of political science at Tennessee Tech in '83:- Its record-in- view Of
the tremen-dous tension reductions in the worldlihas been a good one:: The
Unr:ed -Nations has served with remarkable effectiveness as a mechanism for
retiLcingifriction arising:out of the process of:change (490): 1 2

Next argument is it controls violence. Indar Rikhye professor-of- political
science at Y-ale in '74: No one who has carefully studied :the performance of
these peacekeeping forces in a role clos-ely- dictated and controlled by the
General Assembly and Security Council lightly dismisses that any of them has
made a contribution to the overall control of violence.-"

I win indicate that these peacekeeping forces :are good. iiiii
His second argument is that, you know, it has worked, but it has changed

now. And I'll indicate below that, you know, even today it's doing some neat
stu:i:

His_ third argument: is it doesi not:_deal with failure. Of -course,- number
one on balance we would indicate that they are beneficial. And you will answer
yes to-the resolution._ -And what we are arguing here is, and the evidence
above talks about from the World Press Review-, is that, you know you can't
even count -the number of -wars that have been prevented because of the UN.

Second:argument is he drops that the failures are the fault of outside
forces. In-ditating that the failuires are not the fault of the UN; it's because
of outside areas;

want -to- exterid -here on lofty expectations. Argument number one is,
you: should-_:not :blame them:for no conflict resolution:: Raman, who was previ-
ousl-y--qualified- -in "T-here is,- -consequently, little justification- in blaming
peacekeeping for a: failure to reaCh a solution in a conflict" (376): It was
never their responsibility.

Next _argument :is: if they want to_fight they will: :This :is from_ Connor
O'Brian who is a UN secretary in 1985: "In cases -where-both parties:are
prepared to go: to,thelbitter end7.-as; for example; inr_ the Falklands--there is no
real role for the UN"(19) . --Indicating, you- know, -if-lran- a-nd Iraq-hate eaCh
other that much nobody is going to stop them from shooting each other:

"'Indeed, the prestigious Le Monde of -Paris, ruminating on the UN -four
decades_ after :the signing of its :charter; observes Dune 26J; _'it would :be
unjust to consider only the orgz.nization's failures..-..How- can we count the
wars that: thanks:to the U.N.; :did not_ break out? Security Council meetings;
however virulent, have the effect of a safety valve.'"

: "its record; iniivie of the tremendous :tensions: in :the workl ha :been: a
good one.... In 1981, [Secretary General Kurt Waldheirri) observed that the
..nited Nations had :served: with: remarkable -effectiveness as a mechanism for
reducing friction arising out of the process of change.'

""No one who :has carefully studied the performance:of these international
peacekeeping forces in a role closely dicated and controlled by the mandate that
they have been given by the Security -ouncil or General Assembly can lightly
dismiss the contribution that any of them ha made to the control Of vicilence."
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Neirt- -argument is if the UN wants-,L you know_ if they want _peace; the UN
provides it;: indicating: beneficiality. Abba Eban the- Foreig-n-Minister-fróm Isra-_
el in .£5: When the belligerents desire to lormalize a measure of stability and
mutual_ restraint; the availability. of UN symbols and myth- lielPS therri t6 create
periodt-and--areas_ of :restraint and then stop the conflict(45):',

Final argument here is you cannot expect -them- --to solVe
EdWard Ufa( in '85; "The United obviously cannot r age all conflicts
and resolve all disputes _succi.-- s'.%.4' (149). Impact of this -a indicates,
you that--you -can't e),pesr them to do everything gre z. but man in the
stuff o it's_ fantastic:

herei and _I'm :going to give yo. n _of ithon:(:.fzt are past examples. And -he's going to -Say-
; ire -in- the

they-don't apply But I _witi give you: example ,--. iere the superpow
ers_ have been: prevented :from get.--:ng involved in cor.Hii:t. Aiid I 'I Contend
that if thete thingiiihadn't happened, you may not even have ! a today.

1:First example is:_the :Congo: And this is from Inclar Rikhye prOfetSor
politiral Sdience in '84. He- argues International peacekeeping:not on!y survived
the c-:24erige but established beyond any doubt that, without its 4iVOlVenient,
the Congo Would have- ceased to--survive as a unified: nato'n -roid could easily
have become a battle,ground: of superpower vorfare (89), "

Neict argUment is it justifies overall peacekeeping, Rikhye again-,_ this time
in '74: -The part of the UN: in the Congo played deserves its rightful red-6-0i-
tion and can clearly be defined as justification for the UN's overall conflict
resolution policy:191). ig

lildi-Ites justification on a- big -basis,
Next argument is it prevented superpower confrontation; and I mean that's

the evidence that's above.
I'll _give you the next empirical example of the Cuban Missile crisit.

Connor O'Brian continues. The Cuban missile crisis_ suggests that the world
Might have been more unsafe if it weren't for the UN's repertoire of tricks.(18)"

i_'"7-_But it remains true when the belligerents desireditoi-fOrmaliii a measure
of _Stability- and mutual restraint,: the availability of suitable UN symbols and
myths helps them to create periods and areas of restraints in *ha: woiild other-
Wite have been -a-n uncontrolled conflict." :

_ International peacekeeping not only rvived the _ir but_Lescab-
lithed- beyond any- -doubt that, wihout its ..v. 'vement-,: ::ongo would have
ceased: to survive as a unified nation and cc I have ::.-Orrie a battle=
t:round of economic- and ideological:warfare.'

""The part that ONCU (United Nation. OPeratión)--PliYed thii
deterVet itt--rightfiil recognitionand can: cle,;,.ly_ be regarded as a justification
for the United:Nation's:overall conflict contrOl policy Of cornbining Military oper-
ationt with political -and conciliatory _efforts." _

""More than any other episode in the U.N.'s history, tl-;' Cuban Miiiile
crisis sub-Oats- that --t-he world might have been more unsafe if it weren't for the
UN's unimpressive repertoire of tricks."
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Next :argument:is essential role by the UN: Brian Urquhart, Social and
Ptilititil-Affairs in -'81: T-he -UN played an :essential role in the_ Cuban Missile
Crisis in '62,__ Rot only providing _a forum where both sides could expound their
positions- publicly, but also ir suggesting; steps could be taken to deescalate
the crisis: (9). "

Final arg)a-:t --Yorn- Kippu-r War. Sir -Anthony Parson- in '83. He's a
U.K. . :7At the .end :of _the Yom Kippur War of OcLber 1973, there
was a '711e- most- apPalling- danger to global peace -The world
came closa.to ed confrontation between the superpowers on a battlefield.
Neither side cond-fin-d a--way- to- -clinib down. A-t the last moment; they used
the Security CounciLqf Abe United:Nations as a :ladder from which to dismount
their high horses"- (106-7). ---rm-telling--you- in the Yom Kippur war; we might
not even have today if it :were notLfor the UN:

Please go now on- to --the--(B)- -subpoint, which will indicate,. you :know;
urrent examples. :Cyprus:is the first one:: :UN Chronicle in '85: "The Secre-

tary General- said the continued-presence of UN-FICYP remained indispensable in
helping to mp.intain: the calm on. the (33).

Next argument is in terms -of -the-Middle -East,- -in- UNTSO. This is : from
Indar- Rikhyei professor of political science; previously :qualified: "Similarly,
UNTSe-continues to perform an important --role in- the Middle East.- -It keeps the
Security --Council informed of incidents and other developments that threaten
peace" (19839).

Next argument is Pakistan. It -keeps -_the peace today. . Rikhye again.
Uhrn, this is, oh excuse me. Selig -Harris, [Harrison1,- Carnegie Endowment in
!83: The UN effort in Pakistani has come close to _successful icnndusion; :and has
been successful in regard to the Soviet withdrawal from Pakistan ;4) .

Next argument is: UNDOF,1 that's the:Golan Heights Forr-9._ And:this is
from Rikhye again. The_ situation remained unchanged in the i.;;Ian--H-eights;
where calm continues to prevail. Thus UNDO:: :continues toLplay__ a useful role
between Israel and Its remaining, you know, Arab problem (62). "

Next argument is UNIFL. UN -Chronicle in '85: In: spite :of :the difficult
conditions in southern Lebanon, UNIFL's presence continues td ncessary

""The United- Nations played an essential role in the Cuban Misse Crisis
in 62; not only providing a forum where both sides could expounc. oieir posi-
tions but alsa-in suggesting-, through letters from Secret::'._
Thant to _Chairman Kruschev and President Kennedy, __steps that keti
simultaneously-by-both-sides-to Oe-escalate the ccisis."

""Second;: criticai, interrelated :issues remain to be settled no ; 1;

time frame -for -Soviet force--withdrawals ane for the- phase -out of Pal-,
to the resistance; :as well: as,: the: precise orchestration of these two
Much to-the surpriseof -the American officials, however; the UN effort is now
moving: tantali2ingly close to a successful conclusion. Some of the more optimis-
tic Pakistani -a,--c4 Soviet sources say that implementation of the anreement could
conceivably_ begin:in ear'y 1984." :

""The- situation remains unchanged along the Golan Heights where_ calm
continues_ to prevail:. Thus UNDOF continues __to play a useful role betwee
I.;rael and its remaining serious arab antagonists."



and -constitutes-an important fze-tor-in -the stability in- the international commit-
ment:_to_upholding Lebanon's :independence; sovereignty; and territorial integri-
ty --(7).-21 I think I take all of that out. Man, the empiricals are with the
negative; _ : _

Please-go -to- contention two. --He- argues -who's the -Atlantic Monthly?
Well;:__I'll argue the Atlantiz Monthly is not an unbiased source that reaches its
conclusions beforehand, --And -I- mean -if-you-want- to call for the-evidence at -the
end of_ithe round; that_ is what_ the:evidence does indicate. They reach their
conclusions,--then-go af and-research it.

I'll argue next_ argument :is; that _you know,: the Heritage:: Foundation is
basically a- -mindless -organization. William Charles Maynes,--Editor- of-Foreign
Policy ini '85: "[T]:he Heritage Foundation._ has devoted so :much :of -its: budgr_
et to what seems to outsiders as a mindless assault on the United Nations"
(237):.:

=

Next argument is, remember these guys? -These are the-Ruys---who--said
fluoridation of: water was a communist plot (laughter) I mean empirically;
give me a break here.

: His second argument is; you know;_iempirically takes:lout_ debate; substi-
tutes for war. Where are the empiricals? i;:e doesn't indisate them---And he
drops the -Richman I think it's Richman evidence; that indicates; you
know debates do substitute.

The:third argument he says safety is turnert; but ail he:d_oes is say; iyou
know, extend. I mean our arguments from the Stanley Foundation in '85 beat
this.::

His next_ argument, you know, he drops the fourth s-ubpoint that says :he
Third World:gets to vent their aggression-, that's_the Finger evidence and: he
grants it He says, you know, we say no empiricals, he says it-fuels conflict.
No. I--mean we argue here:that the iempiricals rest with the negative, : Arid I

think that our evidence pulls through, He does no extension here, all he does
is repeat.

Please go now on to where he argues causes conflict. I will argue, no it
stops-. -And- I- give -empiricals. :He says :they do not keep:the peace. That_is
wrong; :he drops the Raman evidence that indicates even if its prolonged it's
better-that-you have-the-peace keeping forces there. :

Now on Yeselson and Gaglione; It's '74; the above evidence takes out
anyway.

: On :empirical standards; he sAys--aboye: : I'll say above; He says Nixon
takes out superpowers-and no- snowball-. But he drops tlug_ansv:ers.

Only Israel is Lthe next argument Molly makes; and he says it's or tha
whole in the Midale East. Baloney: It's only Middle East, and I give other
exampies;:_

He -then- argues --that--there- -are-these better ways -to do it. Of course
numb.lr one; only Middle East. Number two; drops Vayrynen evidence says we

21"ln spite of the difficult conditions in -southern Lebanon-,- UNIFL'i pres-
ence continued to be necessary arid constituted an important factor of stability
in an international commitment to upholding Lebanon's independence, .sroereign-
ty; and territorial integrity."
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will use it in .' N-umber -three, drops the MNF evidence that says it
wasn't even a peacekeeping force; it wasIa war.

Next argument- is -that: by-pass-irul the UN is bad. _Houghton and: Trinka.
Center for the Study:of foreign:Affairs in '84: The UN has acquired a great
deal, of expertise in- the c-reate ia non-UN organization for the same
purpose derogates:the prestige:of the UN and thus weakens the overall peacek-
eeping process_of theworld- (T9)."

:Next argumentLis_ it _prevents superpowe confrontatbn. Houghton and
Trinka- again. Inhe- extablis-hment of nort-_,IN peacekeep,ng fo sce, with _US
participation...is unacceptable _to the Somig2t Unica, even if it is done under the
banner of a -peacekeeping force. A response- by the USSR can be expecte&
thus creating the_ risk of a _new direct confroutatiorr (95).

You know, those non-UP': forces are nasty st,..tf.

Cross-Examinat;on:

Alig:/e/ Celao questioning Berson

::_Delao: Can I have the last two cards? Benson: -That'S
really- interesting last -card. Paul, I get crucified Lin cross-_ex because_ 1.: say;
you know, when _you have conflict -and it will scalate and- everybedy
That-last card- says -that:when you go outside t` UN; :the Soviets will nuke us
or 'something to that extent, and we've had t outside the UN, when did- they
nuke us? Benson: Well, no, no, no-, see:like the MNE and the_ MFO;: I :mean,:
we're inot saying it finiteIy Ls going to happenDelao: -Well, What'S the
potantial fl5r flaughter)- Bensoa: Weil, mean you argue. If_ :you're
going to ,-,rtritend potential, I will cont?.nd that there is a greater possibility- of
this happening--h-ere-.- Delao: Why7 Benson:- Because UN forces :do not
i:nclude _superpowers or any men:bets of the Security Council. Non-UN
forces- Detao:-- -They never do? Bensor: Yuh?: Deko:: They never: cic7
Benson: Not currently. I mean, if you want to beirig that up I've got the
Chart.

:Defeo: I thought "the Cyprus: forces had US people there. Benson: They
did in the past, but- they were withdrawn. Defeo: They don't now?: Benson.
No. Delao: :Can you prove it?: Benson: I Well; I mean the US is continiung -to
support it Via 4 'di,- -political-stuff-aad -that, but -our troops aren't over there.
And i mean :we :cc. ,:mit ,ur troops to these: non-UN peacekeeping forces. We
have to, that's the only way th-ey- can function.

Delao:__ Ca- .;:ou _name me the wars we stopped? Benson: The wars we
stope:..17 Yom-- Delao: You- -want- me to -show you the wars wq. caused
Benson: Huh? Delao: Y..ti want me to show the wars we caused. Benson.

'The UN has acquired a great deal -of expertise in the field. To create
a non-UN organization for the same purpose _derogates from the prestige of the
UN and tnus weakens an institution w!tich the world looks upon as a major
instrument for maintaining peace.''
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Well; I'd say this is a little tate-- De lao: : I'm referring to the World Press
Review -card--t-hat just says don't just consider the-failures7- Benson: OK.
OK._ Yom _Kippur prevents superpower conflict: Defeo: Sc you're going to
refer to all the_empirics -then i-n- 2NC, right? Benson: Oh no; I'll contend
that all the:empiricals: that are going on now which I will claim as independent
benefits- -to- UN peace keeping.-

Delao:: _ I think you have_ a :really good argument here that--:: Benson:
Well, -thank-you. -Delao: Well, let me-tell- you which one--. -Benson: I think
it's :a good argument: Delao: You may be wrong: Well; I think they are all
g -66d .

Delao: You -say it's reasonable that_ you should not I have lofty expecta-
tions.- Now CU the evidenceyouread says-that-you- should not expect them to
stop every:war; right? Benson: I agree with you: : Delao: That s an
un-reasonable expectation.- But,--is it-unreasonable for the affirmative to say
that the_ :should not:contribute? Is that :unreasonable?: _Benson: Should
not contribute to conflicts? Delao: Ex-actly. Benson: -Well, -I- mean that
depends_ like; what :your; you know,: what:empiricals: you bring up and whether
or not I can turn them. (laughter) -Delao: -Whether-we win--them--or -not, is
that an: unreasonable standard? Benson: _ Well; I --mean L don't think; you
know, I'm -not going to grant you that premise at all because-I -would-contend
that the wars :would withior without the:UN and for you to hypothesize :that
some how the UN caused this to incrementally-increase this much, l- think -theft
boloney. :Delao:: That's- if you:win your argument. If the:UN _concributes--
Benson: Even if I don't I think it makes sense. Delao: ,If the -UN contrib-
utes to it; why is it unreasonable to expect them to :not contribute? Benson:
You_ just_ lost me. Why is it unreasonable- to expect them not to conti ibute?
They don't-7: Delao:i See; you're assuming:you:win:your argument. I : am
saying-- Benson: I don't plan on losing it. (laughter) Delao: I want to
know if,- I dorCt care who wins it. why is it :unreasonable to not want them to
contribute to it?: This is your fourth chance to_answer this-. Ben-son: Oh, so
you--mean that --the UN would actually like; cause more people _to get involved.
Is that what you're asking? Delao: Why _is that unreasonable? Benson:- You
can-bring up-stuff that- -says !ke, it brings in like eight other countries getting
involved; well_ then_ yeah; I would say that the UN isn't beneficial in that
instance. Defeo: OK.

First Negative Rebuttal

Molly McGinnis, Macalester

His first answer_on the overview; sys that my evidence talks _about the
UN as-a whole, therefore-it's-obviouslyinot- talking about what the affirmative is
talking:about_ _first argument, :they contradicted this definition:: Now _that
means his definition isdifferent -from mine,i-but -I'm-arguing that that- highlights
that there is: no definite_ definition of what is and what is not the UNI-: Why is
my author inappropriate-when he -say-s the words UN! in his piece of evidence
and _concludes that on__ balance, it's beneficial to the _ United States?_ And he
needs to show that the assumptions my author, why those are different than
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his. !And I he: has to-highlight those distinctions before there can be any
concrete definitions of UN::

Second: argument- is that the money- is inextricably tied. And-this cross--
app's_ back to the (C) point. Nicholos Platt; from the Bureau of:: International
Affairs-,:: DOS-, 1982: "The subsidiary-UN bodies and the -specialized--agencies
are another component of the UN; and-their activities in:fact consume the _major
portion of UN moneys::and personnel"- (13). UNA -Publication,-Rnoncing the
UN says in March of '84: "Also Included in the regular: bu-dget of the UN are
the expenditures of---the specialized agencies" (Formuth 2). We get to talk
about all of them. OK: :

: Third subpoint is that-, on- baiance- the UN is good for -us. Frank- Churoh,
who was a former congressional delegate to the UN in :1985. : "DPI our:world
and in 'these times-, such an- organization- needs- to- function, ah-d -one--would -hope
that it might_ grow more effective over the course oLtime.: On:balance; the: UN
k. far more of a- plus for -the world-than a min-us" (-Fas-ulo 114). OK. Whith

uld indicate that_ no: matter what-else:happens in the round; this _author says;
you know; vote negati e. And there is no same, on balance evidence by the
affirmative;

I'm on observation -number- oneon--case now.- He -argues right to define.
He_ argues there :is no _evidence: that money can ibe out. :l talk about that on
the -overview. Hi arg-ues that a meinber of the CIA is not a member of
Congress. :Fire argument is that it does not:indicate that we should not add
theie -folks-into-our calculus. You know, end that's the same money argument I
made:on _the overview side;

-He argues that -we-belong to- the- agencies without. First argument is that
is:arbitrary. And that's a cross-application of the definitional muddle that we
talk abetit-on-the top -of overview number one.

On between World War One and World War Two-, :the League of Nations. He
says I provide- no evidence. You know he needs to indicate there is a
distinction; becaus_e I argue:new funding is inextri:74oly :linked.

He argues that beneficial is in -ones own in...erest. This is observation
number two. : I argue-, you know,: he agrees that we need toi argue on balance,
which -means I win the Church evidence I just read. And I don't know how you
weight those sorts of things. He-says eloquence. You know.

On obsorvation number two,(B) point, he says nalonal interest: OK, he
says it outweighs anything,: and this is only military security. OK, and -so he
indicates that its our military security, which we will win on owe.: But: he
does not indicate thr:t the other 'things are not:as important. And certainly
Kerman -does not make those distinctions as well, and he's arbitrarily inserted
those- distinctions.

-Underview on this contention. First argument_ is :that we _should not
contribute to conflict. That is 2AC's question- to --Paul- i-n-cros-s--ex. -Second
rgument is that there is: no a"::-native: contention that peace keeping is bad;

merely:that it doesn't work.-- And remember-we talk -about-that after 2AC-cross-
ex. He says that we will not contend that peace keeping exascerbate: the
conflict._ OK-, only that the General As-sembly---exascerbates -conflict. Third
argument is only if GA debate spurred conflicts are uncontrolled is there a
problem. And there is no indication that any of these are uncontroll#d.



Centention nurnber one, please-group. First argument is that:there are no
empiricals; no indication why we need _to fear this at all. Second argument is
there is no reason -for an increase in -fear especially when we win that we use
peace: keeping- Final argument_ is that Nixon has no scenario. I mean we
talked about this in cross-ex and he can't indicate when Nixon would indeed be
true;1

I am on prolif. -First- argument on Atomic -Agency. I win the funding link
below; _ Second argument is equal to:UN because I:Argue the UN. deserves the
credit for-what-they sponsored-via-the IAEA and NPT.

His _second _argument _talks about the norms. Now he does not address the
Miller evidence- that-I read-that -says -that the norms themselves mean we: don't
have :proliferation of nuclear weapons; :ThaVs independent of: the specialized
agencies and that's the -UN in and of itself. Second argument is that there is
no harm given to a mere holding of the weapons; OK; They are :not used.

Third argument- is that norms ageinst harm are-increased by the United
Nations. iThis comes from Daniel Poneman :from the Center for Science in
Harvard, 1983. "As more and more countries become technologically able to
produce nuclear weapons4: that norm will become the main obstacle to. nuclear
weapons proliferation"- (31).

He argues that_ Becker, _and debate equals prolif. First argument is who
is Mr, Becker? All -his evidence comes from this- man,- and we argue from
authorities, -that t give the qualifications fori: that conclude you should vote
negative. Second argument is that you can't have a treaty without this
discrimination._ Joseph: Goldblatt:from SIPRI says in 1985 that "A non-prolifera,
tion treaty not containing a distinction between nuclear -haves and -have-nots
would have _had: either:to make allowances for a nuclear buildup in non-nuclear
weapons states [which he says would contradict the very-idea -of arms control],
or to:provide for-the elimination of all existing nuclear weapons; (which he says
would he infeasible)" (21). This is the best thing we've got.

Third argument is that:there are not more nuclear powers:. Joseph Gold-_
blatt continues in January of '86: There appears to be no imminent dan2er -of
an open expansion of: the: nuclear club. :_ The incentives to acquire nuclear
weapons are still considerably weaker than the disincentives, which means that
the status quo -will be maintained for some time (30).2)-
iiSo when he argues that debate legitimize, that's not enough to outweigh the

disincentives. OK.
He _argues next that it equals the spread of energy. First argument is

that- there is -no evidence that--energy equal the tech for prolif. He argues
next that the _IAEA is a guide. First argument is that there is no evidence
here. Second argument, no empiricals, and I cross-app from above that there
are no more :proliferation nations= Third argument is that safe guards
prevent, and that's evidence from 1NC. He _says [unintelligible] :are limited.
First argument is limits; but not inability; and all my evidence says we have an

;'"There appears- -to- be no imminent -danger -of-an open e-x-pansion of the
nuclear :club. __The balance of :nuclear :disincentives_ and incentives it not
tipping in the direction Of the latter, and the status quo will be maintained for
some time."
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effective nonproliferation regime right now. OK. Scheinman says in '85 that:
The IAEA has helped to avoid the further spread of nuclear weapons and deter
the misuse of facilities and materials intended for civil nuclear purposes W.'
And I think that's all we need here because we win that there is not enough,
and let there be no new responses on this argument in rebuttals.

First Affirmative Rebuttal:

Carrie Crenshaw, Florida State

Starting with the observations and- going- straight case. Observation
number one. Please group her extensions; Subpoint one; membership in the
UN is: not membership in -the- agEncies-. 1-1-er --definition- by-- her- author is- -the
definition of UN; it is not the definition _of :membership; and cErtainly that is
the distinction in 2AC. Subpoint two,- -Franck e-xtends-that you could pull out
and still _belong to the: agencies_ and that_evidence is dropped. :

Subpoin-t three,- -her -on-balance -evidence-is- blurby and does not- necessar-
ily address the issues that _the affirmative 'team does. And she_ grants: the
criteria-of-- military security so it is her burden to prove that that evidence
addresses that; _

-Observation-number-two -on-lofty. Please extend Miguel's first answer not
unreasonable; UN causes:conflict _Please group his :four answers.: Subpoint
one, -they-shOUld not contribute-to- war or exascerbate conflict _and certainly
that means that we should indict them for that:: Subpoint two; [unintelligible]
drops-the-case side evidence that- indicates-that these countries use the UN for
mobilization fori war%: Three subpointiwe are on_ the verge of new international
anarchy now. Mr. Ruggie in '85: "With regard to peace and_ security, the UN
Secretary General_ himself has remarked that itheiorganization's machinery func-
tions so poorly-that the international community finds itself perilously near to a
new international anarchy" (343).

Subpoint -four, of course, all their extension evidence _is in: the past;
Extend Miguel's second answer:from: 2AC;_ peace keeping worked:in the pst- but
has Changed. Of course, that Tugweli evidence has been dropped by both
negative speakers:throughout this round. That means that -you -have no more
peace keeping after his examples that he provides. And that evidence is
dropped .

Extend Miguel's third answer _that_ it creates conflict and please _group: his
extensions with that:. I would argue -first of-all venting -is-not-the-same thing
as--peace keeping. So if we:win that they _contribute to the conflict_off of vent-
ing; that :means -that we still even -if he -wins -his-- peace keeping- st-uff.
Sub.)oint two, UN should not contribute to the conflict; and therefore should be

"'"For more than a quarter-century, an international GrganizationThe
international Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)-.7has p!ayed a leadino role_ in
national and internationa -effort; to avoid -the further spreae, or proliferation,
of nuclear weapons and to deter the misuse of facties and materials intended
for civil nuclear purposes."
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indicted; :.Subpoint .three_peacekeepingi.failsiand :1 _will:extend those issues_ _on
case. Subpoint four,- it is-not unique-benefit-to- the- -UN. It-is only-peacekeep-
ing; and both countries agree. :In other words;his Cyprus evidence admits
that it could be- NATO that- could do it. And- it's only when-them countries
agree that the UN is allowed to insert those forces; So certainly it is not a
unique benefit:
. . Prolif ii Please extend Miguel's_ first_ answer, the IAEA As an agency; The
onl-y -thing- that --she -has -is all- these links ab-O-Ve. But first --of-- all , she -drops
Miguel's specific evidence: that .says that the IAEA is_ affirmative.. _And that
evidence is- cold. ----Subpoint -two she- loses--safeuards--if-she loses -agency- topi-
cality.. _And I will;-- The others take out the NPT below; And those are the
only two-links.

Extend-_Miguers second answer that they: have bomb:and the _norms_ do not
st-op use. Please-9roup her extensions. Subpoint- one-they- do -have-the bomb,
her evidence admits that -and her:impact itvidence assumes an accident scenario:
So certainly you could still- have the problems from proliferation.

-Subpoint two the norms are undermined andithe NPT isiundermined by _the
debate. The debates say--that you actually legitimiZed proliferation by-- under-
mining :the NPT.:Extend: the: third -iansweri; debates undermine:proliferation by
undermining the NPT.- All the-- The only answer-- The first answer she
has here is-who is_ Becker? :But she doesn't read all of the qualifications of :her
sources. Subpoint two Becker is the formnr Israeli delegate to the UN, and he
was one: of -the drafters of the-- WT.

Extend her second and third extensions--those pieces of evidence.
Subpoint: one that third card is_ not linked toAhe UN. S-ubpoint two-, if you
actually legitimized prolif by undermining the NPT, then_ that second answer
becomes irrelevant.- Extend Miguel's:fourth answer NPT spreads weapons cepa-
bility_: The only thing _she says is there is no evidence and it says energy--
energy is:not:technology. But -if you -read that- evidence-, or call for_ the
evidence after the_round, you will find that it says that it spreads the capabili-
ty for nuclear weapons. And that -evidence is dropped. She just misreads it.
Now I think that's an independent turn::

As far as all the rest of--it -goes,- the only link she has is the NPT- be:ause
agencies; the IAEA is :out of there and I would ask you to extend the fact that
the NPT is undermined by debate.

Observation: on criteria;: case I The _only thing she wants to extend is
that, is dollars in terms-of what--membership- is,--whether or not-it's agencies.
Please group__her extensions:. :Subpoint one she drops_ the:evidence on the IAEA
is autonomous- of --dollars. Subpoint- two- -she- also drops the -Bennett -card -thit'S
talking membership and: not a definition of the WC Please extend the definition
of beneficial and that shOlild certainly-address-military-security- on-balance,

Extend the (B) subpoint, national interest; Certainly that should address
military security.

_ On_ her overview oncase,iiplease group._ Subpoint one; venting prevents
peace-keeping and that Tugwell evidence- h-a-i---been dropoed -throughout case;
Subpoint two I'll extend venting on case because she did cursory coverage
there.

_ Contention one; The only thing she_ has :here is that there are no_ empirics
and that Nixon gives no scenarios. But I'll ask yeti tO eXtend the Nikon
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evidence-and-indicatethat-her partner-races- the same problem. _And certainly
you should grant us the risk evidence there because her partner faces the same
problem.

. Contention' two :UN:heightens conflict; (-A) subpoint. The only thing he
wants--to-extend is the--Heritage Foundation indict. But :I'd .just: like to point
out; :ladies_ and gentletneni_ that we _have other sources: Subpoint two; Tugwell
is not Pines, you know-. If you- 14Ant -to apply this-indict, it has to be specific.
Subpoint .three; he: drops iMiguers second answer that they assert it and his
third-answer is that- you should justprov-e him wrong.

Please:extend also specifically on the_.(A) subpoint the.:Arab Israeli conflict
is an- empirical- example. Two- subpairit- the- on--balance evidence that says -this

Three subpoint I'd _like to point out that:venting is .different from
peace keeping. A-nd -four- subpoint -I- would extend-the- evidence that- says, -it
takes tout -her evidence:on case; that says; it indicates_ the factithati it indi-
cates the fact that -venting wouldstop-peacekeeping. -OK? Arid- it also says
that venting_no longer occurs _regardless of_ what_ evidence she read: :

I would -just like to get -diDwn -to- the peacekeeping- issues--and -extend
Miguel's 2AC answers±which I don't think, you know; have been addressed
really by the 2NC de 1NR.

Second Negative Rebuttal:

Paul Benson, Macalester

Far_ too much is dropped in lAR. She again indicates membership not
equal organizations. Of course drops all of Molly's funding evidence -that indi-
cates _the funding is tied. Now her second__argument is Franck indicates you
could pullout. But you know we would argue the real world Congressional
analogy; that you know; if_ you were talking about in the real world, whether
Congress: was beneficial, you -would talk about the actions the: CIA: takes
because Congress established the CIA. Indicating, you know, that in the real
world-we are perfectly reasonable.

: Third argument here is she says on:balance; card is a blurb: No, She
drops--out- -Gardner- evidence and also drops- the Church evidence which is
extended that indicates; on balance_ is beneficial._ And when I talk about Herit-
age Foundation indicts,-the- scholars-conclude negative.

Please go now on to lofty expectations: -_She drops off all :kinds of things:
S-he says, "you- know-, exteh-d- number one. Bat drops my evidence -that indi-
cates- it- prevents wars: it decreasesi tensions; and it controls violence:_ All of
that is dropped and 1-do not want 2AR giving-new- an-swers.- She-says- should
not 'contribute to war; I argue that they do not; and she doesn't give any
empiricals,

Her secondiargument is; you:know; case eviAakes all this out, Of course
I -argue case, I --spend lots of time. on -case. Third- argument -here- she-says
we re_on the verge of a.narchv: Of course number :one;: he's not talking about
peacekeeping. Numbe..- two, you- know, it -does not irdiCate what the impact of
all of this would be. Why this would necessarily be that bad. -Third argument
is does not indicate that, you know, the entire UN system will fall apart, you
know. Fourthly-, that this is brand new. I mean this thing should have been
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c_ut in. And _I will arg, the 2AC,1 because:this is an entire position shift. If
they're going to argue the UN is going to fall apart, by God they should have
that in constructives.

She then argues extend the second answer that he gives. Of course,
drops all_ my answers_ that indicates, you know, the failures are outside faults,
and on balance. She say.N, you know, venting not equals peacekeeping. Of
course, it stops wars and I indicate that that is good in and of itself. And if,
you know, their national security criterion is number one, then that would, you
know,__make it relevant to the round.

She says they should not contribute. I argue that they don't. She
argues _peacekeeping forces fail. I say no, pull al' che empiricals which she
punts off. Fourthly, she says not unique to the UN. That would mean that
she would have to incl;cate solvency for non-UN organizations. And she drops
all my evidence that I read in the 2NC that indicates you can't do it outside the
UN. _And I'll talk about that when I get there.

Please go to prolif. On overview number one, she says money is linked
directly to the UN. No. Number one,_ UN deserves credit for the safeguards.
Second argument is safeguards take out impact on 2AC UN harm. She says;
you know, countries have the bomb. Of course, number one,Goldblat evidence
January '86 says no new members. She drops it. Second argument no
evidence about accidents which is what our evidence talks about. Third argu-
ment is 1NR Poneman evidence says you won't develop and/or use; and that's
dropped.

On norms. Number one, must have discriminatory treaty; I _mean that's
dropped as well. -Second argument that means- the norms are- upheld. -And
third argument is Goldblat says disincentives outweigh legitimization. _ She says
energy equals development. Of course, no evidence-here-. My second argument
is norms say does not develop; 1 mean she cannot_ get that off of this. No
prolif equals big time benefit. And I mean that -i-s UN specific.

Please go to overview on criteria; Of course she says only_ numbers, IAEA
autonomous, and Bennett is dropped. Of cou-rse- she drops why wouldn't we
add this to the calculus; and I talk about this above._ She_says _definition of
beneficial. Of course Molly argues- it's -arbitrary,- and where's the distinction,
and she grants that: She just says extend (B) point. _Drops on balance crite-
ria should-be applied--here a-nd that our- sc-hcilars conclude with -us.

She argues on the anderview venting does not equal: peacekeeping. Of
course,- she applies the Tugwell -evidence-again, which is Heritage Foundation,
and even if you don't buy the indict, I beat it. She says case takes out, well
lets go to-case.

: On contention one, she says extend Nixon. Drops Molly's third argument
that -says Nixon gives-no scenarios, indicating the Nixon evidence is awful.
Drops her first response that says no empiricals are given which beats it at
that level.

On contention two. She says: we have _other sources and Tugwell is not
that -bad. Of course drops basically our indict which indicates, you know, the
Heritage Foundation, you know, reaches conclusions_then does the _study. I

mean if we did that kind of stuff we'd probably be shot by our coach. (laugh-
ter)
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You know, she says we dropped- two and three. No. I grouped that
together. And l_iargue that it, beats it:on that level and; you know; this is
brand new. I don't understand how it takes any thing out any way.

She says extend :Arab-Israeli. I beat_that out with all my empiricals. i_She
then says extend another, you know, conflict. I think I beat that as well on
balance.

She says on balance beats. Wrong. [-read evidence thAt indicates on
balance it works: well and I have all the ernpiricals in the round. I_ mean if
you-'-re going to decide peacekeeping look at the empirical examples. And she
drops when I talk about Yorn :Kippur, arid ail that type of stuff. We probably
wouldn't even have a today if those conflicts had occurred.

She says venting -does not equal peacekeeping. So- what. It stops: wars
which they indicate is the number one priority._ And if that is true, you know,
that it's- irrelevant because it's not--peacekeeping; then go down to the very
bottom Inliere she argues, you know, these outside the UN peacekeeping forces:
They ain't peacekeeping: forces. : And so if my evidence gets kieked -out, her
evidence gets kicked out; and where's the only place you: have : peacekeeping?
That is ini the UN. OK. Ard I mean- she drops the evidence that-I--read that
indicates it prevents superpower conflict: I mean that evidence is: cold.

All I :want here isl that _the peacekeeping forces doWt-include the super-
powers: This is_ frorn_F:T: Lui; Assistant Secretary General:of 1Political Affairs

Peacekeeping forces presence in areas dO not include the superpowers
(25)- 2 5

I guess -I-'m supposedto say- something -nice-at- the end of- thit.- -And--511
I'd like: to say is: I've been involved with this_ activity for about seven years
now-an-d l've heard-things-about- the-fact-that ies -starting-to die out in certain
areas of the country.. I don'A think that Iuld_every happen:and _I thin_k_that
we as members Of this type- Of--a -communi should do our best tO keep CEDA,
NDT; and other forms of debate alive: Thank you very much. (Applause)

Second Affirmative Rebuttal:

Miguel Delon, Florida State

I said exactly what I was going to do in 2AC, and I said what I was going
to do in 2AR. I said we're going to go for uniqueness. All right, and that is
what I'm going to try to win, because even though he can take out Tugwell,
Cuellar evidence indicates that because we went outside the UN, there will be
no more peacekeeping in the UN. He can win all his past evidence. The UN
was wonderful at it, they will not do it anymore. Of course he raises a good
issue, well now we have to show solvency. But last thing Carrie says, you
know, in lAR was (unintelligible) you have to extend all the evidence I read in

'Secondly, despite their weaknesses; UN peacekeeping forces have one
important advantage. Their presence in an area of conflict serves to preclude
direct intervention by third-party governments; including Super Powers in that
area and thus to insulate the conflict from a potential East-West confrontation."
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the: 2AC on _peacekeeping; And my eVidente says, they dera-want the-United
Nations, they won't go there,: and it:says because they're getting:shot _at;: and
that is _why I 'think I. made the dis:inction why the US it Odd; -that--evidence
tayt_ that- the-Netherlands -is sick and tired of :getting :their_ people :killed.: : The
US fights back; And the evidence I read there -Said- that-the UN would:not
have been -any- more successful at Lebanon_ and therefore should not_be taken
out.: That evidence was granted; He had a egiiinents there, but-still:granted
wh-at,--everything the evidence indicated.: I think that one card ithat said: they
are getting :shot at and therefore don't want tei tontribute- soldiers, iridicates
Why the US is-better. What it comes down to is, you are :not_ going to get the
US._ _The question: is; is:there a better solution? I mean in any-sense:is:there
a_slhtlyirnorei optimal -solution? To the_extent that we can_idefend ourselves;
we at least guarantee that there is possibility for More peatekeepin9. -Because
you'-re: not-goinli-to get- it-from the UN. That Cuellar evidence:is dropped-. :All
he cart win is that it used to be great; and you know; I have to agree with himoh that,

I'm:not going to go for this agency on IAEA, because what I want
is the legitiwzitien. -Pight.- He extends that there are no new:members. That
is true; but :the:ievidence; my second; my third Answer in the 2AC--debate
would_ undermine-the -NPT-: -That is granted. -That is--the only: evidence that
Carrie : really goes for in the _lAR. She indicates that this takes out -their
links-, because now -the -rine- thing- -that- is -bringing about these norms_, the one
thing_that is:deterring:these people_ is NPT and it is being undermined.

said they Will --kia-de:filiip ar use. But the evidence that was read
there says they _were _trgitimazing :proliferation; Right. That is granted-. He
says nOtins- ate Upheld,- -But- theye-re undermining the NPT-,:that one card 1
think is what takes out all these: links: : Because it indicates that even though
this may have been thie, What is going on now in these debates is hurting
their:links.

He says norms-mean- they Will- net develop. simply refer you __to the
phenomenal evidence that was read :in the 2AC.: That evidence says that the
NPT is instrumental in proMoting proliferation.- -1-t says- the-IAEA is also :in the
same vein. They--do the same thing; they lead_to proliferation: All _he has
here; he says; is that the norms Mean- -theywon't -develop. f want you to
wtighithati these normr they won't:do it; versus evidence that_ indicates that it
is instrumental; When_ he runs that, yoU- k-now;-- we-ve- always igranted; of
course, prolif isn't bad; I think that:gives us all the military security we need:
Because they argue it leads tb tatatlystiiit nuclear war.- And--if- we-- win that
evidence:that -indicates that it's ibeingllegitimizedv which now means:that people
will prolif; and that_ it is_ undermining the NPT, which undermines-their: -norms-,
then- -I: tWak_ we certainly outweigh:all, this peacekeeping =stuff _which was_ all in
the past; At a minimum, I put a doubt in youir mind. -.At the most-,- I think I
Win- the turn: on peacekeeping _because you will not have any in the future.
And that_ was because of the venting.

_I'll goi_to -the _first observation. Noic I granted agencies; so that_ will not
matter. But the third answer; this it 11N1 overview. All they -have-is--this-on
balance- stuff. You know I think it's the same_argument. 2AC's the isame argu-
ment_ as lAR: This is really. blurby stuff. Does net tay why -it it- Ood and
you have to weigh this specifically against proliferation. Aud I think that is a
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perfect illustration why. Because t-hese -auth-dr-s--may be- a-ssuming,-well-, you
know-, the UN_ stops: They did nof_necessarily take into account Mr.
Becker- argument- that- it indeed lead-s- -to-p rolif

We _are giving you specific _examples versus,: you know; evidence that just
says,- well you-know-, -the negative-would-always wi-n -every round.

Lofty _expectations:. He starts _off again by:saying: it prevents__war: : That
is ony when you-get the peacekeeing-and-you-will-not have peacekeepihg in the
future. :That means :UN_will not,: no longer_ wilt_stop_war._ The_ only thing you
have to look at is, is- there a chance- outside-the UN and I think we give you
that because:of the fact that we can shoot back.

My -evidence on the verge of peace; of-anarchy.- -He-says that it is- not
peacekeeping::: That may be:true b:ut it indicates:ithat in general there--is going
to be war. He says number two, why is that bad? Certainly, I mean it has to
be bad-, there:is _no conflict:control.: We're going to have anarchy and Klare
says you want- to have conflict control. He says- number three, does not mean
UN: falls apart.: That isi certainly not the argument we:are trying:to make,
And he says it is new, and the reason he says it is new is because he thinks
I'm arguing- the UN will fall apart. But he read a lot of evidence in: the 2NC
indicating that right now the UN is good. don't see why it is illegitimate for
Carrie to stand- up and read evidence saying no that is not true, right now: the
UN is bad: That is not new. He thinks we made a__different argument about
the U-N-falling-apart,--which is not what -we are claiming.

I think that's all l_ really want. But I will go to case and take a glance.
US-national i-nterest. All they exter4- on- B subpoint of their first observation-,
must :be_ on balance: : I:agree; I think the cataclysmic nuclear war on prolif
wins it-for- us-, and- the--fact that only we can get peacekeeping in the future. I:

: Contention one:: He says:scenarios: :Certainly we get a secnario off prolif
and-we get an empirical -scenario off peacekeeping. That's the Cuellar evidence

read:: in 2AC; and it's empirical: At says because we: went outside the: UN;
you -will not get -peacekeeping in the future. And the evidence says empirically
the last two were outside the UN;.

-I-want to than-k- several people and-I'd like- to start-off with -Curtis Austin
our_coach, _At the beginning_ of this year I was: not:going: to_ debate. :And it is
because of the fine human being that he is, -that -I- decided-to-stay and I'm real-
ly glad that I _did. _ I'd:like to thank Carrie. Before this tournament she: said
the- one thing She wanted was for--us to get- here to the final round. And the
was going -to-work _her butt off to see. that I got_ here_ and she did it for me
and I can't thank her enough. And CarOlyne, who makes my every day.
enjoyed it fully. Thank you. (Applause)
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JUDGE'S CRITIQUES
First Judge Critique

David Frank; University of Oregon

1_ must congratulate all four :debaters; the director of forensics from
Florida State and Macalester, -arid tournament director Professor Michael
Bartanen: for the _ quality of:_the :final round and of the tournament as a
whole. As I--reflect -upon this-debate, I see-some good arguments some
undeveloped- arguments;_ and some less than effective_ game-playing:

After listening-to some fifty debaters-on- this toptc I kn-ow that I had
reached some opinions regardingi the utility of the_ United Aation r. before
the final round --began. Much 6f -the better- evidence (6p-nions from
academics) on _this topic seemed to suggest:to :me that :the 1.';iited Nations
produced more benefits than costs-. In this debate,- the- second -negative
developed_an excellent series:of: arguments which demonstrated that; on
balance, the United Nations had- produced- significant- -benefits-. -Some -of
the best authorities:on the subject; such as: Thomas Franck; _ have _carefully
assessed the United Nations and have concluded-that-the-benefits -of- the
UN outweigh its :costs. :In addition; the second negative _produced specific
examples to substantiate the on balance assessment. In--particular, the UN
h-as --played and- is- playing ia significant peacekeeping -_role in-_-_Cyprus; the
Middle East, Pakistan and the Golan Heights. The -first -affirmative and
second: affirmative attempt to ise the Middle :Eastias aniexample for the
affirmative position. _However, the argument that the- existence and the
actions: of the UN precipitate :tensions in :the 'Middle East had_ weak
support. While the negative did not extend the issue into rebuttals, -the
affirmative:case was also weakened by the Heritage Foundation indictments
presented by the first negative. Thus, when I attempted to weigh the
costs -and -benefits:of the UN at the end of the debate I had to give more
weightto the negative evidence.

The nuclear proliferation- issue was muddled. Both sides presented
and extended _arguments; but at the end, the issue was unclear th me.
The rebuttal -speeches did not provide compelling decisions rules which
would have been used to :consider this issue. Both teams presented
evidence 6f-equal- weight and of: equal: worth.:

_ The case-side arguments did not directly play into my_ decision for
they were- -not -extended -well- -into- rebuttals The best criteria argumenta=
tion was not on the case-side_ but was in the second case observation Of
the --negative. Here, the-negative "framed"- the arguments- for me as an
audience. __The negative :presented a reasonable observation that we should
not -have "lofty- e-xpectations" -of the UN. In: turn, this helped me to think
about dthe on,balance evidence as well as the specific examples provided
by the neative.

:Since ::this critique is directed to a wider audience, I would like to
conclude with -four general comments about the status and future of CEDA
debate. First::while: this was a good debate; there was a failure to care-
fully-- consider-the -evidence presented. Evidence ought to be a central
concern for debaters; Evidence is not equal in quality or accuracy.
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Advocates should provide judges with criteria for Ijud9ing the strength of
evidence. Second, decision rules should be clearly established for every
voting issues. At such, I did not consider the proliferation issue serious-
ly in this debate because the advocates presented equally compelling
evidence and extensions but no decision rules. Third, this debate
provides a good model or example of how an advocate can deal with broad
positions. In this debate, the negative presented on-balance evidence
from excellent authorities and then presented significant and specific exam-
ples. This is an excellent method of dealing with the counter-warrants
nonsense. Finally, debate should be an exciting, enjoyable venture with a
serious purpose. I am hopeful that debaters of the future will keep
academic debate in perspective. Debate is not a game; it is an educational
activity devoted to rhetorical scholarship.

Dole Herbeck, Boston College

It was my _pleasure to judge the first Final Round of: the: Cross7Exami7
nation -Debate AssociatiorCs National- Tournament: I- would--like to-express
congratulations to the debaters and_ coaches .: from Macalester_ 'College Liand
Florida State University for reaching- this -debate. It is a eal -accomplish-
ment to best 194 teams and endure 13 rounds of debate to arrive at the
Final Round.

After listening _to . the .debate:and reviewing the 'key evidence I cast
my ballot- for -then-egative-team-. --While- -the- debate -itself -focused on a vari-
ety of ._issues; the: affirmative intentionally :narrowed' these issues in :the
final -rebuttal. Ultimately,- there-were- only two questions that needed to
be resolved; : The first question -_concerns. the United Nations _success' in
decreasing- -nuclear- proliferation, Each of these questions will be consid
ered in turn in the following sections;

Does the United Nations Promote Peace?

The affirmative- case advanced two contentions. The first contention
claimed ath the United States was endangered by conflict in the world.
The secpnd 'contention_ claimed that the United Nations -acted to heighten
this conflict that threatened American interests. Five different subpoints
were advance to support this claim.'

In response to these subpoints, the negative developed a variety of
arguments :designed to prove _that the United_ Nations did not exacerbate
conflict. In particular, the first negative advanced an observation which
argued_that the United-Nations could not be expected to prevent absolutely
all conflicts. Rather, the United Nations should be judged according to its
success in delaying conflict, encouraging discussion, and preventing esca-_
lation . As an extension to this claim, the second negative described
United Nations efforts in the Congo and the Middle East (including the
Golan Heights and Lebanon).

In an effort to simplify the debate, the second affirmative rebuttal
attempted to salvage the case by focusing on the argument that superpow-
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er intervention had already eliminated the possibility of successful United
Nations intervention. In support of this-, he referred to de Cuellar
evidence from the second affirmative constructive indicating that United
Nations action was no longer possible :because the superpowers :had alrea:dy
acted outside the United Nations. He also stressed a second de Cuellar
card indicating that other nations were unwillint to commit troops because
the United Nations could no longer guarantee their safety during peacek-
eeping:operations.:

This is an interesting strategy. The affirmative is essentially grant-
ing most of the negative arguments against their case. They are:admitting
that the United Nations :could facilitate peacekeeping efforts as the nega-
tive argues-, but are claiming that the United Nations never will do this
because _of previous superpowar intervention and an inability to guarantee
the -safety of- peacekeeping forces.- If this is true, then the affirmative
would have apowerful indictment of :the United Nations system.

However, there-are- several-preblems- with the final affirmative position.
First; not all of :the: negative evidence assumes the actual use of peacek-
eeping forces, Much of the- negative -evidence talks about how the United
Nations process itself can work to decrease _conflict: For example; the
negative argues that, in some instance, -United Nations debate can substi-
tute for milita-y_ intervention.: : While the inability to commit troops would
certainly mitigate some of this process, it does- -not -fully discredit :such
United _Nations efforts. Se .ond,_ the: affirmative position ignores evidence
from Houghton and Trinka presented in- second-negative constructive-arid
extended in both: negative rebuttals which :claimed that unilateral peacek-
eeping measures by the United States would anger the -Soviets- and create
the _risk of a direct confrontation: betrween :the__ superpowers; : Taken
together, these arguments discount the second affirmative rebuttal claim,
Even if it loses the ability to icommit troops-,- the United Nations: still might
help to mitigate conflict. Furthermore, there is reason to discount the
desirability of the unilateral alternative.

Hoy/ever, even if one gives this issue to the negative the debate is
far:from over. The case_ impacts pale in comparison to the nuclear prolif-
eration countervalue. Moreover, the affirmative strategy in rebuttals
seems to be to hold the negative to a draw on the case and to win by
turning the pro:iferation countervalue against the negative.

Does the United Nations Decrease Nuclear Proliferation?

: The counter value claims that the United Nations discourages prolifer-
ation two different ways. First, the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) as
implemented through the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
prevents nuclear proliferation. Nations which sign the NPT renounce
nuclear weapons: The IAEA establishes safeguards and inspection proce-
dUres to prevent these nations from covertly diverting nuclear materials
fcr weapons production: Second; the United Nations, as a whole, estab-
lishes norms discouraging the use of nuclear weapons. Taken together,
the negative claims that these measures slow the rate of nuclear prolifer-
ation and thereby reduce the risk of disaster.
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Since-- thiscountervalue -is presented in first negative the initial -affir-
mativeresponses occur in:second affirmative :constructive. : In this speech
theaffirmative -a-rues At) that the IA-EA is an independent -agency and
therefore not a _part of -the United- Nations; (2) that the -United Nations
does--not-stop-proliferation -but rather discourages use; (3) that- the Uniced
Nations increases proliferation;: (4) :that: -_the United Nations : spreads the
capacity -to-proliferate; (5) that the IAEA would allow -nations to gain
nuclear _technology and_ then: withdrawfrom: the: non--proliferation regime;
and--finally (6) that -experts agree that the United Nations is a failure.
Taken: together :these constitute:a formidable :set of responses.

However, the second negative -constructive is more than prepared to
answerltheso arguments. :He claims: that the IAEA is _financially linked- to
the United Nations; that- United Nations norms prevent proliferation; that
the United :Nations does not: encourage but rather discouragez,: prolifer-
ation; that -the spread of civilian nuclear capacity does not constitute the
ability to-proliferate; that the IAEA is effective;: and finally, that the
United Nations -is a success in discouraging proliferation.

All :of this is :well -and good.- However, most of -these -responses
become irrelevant -in rebuttals. First affirmative rebuttal falls _ back on: a
subset of the initial affirmative responses::: Second affirmative- -that- -the
IAEA is a part of the- United Nations and then argues that the NPT: actuai7
ly increases nuclear :proliferation. -He- refers to second --affirmative
constructive evidence from Becker indicating that: the NPT discriminates
against non-nuclear states and that this discrimination- serves as a basis
for debate which encourages these nations:to proliferate: _

-This is a masterful stra-tegic-- stroke. If the second- affirmative
rebuttal wins this argument then the affirmative must surely :min Cie
debate-. Even though they seem- to be debating for a draw on the -case,
the affirmative offers a scenario for a decision in their favor. : If: the
United Nations is more or --lessimpotent-as -a- -peacekeeper,- and if the
United_ Nations increases: proliferation (which both 'sides- agree-- is detri-
mental), then- it -would be possible -to-justify-an affirmative -ballot in thiS
debate. Unfortunately; the affirmative fails_ to prove this:scenario.

The only -evidence in thisdebate which suggests that the United
Nations might _increase proliferation is_Lthe Becker:evidence on the NPT in
second affirmdtive-- constructive. The other Becker evidence -is not
germane to this _point_ : The _Becker evidence:under the: fourth argument
proves- that -the N-PT increases-- capabilities but -not that it increases
motives: : :The :Becker: evidence on the fifth argument -only claims that
nations could-participate in the non-proliferation regime until they acquired
nuclear knowledge and then quit the regime. It does not establish -motive:
Finally, the Becker evidence on the sixth argument merely indicates that
there are limits: :to: the: effectiveness :of the -United Nations. It does not
prove that the -United Nations is totally ineffective.

Thus-," the decisive question in- this debate is whether or not the
single -Becker- card in second affirmative constructive is sufficient to flip
the countervalue. Ultimately, I conclude that it is not. Superior
evidence- and analysis supports the negative position. First, the NPT is
only one of two links suggested by the negative. The negative also
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claims-that the United Nations articulates norms against the use- of nuclear
weapons. Evidence from Miller and Poneman indicates that these norms
constitute- an- important- barrier -against -proliferation. : So : at best:: the
affirmative has: only turned one of the links to the countervalue. Still, it
would-be- -pos-sible -to vote- affirmative if it could be- demonstrated that the
NPT encourages more proliferation than the United Nations norms discour-
age. However, the -negative has -a- second- set -of arguments against the
turnaround-. Evidence from Goldblat indicates_ that the NPT must discrim-
inate against-nations-- to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons. -The
evidence suggests that _absent some form: of discrimination it would be
impossible to -separate nuclear from- don-nuclear states and therefore impos=
sible :to _prevent proliferation I _ This evidence argues that some form of
discrimination- is -inevitable- arid -essential- if we a re- -to prevent proliferation .

A second 'piece of evidence from Goldblat_ claims: that there has been no
increase in -nuclear- states- since --the. N-PT. Tak-en -together, these cards
seern_to suggest that the NPT is more of a barrier than an inducement to
proliferation.

Given_ these: arguments,-_, I fail to see: how the affirmative can claim a
turnaround on the proliferation- counte-rvalue. At best, the resolution of
this argument _is that:the affirmative_ fails to :prove that the United: Nations
actually increases proliferation. The -single- Becker -ca-rd i-s -ins-ufficient- to
offset the: Goldblat evidence. : It seems that the proper conclusion is that
the United Nations probably decreases proliferation.

'If the: United Nations :increases:proliferation then_ the decision in _the
debate is clear. Both sides agreed -that the proliferation is evil. moed-
importantly, the:affirmative has no offsetting risk on:case. i:The case is
surely no more than a draw for the affirmative, and the negative -probably
wins some United Nations benefit by decreasing conflict short of the
deployment of peacekeeping forces. Given these answers, the thoiCe
becomes clear. Consequently, I opt for the negative.

Gino Lone

William Jewell College

My congratulations to the the coaches and teams from Macalester and
Florida-- State on- an outstanding Final- Round at the: first CEDA National
Tournament.' I have seen both of these teams before and the_y have
never failed- to impress me with- both t-heir argumentation and speaking
skills. This: round was no_ exception; and I was proud to be apart of this
milestone-in the evolution- of CEDA.

_ In this debate Macalester did a good job of turning issues to their
ad-vantage. Despite Florida State's efforts, Macalester- minimized the
impact _of the affirmative case by constantly pressuring Florida State to
provideempirical -support for a largely theoretical case. The negative
team's benefits to the United Nations wree defended in a superior manner.
2AR persuasively tried to tie up the loose ends in favor of Florida State,
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but initead,--got-caught up in overclaiming evidence and granting too many
damaging arguments. _ . _

Criteria:-:- There- are two- main issues to be dealt with here :. The
first is whether _ori.not membership in the UN includes- membersh;p the
Utsrs-- Various:agencies.- The lAC has good evidence from Thomas Franck
stating that a nation:does not have to:be a member of the UN -t6 -be- a
inerribir ofoneof- it's agencies. The negative team prrnses _here:and
offers a Congressional:analogy :which I don't find particularkt -aPPealing,
arid -I-- atsumed- -the affirmative- team would win this issue: Unfortunately
for !the affirmative; this: argument is continued- in a negative --ciVer-VieW
the-- adVantage- of the UN. Th:s argument states in part that: if: the U.S.
withdrew :its _membership; we would lose:the benefits of- the- UN arid- -itS
agencies:because -they would all financially crumble: _While 2AC_ had some
good responses _ito this initially; 2AR decided-- to- -grant the-- argUrribiit.
This- automatically sets up the IAEA Value Objection as_ an :issue:which
must be:considered in the round since we can now cOnSider the IAEA a

Part Of- the UN.
: :The other:_issue within:the :criteria is- -the deteriiiiiiation Of hr,W to

Weigh beneficiality. The affirmative _provides a criteria on US :national
interest:which _the negative_ claims is arbitrary. They- instead adVOtated
ah "-On-balance" weighing of advantages versus disadvantages which the
2AR accepts. 1: ::

Case: The thesis of_ the: affirmative case is that the: debate over
issues .in the UN:increases:conflict- -and the- risk of war by dtawing More
participants _into the conflict .who would otherwise be :neutral.: _The nega-
tive-'s strategy:is to:pres-s:_for -empirical examples whit ptoviding counter-
-evidence: : The affirmative in iconstructives- :and provide the :empirical
examples :the: negative:: is pressuring- for. This severely weakens the
case; and sets the negative. up _well to win their peacekeeping argument.

In contention- II -the future of peacekeeping is arguetL The affirma-e
tive's argument in . 2AC.. is :that : because :an: independent multi-literal
peacekeeping-force wasused in Lebanon -instead of one sponsored by :the
liN;: the future of:UN peacekeeping forces is: in:doubt. Thii WO-Laid-lead
to the conclusion-that peacekeeping outside the UN can work as well_ as UN
forces_;_ so: no unique :benefit:to the_ UN: would accrue. -I The- negatiVe
aikers that-the-initiation of peacekeeping- forces outside the UN :risks: a
superpower _confrontation. :because the neutrality of the forces- iS briAight
intd qUestion.--- -The negative's evidence here_ does not say thisi It only
says that:in the Lebanon situation "...a response bY the USSR- Can be
iiiPetted-!'- -Since the Lebanon crisis is a couple of years .behind us and
the Soviets haven't made:any hold moves in -that region, -I- Seri-OUSly doubt
the- Validity_of this -evidence. Unfortunately the affirmative didn't_ argue
this: _Instead;: 2AR::: drops this:: argument and over-claims- a Piece Of

OVidence- _read in 2AC- to mean that there will :never: be another U.N.
peacekeeping :force because:of:Lebanon. This evidence -doeS--not tOthe CloSe
to Sayinig that. Instead UN Secretary-General:de Cuellar is merely quot_-_
ed as saying that:: ",..major powers might_ be unwilling to SUPPort UN
peacekeeping operations." This is a risk at best; and not as absolute as
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the 2AR tries to claim. At this point, peacekeeping may still be consid-
ered a benefit to the lift.

Peacekeeping: 2NC provides some excellent argumentation on -their
own observations on peacekeeping. Good on balance evidence is
provided, as well as two past examples and five current examples of
successful peacekeeping.

Not only are: these: dropped :by the 1A11,: but they also seem to_ independ-
ently deny 2AR's claim that UN sponsored peacekeeping- will -cease-to- exist
after Lebanon. : Therefore 1i:believe' that this is_ one strong benefit that
has continued despite the venting problems in lAC.

:IAEA:: The negative argues that the IAEA is an independent benefit
to the UN because it has prevented proliferation- of nuclear-- weapons:-
The- affirmative initially responds that the IAEA is an independent benefit
to the UN because it has prevented proliferation of nuclear weapon-s.
The affirmative responds that:the treaty iis discriminatory and disliked by
the non-nuclear nations and that they will go nuclear as soon as they can
acquire the capacity. The- increased use of nuclear energy could be one
way this could be accomplished. The negative argues that the norms,
which have been enforced by pressure within the :UN; will prevent:prolif-
eration. 2AR once again overclaims evidence ready earlier to -say that the
norms- are irrelevant: and undermined. However-, the evidence :only says
that those nations having nuclear power will increase, and it -doesn't
mention norms-. At the very least-,_ the IAEA seems to have discouraged
acquisition and prevented use of nuclear weapons, seems to have discour-
aged acquisition and prevented use of nuclear weapons even:if the affir-
mative evidence is :given some credibility: However, I am not inclined to
give it much -credibility when it is overclaimed to a- point in which -the
negative: cannot respond: I Therefore; I must agree with the negative that
the IAEA -is- a -benefit to -the- UN.

At the end of _the _round, it is_ a _clear decision for the negative.
2AR-made-some- -poor strategic -choices which -sounded _very persuasive until
re-examined: _versus the :actual :evidence :read: The negative provided
bothe-peacekeeping-and-the- IAEA- as -clearly supported benefits of the UN
and good reasons to maintain US membership:

Jeffrey Philpott

Gustavus Adolpus College

Some times final rounds -at large- tournaments can be- a -little- disap-_
pointing. The _length of _the tournment catches up with :the debater& and
they don't have the energy- left- to make -the round what- it- should-be=
That: definitely did not:happen _here. : This was; to ibe blunt, an excellent
debate round. T-his debate- had cla-sh and -lots --of it. The- arguments -Of
each team were specifically applied to the arguments of the _other: team;
most arguments were carried -through- the entire --round,- -ari,i the UN
remained the focus of ALL of the arguments in the round despite the pres-
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ence of tempting side issues- such as -nuclear proliferation. This round
serves as an excellent example of what CEDA debate has to Offer.

wound- up voting for --the negative in this round by a very slim
margin, but it was a margin that was clear. The negative was able to
prove to -me that there- is some benefit to- -world security ( _and hence to
the US national interest) gained from the United Nations. There is dear
evidence in the round to docunicnt the _past benefits of the UN endi some
reason -to believe that these benefits will continue to accrue in the future
(although the later is much weaker than the former)-.

The place to start to dissect_ the round is with the 1AC observation
on criteria. Like most criteria arguments, this one had: very little impact
by itself but effected other arguments a __great deal. The key issue to_ be
resolved here is the -extent of the term "United Nations", -and that argu-
ment hinged on whether or not the UN included United Nations affiliated
bodies :other than -the General Assembly- and -the -Security Council. The
affirmative suggested_ that the :litmus _test for the: definition_ is whether
nations have- to be -members- of the UN--proper -to belong to any particular
agency_ (such as WHO or _UNESCO). If U.N. _membership is not a prerecr
uisite for -agency -members-hip then that particular -organization- or -agency is
not considered a: part_uf the UN While this: criterie seems to meet a test:of
face---validity, -the-- affirmative --seems unabl-e to -respond to key negative
arguments: __ 1):: there are:other ways to :define the UN: and: 21 the
"membership" criteria- is arbitrary. lama little surprised that th2re was
not more effective:clash with_ these arguments;: _but :by the:end of- the
round- the- -affirmative- has- effectively -conceded the point. The result of
this :is that it_becorries legitimate to consider:the benefits:accrued:from the
functioning -of UN agencies such as the IAEA. The effect of this is to
allow _the proliferation argument into the round.:

-The- rest of the round boils down to two issues: peacekeeping
(contention ILand VO_ II on lofty expectations) Land proliferation :(VO 110.1
Let's begin with peacekeeping. In a way the affirmative allows the round
to be :turned around on-- them-- here. By arguing that the UN causes
conflict and accepting 1NC's criteria that examples of INCREASED conflict
must be shown they move themselves off the burden of proving no overall
benefit into a position of needing to prove the existence of a harm. This
is :considerably harder to do:: The negative is ultimately able to: win the
battle of current examples; the five examples in VO II go largely unan-
swered :and I _am left to_ conclude that the:UN is indeed currently effectiye
(at least sometimes) in its role as a peacekeeper. _The best example for
affirmative is 12 years old (the- Yeselson and Gaglione- card -on-
While the affirmative has_ no trouble proving that the members of the L_UN
use the General Assembly -as a place -for conduct, they are unable to -s-how
that the fictions of the body actually increase the amount of military
conflict in the world.:

The affirmative tries a very interesting tactic at this point that almost
works. Mr. Del-ao argues in 2AC that there will_ be no UN peacekeeping
efforts in the future because members prefer to go :outside_ of: the UN: as
the US;_ France and italy did in _Lebanon. The result is that there will be
no effective UN peacekeeping in the future and hence; no benefit: In the
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last rebuttal this is tied in with the Ruggie card used in lAR to support
the claim that the _UN:is:about to collapse. -Unfortunately::for the_ affirrna7
tive, the Ruggie card does not support -that conclusion (it says the-UN -it
"close- to- anarchy"): and the Lebanon example explodes o:n: them_ (no__ p:un
intended): The Beirut peacekeeping force failed miserably, the- neaative
says, and they: extend_ with general cards in 1NR :that say by passing the
UN is bad ("weakens peace") and increases the risk of superpower
conflict. : The tendency- to avoid the :UN in: the future then :becomes
disadvantageous and the _UN shows a net benefit if only we could use it.
Ultimately- I find myself agreeing with :the !negative on :peacekeeping for two
reasons: 1) there _is evidence presented -in the round to demonstrate that
some UN- peacekeeping- -operations are :currently effective: (e.g:_ Cyprus)
and;!_21 the risk of conflict due to non-UN peacekeeping efforts is consid-
erably:larger than the-risk -offered-by the :UN efforts.

The_ clash on both sides of the prolif argument was the- best I have
seen all year. I feared- that the -round would degenerate into the:_all-too-
common mega-card fight over whether prolif is good or bad. This -one
didn't- and all four -debaters have my gratitude:. This :argument hinges on
past benefits versus: future harms. The negative is able to show (-in- very
general evidence) -that the -IAEA has -been effective in_ reducing prolif
giro:ugh treaties -(NPT)-_: and the__ creation of anti-nuclear norms among
member--states. The affirmative -response is -that the debates in the U-N
undermine: _anti-nuclear norms and _that prolif has: increased as a result.
Unfortunately-, the -arsument--largely- ends there. The affirmative is unable
to point to any recent::horizontal proliferation (much less any prolif that
can- be blamed on -the -UN) -an-d-the--negative is unable to counter the
recent: _ Becker _ evidence (UN legitimizes prolif). I am :inclined to accept
both team-s position to- some -degree: T-he UN --has -been effective in
preventing :prolif; :but there: is reason to believe :that it's effectiveness :in
th-at- arena is diminishing and the-norms-are- changing-.-- However, since the
topic is worded in the present tensel:and the: empirical track record of the
UN- is good, I can -only vote for the- first -position-and that- -betrings to the
negative.: :Prolif goes negative,: but there is not much impact to the argu-
ment in light of -an uncertain future.

Allow me to make: one final point: about thedebate The on-balance
VO was incredibily blurby and luckily everyone in -the --round -recognized
that and didn't do:much: with :it. ii think that this argument highlights a
common problem with this topic-. Debates had an unfortunate-tendency to
either- become battles over impact (as in prolif rounds) or to: come down to
incredibly general--pieces of evidence. I saw far- too many debaters try -to
win rounds on single pieces of evidence:such as: quotations from_ the Herit7
age Foundation saying "on balance the UN is not- worth the investment" or
equally general cards like the-- negative's :Gardner Jziuotation-_-_ saying "the
advantages of the UN outweigh the disadvantages." Debates like that came
to resemble the arguments of: four-year-olds; :with the affirmative scream-
ing 'tis" and the negative shouting taint"- back and forth for an hour,
That's just _not good debate. : All four:of the debaters in this: round are
good examples of the value of careful thought and analysis without- -the all
too prevalent reliance on either mindless brief reading or on worthless
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blurbo cards that spout generalities- it was a fine debate and is an
excellent example of what quality CEDA debate should be. All four of
your are champions. My hearty congratulations to you and to your coach-
es.

Kevin Twohy

Carroll College

: I _want to congratulate the debaters and coaches of the 201 teams:_that
participated in the first- Annual Cross-Examination Debate Association
National Tournament. Many have argued_ that a :National_ Tournament of
this _size could not be managed, but CEDA's President, Michael Bartanen of
Pacific Lu-theran University-, -was-- able- to -manage --the- -bitggest and best
college debate tournament in the United States for the 1985-86 season.

The sixty-four teams qualifying for_ the elimination _rounds should be
especially proud _of _their accomplishment. Finally, the debaters from
Macalester and Florida -State- deserve the highest of accolades for reaching
the :sixth _and _final elimination round despite the nervousness of their
coaches-- --Richard -Lesicko and Scott Nobles from Macalester and Curtis
Austin of Florida State._ __It_ was an honor to critique the final round, and
be a part--of-this historical occasion.-

It will bea pleasure ta read the final_ transcript, and see arguments
that -acAu-ally -relate to the resolution. : compliment Florida State for argu-
ing a_ stock _case in_ the :final _round; and having a case structure that can
be easily-understood- by-high- school and college debaters and coaches who
will_ be reading: this_ manuscript._ This position by _Florida State: in the
lAC may have distorted my- perceptions-for-the rest of- -the round because
I: was happy not _to_ hear the Moon__ Treaty _case; but _later I found out that
the reason -for this approac-h -wa-s because -Macales-ter-w-as so deep -on- space
issues,_ Florida State decided to take a stock approach to the resolution;
and did not run their number one-case.

The reason that :I was Lim the minority on :this: decision might be
because of -my confisuion -at the -end of- t-he round -which I -blamed on -the
negative team. I was_ confused by the __negative :argumentation 'labels
between the on-case observation arguments of the iNC and- the off-case
arguments of Ahe 2NC. Overview:$*2 from 1NC was on peacekeeping and
diplomacy and overview #3 on IAEA had a nuclear proliferation impact.
These same:labels were-also used by the::2NC in the value:objections:so: it
was _hard for me to tell in the negative rebuttals whether a particular
group of arguments was to be flowed on-case_or off-:case. This was espe-
cially confusing in the 2NR when I flowed +he first minute of an on-case
observation and- it should have -been wi-th -an- off-case value objection.
Other critics after the round a1..o admitted they were having the same
problems in flowing.

The second problem on confusion in the debate was initiated by the
2NC and became_ a problem_ in the _2NR._ The second value objection was
"blown-up" by the 2NR and expanded into a giant argument. There was
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no warning_ provided by the 2NR at the beginning of the speech:that this
was going_ to happen so the responses to the second_ value objection, and
everything became a GIANT JUMBLE--iso 2AR thrift rebuttal. It would
have been_ better to make the third and final value objection the one that
was going to expand if no Narning was given to the critics to get out
extra flow paper,

vote for the affirmative on- two major iss-ues-. First contention #1
on_ military conflicts goes affirmative. 2AC extends the small _wars -are a
great threat to disaster -and 2AR extends the scenario to proliferation.
lAR spends a lot of time _here with four responses _and 2NR's only
response is on the Nixon example:and:does: not :apply any value objection
to this issue so this is very clear for the affirmative.

-Second-, I believe -the affirmative wins the proliferation issue. The
third 1NC overview and:the case arguments on proliferation are v,an in the
1-AR -and -2AR. lAR has good- responses --on the third overview as the
Becker _evidence is extended: UN debate undermines is extended; __and the
key- -argument was -the extensioni on spread of: weapons could trigger the
proliferation because of Linstrumentaliinorms.:: These arguments were very
convincing- to-me-inlight of- Tugwell and Kirkpatrickevidence on the case
that venting of_steam can sow the '. seeds of:war:. If the negative _has a
weak-ness in this round -it -is-a lack of -spec-ific- respon-ses-- to-the- 1-AC case
structure: _._The negativeidoes. do :a good job of pulling the affirmative off
Of -their -caseuntil --the--2AR-, --hut it-becomes-confusing to me in the 2NR.
The affirmative rebuttals are more.easily understood on the salient issues;
and hence are- -rewa-rded with- my ballot.

I was glad there were :seven critics _in this round_.: It was a most
difficult -decision-.- Congratulationsto Maczlester- -on-
national championship inCEDA debate.: ..After the decision was:announced;
and -I- knew- that -I had 7squirreled"--there wassome conciliation -for- my
decision:when 1 learnedithe:Northwest :Region:debaters:from:eight different
schools- had voted 17-2 for the affirmative.- Not even the nine Justices- on
the Supreme Court agree on every decision. I guess that's what makes it
a debate.

1986 NATIONAL INDIVIDUAL EVENTS TOURNAMENT:
WINNING SPEECHES IN ORIGINAL EVENTS

Edited by John K. Boaz'

'The speeches :were edited: from tape recordings_. :Except :for: the
correction of obviously unintended errors, these are as close to verbatim tran-
scripts as was possible to obtain _from :the recordings.

Critiques were requested of each of the judges in these final rounds.
However, not all judges comphed. Critiques received follow each speech tran-
script:
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The Ninth American :Forensic Association_ _National: Individual Event
Tournament was--held- at the Univ-ersity- of Texas at Arlingto-n --on April
12-14; 1986. iClose to 400:students .from_ 111. schools :participated in the
tournament. There were 93 contestants-in-impromptu -speaking; 50 contes-
tants in communication _analysis; 84:contestants :in :persuasion; 16 contes-
tants in- extemporaneous--speakin-g; -88 -contestants- in-in-formative- speaking;
and 64 contestants in after-:dinner speaking who competed in Ihree preiiini7
nary rounds: Following the preliminary rounds, the top 24 competitors
were advanced to::quarter _finals::: then :the lop 12 icompeti1:ors : were
advanced -to semi-finals, and- finally, the top -six competitors competed in
finals:. Each final:round was: judged by:five critics:::

In--communication analysis, persuasion, informative; and after-dinner
speaking students _are free to select their own speech topic. In the limited
speaking events of impromptu and extemporaneous speaking, however, the
students are given a choice of topics on which to speak.

After-Dinner Speaking Final Round Winner

Graham Hartley, University of Wisconsin, Madison

You know I saw you practicing -your informative out- in- the hall. By
Golly, you were fantastic. Wasn't he_ fanstatic, everybody. You were
really great I bet even_ the fire: extinguisher on the wall was riveted.
Your speech is: truly a stunning literary work: No; but really your deliv-
ery,- -style and the- content were superb, :and I applaud: you for_ 'that
(claps): : Doesn't that give you_ a warm feeling inside-:-kind of like a
puppy that-just- wee-weed down- your leg. To be complimented, or to
compliment:someone eke:gives us this warm _feeling inside::

Complimentswe- al-I like them. They make us feel appreciated- and
they_ make us feel good about ourselves._ We -_also love to _give them. __ They
ma-ke people like- us and possibly -do thin-gs for us,-- (Knapp,- Bell,--Hopper
1984)1; __But; what exactly are :compliments?: :How can I deliver an effective
compliment?- Arid what-do -I-- do if complimented? Well, I say, "Whoa,
lees slow: down::and take them:one at a time.: shalt we." _

First, we'll- look at compliments and what they are. Second, -we'll
look_ at how to -deliver:an effective one. And finally; see what options are
available to- us for replies when we are complimented.

First;: then; what :are compliments? :Well; there are four basic types of
compliments: personal appearance, performance, possesions, and personal-
ity. [Unintelligible]. [Laughter].:-

The fiest Of Whith is a compliment involving personal appearance,-- or
how- you look. A recent article in Psychology Todoy: said that compli-
ments of this type are -the most prevalent in society today. CompliMents
like:: "You look marvelo:us; the jacket? The "jacket could go; but you;:
you- look marvelous." SO sayeth Fernando. Or for inStance you could
compliment me :on: my suit_ "Why:thank you; ifs from the Don Johnson
collection." It is easy to see why compliments on appearance are so
popular with such fashion plates in our midst.
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Other compliments fall --under the category of performance, or skill
and ability compliments. personally don't know that much about these
since -I've never- done anything especially well-, but I really did like your
speech,:and: therefore had:a good example:to follow.

A third type-of compliment is a compliment on possessions- or what we
own. These nompqments range anywhere from. :"I_ :really like your car"
to "I love your wife." Yes, contrary to popular belief, people associated
with .us in the eyes of the complimentor; are considered to be our
possessions.

The final -type of compliment is Lone_ on personality. _The -Journal .of
Communkationstates that the most highly regarded -compliments concern
personality._ "You're so sweet." or "My; how courageous." and "Boy-,
what a pill."

Now that we: know that compliments can take on four different forms:
those of personal appearance, performance, possessions,, and personality.
How :can :we learn to :deliver them effectively? Well; the- delivery- of a
compliment is a three step procass involving the "O. F. P. Method." Obser-
vation; formulation; and presentation. And; therefore the clever achronym
"O. F.P."

In the observation-stage4 you mus-t firs-t -observe- -an act of some sort.
That makes sense, but the :act observed must be something that not every,
one does_ well. Something like...the putting on of one'-s socks. Yes; not
everyone_ does that well, yet we can be pretty sure that the :majority of
the people in--this room can,- and therefore, can feel comfortable talking
about _it._ _Okay, I'm glad I roomed with my coach; because I had these
socks_picked out.

:After the initial:observation of the said_ act; the formulation of: the
compliment begins. . T-here is a-n -unoriginal format where all that -needs to
be.done is plug in different words: into a set _format: _ _Three_ types. :of
these exiat. Th.:- -noun -phrase"- linking-verb" adjective type: "Your hair/
looks/ nice:" ThenAhere_ is the pronoun/ intensifier/ verb! noun :phrase
type: "I/ really" like/ your tie." -The--third -type-is- for- the- advanced
complimentor:. Remember these men . are trained professionals: :_Do :not,:
repeat,-- do-not try -this -without- proper trai-n-ing. Yes,- -its -the dreaded
pronount _verb/ "to be"/ adjective/ noun phrase type: "You/ really are/ a
snappy" dresser.

The_ third and: most .important.part of the delivery of_ a compliment is
the presentation.-- There-a-re--two-things of -great-importance -here,- the-firat
of which is:energy; Let's talk socks again_ shaft:we? : Enthusiastic_ versus
non-enthusiastic "I really like -your socks." "No, I--mean it!" --Can you
tell the difference?: Good; Equally:important. ta energy is sincerity,
Sincere- versus- -insincere. "I- really -like -your -socks,"--and- "1- really like
[laughsj_ your socks." _What_ we can 'see from:this is that the_ best k;nd of
comPliMent to -give -is- one that is-both -enthusiastic- -and sincere-.

Now; _tint we know_ what :compliments are,: and _how to give an effec-
tive one; What the -heck -do-we -do if we're complimented?-

There are four _kinds of replies to compliments ranging from: accept-
ance, acceptance with amendment, to no acknowledgement, and denial.
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The first of which is acceptance. Acceptance replies are usually your
best bet. The ritualistic "Thank you" tops the list. Followed by "I'm
glad you liked it." Then finally there is the embarrassed, "Aw shucks."

The second type of reply to a compliment, acceptance with amend-
ment. "Yeah, but I still got 80 pounds to lose." And there is also
magnified acceptance: "Hey, Biff, you're really a good basketball player."
"Good, hell, I'm great!"

The third type of reply to a compliment is the no acknowledgement
reply. A reply, yet at the same time it's not a reply. You look a bit
confused. Let me give you an example. "My, don't you look nice today,
Mary." " ." "My, don't you look nice today, Mary."

Finally, there's denial. "Hey, I really like your socks." Reply:
"No you don't, they're dirty, smelly, and and they have holes in them."
"Oh, well darn 'em then."

Compliments, we all love to give and receive them. They just plain
make us feel good. 1And now that we know what they are, how to deliver
an effective one, and how to reply to one. The next time we're compli-
mented we can help the complimentor feel like a puppy just went wee-wee
on their leg too.

First Judge Critique

Rey Garcia, Southwest Texas State University

In 'the final round iof the .ADS- at the -1986 AFA:-NIET judges had a

clear choice :of alternative approaches to the delivery of an after dinner
speech-.- In-this -round we saw what came dose to being a comedy routine,
we-- heard 7forensic":. humor; and: we _saw varying degrees of organization:
Before I -make-myclaims- about -the -unique- virtues -of -th-e -winning- -speech,
let: me congratulate:all of the final round contestants: and_their:_coaches_ for

-well -done. -A-ll of the-contestants-in- the [nal -round demonstrated
superb speaking :skills:. .All of.the contestants had excellent vocal variety;
natural and meaningful -gestures, and great eye contact. It was neces-sary
to examine other elements of effective public speaking to decide in favor of
the Hartley speec-h.

:First: Hartley's "use .of:humor_as _a persuasive device was _much :mare
effective- -than- -th7t- of- the- other -speakers .- Other contestants seemed to- be
more concerned with:punch-lines; abu:se of puns-,.: and_ gags :for their own
sake, -rather than-with-- u-se of-humor-to-enhance the-persuasive message of
their_ speech Additionally; _this speech could have been :given :to: any
audience. 11 our purpose as -forensics- educators is to train-students to
function_ effectively in any audience _situation..(I: think: it is):; _ then we
shpuld -encourage our -students to construct speeches that would be appro-
priate in those situations; rather than in the microcosm of the forensics
community.

Second; the Hartley speech_ was the :best _organized and constructed
speech -in- the- round. -Hartley made use of an- attention getting device, a
clear statement of purpose; a preview of the parts of the body; effective
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transitions and signposting, a review of the parts of speech, and a good
conclusion; While these elements of speech construction may seem elemen-
tary, they were an _important part of my decision because a number of
contestants failed to include transitions, previews, or well developed
conclusions. With such glaring omissions in other contestants' speeches,
while I Hartley had done such a good job on his speech, the decision to
rank him first in the round was clear.

Communication Analysis Final Round Winner

Jim McCafferty; George Mason University

Legend _has it that _in :Celtic Ireland; whenever the King _showed signs
of -age, impOterice; -or- if -the -fortunes -of- his- clan- were failing, the Druid=
priests . would lead: him to the__ stone: circle_:of judgment:. _ :_ Here; the: King
would-deliver- -a -final -rness-age- to--hi-s people -and -then-calmly-stand -by as
the,:chief: priest stabbed him to_cleath,: augering _the clan's future as well
a-s its- futiire- leader-. in- his- 1-896- book-, The Goiden-BOUgh, Eh:0 h Scho-
lar Sir James Fraz;er noted that:this custom af thieking" was :a
common one- in-many- -ancient-societies .-- -It- was -felt -that -by- killing -the- -semi-
Jevine king 'before- he- -had decayed; the strength of his soul could then be
transferred intact to tha..:- of- his successor, thus preserving the Strength
of the tribal leader as:well as his :people. _ _ _

On AUgutt 8th, 1974, President -Richard- Milhouse-Nixon-, having been
rendered politicallyiimpotent by repeated allegations: (laughter).: of _flagrant
dishonesty during the Watergate scandal, made -his -thirty-seventh arid final
address: to: the nation :as :President- : In that address; Nixon ::not only
declared his role as "ritual -sacrifite" by announcing his resignation, bUt
he also _took: this :unique opportunity to eulogize his own Presidency Land
began America's transcendence from the nadir of Watergate to a fUtUre
without Richard Nixon:

While a thettitical analysis based on -the precepts of apologia might
seem initially:appropriatei the exigences of Nixon's political demise clearly
pointed to the_ worthlessness _of any attempt at defense or apology.
(laughter)- Nixon required- a -rhetorical strategy_ that addressed his :poli-
tical "death" and attempted to__ transcend it--that strategy was the eulogy.
In order to -examine this eulogistic effort- by Nixon for his own. Presidency-,
I will first discuss_ an appropriate method for _critically analyzing eulogistic
rhetoric; next apply that method to Nixon's speech_ of resignation; and
finally; evaluate the impact_ of the eulogistic genre both for Nixon's resig-
nation And for rhetoric in general._

The eulogy has been an established rhetorical genre since the time of
ancient Oreece, when the honored dead were praised with what was called
the "epitaphios logos:" An appropriate method for critically analyzing
eulogistic rhetoric can be found in_ Kathleen Jamiesons article entitled
"Critical Anthology of Public Speeches" published in the 1978 MODCOM:
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1odu1es-1n Speech Communication. Section four of that article_ delineates
four primary rhetorical: characteristics of:the successful eulogy.'

The first --characteristic is the affirmation of the reality _of death;
Here:, : the rhetor confronts: the bereavecrs natural denial:: response: by
publicly stating the fact of death. According to Jamieson, this character=_
istic makes denial impossible; forcing the bereaved: to accept the death :and
move-onwards. A necessary parallel to this confrontation _with denial : is
the: second characteristicthe: easing of the survivor's: confrontation with
their -own- mortality. The speaker accomplishes this goal by asserting that
the deceased: will "live on" in some- manner. As Jamieson- notes, -"the
assertion of the fundamental immortality of the deceased makes mortality
less_ bitter at the same time it consoles the bereaved." :The: third charac-
teristic is the transformation of the bereaved's: relationship_ with:: the
deceased from the present to the past :tense. : The -speaker- accomplishes
this by rehearsing the virtues of the deceased in_ the _:past tense; this
repetition solidly fixes the deceased in_ that -tense-as- well.- Finally, the
eulogy must attempt to reweave the_ cornrnunity7s patterns::of :relationships
to: continue despite the-absence of the departed.- -Generally -this is accom-
plished by calling for the survivors to continue living; with the memory of
the deceased as a guide for the future.

In essence, the eulogy is a vehicle _by which the rhetor: not only
praises the dead; but begins a process- -of t-ra-nscendence so that the survi-
vors can get on with living. : In viewing the:eulogy as the initial tool of
transcendence; the : eulogistic -nature of Nixon's resignation address
becomes apparent and worthy _of examination.
:: in: analyzing Nixon's resignation- speech, the first characteristic the

affirmation of the _reality of death; _is quickly discernable. In:paragraph
nine of the thirty-two-paragraph- text, -Nixon uttered the simple phrase,_
"therefore; I shall :resign the Presidency effective at noon :tomorrow.'"
Corning so -soon in --the--speech with -a minimum of preamble, this simple
statement quickly dismissed :any::falbe notions of a continued fight :against
the impeachment-process. Whether friend or foe, this unequivocal _state-
ment made denial by _the American public: impossible. The reality of a
future -without Nixon- had- to be accepted. -[laughter]

: : The next:characteristic: that he::atternoted to put -was the confrontation
with -the-s-urvivors' confrontation with their own mortality. Having done
his original move,. _Nixon_ :attempted :to posh forward he-re. Now, what
Nixon-attempted -was -to shift this entire structure by allowing us tfo see
the mortality was not: constant:by allowing us -to view the- resiliance of- the
Presidency-itself. His first statements quickly dismissed any remaining
hopes :for :continuance :of :his Presidency. -Immediately after his- statement
of resignation, Nixon told AMerica, -"Vice President Ford will be_ sworn :in
as President at that : hour.:..". He thus reassured Americans that- the
Presidency itself would continue with no lapse of leadership: Nixon then

'The idea for such an analysis was originally concevied by Kevin W.- Dean,
Marga-ret C. Langford, and Mark S. Hickman as a result of discussion in
coursework with Kathleen Jamieson of the University of Maryland.
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spoke in praise_ of his. own Presidency-, pointing to such accomplishments -as
ending the Vietnam War, improving relations with China and:the _Soviet
Union; _ and: signing the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty. Nixon- told
America, "These -years have been a momentous time -in the history- of- our
nation.:and the world: They_have been a -time of achievement-in--which we
can all be- proud." Through _these words, :Nixon eas:ed:concerns_ over
Presidential_ mortality.; assured Americans that the- Presidential---succession
would-continue-as-mandated by the Constitution, and::asserted that :his .own
foreign_ policy:achievements would be of lasting benefit. In much- the-same
way- as-thebereaved- are consoled and- their fears :of death:assuaged :by
what. Jamieson called the "assertion of the fundamental immortality- of the
deceased," Americans were -assured-that the Presidency would continue.

The _ third_ characteristic_ is the transformation Of the bereaved's
relationship-with the -deceased from: the present to the: past. In reviewing
the achievements._of .his own Presidency. Nixon consistently referred to his
own efforts in-the past-tense. --"We -have-ended- America's longest war..1.._7
We have unlocked the doors_between _the United States and- the People's
Republic-of China...". And, "-I have done my. best." -Whether or not this
last: statement was _aceeptecL by: :his _ audience, [laughter] the eulogistic
subtext-is- clearthe Nixon -Presidency -was, from that moment-, subject to
the judgment of history rather than current events

Having placed his Presidency---in the-past, Nixon- then attempted to
reweave :the community's; or in this case the _ nation's, patterns _of
relationships to continue despitetheabsence- of -the Nixon presidency.
He called- on all Americans to support--the new i:President in hit _task,
saying, "As he assumes that responsiblity, he wiU deserve-the- help and
support- of all of us." Nixon :attempted to_achieve :a new unity of purpose
under the leadership of _President Ford when he-said:
And to those of you have not felt able.to give_ me your_ support, _let me
say that I_ leave office with -no bitterness- toward those-who have -opposed
me,- for all -of us have in the final :analysis been:concerned with the good
of the country...so let us all now join together...in helping our new Pres-
ident succeed to the benefit of all Americans.

Nixon -concisely -and effectively reweaved the community's :patterns Lof relation-
ships to continue by calling for all Americans to support the new President in
hiS taik.

In:evaluating _the impact of the eulogistic genre for Nixon's- resignation,
the-continual- -application of the four criteria outlined by Jamieson:in her article;
continually_ point . to its nature _as a eulogy. Much to the chagrio of- -many
Nixon critics, Nixon never -apologized for or even admitted that :complicity in
the Watergate: affair_ was:the: real prime reason for his resignation. Instead,
Nixon affirmed his-own political demise and:attempted to shift:the:focus towards
a new :political future,: which was after all his goal. As he -stated, "I h6Pb -that
I will have hastened-that -process -of healing that is_ so desperately: needed in
Arnerica.":_ Well; that process of transcendence would eventually take years,- a
full Presidential-pardon, -and- a -complete shift in national politics, but its roots
were grounded in Nixon s own eulogy for Nixon.
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The eulogy -is-- essentially a proces-s -of transcendence- for- the-survivors,
and as such .it need not be restricted_ merely to speeches_ far the_ dead::
appropriate± whenever-- the-exigences -of a- -rhetoricalact i-nclude-the ending of- a
given situation or individual- and- the _need to redefine that_ ending..into a: new
baginning.- Un a- similar, --though less bloody- fashion, -Nixon-was- -sacrificed like
the Irish Kings of old-i-when: he :was no :longer considered: worthy to_ wield
power.- -However, --Nix-on also- chose to- deliver---his- own-eulogy-, and begin a
process of national: I transcendence "for the :American people into: a new political
era--an era in which- --President Richard Nixon would not, and perhaps could
not; be included: [Applause]

First Judge Critique

Craig Dudczak, University of Oklahoma

me.- McCafferty and the other five finalists are to be congratulated for
making the finals in: what :I consider to be the :most rigorous of the public
address events. Good criticism helps us to answer the question "Why?" a rhet-
orical event succeeds or "fails in :its :effort. As Siskel and Ebert _are: to _the
movies, -Communication Analysis enlightens our appreciation and understanding
of rhetoric.-

-While the consensus of the rankings- placed Mr. McCafferty first, I ranked
him third,:_ What are my reasons for doing so? Since -the reader does- not have
the benefit of compaHng this speech with those of the other finalists, let me
identify my criteria and evaluations of this :speech. :: Normally, I employ :three
criteria for Communication Analysis. First, Does the speech demonstrate the
elements of:any good public address-7(1) Does--the introduction gain attention,
sta-te the thesis, and preview the body of the speech; (2) Does the body
organize-, :develop-, and support -the thesis; and (3) Does- the conclusion review
the speech and close appropriately? Second; is the method :appropriate to the
analysis -of the :rhetorical event? Does the speaker justify the- analytic method
he or _she employs? Third; does the_ rhetorical analysis enlighten our under-
standing of Ahe event to which it is -applied?

In applying these:criteria to McCafferty's analysis; I generally find the
first criterion satisfied while the-second and third -are problem-atic. For me,
the speech clearly demonstrates_ the elements of good _public address: The
opening annecdote -is- attention-gettiog, -the -purpose is clea-r, and the speaker
gives a roadmap of his direction. We :should "lave no daubt: that the analysis
will treat Nixon's- resnation as a political- self-eulogy. Similarly, the bod,' of
the speech follows the systematic application of Jamison's criteria for a eulogy
concluding with- an appropriate review and -closing.

While I think the speech: is well-crafted; :the second and third criteria _on
the appropriateness- of -method -and it-s application create serious dissonance for
me: Is _Nixon's resignation _really sdf -eulogy? The iirst signal casting doubt
about the appropriateness- -of- treathig the resignation as a self-eulogy occurred
because the preceding speaker-Mr: Fowler; also of George Mason7-ernployed the
same tool. Aside- from the coincid-ental sequence creating some distraction, the
impression created was that the method was a universal template applied to a
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wider array of rhetorical events than would otherwise be justified" At thevery
least, this occurrence caused me to look more cliasely at-the-justificationoffered
by each-- speaker :using Jamison's characteristics of the eulogy. : In :each case
the result -of focusing my attention on the justification of method is adverse for
the ranking of_theispeaker.

In Mt. McCafferty's case, the focal question is whether anyone- who had
heard Nixon's resignation speech in August 1974 :would_ view it _as a eulogy;
either then or now. -As to then, at the time of the speech, -a general consen-
sus:had:emerged calling:for:his:impeachment. With approval ratings diminishing
to twenty-two percent by the time of the speech, Nixon's critics-were-numer-
ous-. Yet; McCafferty evidences :that :Nixon s :critics were unsatisfied that he
neither _apologized nor even mentioned the role Watergate played in leading- to
his-resignation: Can this be ignored? I :think: not. : Clearly; the_expectations
of the audience create an exigence. Treating the resignation as a eulogy at the
time it was :given-fails to accommodate the expectations of: the audience._ The
eulogy_ would not have been an appropriate genre then because it failed to
address a (or; perhaps-; the) critical exigence existing for the- speaker.

This still ailows the possibility of a revisionist view of the eventthat it,
regardless of- how the speech -was received -in 1974; it should be viewed as a
eulogy in 1986: A case could be made for this approach by saying that seper-
ated from the emotion of the times surrounding-Watergate; it would be.revealing
to :view Nixon's resignation as a eulogy: While this approach may be feasible,
i-t -is not- the-one-McCafferty employs. He treats the speech in a:timeless tense
that_ suggests the speech _was, is, and always should be viewed as a eulogy.
Aside from ig-noring the-exigenc-y of the -audience expectations at the time of the
speech; he fails to reveal the benefit of retrospectively viewing the speech as
self-euicogy. Yes, he does -,pply Jamison's criteria-. But,_ so what? Arguing
that the speech meets criterials not to reveal its value in doing so. This is a
mechanical- approach to-analysis-. It is to communication analysis what paint-by-
numbers :is to art, You get a picture-, but it is not art:

So in my-final analysis, my-ran-king of the-analysis- reflects favorably on
its:structural elements which illustrate well the. elements of good public address.
BUt, the speech, whole technical4/ applying-the-criteria of the method selected;
makes a weak case for its use:and:reveals little of whether Nixon succeeded for
failed in his resogoation speech. It seems clear that it failed the majority of its
audience in 1974; and we aren't certain of its st ;tus today.

Second Judge Critique

J. C. Harrington, New York University

Even before Jim _McCafferty got up: to speak; I was fairly sure:he would
get my first place. He spoke last in the round and, having heard-his speech
during the regular season; I suspected_that; barring a disastrous performance;
his analysis of Nixon's resignation would be superior to the five speeches I had
already heard. It was.

The first reason for thtt was Jims approach to Nixon's rhetoric. He-did
what every rhetorical critic should strive to do by looking at Nixon's speech
from a new point of view, and proving more than adequate support for. that
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perspective: By contrast; one critical flaw:in another speech in the round was
the failure to provide :support -for --a -challenging thesis, and the remaining
speeches took more obvious :approaches to:the communication events :they :treated
(e.g. a: pop :music method for "Sun City" and a eulogy method for Reagan's
eulogy of the Challenger astronauts). _

,The second:,_ and :nearly as-important, reason for Jim's success was the
construction of the speech: The:introduction and conclusion were nicely linked
and the tie of ancient-Iris-iv-practices to Nixon's speeth %tat nothing short of
brilliant: Finally; :Jim touched all of the other :CA bases:: justification--of
choke of method-and rhetoric, explanation of method and conclusions about the
method and speech: : If Jim hadn't extemped a couple of sentenCei in the
middle, it might have -been-a perfect performance. any case; my expecta-
tions were confirmed; and it was clearly the best speech in the round.

Third Judge Critique

Deanna Sellnow, Wayne State University

Mr. McCafferty's Communication Analysis--a rhetorical analysis of Nixon_ s
final address to the nation . from a eulogistic-persp.ective--ii--very---iell dohe. I h

orderito- highlight specific areas of strength _as well as :weakness; this critique
will focus one _(1) his structu:re:and style, : (2) his choice and uSe Of hiethod-
616§9, and (3) his analysis of the speech itself:

. In 1:terms of : structure :and style, Mr-. McCafferty- doet a fine job. The
speech flows well from point to point through effective_ use of internal previews;
transitions-, and summaries.. One area of con-cern, however,- regardS hit style .
me. mcCaffetty needs to be careful when attemptinsto:personalize his:delivery
so as not to sound condescending or patronizing.-- This is a minor point, but_ it
can turn some listeners off:to the speech before the analysis is-aven underway.:
: _With regard to: methodology, Mr. McCafferty does not Utilite a typical tool
fot this type of_ analysis. To his credit;:_ Mr. :McCafferty is .quick:to point out
that he is:aware of apologia-as -a-potential-method -for analysis. He goes Oh- tO
state that this _particular _address can be more appropriately analyzed:as eulogy.
It:would strengthen:his persuasive-argument, -however, if he-were to incorpo-
tate_ a sentence, at this point .. as to why: eulogy is: a more appropriate tool :for
analysis :than apologia.: i_Becaus-e -his -choice of method is td controveisial; .it is
impdrtant :to justify its merit at the: outset. :Granted; he does:so :quite .aptly
later in the speech, but- it -would- strengthen the analysis considerably to do so
as soon as possible: : _The actual explanation of the method and its major char-
acteristics are stated-clearly.-

Overall; _the actual analysis _ of :Nixon's final address is well. done.= The
examples chosen -to-clarify-each characteristic Of the method are appropriate and
serve to: lend : strength :to Mr. McCafferty's argument._ McCafferty is /ety
successful in clarifying the impact of the speech. He, again; justifies his
choice of :method when :he states; "Nixon never apologized to them or eVen
admitted that the complicity_ of the-Watergate affair was the prime reason for his
resignation: ln short; by this point in_ the analysis, both the impact Of the
speech and McCafferty's choice of methodology are well justified.
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Finally, in terms of significance, Mr. McCafferty does a good job with what
he says, hnwever, one vital:component is missing. His analysis would become
much more meaningful for the listener if he would draw a definite parallel to
why this particular analysis has:significance for each of us today. How can we
apply what we've learned from this particular analysis to our lives today?

: In summary, Mr. McCafferty has developed an_ excellent communication
analysis. Despite a few .rilor flaws, this speech is a fine example of communi-
cation analysis.

Extemporaneous Speaking Final Round Winner

David Bickford, Brown University

In the-summer- of 1985 an Atlanta computer programmer became so outraged
that _ his:mother was sending large sums of money to Jerry Falwell's Old :Time
GoSpel- Hour that he decided to program his computer to dial Falwell's 1-800
number every_30: seconds.: :Now; the:resulting phone _bills: for_the Moral 'Aajor-:
i-ty were several hundred thousand dollars. Although this action may -sound
outrageous; _it_ does :underscore widespread discontent with the role :that TV
evangelittsare-playing in our-political reality-today-. -A concern-so significant
that it:leads usnaturally to the_ following _question: Is :TViireligion becoming
too political? The answer is -clearly "yes." With one significant complication,-
that is the key word _in question is "TV." Religion itself is 'not badly_mixed
With -politics under certain kinds of specific circumstances. Biat -with-TV and
all its superficiality and superstition; it -has -a great potential to be :dangerous
and deceive. To see- more precisely why this is- so, we can give- close atten-
tion to three_ different aspegzts of:the TV evangelists: :First we need to look at
how the- TV evangelists operating right now -are polarizing our society and
rendering it politically impotent, incapable:: of tackling significant issues.
Secondly, we need to look at the effect on religion itself. How legitimate main
stream religion -is set back by the activities -of TV. And, finally; we need to
look at the legitimate circumstances from which- rehgion h,s had an effeCt when
properly divorced from the disorientingieffect or television. : The_ most inter-
esting _aspect of what has happened in TV religion right now is that-the princi-
pal ally of TV religion, tho whole- Republican Party; is being :split. In
theWashington Post on March 10 of this year, "In many cases pandering arises,
such as Jerry Falwell's influence on Vicei:President Bush. Such politicianstry
to win the fundamentalists by giving them just about every concession they
would eyer.want." At the same time; the Post stated that in--many- cases there
were independent courses within TV religion, such as Pat Robertson of the
Christian Broadcasting Network who is considering now an : independent presi-
dential campaign. In effect this division _within the Republican Party is 4:)me-
thing to be- feared -within all political parties and -political bodies- in: :this
country: That's what_ the article on March 31st stated as_ a sort of political
paralysis. In it the- effect of many conservative Christian groups and: pull-a7
parts: on members of congress: It stated, for example, that Wiiliam Gray of
Philadelphia, who is actually a minister himself, who is yet given a zero
rating by the Christian Broadcaster's Organization, a TV religion radical right
organization, in talking with several congressional colleagues; he had found that
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Impromptu Speaking Final Round Winner

Debra Williams, Gonzaga University

: :When I was: thirteen my parents were really ignorant. I Mean, -they knew
nothing abo-irt- SChool.: They knew nothing about sex:. They: didn't even know
K.tv dress But as I've grown older, I've noticed- that -tiry PerentS ,haVe
gotten- ailot Stilarter.: Maybe I succeeded in _educating them through my 'vast
experience or maybe my experience taught me that, "eVerYbrie -VS -ignerant,
only on-different: subjects." This quote: by Will Rogers that _everyone_ is ignor
rant ::only: on: different subjects points to sditie _vety -Signifitarit -On a
peaOtical points_ _to the fact that certain : people :have expertise :in
certain:areas:; and we should first consider_ practical_impliCationt. On a -piriki-
tophitel leVel,- -the- idea -that_ everyone_ is ignorant only on different subjects
reveals :a lot _about what it means to be a human being:- To be hümh it te -be
ignorant. You may-have-figured that:out by: now. :Finally,: we cart_ tie these
first ,wo levels together by _applying the philosophical idea Of What it mëàh to
be ignorant to-our practical:associations. Perhaps in this way: we_ can discover
an approach to life that takes advantage of rather than seeks to escape our
ignorance.

First-, :consider how everyone is ignorant_ only On diffetent siibkettt when
we are dealitig with one- another:Li_ Certainly you are made better through: your
experience with others--_-particularly if you _go to :a school that has a liberal jets
edutatioh and a specialized -education, (thoirlh : when you come out with :a
philosophy :degree you still: dont know a lot about elettrical engiheetiog).
Stittle people such as my debate 'partner, an-: electrical -engineer-, think I am
hopelessly ignorant because: I cannot discuss filters ion a 400-level: Of toutte,
I can turn around and tell him that since-he can_'_tidiscuss phenomenology-, exis7
tentialism; or metaphysics; he: is ignorant :as_ wellof course; he "filters" all
that out: The point is, we're rgnorant onidifferentisubjects, but when -we can
discuss those subjects with one another; I:find that I have_ an _awful lot to learn
about_ filters--(though why the hell I want to learn-aboUt filters I i!iaven't quite
figured outj--and-,_ in return-,: Harold can learn :a lot from me about philosophy:
Our interests in different subjects have helped us-to-en-rich -one another _rather
than alienate One another; bec..use we have discovered that we are diverge
people: with diverse interests and we can learn by communicating together on
the SUbjects about: which:we:are ignorant. :

_ On a: mare: philosophical level, being ignorant in specific aréai: is :What it
to be ai human being. No one can know everything: : Certainly we've

all experienced the frustration of having to limit our- learning- in-Order th COpe
With- _o-Verloads of information. Even with a liberal arts education whew we are
doused with:myriad subjects, we only come up with tenfriiien- Of kieSe-

.IY---C6iirideted knowledge. For sanity s sake, we must choose areas of specialty
and focus _on them; so we will know some things better -than OtherS. That is
Whet it- Means to be a human being. : The :thesis that, a human ibeinis essen,
tially an ignorant creature forms the basis of existential PhiloSOhy. The
tien ter existentialism_ is_ not _what_ we become; _but how we beccme: This view
was posited by Jean-Paul Sartre when he said that a hUman being iS the proc-
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ess of becoming and the existence :of :a_ human being or that.:process is more
important that the external facilities that make up-the-human being-. -I am not
just: this: cellular mass you see in iront of_ you; I am:the things I do: To
explain this notion Sartre upsets a lot of people When he says -that- there are
essentially two kinds of beingspeople and chairs:. : Now; automatically; :you
ask what is the difference between- a person and- a -chair. In factsince -I- don't
know most -of you: and:1 see you sitting in basically the: same_ posture as this
inanimate object, I could conclude that you're actually not-human beings, -you're
al[chairs; :because at this moment; l-, for my own: person; am the only : one
making judgments and decisions and I am projecting those- onto you. --I- am
exercisingyour ignorance in defining -who I am. Sartre s-- point: then; ties in
with Will Roger's quote that everyone is ignorant only- on different subjects. It
tells t.s what is idifferent_ about individual_ human beings. :: When we make choict
es; we define who we are through such choices; and the things we are- ignorant
about are the things that we have the- possibility to become. Sartre has: a
specific term for what: that possibility to become is: he calls it the Fundamental
Project-.- The fundamental :project is essentially capsulized in the :statement
7:you are what: you are_ not and you are not what you are." Sartre is a bril-
liant lihilosopher,-- isn't he? What he :is getting at is that you are not: just
what _makes_you. up; but:you are: the certain things you are trying to achieve.
You a-re-the- ignorance-that you:have right now and the process of accumulating
knowledge to erase that ignorance; : So, as_ you complete_ your tasks of learning
more things, youare-becoming an-d developing es a unique individual. In light
of:Will .Roger's statement that:everyone is .igno-.-ant only On different subjects,
this- means- that- everyone's --fundamental- project is different-. We all have
s:pecific :goals that we are striving to achieve .and we are all ignorant about
different things: And thaf-swiratprovides our uniqueness.- This- leads us
into:the third area--how our interrealtion with one another and the fact that we
are ignorant as human beings are-tied- together.

Certainly; if we :all have different fundamental :projects and we are all
pursuing different- goals,- we can see that each of u-s is unique; -and we-- can
combine our :unique: ignorance and Lour; ex:pertise: to -enrich ; one another:
Through our interattion -we- can meet the fundamental- projects -of -other- kiiiinan
beings: who are tiecoming:idifferent things; and we: can broaden our horizons::
It would seem kind of fruitles-s for a human being- to know -ev-erything---to -end
his or her life of expanding horizons:. What:then would be: the:difference
between a human being who becomes- and a chair that already is?-- If we-- have
no ignorance that N'2 seek to overcome;:_ there is really not much: we can :do;
and, even more depressing, -there is really not -need for us to do- anything.
Because if I know everything and I have the same sort of knowledge that: you
have;_. I may as well converse__ with myself. Alone and complete, we -end -up
sitting:in a :corner aimlessly gnawing on our feet. It doesn't seem like a very
fruitful existence.

: So, the idea of Will Rogers that everyone is ignorant only on : diKerent
subjects reveals not only practical guidance for human interaction, but also the
very essence of what it means to be a human "becoming;' and in that sense; as
my parents grow smarter, I get smarter too.

First Judge Critique
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Trevor Giles, University of New Mexico

Judging the finar round- of Impromptu Speaking at the- 1986 AFA-NI-ET
proved to -be- both enlightening and difficult. : Given: the quality of the:speak-
ers, and their speeches, assigning -a rank order to the round was a challenging
task-, but what:set Debra Williams apart from her competitors; and what:earned
her my first place ranking, was ner depth Of analysis and her energetic style
of delivery.

Ms: Williams tackled the rather straightforward -quotation by- Will Rogers,
"Everyone is-- ignorant; but only- on -different 1:subjects; " : with a very unique
approach. She effectively extended the quotation beyond its most apparent
meanings-, and communicated an important message concerning the:meaning of
humanity and one's individual responsibilities as a human being. Her compet-
itors approached this -topic; and the other quotation given; by citing examples
that illustrated what they believed the topics meant, and while this can be an
appropriate method of analyzing an_ impromptu topic; it becomes rather formu7
lary and insignificant in comparison to a speech_ which_ takes _the quotation, and
uses_ examples, not as: an :end,: but as the--beginning of a greater :point. :By
discussing the philosophical implications of this quotation, and by leaving _the
audience with a lesson derived from the topic, Williams elevated her analysis
above :the: mundane and gave her speech the content noeded for a national
championship.

_ Her cogent communication :of the topic's meaning; however; -would have
been lost had -her -delivery -of -the speec-h been -flat; or- -overly professorial in
nature: As_ it was; :Williams utilir.ed _a style that was confident; :energetic; and
smooth. She a-voided a style that was confident, energetic, and smooth. She
avoided condescendingi_ to her audience;: and_ injected tasteful and: enjoyable bits
of -humor- to--highlight -her point-S.-- -In- all-,- the energy she -communicated through
her style: enhanced :her presentation greatly; _ and left her audience with the
favorable-impression-that-gave her the W'in-ning -edge.

While it _was : difficult for _mei to decide _among: these talented :speakers;
especially --since I found three of- the -speakers-to be nearly equal in -ability,
(Williams;-_ Bucky Fay of the_ University: of:Wisconsin-Eau: Claire; and Shawnthea
Monroe of the University of -Minnesota) Williams emerged as the winner beCause
of her ability to give:meaning to the topic she chose; beyond the obvious; and
to do so in a very effective and entertaining manner.

Second Judge Critique

Peter Schifferle, United States Military Academy

The essential elements of a successful impromptu are analysis of the topic,
oroanization of Ahe speech to support_ this analysis; and:an excellent delivery
replete with information in support of the speaker's analysis. Debra Williams'
speech was superb in the delivery and organization;: but did : not sufficiently
analyze the topic. Her use of Sartre's ideas on what makes a human being was
appropriate; but her analysis seemed to:ignore the second half of the quote.
Mist Williams seened to ignore the portion of the sentence where Will Rogers
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said that men are indeed ignorant, "only on different subjects." If she had
included an analysis of this phrase in her speech, and supported her analysis
with information from the works of Sartre, and others, her speech would have
been as close to perfect as an impromptu can be.

One of the finer points of this speech was the use of humor to both keep
the speech enjoyable and to establish her analysis. Ms. Wiiliams cl;c1 this very
well throughout her speech, and she was particularly adept in her use of audi
ence participation humor.

Debra Williams' speech is an excellent example of a well organized, well
supported, and humorous impromptu that could have benefited from an analysis
of the complete quote. Reliance on an analysis of only part of a quote can
work, but it is risky.

informative Speaking Final Round Winner

Mark Nelson; University a Aiabama; Birmingham '

Let's- start- with -a simple- quiz. -don't call- out the answers-; just think
of them in_ your mind;. :Ready?: (1) :What:color was your first bike? (2) How
many -rooms- were there in-- the-- house -in -which you- -grew- ui..;? (3-)- How -ma-ny
letters_ in the word anthropology?, and finally; describe how Lee Harvey Oswald
was s-hat.
ii Now; whether or not :you _could .answer .these :questions :is _irrelevant; but
the way in -which you- tried- -to- achieve -the answers is -very- relevant. -The ques-
tions_ I:asked you :were . the same:ones asked_to volunteers in aiistudy at Yale
University,- conducted by Bonnie Meskin and Jerome Singer. In the study -they
noticed that depending :on the type of _information .demanded; that is; whether
the request was for- verbal concepts, visual memories, or auditory- memories, the
eyes naturally and subtlely softened in :particular directions; :as though this :eye
movement aided in the- accessibility of the data.- According- to -old folk psychol-
ogy,: the eye :is the gateway: to the mind and: now it :seems modern science is
confirming -this age old- belief. Through studies, like the- one conducted at
Yale; scientists are learning- more and more about the:connection between :eye
shifts and information; a field known as- neuro linguistics. It is a fascinating
field; one worth more_ than _just a passing glance. So- for the next few minutes;
let's focus on neuro linguistics. Let's first takr a look at some basic informa-
tion about the :brain and eye; -second we will c%nisider the -research that has
been _done concerning eye _shifts, and finally_ we will take a look at the_ individ-
ual eye shifts and how they work. At that point I'm sure you will agree that
the eyes have it.

:Eighty years ago; the _novelist, Joseph Conrad wrote, "the mird of man is
capable of doing anything, because everything is in it; all_ the past as well :as
all the future'', and he may not have been wrong. Neurophysiologist, Charles

'The tape recording made of the Informative Speaking final round wis
unintelligible. Mark Nelson was kind enough to provide his written manuscript
which here substitutes for a transcript of the speech actually given:
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Herrick- estimates that -there are at- least-102,789-,000- possible- con-nections -in- the
brain for receiving; storing and correlating _data. T:hat's the number 1 followed
by 3 million teros, at-a-rate ot one digit j:ier- second,- -just writing -that -n-umber
down would take an_ entire month. The_brain therefore is :much more : complex
than any computer ever -developed. -So-its- not surprising that the brain needs
help: in dealing _with :all of: this information.: _ And that's where _the eye_ comes
in---in early human -embryonic development, -the brain -and-eye-are --actually one,
Eventually-, the:eye grow& away_ from the brain _but:remains _linked to it by the
optic nerve. However, -the real-- -focus- of-- interest by researchers is a- small
bundle of:densely packed nerve:cell& roughly the size of a little:finger: Known
as the neticular -formation- and located n the- central core- of -the --brain- -stem,
this area of tightly packed nerve cells runs from the top of :the spinal cord into
the center of the brain. The neticular formation contains nearly-- seventy
percent of the brain's estimated 200: billion _nerve cells. It is,:this: part of the
brain that gov-erns consciousness and acts as -a sensory filter, -that is, it filters
out everything but_the relevant information:at any particular moment,:

According to Steven DeVoe, an educational psychologist and author-Of The
Neuropsychology of Success-,, the :nerves that control _ eye::movement; known as
the ocular motor nerves-, originate and derive in the -neticular formation area
Therefore-, with the:proper:eye movement we_can open: up specific: channels:to
access information -stored within the brain. So as well as being the organ for
vision-, the eye has non:visual function as well.

Now,_ everyone is familiar -with the story about the student -who, -when
asked a question by his: teacher; looks upward, Whereupon _the teacher: advises
him, you are not going to find the answer on the ceiling. Well, undoubtedly he
won't; but we lare now aware that his instinctive_ eye movementss were allowing
him to access the particular information he needed from the memory stored with-
in his brain. And I always thought I was just stalling because I didn't know
the answer.

Well, in addition to- the study conducted at Yale, a similar study conducted
at the Langly Porter Neurophyciatric Institute at the University of California
asked volunteers: similar types :of questions. -And once again; :depending:on the
type: of information demanded, specific patterns of predictable eyeshifts were
noted. Numerous other studies by University -researchers such as- Dr. Karl
Prilman, :surgeon and _neuroscientist at Stanford University nave confirmed the
relationship between eye movement and sensory memory recall.

_OK, we've assimilated some complicated new information--with the help of
our- eyes- of course. So let's recall ithat we have learned about the eye/brain
connection aiid research which indicates: the association between_ eye shifts and
sensory memory recall. Next let's take a look at the actual process of eye-

-

The -book -Neurolinguistic- Programming by Richard Bendier outlines nine
specific eyeshift movement& and the senses with which they are associated.
The first-pattern -of eye shifts is- the eye movement -that activates- visual: memo-
ry; When you:draw from visual memory-,say the face of an old friend--your
eyes- will naturally -move -to an- upper left: position. :The: harder the memory is
to recall;: the bigher to the: left your eyes will pn. By the way; it is important
to -ncite- -that -if you're left handed or ambidextrous your eyeshifts may differ.
The second eywThift is for the construction of visual images: When you imagine
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something, like how- you would spend a million dollars. The third pattern of
eye movement is the eyeshift that: activates auditory :memory. This is your
storehouse of remembered sounds. Here your eyes are in a lateral left position
and for- the construction of sounds the_ fourth eye shift movement is lateral
right. The eye movement, used a good deal by _writers and composers, comes
into: play L:when you are blending: or creating words or sounds. The fifth eye
Shift position is -for the -recall of emotional sensation and feelings. When you
draw emotions and feelings from the past; your eyes may first move to:a lower
left position to signal- the brain for a memory search. Then you may activate a
visualimemory; upper: left; Ito see the person: or event:involved. Followed by a
MOVE to the lower left, to focus into the motion for the recall of body sensa-
tions and: motion; the sixth eyeshift position is lower right and to recall _the
sense of taste from memory you_ would activate the eighth eye: shift position
which_ is an approximate ten degrees -lower central position. And the ninth and
last eye shift position is known as the sensory synthesis position: Now; the
position, which: is the central focus position ;s where :your 'eyes are when any
memory is in sharp focus, or when you can recall it without any conscious
effort.-

:While all of: these eyeshifts are distinct movements in the: direction indi-
cated; they are fleeting, almost imperceptible movements-, and -in- most people
they can be seen only by:close observation But:do:the eye-hifts really:work?
Well-, the best way to --demonstrate -the- principle behind-memory-- activation
through :movements in: the eye; is _ to show you how difficult it is: to:recall
sensory information-with-your eyes in--conflicting patterns:- For- example-,- if -you
will close _your eyes:please: Now; move your eyes to the lower left position:-7
this opens -_up the-chanel -for the memory of emotion. Now try -to- solve -the
following_inath problerniwhile your eyea -are in -this position; what is the solution
te 198 diVided bY 6?- Do you feel any- internal- -resistance? Do your eyes want
to __move upward? _ Now;: with your eyes stilt closed move them to an upper right
position if- -you'-re--right -handed or to the upper left if you're a pure left
hander. ls_ it easier: to_concentrate onJinding the solution to 198 divided by 6,
while-your-eyes-are i-n-this position-. OK-, you can open your eyes now. Well,
this example should :clearlyi:demonstrate the relationship between eye movement
and clear access to -information stored within the brain. Oh, by the way, the
answer to the _problem is 33.

In today-'s- hurried world, -it is imperative that we learn to recall precise
information rapidlY. _By learning about neurolinguistic movements; we can make
thit- taSk a- little easier and more efficent. Remember, the human brain is the
model for computersnot the other iway around. And who knows; perhaps we
really can study for that calculus test or memorize a poem, in the blink of an
eye.

.First Judge Critique

John Burtas; Concordia College

Because ct certain delivery, style and organizational concerns, Mr.
Nelson's speeh was not my choice for national champion. First; I value the
interaction and spontaneity possible from a well rehearsed extemporaneous mode
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of delivery. Mr. Nelson's delivery was-quite-good but, at times-, more appro-xi-
mated a polished narrator_ than public _speaker; _ He_ seemed a tad _ "canned"
which is an unfortunate -"nature of the beast"- characteristic of most competitive
speaking. : Still; interaction :with the audience; the: appearance_ of spontaneity
and naturalness are to be valued when they appear in greater of lesser amounts
among: the competitors-.

Second, style. The speech- is well w-ritten.- -Indeed,--it reads -morelike -an
essay than a: speech. For example; paragraph twothough very readable; goes
by too quickly to be assimilated when spoken. This is- not-- a -cvneern- -with
verbal pace. : Rather-,: it :is a: ifundamentaLconcern with_ keeping distinct the
differences between _oral and written style; differences--made -appropriate-- by -our
limited information processing:capabilities. Another: example_ is :found in _para,
graph eight where nine possible eye- shifts -are specified and explainedin -one-90
second period. : The explanation; accompanied by nine visual akies, is_ techni-
cal, difficult to -grasp for lack of elaborati* and imagery and, once -again,
makes the speaker sound-more a narrator than- is appropriate.- A test _of this
concern is to ask that the speech be read with the caveat that -any -desire-to
reread -or -to- sit and :process:the ideas' before moving on is support:for the
thesis that the speech is better read than presented.- A member of the audi-
ence-should not be impressed with the communicative quality of something he or
she cannot_ understand:

Finally; organizational -problems.- Initially signposted as a three part
speech,- only one _real transition and the indistinguishability- of points- two and
three, leave: the listener with even less uponliwhich _to hang his or her 'under-7
standing. There is no_ summary provided. Space does not allow a listing of
the obvious virtues of the speech.

Second Judge Critique

Joyce Carey, University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire

Let" me__ begin_ by: congratulating all _contestants for advancing to the final
round-of- Informative-Speaking at- the 1986 AFA-NIET-.- A wide range .of new
and interesting :topics were_ covered including:: Halley's Comet, epinephrine,
high tech-- ceramics, neurelinguistics,---artificiai skin and age progression. : The
overall.:quality of_ the rounz4 was apparent when four of ..the six competitors
received a first-place -ranking- from-IP:Edges.-- My rankings-were consistent with
the final . placings except: for a. reversal of:first Land second place: .Mark Nelson
(neurolinuisticsj- won -the-- tournament wh-ile -Brian- Welch- (age progression)
placed second; _I will justify my_ ranking: by. evaluating .the stvengths of these
two speeches- over others- in- the round- and -then- comparing --them to each other.-

In my opinion-_-, Brian and _Mark _had the most conversational speaking styles
in the- round, They were poised- without being stylized -or---unnatural -in -their
delivery. -The _structure of each _speech was excellent cllhough I think this was
true of all-speeches in the -round. -I felt-the -use-of- supporting material was
much _more_creative in these two: speeches than it was in other:speeches: Mark
included the audience in a "close your eyes and try this" illustration of eye
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shifts. Bri utilittzl very professional and fascinating visual aids to explain
how a ComPiner ca-n age" a photograph.

Ultirnre;y-,- MarKwon the tournament even though I had _placed him s_cond:
I felt Briocisad given _a perfect speech and deserved a perfect- score (1/25). 1

ranked hini ,qigher thart Mark because: l felt his treatment of_ the :topic :presented
more irliPliaa`ittris for us. Relating the- wav computers and -artists sketch age
progre5sio0 ttt the missing children program gave credence And context to_ his
inforrnation.-1_ aPPlication or ramification step was missing from -Mark's
speech. I a felt Mark's speech represented an extremely narrow perspective
of the

Overa" it was a thoroughly _enjoyable_ round! :_ I am sure we will see many
of these s pr-ntedf'ethes in public speaking textbooks as model informative
speeches.

Persuc15,Ve wining Final Round Winner
kt4Klm K. ) rogeroos, Son Diego State University

pontid5--Nlate-. You remember him. :He was the :guy who knew Jesus was
innocent,: :Puk instead of getting involved in the situation, ol Pontius just
washed kio_i
though t tha

ilands -and- turned -his back ion the whole deal. You see, Pilate
:clean hands would mean a clean_ _conscience and a good night's

sleep; 1°,11,1, like another famous literary hypocriteLady MacBeth-- Pontius
found if'hat nit hands would never be clean. And his sleep would never be
restful.

Today_ Aere is a L new crisis situation and La :modern-day Pontius Pilate.
The crisis is An-South Africa, and we- the -people of -the United States :of Ameri-
ca are the- 14iiates: Not:a very comforting thought; is it? You_ see:, many
people- fihrilY- believe -that divestiture-and-economic s-anc-tions against South Afri-
ca tvill _end_ atiartheid,: that :country's practice of racial _segregation: And yet
South -AfriCP--ltas -remained firm on -the policy of apartheid.-- It is a- completely
self-sufficient nation:that has no intentions ofichanqing a policy:which: has been

exi5tenc0 Which has worked-quite-beneficially for -some,- since 1-948.
votat I l'esent to _you:today is a solution: which is diametrically opposed to

what -has beetl touted by- -the news media and by- protesting-college studen-ts all
over the--couritry-. Divestiture and economic:sanctions :against _South Africa:will
not destroiL khat nation's economy and -it -will not -end- aparth-eid. Apa rtheid
will end PrilYLvhen increased financial strength is gained there by other:coun-
tries, -end vv"%n economic-pressure_ from within South Africa can be apPlied to
that goVerri"nt to Make change: happen. ii

To hall you better understand why the present solutions- to- the- problems
in South P' lice are merely: Pontius: Pilate: reactions, I__will :first explain why
divestiture ,ariti economic sanctions will not significantly affect the -South African
econoiny ' vjll then go into other_methcds which have failed to promote large-
scale- etiaoge And finally, I will look into the feasibility of implementing
alternative PI"Oposals, like investiture and increased corporate strength in South
Af rica . msouth rica is -the richest and most highly developed nation in_ the conti_-_
nent of Af(ic. It Provides two-fifths of Africa's manufactured goods, one-half
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of its minerals, and one-fifth of its ftr'in products. It generates half oc the
continent's electricity and owns half c'T the continent's cars and phones.
Africa is a modern; industrial societY

South

.n
: South Africa also produces more 90Id and gems than anY othe

the world. And local farmers Produ5e most of the f000 'ic'r the
preopulentry I

_with_I co

local factories and mines filling any or the other wants or needs of the peorle
quite well.

As one of the strongest and fastest growing countries in the world,
Africa can be entirely setf-sufficient.

Now; it is true that the United ?tates is South Air.ca s

South

partner and second largest- foreign-
dollarsinvested there._ But total U9. investments in South A

largest trading
in-'estor, -with more thaii

sent one percent of that-nation's econ°My. A percentage ,`"at f: perts
from_both South Africa and the: united c,

fourteen 1:iillio_n
4.1, -frica only repre-

satates agree woul°
2__.nancial eX

ble difference in the economy, shoUld 'pat percentage be removed.
_ And yet many people nonetheless oelieve that by ta Of

rna'ce little discerna"

SOUth Africa,- we will -bring-that couptry to its knees. Let

to you: :When an individual or an LcIrganization wants t° gain a

icing °Ur money out

interest in a- corporation-, what do tney do? They inve
indepe

st h :

e pose a question

corporation and purchase as much sock
2 as possible. Ncs- ''''' me ask you thisi

, it.-,,e't money
controlling

How are we going to initiate change !n .the economically
South Africa;_by pulling our money out?

ndent nation n

Common Cause- magazine, in their--May/June 1985 issue

in that

including the Reagan administration, saY that sanctions
moral superiority for the United State,..5- And they might-"en backfireresult-
ing in a significant :loss of jobs for ,outh

ousit,ated that critics:.
riu gain little 1,tit

African black
magazine, at present, approximately eighty percent of the

5. Acoording 'to Po
workers in American

firms:in South Africa are black toSouth African president Pieter f3otha has given quite a rad
the idea of sa_nctions against his country. The Los Angeies

cal response
reporte-

i

recently that Botha has threatened_,te deny weaker, surrounding countries
access to his country's transport an° Communications systerns, to cut off trad.e
with them and to expel the 1.5 million iMmigrant black worke". Now Both
threats may sound unfairi extreme or unlikely to us, but rnc)st observers in
southern African region think these -t,hreats are entirely_

tile
a s

since Botha has enforced similar actIons ain the past,
P:5

SI0,M
o

hle. Eple

reminder
speciallY

the surrounding countires of their vOilrerability.
If-Botha were to make good-his "'eats, it would mean the

s t

collapse of countries like Lesotho Mozambique, Zarehie,
Zimbabwe.- Ninety-nine percent Of 1.5esotho's imports conle from C

virtual econol
Swaziland, art

ninety-one percent of Swazitand'slandielghty7eight percent of
Anthony Read, a member of of

aouth Afrioa

the ,4iinbabwe parliamen` and
4 Botswana's.

the Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries states; "I really n
the Director

the countries of the world- understano What-the effects
,!1..° 't think any a

e how cripplingcruiu b_;
it would be to us in this region. It o°U-Id be a disaster.:

a'arlheid in south-If we really want to help fight racism, oppression, all
ern Africa, then we cannot make a de,Cisian which will °ill'
leaders like Botha to flex their politiCar and economic muscles.

y jucceed
in allowing

-
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-Pl'ogreSSibrittoward change have been made, but their Meth-6dt haVe
-sht'wn:little improvement; In 1937. Reverend:Leon Sullivan of :Philadelphia initi-_
ate4-_ --c-o-ck Called_ "SUlliVan'-s -Principles," which, in his words, "WaS intended
to- 1?ring the actions and_influence: of American firms: in :South Africa to _bear
against the -reCiSt prattices, -customs, and apartheid -laws of :that Country,"
Sullivan's- Principles require fair-, equal, arid desegregated employment prac-
ticl± -But, -they are Voluntary. . And, at present, too many Aitietitah fitint
PrOlit,-.from apartheid.

= rielén Siiiman, a member of the South- African parliament and_ the Progret-
sive Federal Party, an anti-apartheid organization, calls 'economic sanctions a

h-ah-ds doctrine"--one that relieves the tittitiehte; but also dilutes _any
infl"ece over :future events. Suzman says, ''The_ truth is that: the capacity of
thelerlited -States to inflUente change in __South Africa is limited. Economic
preSsUIe from: within_ South Africa will give blacks the muscle with which to
makeiLltmands for shifts in power and privilege."

also cannot wait around and hope that anothe- country will take the
inity6 toend the racist turmoil in South Africa. e cannot call for an inef-
fectual policy of protest likei_economici sanctions-,_ andiithen claim that such
acti9nel will work; if_ enough other countries also apply them. This is too big
of art if As South !African- ambassador Bernardus Fourie Stated, "WhY :did
Aeleri_can firms go to South Africa in the Jirst place? It is profit: And that
it the incentive the -world over. Now--if the American firinS Were to leaVe.

Vould be many who would like to:take over:"Therertserice
West -Germany, Great Britain, Italy-_-all- with: trei.ibled ietoribinieS.

All "T,l'e than willing to step into:what the United States:has abandoned.
recent:Situation:with Libya -i-s -a strong parallel. TheSe iVeryi:CoUh-

trie:eur long_ standing allies; refused to comply _with US requests:for economic
sancti-ens against-this- terrorist nation.- World-experts:agree that if Wee go but
on a by imposing:economic sanctions-, we:go out alone.

-vvhat_ we Can- do -is to -help strengthen the forceS Within South- Afrita that
are Put hing for change-_,- We- can support peaceful organizations that are trying
tO imProve the blatk lifestyle.- -Our government--ca-n impleinent Wbtigei,," itidte
benef!tial codes-rlike: Sullivan's: Principles-:-and we can make :them mandatory

-Sti4=ct-1,-unishment on those firms in Smith Afrita Which titAke profit from
the sVetem of_apartheid.

-We can -also urge- our- senators and representatiVeS tO ihitiate bills into
Cor'gres which will impiement chnage. For example,: Senator "Nancy Kassebaum
froln- Ke-nsaS hat_ treated a special human- rights fund whith allowt small_g_rents
of -uP to ten thousand dollars to those_organizations within South Africa promot-
ing a-itistisociety_and aiding victims of apartheid.

hese solutions are not easy._ They would not only require a radical shift
`"P Majority Of American people's thinking and values; but they would also

take tiele, _and money.
hen agaih,we can implement a _"clean hands doctrine." We tah shout

abcoL the- injustices of apartheid, apply a :simple, short-sighted band-aid
soluicon lika_e-Conornie sanctions, and then wash our hands and turn our backs
on- ttle-tippressed in South Africa. Let's not be Pontius Pilates. Oh; We inaY
think that -u-cha noble gesture will help us sleep at night, but_ will it? And
will 't be of any use to blacks in South Africa; whose nights are filled With
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questions of freedom, justice, and equaiity. Questions many Americans don't
understand, because we've never lost sle c. over them. (Applause)

First Judge Critique

Bill Henderson, University.of Northern Iowa

:Hearing a round of -this- calibre is always: both: a: pleasure and _a pain;
wonderful listening, difficult judging. I voted first- to the -speaker Who
discussed athletics; but I find no dissatisfaction with the :final result 1 gave
both speakers twenty-five quality points, and wrote on the eventual winners7
ballot that after:she spoke-, I feltil had heard the national champion. Here; I'll
focus upon the key distinctions which dictated my-ranks.

: Both speeches addressed issues vital to college students,: Shanty villages
and a Georgia law suit attest to__the freshness of the subjett matter. Eath
speech called. foriactionz-by :college:students as:welt:as business or government.:
The speeches thus_ attended both audiences, the contest audience fwell
concerned about college activities) and -the -national_ audience (more: interested in
the: univiirse of concerns in day to day_life). And each defended -unpopular
positions- with their peers-. But -this judge preferred hearing a college orator
focus upon college athletics; I Both orators chose wisely, but what could be
more -appropriate, I thought, than to-talk-about ills of our campus? :

_Better_support in Smith's speech: influenced my decision. Evidence from
various,- athletic-- conferences, statistic-s about- the non-graduating athletes;
personal examples; and even the well-known :Georgia/Kemp_ case provided the
audience with relevant-data. Contrasted --with the relativeiy spare use of data
in the_ speech about South Africa; this made_ my choice easier._

Probably as-important-in my- decision was-the-potential for effect available
for the:two speeches,__ Twenty; thirty,- or more years downline,: some:impact for
internal economic effect- might -occur- in -South Africa. But--given the -current
level;:provided by:the speaker _as_ being:about: one percent,: the prospects don't
look too great. And the-athletes? Given the recent actions to modify regu-
lations; :the:prospects do appear greater;

Both of these speakers are to be commended. --BOth--deserved- hilh--plac-e-
ment in national competition. I feel honored to-be asked to _comment about their
performances, and extend my apologies for limiting -my- -remarks-to- -choice-mak-
ing;: rather than high: praise both deserve. Wall our students could attain ithis
level of competence in oral advocacy, we could expect better judgments about
matters such as athlete abuse and dFvestiture.

Second Judge Critique

Mary Ives, University of California, Berkeley

I would like to congratulate the six finalists in Persuasive at the 1986
NIET--all of whose speeches were outstanding examples of the event. It was a
difficult round to fudge in that the speeches with obvious flaws had already
been eliminated. My decision was based primarily on the actual persuasive abil-
ity of the speech itself as well as the style and delivery of the speaker. On
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the strength :of :these two factors; _I placed the winning speech by Holm Fage-
roos first in-both- ranking-and rating on my ballot.

_ Some _listeners are :persuaded :more by facts and figures while others _are
more-influenced- by emotional appeal.- In order -to- influence- the most: people in :a
random audience,: a persuasive speech must seek to persuade on both the intel-
lectual and -emotional levels-, an over-reliance on either creates an unbalanced
speech and runs the risk of estranging a significant portion of its audience.
Chit -Of -the- SiX speeches --in-- -this round, I felt:that Hoku'-s :most successfully
meshed the two :types of persuasion: She presents facts; statistics and quota-
tions to- support her -argaments-that-divestment --would :be at best self-defeating
at worst counter :productive _and that investment would increase leverage and
therefore the ability to-pressure -South-Africa into abandoning its apartheid
policies. LiThe speech succeeds on an emotional level as well-. The analogy of
POrititit Pilate is an uncomfol,trible--one.-- -The -analogy_ is used to _make_ the au-di-
ence :feel guilty and doubtful _cif :the: wisdom of: taking :the easy but_ possibly
harmful way- out of -an -unpleasant situation. Thus, Hokii uses both facts and
emotions- to persuade her audience:::

AlthoUgh all the speakers in- the- round had- excellent deliveries, inervoui:
ness -came:across as uneven or rapid delivery in an:least three _of the .speeches:
Hoku's -delivery, however, was absolutely- calm and- consistently- -fltienti She

-was:formal without being stiff:and conversational with:out being::.00 casual,. _But
what separated her in my mind from the other -finalists arid- coll..se speakerS_in
general was _iher ability to make me _forget _that this was:indeed a prepared
speech;_.' felt as though she were really talking to her aUdience arid irict
mouthing a memorized_ script.i_ Once again-, although .all the speeches in: this
final round were excellent, I think that HOku FagerooS' presentation waS trtily
the most outstanding.

Third Judge Critique

Chris Reynolds, University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire

-Hoku Fageroos speech against U.S. divestiture in and economic_sanctions
on South Africa represents an interesting challenge in competitive Persuasive
Speaking:- adapting- what-is ess-entially- an advocacy speech to -the parameters of
Persuasive: Speaking at the AF-A-NIET_. : I thin_k she was fairly effective in
defending-her -ideas-without-compromising this complex issue::
:: The speech :opened with an_ analogy that gained our attention, introduced
the-- subject- matter-and forecasted- the interesting and :insightful approach Ms.
Fageroos would: take in this speech: : I was especially impressed with two
particulars. Fageroos -presented- -a -clearly persuasive thesis statement
and division of thesis. Her preview_ served:as a contextualizer, forecasting the
SPeeth body -as -a justification-for the thesis.- Second, Fageroos developed her
arguments with a nicely balanced_ mix of supporting material: She did an excel-
lent job of analyzing- -arguments-opposed- to-her position -and then illustrating
the :weaknesses of those arguments. A more frequent use of source citation for
quotations and -statistics- wotild -further -bolster the-- strength of the speech-as a
whole. The documentation was scattered and incomplete throught the speech:
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:My__:dissatisfaction with this .speech_:grows: from its :underdeveloped _third
point,- '-the -feasibility---of- implementing -alternative-proposals." It listens as- an
appeal to problem-solution judges; tackec17.on solution" step; This_ one minute:.of
material was -not- a necessary complimentary- -part of what- was- -an- -interesting
advocacy_ispeech; The 'alternative proposals: and "their feasibility" are not
clearly- detailed -or- explained. Thus, the solidity of the speech wanes during
its last two minutes._

I dvaluated- this --speech- -as one -of the- two best- in -the- rou-nd despite its
weaknessesi; I applaud :Fageroos' _topic choice; specific persuasive purpose and
the primarily argumentative organization of the speech.

Fourth Judge Critique

Bill Wallace, Concordia College

It -should be no s-urprise that -the- final round of persuasive- speaking was
outstanding. All six:speakers: had prepared carefully,: made strong cases and
presented their positions -with great -skill. Therefore it should also be- -no
surprise that :differentiating between speakers was quite:difficult. Ms. Fage-
roos description of divestiture as a major policy error does, however, manage
to distinguish : itself :from the others in that she successfully advocates: an
unpopular position without alienating her audience and in the way she employs
her supporting inaterial.

To_ argue that the US should Inn uence the policies _of South Africa by
applying economic pressure from within --rath.--r than- by -applying: savictions from
without is, as she concedes, "diametrically oppu:ed to what has been touted _by
the _news media and protesting: college studenti; all over the country." Her
position is; in fact; so severe that _she risks alienating her audience: Yet;
from the very beginning she is able to make_ the:listener aware of the weak-
nesses: in the concepts of divestiture :in a :fairly painless fashion; She uses
several-- -strategies to achieve this end: the Pon-ti-us- Pilate -analogy,- the-argu-
ment that South Africa is essentially: self-:sufficient; that US: investments
accountfor --only one percent- of --South -Africa4 economy, -and the- traditional
notion_ that if the U.S. _pulls_ out: other countries will move in; Collectively
these arguments -are very-convincing.

T:he _speech_ also gains :distinction for:her use .of supporting materiaL While
it- is true-that every speech- n---the -round was well supported-,- -this- one-stands
out; _ _Nearly every._.sentence is related:in :some: way to: evidence:in support of
her position. She seems to be -constantly introducing it, citing-it, -and-draw-
ing :conclusions from it. : : The : effect_ of _ course, _is that :her position is
bolstered -to- -the- poiat -that -the-- listener -questions not -whether to believe her,
but rather how it Ivid ever been possible to favor divestiture:

Could we ask any persuasive speaker to do more?
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1986 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TOURNAMENT IN INDIVIDUAL SPEAKING
EVENTS: WINNING SPEECHES IN ORIGINAL EVENTS

Edited by John K: Boaz'

. .The Sixteenth _National :Championship :Tournament .in individual:Speaking
Events; sponsored --by -the Nation-al- Forensic- Association, -was--held -at Bloomsburg
University _in Bloomsburg; Pennsylvania; on April 1247-April: 28; 1986: _The tou:r7
nament-- director- was- Profess-or -Mich-aei Leibo-ff of- Mansfield- Un i v-er sity and the
Tournament . host was . Professor Harry_ Strine . of Bloomsburg University: The
tournament was- attended by 123 -colleges-and- universities with--over--1800 entries
in nine: indivieual_.eventsPrnse Interpretation; Poetry_ interpretation ; After
Dinner-Speaking, -Persuasion,- -Expository,- Dramatic Duo, Extemporaneous Speak-
ing;. Impromptu Speaking; and Rhetorical Criticism: :There were four prelimi-
nary-rounds, -quarterf-inals, -semi:inals, -and -finals in all- nine NFA events. The
winners:: in each . event were:: Prose. InterpretationGreg:: Dolph; : Bradley
University; Poetry InterpretationKathy Kasdorf, Illinois State University;
After-Dinner Spaking---Xim Roe_-, Eastern:Michigan University; Persuasion--Kay
Hrien-Saitong, Bradley -University; Expository Speaking--Brian Welch, Bradley
University; Extemporaneous_i Spea:kingDavid_ Bickford; Brown lUniversity;_
Impromptu Speaking--Mitch Fay, University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire; and
Rhetorical Criticism--Jim McCafferty; George Mason University.

The top speaker in Pentathlon was Greg Dolph from Bradley University.
Eastern Michigan University won the Open Sweepstakes, and the Presidentail
Sweepstakes were won by St. Olaf College and the University of Minnesota.

After-Dinner Speaking Final Round Winner

Kim Roe, Easter;, Michigan University

Ahhh; there I was. Here I am, sitting at my:favorite restaurant; facing
a taco with extra sour :creme; _burrito supreme; nachos with: hot peppers and a
Diet Coke. Oh, you bet. Trembling with anticipation l- begin -contemplating
the feast before me when my best freind says: "You gonna eat _all: thatr
There are three possible-responses: (A-) No, I-just like the- way -it looks; (B)
No; I'm really not all that hungry; here why don't you have it all; or (C)

'The speeches -were-edited -from- tape recording-s.-- Except for the correction
of obviously unintended errors, these are as close to verbatim transcripts as
was possible to obtain from-the-recordings.

Critiques were requested of each of the judges in these final rounds.
However, not all judges complied. Critiques received follow each speech tran-
script.
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-Yeah, I -feel like being a:pig. I:mean-, it was my:decision to come here; it's my
money,: it's my food, and dammit I'm going to eat every_ bite--if-it"t- the last
thing _If_ you're :like me; you never have. Why; _.because I have this
overwhelming compassion for mankind._ I was -overcome-by-guilt maniPUlation,
NO ii, the -19810's :we're not :only coffee :achievers; but: more than ever guilt
manipulators_ and guilt manipulatees. More than ever,- we-have-come-to Seek out
OM -and to -iite it -and abuse :it:. So: how :does:guilt manipulation occur?

let's go on a guilt trip and define guilt manipulation, lOok-St Cei-Lain stra-
tegiei e iite, -and recognize its -effect. : OK. : You_ guys: ready_-_to:take :off?
needy?: You ready? Ohhhhh. Wait a-minute, before -we--take off, -lett- keep
in-iiiiiid-- Whit- kind of--flight: we're going on,: Today's_ flight will specific:Ay
deal with manipulation through the_use_of guilt. Now that we -krieW Whit-fli6ht
iyC'eë going Oh, let's -see where we're going. :We could wind:up _in :Pennsylva-_
nia :Worse off, Bloomsburn: : _Guilt is_ defined by Noah _Webster-as the-ttate of
o ne- Who- hit- the:emotion and_ the feeling thatyou look like a toad; and .manip
ulation according to the Wall Street Journal is to contrOl or-to maniptilate-SOnie-
one by their feelingsyou_feel_ like a toad,: solbyi-combiningithe two terms; we
can see that _guilt manipulation according to the 1_985_ Wall Street JOUrnal Janu-
ary ittije Was-the -control-or-manipulation of a person's :feelingsi-Ifou are :a
toad! :Guilt manipulation is simply making someone else feel -incredibly gUilty--iii
o rder_ to -get- toinething- from-them. Whether it be money; an : undeserving
compliment; or something else, : It's OK,_ : Go ahead, that's all right, this it
my favorite. eVent. Don't- laugh_at _me, please.: Just:make me feel real:: silly
and: stare at me; I love it. _ _ Did you see that? Me tryipg to use pity tO
manipulate you guys into laughing -at_me. _The: nerve of me As soon :as I
define guilt manipulation; l_. start: to use it on all of you, Before yoU get too
manipulated- lees _see what's- on board-for the_ different strategies we :use :to
manipulate:group guilt. "Now; aside from :pity ,. there are approximately 5,444
different strategies. SO-for my speech, -I- haveinarrowed them down to:2;224,
Just _kidding. How about four? So toLanalyze the first:two:strategies; I would
like to _use _my own personal two-step -Brady-bunch _methodol-6-5.iy. :Incredible;
You ask,. _Seven:years on a major_network; could you do:that? Think about
it; :The "I don't _ecien -believe you" strategy -is -often -used when someone does
something -out of character, _Now:according to the logos; pathos; :and ethos of
Carol and Mike Brady ,. guilt should be applied at once.-:-For-LexiMPIC, Jan wore
a:black Wig to a party. :She wore:a black wig covering her long blonde hair:
Now everyone at the party made her- -feel so guilty.:---iStatenientS tuch as:
"146Y, Brady, thought your hair was gold like_your mothers::" : [cheers]; Jan
was simply trying_ to show some individuality. Sure-theiwig loOked :real goofy;
and -the foOked well -(ha, ha; ha). But that is no _excuse for.what: happened
at. Lucy Winter's birthday party Even, "B-ut Jan we- all -1-Ove--YoUr--heir," did
6terate-the einetional stain..-_ more damaging:strategy is mind game _malnipu,
lation_,. 'Once .again Carol and Mike were the-masters ofthit broke

fiVerite Vase:two days before hisIbig:campout with _the Ditmires: Now
instead of asking Peter for _a confession, Carol and Mike used cruel- guilt-taCtiCt
tUdi at: "WhY Peter,- you're _the only child out:of six who:didn't confess; of
course :you're not guilty._" After terrorizing nightmares of the --rePeated--Vitien
O f -the-baiketbill tinathing the vase _and mom always said: "Don't play ball in
the house," Peter confessed his guilL Oh, jeez, I tell ya. Thiate Brádys
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what a rhetorical bunch, huh? : . The:guilt -_manipulation :strategy goes far
beyond-the tri-level-- surburban home--of -the -Bradys. Martyr -manipulation- is
best used by:our paronts._ __They _often . rely:on: "I've sacrificed soi much for
you" to- -p-reduce --Well,--sometimes- mothrs go so far as to refer to the
actual ichildbirth :"ow listen here; Prissy; 1__s,ent two weeks on that delivery
table trying to -b-ring--you into-this -world." "Gee, mom, if I'd known you-were
waiting,. l'id.of hek out a little longer.:" But it: was worth it. :: The strategy
that --reaches -most of -us is- mass media manipulation. According to Marshall
McLuhan the media:is not:only:the message; but can .iserve as: a catalyst : in
changing--our- attention, attitudes, and just really messing-up things. A prime
example of mass:media manipulation can Ile seen: through Ed McMahon's: "Hey,
isn't that- a Publisher Clearing House Sweepstakes envelope your burning?"
Yes:, Ed; along with:your picture. : Still :others are manipulative: "Oh; those
contests- are- rigged; those people on- those commercials are lying losers:"
"Yeah; that's:what :I used to: think. Go oni; send it in;- what's stopping :you,
sucker."- The only thing I feel guilty about is that Ed McMahon has three
shows; his picture on an envelope; and looks like OPUs. Now, where does
this madnes-s end?

Although we- are -not our mothers; ood point), thank goodness for Ed
McMahon; we've all used some type of guilt manipulation strategy: _How _do you
feel about- that; guilty'? Feeling -guilty? You a toad yet?-- Well, if you're not,
you probably -don't fully understaod the effects : of guilt manipulation. But
guess. what I'm going to do. : Yes; it's mid-flight:and- time to -talk -about -the
effects of guilt manipulation. Excuse me; sir; I will get your :giry and_ tonic in
just a moment. I--have one point -to go,- OK? Sometimes-guilt forces us -into
decisions that we thought were right at the time, like school. _ Why do you go
to college? To learn, to find:yourself, -or -to- party? -Why do -you -major -in
communication--easy classes,. 'cause_vou!re a .good talker;_loriis it because:Aunt
Lorina is-fascinated -with Festinger's-cognitive di-ssonance? Ummmmmm.- Some-
times. we make the wrong: decisions _out _of the _wrong reasons: Imagine if a :job
or-decision we-re -made simply --out Of-guilt. Well, when -things- are done-out of
guilt_ they are usually done half-assed(poorly); A lot of decisions are made
because--the--person--thetight-everyone--else -is -stupid: Well, there is a lack of
the basic want. to _ do something; __:Instead: of the feeling of "I haveito;" Well;
some are- still caught-up in-the "I have -to" -of guilt- manipulation, that certain
majorilife..decisions_ turnout _to be disastrous; I don't know how :many :after-
schoolspecials l- -have-seen-Where some pimply-faced boy is trying to manipulate
his:girlfriend. "Hell,__look Heather; if _you: love me; you'll:prove it.-" -And thi$
pickle-headed And then all of her -friends will say, "Heather, how
could:you?" Feeling once.again: guilty,. she'll reply:. "I_ was in love with him."
WAS it --I-ove?-- Not -for this silly sister. -Guilt was dumped on her big time.
And: nine:months later:she had an eight pound consequence. :"It's Jeff's
fault." Come -on,- -Heather. -Feel guilty? Unfortunately, we can't pronounce
guilt as easy as after-school specials;: but we :can :try. As individuals; we
place- enough guilt on -ourselves that we really don't _need_ it from others.
Shoot, _l_koow rye had my guilt:guota for_ the day. : Probably tne rest of my
entire life: The effects of guilt manipulation can be very damaging. It can
cause wrong motivation; lack of effort; and possible disastrous decisions. But,



weimy friends are the lucky ones-, -because _we not only know what guilt manip-
ulation is; but we can recognize certain strategies and -how to avoid them.

-Well, l- tan see it is time for us:to comeiin for a: landing; and:hopefulty we
will land with a hew understanding about guilt. I think we tan all remember a
time:when we- found ourselves saying:
:"All: right; :I'll do _it:" But were we irispited, moticeated, or simply manipu-
lated?-_ Guilt manipulation is:traditionally an alternate: strategy we use:to get
something :with _statements such as: "Oil, rm fine, don't Worry about me."
"-Hey, :look,: I don't need a ride-, it's nice out-, I enjoy :hail." But instead of
using these strategies; why not manipulate othets b-y being hohest and direct.
So_ thenext time someone comes upito you and says: -"You gonnaeat all that?"
Say; "Yeah; sure in the hell am. It's my plane and it's landirig."

First Judge Critique

Mark Blaisiola, Oakland University

_ The:final round competition at: the 16th _annual National Forensics Associ-
ation- Individual ,Everits-=NatienA -Championships, in After-Dinner_ Speaking was
an entertaining: as_ well as enjoyable round to:critique._ As a judge; I am often
searching for After-Dinners-that -de not- tend -fo- string together a line of jokes-,
but offer a serious theme built _around and -supported byihumor.i

There were two speedieS-WhiCh totild have-very well won this round, Greg
Dolph:and Kim Roe. _ Both:speeches _dared the judges to _give them anything but
a fi-rst place. However, -KiM -deliVered s-everal lines while the audience was
laughi ig;_ which : made _them_ impossible :ta hear: _ That :was the: only decisive
factor between which contettaht- eetëiited -the-higher --ra-nking. There were two
otherispeet_hes which were merely A step behind _Dolph_and Roe:

Mike- Connell and TOM Doyle- btith gave- entertainin-g-pr-esentations. Howev-
er they both seemed to lack the energy thatiDclph and Roe:delivered: Doyle's
presentation lacked a -little -more spontaneity -over COrnell-'s- and -the -decision
between the: middle ranks was made::: The last presentations were by Lisa
Buscani and- TeteSa Cummingt. While Cummings-lacked energy-and,- -in- some
parts, _humor, :Buscani: used material_ that was :used in_ an_ After-Dinner two
years previously. This Seemed to be a gross violation of the- rules. --However,-
I_ do Rot know if Buscani :heard that ispecific:speech; and: therefore did_ not let
that affect my ranking. I must add that at thit Stage rating points were-not-as
important as _in_preliminary rounds or in quarterfinals or semifinals; Therefore;
I must admit that those scores were randonily selected to correspond with the
rankings.

Expository Speaking Final Round Winner

Brian Wtich; Bradley University
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iiich as the innermost corners of the eye to the width of,the -nose.- They would
then compare those-figures against_ average growth rates and_ pred;ct how each
measurement:would change within the next seven and one=half years, enablingthem to render -thit -S-keteh. {See figure four.): : Last April 29th; millions of
viewers watching a: documentary on missinj children saw---thiS: sketch -of Debo-rah; a_nd one of her-- SiSter- Kathleen; and within, minutes reports of possible
sightings came flooding in and miraculously by the following day the girls werereunited with their-Mother. As it turned cut; _they were:led to believe that
their mother was:dead by their non-custodial father who had abducted them
seven and_one-half years earlier.:

To give you some idea of how accurate their sketch was this is a recent
photograph of Debbie- (see figure five) :taken about_ one month after sht _was
recovered. Now as you can see; it is almost impotsible to predict some:features
such as hair Style,- bUt- in terms of facial structure; _Barrows and Sadler esti-mated that they iwere seventy to ss.venty-fiVe percent accurate. But they
weren't happy being eril-y -seventy-five percent _accurate; so thei refined theirtechnique. They have been conducting blind _ttudies by working- -with subjectswho they_ can attuall8i =compare their: findings against Through these blind
studies, -and the -seven additional children who have sinceiibeen _located as aresult of their sketthei, Barrows iand Sadler are now confident that they _tanCoritittently- hit within a ninety ito ninety-five percent_range: of_ accuracy.Because of the enotiti-6iii-tiiedsithat these illustrators have achieved with the;r
work, we are now considered to be on the cutting edge of a-major breakthrough
in_age progression. -HoWeVer,- as :Barry _Serafin reported during the July 22,1985 airing of: ABC'sWorld News Tonight; there is now a_second approach to age
progression also gaining -tome- momentum. It is a computer enhanced technique
developed by conceptual artist; -Nancy Burson.
: According to the actober 1985 New_ Age Journal this conceptual artist was
inipired by H. G. Welles'i The' Time Machine and became interested in Predicting
hciw famous people might Iticik in-the:future. :She contactedla computer graph-cs- iexpert to see if aisoftware program could be written based- on her tech-nique: Then Buttoh -Alen§ Withseveral computer:_science collaborators_ made
their -grind:debut by aging_by ten_years Brooke Shields (-see-figiire tix) and
John Travolta _(see figUre SeVen)- for_ People magazina.: [Laughter] _ I know;John didn't age too well, did _he? As explained in the May-1985-amni a TV
camera will scan a photojeaph Of the -subject; along Iwith photos: of those family
menibers Who most closely iresemble thei subject. __The information--will then befed: into a: digitizer whith -traint4tes it into a language that the computer can
un-déritand.: : The ccmputer now has the capability, by using Prnbibility to
blend the photo; and in esSente,--age- the subject.

Within the past year-, Burson has been contacted by several:missing chil-
dren agencies; and hat- Worked on Three:separate cases. :One child she has
WOrked with is Etan Patz4i (see figure eight) who has been inissing_since May of
1979: This photo of Etah- Vies-computer blended: with his father as a young
mar( and of an older sister to:create this possible likeness.= (See:figure nirie.):As you can see, the- photegraphic quality of Burson!s book is extremelyhigh, just _the _opposite of the sketches we've seen _earlier. BUt this photo-
graphic quality has taited Seine concern over the possibility of :numerous falseleadi tiorning up if the photograph is inaccurate. And While all leads are
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valued, there may be some validity to this argument. And illustrators point
out that they go with sketches rather than photos because their sketches will
allow for an interpretation within the viewers mind. Well, in a phone interview
with Burson, she argued that her photos really shouldn't hamper any search,
since she also feels that she is hitting within an eighty percent range of accu-
racy._ Unfortunately, Burson has yet to conduct any blind studies, and since
her photos have resulted in only possible s;ghtings and no findings, her accu-
racy range can only be considered conjecture.

But no longer conjecture is the fact that age progression has now taken
hold as a viable _tool in facilitating the search for missing children. And as wft
begin to look into the future of these methods, it becomes apparent that their
applications may one day have far reaching effects.

For illustrators, Barrows and Sadler, their next step is in computerizing
their approach. This will enable them to1 input a child's facial measurements
along with average growth rates, enabling the computer to recreate a sketch in
a fri,ction of the time. I spoke last with Mr. Barrows several weeks ago, and
he pointed out that they are seriously considering going with IBM as the
computer company that will not only write this program, but also establishing a
national network. This network would operate by providing each law enforce-
ment agency with an 1IBM PC. This personal computer would be tied into a
national headquarter. If a child has not been recovered within one year, their
photo will be sent by this terminal to the headquarter where it will be updated,
and relayed back to the agency for distribution. Barrows said he is hopeful
that this network car. be established within the next year.

Once that is accomplished, he said they would like to have a little fun with
their technique and bring it into the home so that means anyone with a home
personal computer and a video camera can project their image onto their termi-
nal, insert a software program and observe instant aging.

Burson on the other hand is moving in a much less intimidating fashion.
She's currently negotiating with :the1 FBI who would like to purchase her tech-
nique and use it as an investigative tool. However, last month'r issue of
People Finders Magazine points out: "It may be sometime before 1the negoti-
ations are finalized," because Burson has yet to conduct any blind studies.
But the article_added that Burson has recently introduced a new version of her
program, which along with Barrows and Sadler will enable her to predict the
results of plastic and reconstructive surgery and she has also announced that
she has recently been recontacted by the entertainment industry who have some
more highly secretive projects that they would like her to work on.

Age progression, it's a constant probability, probably a concept undreamed
of ten years ago, and I guess for most of us unheard of until recently. While
the jury is still deliberating on the fate of age progression, already we can see
that applications of this technique are not only entertaining but extremely
significant in the areas of plastic surgery and most importantly missing chil-
dren. _With the_works of people such as Scott Barrows, Lewis Sadler, and
Nancy Burson, the ability to predict future appearances has now vne through
the realm of fantasy into reality. And as a result we are finding that the
future may be closer than we think.
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First Judge Critique

Mary Ann Renz, University of Northern Iowa

--Brian Welch- impressed me as having the clearly superior informative _speech
:NFA :final round; :even: though he went overtime by -a few -seconds.

AlthOugh each- speaker had an- inherently interesting topic; Brian's edge_ :came
from_ _his ability to link the topic to the current effort to find missing children.
Moreover, Brian maintained a narrow focus on his topic; while some of the:other
competitors shifted between :discussion Lof quite-- separate,- --though-- related,
subLects. Perhaps because of his careful focus; Brian covered_ his topic thor-
oughly; so: questions which loccurred to -me as he s->oke -had- been- answered by
the time-he wat done, which _was not the case .;yith several other:speakers.
That suggested that- Brian had paid more careful attention to initial audience
analysis and pre-national ballots.

Some of the other finalists explained complex -ideas-without reducing them
to fundamental concepts, creating an illusion of understanding. : In contrast; I

found Brian's explanations to be very- clear.-- Certainly,- they benefitted from
hit effective handling of professional-qualib._-_ visual_ aids. IHis clarity s was
assisted by careful organization. Unlike-some of-the other speakers, he did not
heed thePe internal structuring of his ideas or clearer_ "signposting" with transi-
tions. Furthermore; Brian's explanations bz-nefitted from skillful evidence use.
His personal involvement : jii e ;: discovery and his effort to_ update:the
evidence both :added to hic,i -In rontrasc, several of the other
speakers were less than compb '1:atbn of evidence.

In delivert,itoo, _I _fc-ic competent. While polished; his
ptesentation maintained. :Other speakers had minor
delivery flubs,--used ti too hard o.- fo- which the timing
was off; or made delivery createci a sense of discomfort and IOW
volume. BriaWs -delivery -nor... no sw-h negative reactions: : There-
fore; successful :delivery;_i -,th the so.r content of his spetIch, made
Brn my clear choice as first piace sceakar it, the round.

Second Judge Critique

George Thomson, The Ohio State University

The quality_ of iithe final round of Informative Speaking at the-1986 NEA
Tournament was excellent. I assigned the score of 1-98 to Brian Welch who; in
fact; did win the event:when all of:the scores were totalled. initially, -I would
note-that-I likely would have given him a 1-100 but for two minor flaws in his
presentation: (1) some delivery stumbles; and (2) almost twenty seconds over-

But regardless of these minor concerns; Brian's speech was -clearly the
super-ior -one in the round for :A.- least two major reasons: (1) topic: signif-
icance; development; and application-i_ and (2) accompanying visual aids.
Brian's topic, age progrettion, was both new and important The other new
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tepid in the roundi ethnobotany, had other problems in my mind. _ Two other
topics; plastics and_ scent, were old and worn out for me, and -1 found myself
not hearing as much new information. The topics which received my two and
three; counterfeiting and yeast, while interesting and informative to me, lacked
the impact,of -age progression.

Brian s analysis was exceptionally clear and interesting, ;nd more impor-
tantly,- the topic was not considered in an analytical _vacuum. After virtually
every explanation of a theory or technique, Brian would be quick to apply the
knowledge -to -an actual or hypothetical factual situation. No one else in the
round was as adept as Brian in bringing together those three elements of Whit
to me is an important-and useful informative speech: (1) significance; _ (2)
development; and (3) appliction. Though I learned many interesting facti
during the course of the ro 'nd, I was left with the best unified picture by
Brian Welch.

The unified picture was aided by the outstanding visual aids._ _Now I am
not usually a fan: of elaborate visuals; but in this case, most of them were
fascinating and added to the speech without detracting from: the spoken word.
Brian_ handled them well; and they were neatly constructed. Overall, they
embellished the presentation nicely.

All of the speeches in the final round were well-written and competently
delivered but under my criteria for effective informative speaking, Brian
Welch's speech about age progression was the clear first in the round.

Third Judge Critique

Lorry Weiss, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Shaye Dillon managed to rise a bit above -an- otherwise excellent- NFA final
round of informative speakers. :: From the start;: I was impressed by her unique
ability to_ relate to everyone in the room. -Superior-organization of content, and
a deli-very style whichi held interestith_r_oughout; :set her apart;

I was exceptionally pleased with Shaye's ability to-gain-attention and-inter-
est-introduce- the topic-, and:preview the body of:the speech; Her:introduction
related: superbly to the audience and created high- speak-ercredibility, too.
Other introductions were also excellent; but were a little -Jess engaging :for me.
In_ addition; main and supporting_ ideas were clear -and- fully- supported.- -Thii
was-net the case in some other speeches. The: topical_ organizational::pattern
worked well: and impressive attention was given to connectives, -espe:ially tran-
si-tions- Which were- delightfully inventive. Similarly-, 1 found her cc:lidos:ion to
be perfectly crafted ias it prepared the audience for the e-nding, and -more
effectiVely than-the-others-,- reinforced the central idea of the speech. Further-
more;: she completed:the speech within the time limit.

Seine- speakers -have uncanny delivery ability.-- Shaye; I believe; is_ one of
them.-- Hers _is _a style which exuded energy, audience adaptation, and-authori-
ty. -She- maintained eye contact longer-, and added:greater _impact :by her use:of
pauses and NOC:31 yariety. On the whole, clearest content and daz-z-lin-9 -deliv-
ery made Shaye Dillon my choice as the national champion in informative speak-
ing:



Extemporaneous Speaking Final Round Winner

David Bickford, Brown University

In- the- thaOs that followed World War I, the quintessential :American ideal-:
1st,: Woodrow: Wilson", tried to put into place a body of PrinCiPlei that WOLI-d
gilide -the United States and other nations into the future: without any conflict.
That body of principles was th:e League of Nations. Andiai noble-4S that idea
was-on paper, it became a political failure as soon as _certain nations began :to
pursuei:their: own _political interests :at:the e-xpens-e of the long-terM need fOr
international law. Unfortunately, in 1986; it doesn't appear necessarily that :the
United:States has learned all that much. Because -right--now -the US Conflict
With Nicaragua is being used to justify abandonment of :absolute jurisdiction by
the: world court over: international -law. This: problem haS become tti tetiout
that v.'" are legitimately led to_ ask the following question:i_ "Does:the 'Nicara-
guan incursion: justify the US positioni:on international -lawr Well, When we
look closely at the invasion itself__ and the principles :of international :law; the
answer appea rs to be :a clear i"no.-" It- appears- -that- the invasion -itself is not
enough to justify much of anything," and:Labandonment of international law would
have severe adverse: consequences for-all of- us. To see more precitaly why
this is so; we_can look first at :the__ nature of Ahe invasion itself and learn why
there: is nothing at -all -to write-home about, Then second we can look _at how
abandonment of absolute jurisdiction would erode our, position_ in: Nicaragua.
And finally,: we can look- at-how it would erode our stronger position in the
larger spectrum_ of world7wide affairs." Now; I am looking at the evolution Of
events in:Nicaragua-and -Honduras itself. It appears that the so-called Nicara-
guan invasion : of :Honduras_ in the pursuit _of contra-rebels was really nothing

at AS-the-Christian- Science Monitor suggested on April lst, of__ this
year; certain hostilities _along the Honduran-Nicaraguan border are -reallY,-
fact-,- quite--common -and have been going on for two or three years with various
minor raids taking place :with alarming freqvency. Both- nations- reCOgiiiiing
that -as--a- -problem have- actually been engaged in some sort of _negotiations to
bring :about a! resolution to that :problem. : It :is only United -Statei PreSSUre
that- elevates it to the level of international publicity. Because: as the New
York Times suggested on :March nth,: it seems that The key- in-StrUnient in
making this -so-called incursion into to Honduras a big deal was not theilegiti .
mate indignation :of the Honduran people, :but : instead preSSiire frOin- the US
government,- which said very simply to the Horiuran government; that if you
want any aid: in the future, you: had better _cry: wolf right Well that it
precisely what happened. And the problem was blown way outiof shape. The
net:result as : the Christian:Science Monitor foresaw on-March 28th Wat another
jUttification of the Reagan__doctrine. The ability to_ use fome whenever neces-
sary:to topple adverse regimes; in- this -c-ase,- the one in Nicaragua. HoWeVer,
the Reagan administration's claim that Nicaragua: had violated international law
doesn't seem to _hold up any more when -we -look- -at -the real circumstantetof
that _invasion. The one thing that does seem_ _to _hold up; howev1r;_ is: the need
for international law on the "art of the US in pursuing a i ..toltitiOn to the
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Nicaraguan conflict, : And in: abandoning international law, the United States
dooms its interests-there. The Christian Science Monitor :noted on :April 4th of
this year: that the key' element _of US policy right now _is to apply international
law and the- -rulings -of-the- world court only when it's :politically: convenient. A
sort of selective jurisdiction where :Ronald Reagan _instead of the world court
defines the parameters-of that jurisdiction. The- problem- has been- an erosion of
our moral legitimacy in_ Central America. And although we might !cgitieriately
say that moral- -legitimacy has -nothing to do with politics-, in the ca:: it really
does. : Because as the Washington Post national weekly edition noted on April
28th, in many cases--the-key -issue-in- Nicaragua is- not US :policy itself; but:the
support of _moderate_ nations: in that region. The so called contado-ra nations
like Columbia, Venezuela, -and- Mexico.- Because -these are the buffer states that
surround Nicaragua and these are :the nations that have a key role in shaping
regional policy -and- the --way in -Which- it affects the United States. As the
Washington 1Post went on ito note.: The:US position on this issue could be seen
as an -act of war. By- not exceeding to-- intern-ational calls for :restraint: such: as
the call that was: heard a :few months_ ago _about mining harbors, the US is
actually-seen as a -lawless nation,- as-an -aggressor. And, plus; even- if it feels
it is: right in: its pursuit of some sort of: conflict with Nicaragua, other nations
won't share that conviction-,-- and -ou-r -position- will -be eroded through a loss -of
moral legitimacy. : indicating clearly that our interests in Nicaragua _will be
undone if we abandon international- law.- -Now the- problem- wouldn't -be quite so
bad: if all we hed at stake were Nicaragua._ But_in fact, _there is a larger stake
in the issue. And that is the idea that -the--US,- in a -larger spectrum; needs
international law to foster_ all _sorts of programs that will_ help the US_ in all of
its endeavors. As the Christian- Science -Von/tornoted-further- on-- April- 4th;
international law is not:merely aggressions between nations; it is also interna-
tional cooperation. And the Monitor bemoaned- whit -it saw---as- increasing_ unila-
teralism within the Reagan: administration, :ignoring for:example the sa,called law
of the sea treaty, which is supposed to be a peaceful- -means- -of ex_ploiting the
resources of the _ocean. :Also, revising the :antirballistic missle treaty :to its
own: liking: In these various cases, along -with- -Nicaragua, -the Reagan-adminis-
tration had:jeopardized US cooperation with _other countries _by insisting on a
pure'y unilateral stance. As the Washington Post--Nati-anal-Weekly noted
furthcr- on April 28th, the US doesn't have to -go to: this extreme, : It _noted
that : many :international forums such -as the Organization of American -States
could-actually be the best place to bring out :facts about:the repressive actions
of the Sandinista Government. And this would allow us- to use intern-atio-nal law
for- us instead of against us. The final_ analysis of this Jmas added _Lby the
Times :of London on November 8th quoted in World Press Review- of February,
According- to- the-- Times of London, US abandonment :of: international law; : like
so many _other policies today, creates_ a self-contained United -States, that- iS in
a- disadvantaged -scientific and trade position because : it doesn't know how to
cooperate: so much with other nations. And clearly abandonment of --World
Court's-absolute- jurisdiction :would only worsen the problem:. :So we _ see _that
the invasion :in Nicaragua, despite being a tempting publicity- target was- -really
not-very-serious. Certainly not_ enough_ to justifiy jeopardizing_ our interests in
Nicaragua_ as well :as in the entire world: We need international law and- we
can afford to stand some embarrassment in the World Court if it is in our long-
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term interests. : On _that basis, the dear answer to. our question is: "No."
We need to keep alive today the spirit of the League of Nations, no matter how
naive it might have seemed.

First Judge Critique

Tracy Anderson, Eastern Michigan University

: James Benson;.: currently at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, wrote in
the-Journal -of the American Forensic Association in 1978 ''One of the most diffi-
cult :tasks in_ judging a round:of extempcneous speaking is discerning a prop-
er mixture- of- content and -delivery factor:, to be reflected in the- final ranking

. of contestants:"_ This final round certainly bore out that challenge. As in
many -of -the-advanced -rounds -of-limited -preparation -events, these six speakers
shined -in- either: content :analysis or delivery technique: The "one" being
as-sned to--Dayid--Bickford is a -reflection of my background in -debate- an-d
inherent inclination: to weigh content more heavi!y: -However,- even tho7e_like
me. Bickford- who firid- their- Strength- in- analysis- could--easily--satisfy the -deliv-
ery:element (and their judges) by taking_a _more persuasive approach to organ-
izational structures-, content labels- and the actual -delivery -style-.

:: In examiaing the organizational stru,.7.ture of the final round contestants the
pattern which emerges is one where speeches are organized- according -to what a
question might initially mean rather than focusing :on what:elements justify the
speaker's answer to the question. Mr-. Bickford's question asks "Does the
Nicaraguan _incursion justif,. the ::US position on International Law"? His
response is 7-no" and he supkorts this with three areas Of: the nature of the
law-, eroding position: in: Central America: and eroding worldwide position.
Because these are not phrased or presented in a manner- which indicates
Bickford's- emphatic "no"- to the question I am left wondering whether: he has
justified the answer. Taking _the question and the answer to the end -result
would yield more persuasive appeals. -For instance-, a more persuasive heading
would be "The current action eliminates our negotiation position in Central
America." And in -response to an -eroding worldwide_ position_ he might have said
"The current position threatens US successes in other worldwide negotiation."
Although the content of the subsequent areas would have been yirtually the
same; the headings should justify the speakers answer y indicating the most
powerful impact.

Organizing the speech by :areas which justify the arswer and presenting
them as- such can be furthered by an overall persuasivepresentatio4-.. Speakers
need _to approach: extemp_ speeches: much as they would a persuasion. Extern-
pers -are as-king their:judges to take :p position on An issue or to consider an
opposing _ position; It is _net enough_ to _simply inform us of your ideas:, you
need- to- persuade -us -to -accept or- at least consider these ideas. Even though
the,:event does not always: attract the _large audiences we should _not forget that
audience- orientation -is an- important aspect -of the forensic activity.

: Finally; I like to congratulate :all of :the final_ round contestants and their
coaches. I-- -was honored to judge six of the nation's best and glad to encounter
the challenge:



Second Judge Critique

J; G; Harrington; New York University

_ : When evaluating a round of extemp. I have four concerns, which, in order
of -importance,- are: analysis, structure; sourcing, and style::: Mr. Bickford's
speech was best in the round on the first two; and no worse than third on the
others.

Analysis: This:is the :area where: David_ shines. His understanding of the
implications- of the-US position, -coupled with his ability:to explain them "through
metaphor and example;_ demonstrated the superiority of his analysis: No topic
in this- round-was -badly-artalyz-ed, but David's analys;s was clearly best. :

Structure: The structure of the speech was clearly functional (no "back-
ground, --current situation, answer" autlin-e-- he-re). -Equally important :were
David's use of an: extended preview (nobody has better previews) and his
reference -ta the intro-in--his-conclusion.

Sourcing: The breadth: of David's s_ourcing :left something to be desired;_
while the-Mar/nor- an- excellent source, it-shouldn't -account for two-thirds of
the_ citations. _ Th frequcy of: ritat:on-was firie. It should be noted that Jim
McCafferty -(who finished second) and David Fowler both had extraordinary
breadth in their:sotvces.

Style: 1h ë -delivery, -word- choi-c -a-nd related -concerns.
David's wr.;.d choice !r: excellent': if perhaps :a touch: academic at times -_(not
necess-fti'-ily a critocismj. --His delivery was a-touch flat, however, and -he chese
to stand in shTlow i(perhaps: a :result_of competing_irtla TV studio; though all of
the oths-r ;-.!:,;.'e.,itants stood in the light). Mr. McCafferty's conversational style
impreed mom.:

The net estilt a: -applying these criteria is that David was best in the two
that count for 'perhaps 75Vof: my ranking; and second or third in the

other twc. It was a fairly clear first place ranking.
Fin0y, :a note on iMr. Bickford as an eAtemper and: on 2cting as a critic-

judge seems in order. His analysis is generally so good that it is easy to judge
him :by: -..-. different standard than:other extempers. While this is perhaps :a
good idea for the purposes of critiquing-lis performance, -it is important not to
let this split_ standard apply when ranking a:round; whether David or any other
generally superior competitor is irwolved. Once during I.E. Nationals I caught
myself almost making-this mistake, and was glad I -identified it before I made it.
Perhaps a sports metaphor is appropHate: if a basketball- team we expect to
win: by 20 points wins only_ by 5_-, it still wins, Leven if the performance is lack-
luster: Forensics lacks that kind of objective standard of relative performance,
so we have to be especially on guard against the double standard.

Third Judge Critique

Dale Herbeck, Boston C. '-oe
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The decision in this round was surprisingly easy. One -of the speeches
was distinctly: better than those offered :by: the_ other competitors:: In explain-
ing why I thought this speei;h- -was-- distinctly--better I will first consider its
strengths and then briefly consider a possible :weakness

The-strength-of this speech -undoubtedly lies -in -the quality of its analysis.
The speaker offers a complete and cogent answer_ to Ahe question.: He describes
the -nature-of -current American---actions in -Nicaragua, -argues that these actions
erode our position: in Central -America by weakening:the credibility of: our claims
upon --internationallaw-, -and-thenconcludes- -that -these bellicose actions will ih
fact :actually function to erode international law: He: implies that Ahis_ erosion is
detrimentat-to--b-roader America-n- interests -in the world. At- each level- this anal-
ysis is substantiated: by: supporting evidence and comprehensive explanations.
The result is a speech which develops an elegant answer to the specific ques-
tion.

-All too often- contestants speak a-round their extemp topic. _They seem
afraid_ to:try to definitely answer the question__ : The result is frequently a
speech -which avoids substantive argument In this case, even if one disagreed

.f-h the:speaker's argument; one lad t- clmire the specificity of the speaker's
-wer to the question and- the c. of the answer which was constructed:

i he: speech developed a complete ar to the question which built an argu-
ment.

My only criticism is that the speech is based on an- implicit assumption
which the speaker fails to substantiate.. The assumption implicit throughout :the
speech is that international law is important, or at least worthy of protection,
While we might all agree with that assumption, th_e_ speaker needs to _do more to
explain why this: is necessarily the case. Although he -ailudes to-the- importance
of international law, -he never makes an explicit cas:e for the _concept; The
result is -that the force of his -argument is weakened. If he would- substantiate
the importance _of international law; then:each of: his: claims would become :all the
more compelling. : The more important international law, the more counterpro-
ductive our current policy towards: Nicaragua.

While this is a -weakness,- it is-- more- -tha-n offset- -by t-he strengths of the
speech. The speaker: speaks to the :question; _offers: al complete: and_ detailed
answer, substantiates- that answer- with -evklence,- an-d incorporates historical
context into the speech; The resulting speech is clearly worthy of the national
championship.

Fourth Judge Critique

Sam Marcosson, Bradley University

Assuming that my fellow judges will address other aspects of David
Bickford's fine extemp speech, I have chosen to focus on the organization.
The flaw most common in extemp is inefficient organization. David's speech did
what can,- and should, be done in all extemp speeches.

Since the central goal of an extemper is to answer the question, the
organization must focus the analysis toward the answer. Since the speaker
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mu-st answer -comRlicated- questions in a: mere seven minutes; it is essential that
everyi_moment be devoted to: justifying the-speaker's answer:

-Davidls speec-h-did both of these things; using an :organizational set known
as_ L'unified analysis:" To the question_ of whether the Nicaraguan incursion
jiiStified -the US--position on international law-, David said; no-. Each of his
three areas explainee part of his :reasoning for that answer. First, the incor-
sion -was actually a minor event blown -out -of- proportion by the US; and thois
could: juFtify virtually nothing:- Second and third, the_US position could not 1)e
justified-because-it eroded our -position vis-a-vis Nicaragua and Our global posi-
tion: Eachlarea was _an independent reason for David's "no" answer, and was
part of- a- -unified, whole-answer.

: David did NOT lack for _the background that most speakers ill-advisedly
put into a- first -section- on "the current situation." ::Where background :was
relevant; David worked-it in; rather __than wasting_two minutes _on :general infor-:
!nation, -only scme of -which would have -beenuseful-and -all- of which- he would
simply have to reiterate anyway when it was actually relevant; later in the
speech-.

It :might have: been useful to:_combine the _second and:third areas; which
were related, and -devote a new third area to Whether the US-stand couldbe
justified:as _a:matter of international _law; regardless of its,:effect on US inter-
ests. Nevertheless, Davids organization allowed -for- -clarity, persuasiveness,-
and :efficient use of his seven minutes; all in furtherance of answering the
question.

Impromptu Speaking Final Round Winner

Mitch Fay, University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire

One of my favorite: movies andione-- that l've :seen just recently stars
Robert- Redford in the "Candidate". Now Redford's character in this mov.e
running for governor; and with the name Jim McKay; they decided ow
campaign slogan of "Jim McKay for a Better Way." Man, that's poetry.
Mario cuomo was not a:fictional candidate at all._ He once stated that "yoc rio
campaign in poetry and govern in prose." I believe that Cuomo's messaca
applies not only to politics. I think that :what he is trying to tell_ us is that we
inspire ourselves through the use of poetry, of visions, but t'.at we work in
the everyday world--the world of prose. Now we can both illustrate the truth
of this by looking at Ernst Cassirer and Rudolf Carnap and then by examining
the implications of this by :taking a look at Franklin Delano Roosevelt and the
ancient philosophical idea of stoicism. By examining this, we will come to ao
understanding of what Cuomo was talking about and how we do indeed have to
combine the use of both our dreams and of reAlity to try to accomplish
anything. Now Ernst Cassirer was a philosopher ot language w believed that

The tape made of this final round was unintelligible: Mitch i was kind
enough to reproduce his speech and provide this approximation to the editor.
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people are motivated by: symbols: : That people use their visions -of poetry to
try --to- motivate -Ahem- to be- taking any kinds of -actions. Now Cassirer was
arguing: this at the :beginning of the: century; and lwa:s somebody who really
believed-that -motivation comes -by- not simply appeal to the facts but by appeals
to something higher. : This means:in rhetoric: that we :often look to: myths.
That-- -we are -trying-to examine the kinds of things that --really motivate _us
beyond everyday ideas._ _But _Cassirer was not alone in arguing that people
have to be using symbols, and yet at the same time he was contrasted with
such thinkers :as :Rudolf carnap: Carnap was the leader of a school known- as
the -Vienna -school of philosophy, or- the school of logical positivists. Now they
were strongly_ opposed specifically :to the :type of thinking that Cassirer was
advocating that they said we should not be ussng symbols, that we should not
be :using poetry. Instead they wanted to be rooted in cold hard fact. N-ow the
logical positivists said -they wanted to try to achieve a state where we have a
word meaning one thing and one:thing only and that it should only mean some-
thing that we- could put our hands on. They b&,eved firmly in governing
themselves in prose. They did not believe :that we :had to be goin-a or sorre
flights of fancy of _campaigning in poetry, but simply ruling ourselves bv the
strirt dictates: of logic:and of hard fact.: _This type of -thinking -also- -led- -to
such fields of psychology as behavioralism, such as B:F: Skinner proposing
that we should only deal_ with what we can- observe- from people and not -try to
read_ anything into people's motivations- Thus there is a very: strong contrast
being-set up between thinkers such as Cas-sirer and-Carnap; between the poetic
and the prosatic elements_ of_ life: : _ And yet there need: not be such strong
diversity. For as Cuomo puts it, there is a need-for-both elements, for both
poetry and prose: : And: it :is to that that we need: to devote ourselves now;
and to looking at -the implications- -of -ho c bine these two-.

We: can first help _ourselves _by Llookiag : at: Franklin: Delano Roosevelt.
Roosevelt, of course,- -was- the- -only President elected to four terms and was
known :by:many as one of: the greatest Presidents we have 'ever had.: :Arthur
Miller- ir.--his play, -"America-n -Clock" -explored the poetry of Rooevelt's tenure.
He said :that during: the time of : the: depression that many Americans were :very
confused. He reflects- this not only in looking at his own family, but at farm-
ers_ in: the Midwest-, atipoor:black children in :the South and other areas; and
heih-they would -hear the "Fireside Chats" of Roosevelt and feel that there was
somebody: who really still had a vision :for what America could become. That
he-was giving them-an example and that by providing_ himself as a father figure
there_ was Ahis image; the myth of Roosevelt as being able to -actually- handle
things: This was the poetic_ element and the type of thing that really kept the
common man going during the depression. And yet at the- same -time, Roose-
velt -u-nderstood that he needed to govern in prose. As Gary Hart explained
in Esquire_ last year; Roosevelt had :a very strong sense of the- facts,- surround-
ing himself with some-of the best advisors, and having plans that not _only were
grandiose,: 174-_-t were also very -detailed. When- he proposed -his- New -Deal, -it
was not simply a poetic image _but one that worked in actual fact::_ One_ that he
was trying to explore by having the guidelines set up, being made- -very -clear,
And so Roosevelt was not simply giving_ an inspiration to the people; but he
was taking actual positive action. Working in the very nitty, -gritty- details- of
his administration and trying to help the country forward through his four
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terms. : So Rooieve It:then in the_political: sense is a very strong example o;
somebOdy who ,mpaigned in- -poetry- and -governed in prose, combining both
elements-, : And: yet this is not limited to politics. : If we look f& i. a moment to
the ancient 7:toics, we- can- find -that--they -have- the- same type of idea. Now
stoicism is often confused in our minds:: We use ^t to describe the face of a
very good poker player- or someone- who-has-no emotions at all. But that is not
really doing them justice. What: the stoics believed: wT.s that we can control our
own emotions, that we can try- to gain-some-cantrol over our:lives to handle the
intricate::details of::everyday living,: that we dont need to be worrying _about
every little thing that goes wrong- because-we-have some control. And: yet at
the- same time they believed:that lay: having: control _over our _innermost lives
that we can lead ourselves to a -higher level. They believed- for example that
as we obtain practical logic of the_world that thisican :lead:to better:theoretical
lenowledge. As we learn how situations are- often- handled- ethically, --we can
come to:a better_ understanding as to how they_ should :be handled _ethically-.
Thus, they would lead us--from governing -our- lives- in prose to- eventually
obtaining :the idea of _carpaigning for our :lives in poetry. : They combine_ :an
example, then, in a philosophical sense of how we -can-conibine the-twd--working
from:one level to the other; of having :them interact with each other; so:that we
can lead a more effective use of our ethics, control- of- our-emotions, and, thus,
control over our lives. As we look; :then,: at the implications of campaigning
in poetry and governing in prose, we have to understand that with examples of
people like Franklin Delano Roosevelt; that great leaders must: be able to
combine both elements not simply in the sense of the formal campaigning- season
and-the time when they are actually in office:but through every aspect:of:their
political tenure. -And we can understand by examining the stoics that th^t
applies not only to a political sphere,- but to each of: us; that we :can take
control of our:behavior; that we can lead _ourselves not only through the reali-
ties-of-p-rose,- but-the dreams of poetry. And; thus; we can be candidates for
success in our lives.

First Judge Critique

Jim! Contrill, Emerson College

me.- Fay- -was- clearly the superior -speaker among :this panel of:outstanding
impromptu finalists, In many ways; he:epitomized what we all admire in the
person of -quick-wits,-- sound analysis,- and forceful delivery. Initiallyi_he only
spent thirty seconds preparing _for his speech and did so _"in his head" rather
than focusing- on -writing- notes. -Not only--dues this improve his ethos as a
speaker but _it also certainly: lends::itself to :the dynamic quality of the entire
speech. He-employed a-truly applicable and -humorous introduction which; to:a
greater extent than evidenced by the_ other _finalir ; alloyed him to directly
analyze the thrust -of -the-topic- he -was given.- 1.1e he clearly :demonstrated
his command of a::variety_of rather heady_ areas; there were a couple of trouble-
some aspects to t-he speech. First,--beyond t-he- coCusion between Carnap and
Cassirer; Mr. Fay 'seemed totally :oblivious_ to the:ordinary language school _in
proclaiming the dominance of American analytic philosophy. Second, though
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his use of FDR as an illustrative device was approp-iate, I question the_transi-
tion back to_ the earlier :philosophical school of the Greco tradition. Even if
this was intended to show the blend between prose and poetry it could have
been forcasted sooner. Nonetheless, this was a well organized and soundly
delivered speech deserving of the ranking it received:

Second Judge Critique

Clark Olson, Arizona State University

Congratulations to all final_ round participa-nts for a fine job. In thit
round, the first place rank was distinguished :by demonstrating extensive expe-
rience in Impromptu competition. loitialiy, Mr.- -Fay took less preparation time,
a full- thirty seconds less :than all other competitors. _ His: analysis was clear
throughout; bolstered by his use- of fresh- and navel examples. The explana-
tion of his main points was concise; with:no unnecessary repetitions; :which are
so common in Impromptu. Yet, he delivered- a complete summary of his ideas

i the conclusion; The structure of his :speech:was sound; incorporating all
the major inlredients of a j)repared- speech. The organizational preview was
adequate; although he could have completely:previewed all main points in the
introduction to give-a g-reater- perception of readiness. He took the common
genre of examplas; philosophical and political; and provided new insight to
these-examples,- detailing information the audience didn't already know. While
he did occasionally mix up the:names of_ the philosophers Cassirer and Carnap,
he did nat merely- rehash old ideas. Stylistically, Mr. Fay was superior; using
some humor to balance: the_ substance of his speech. Finally, he demonstrated
good- audience analysis skills by not reiterating the quote: more :than once;
Since he was the last speaker in the rouncli,1 the audience had heard-the -quote
often, -so it didn't- bear repeating. For these reasons, Mr: Fay received my
first rank with 98 points in this fine final round.

Third Judge Critique

Willis Watt, Fort Hays State University

-Congratuliaions to the NFA 1986 :national champion; My ranking (4) and
rating: (93) reflect that this was a high-ly -competitive round.- The reasoning
behind this assessment rests primarily !,pon :Mr._ Fay's use of preparation time-,
organization; focus- in the -quotation,- and-delivery Turning to the issue of
prep time, it seemed to me that it:was_ an ill_ conceived; -unprepared speech that
flowed out of thirty-three -seconds-of preparation. Granted- the event has a
maximum of seven minutes;: but I still wanted _somei"thought"-:appliedlto analysis
and organization. This- leads -me-to the--issue of organization in the speech.
The speech lacked internal transitions: which summarize& :signposted, and fore-
casted the speech development -for- this listener. Also, I was concerned with a
lack of focus regarding the :point of the quotation. Mr. Fay used the_ majority
of time developing philosophy and restating historical background dealing with
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: =German and Stoit philosophies instead- of providing examples in the area of poli-
tics and government. Examples like Roosevelt's "Fireside Chats" were excep-
tional. I expected more. Firially,_ the rate of speech seemed rushed as
though the object was to cram as much _information as could be into the sik
minutes and twenty seconds. As already notedia more clear focus_:on the point
of the quotation 'could have reduced the need:to rush: Despite the ranking it
should be noted that a ninety-three reflects "A" work. Again, congratulations!

Persuasive Speaking Final Round Winner

Kay firien-Saitong, Bradley University

Her name_ was Ruby Schuler Harper.- She: --WaS alcóhólic and a
secretary at Systems Control; Incorporated:1 Over_ a period iof years; this alco-
holic secretary managed to steal hundreds of-pounds-of- highly--secret documents
from the US Army: Ruby's case is not unusual. It highlights_ the weakness in
our national security which allows people like Ruby to -infittrate-the-system -and
jeoPardize- our -national defense.:: Ironically; as_ spying: has become more preva,
tent we have become numb to the _growing weakness in our-- national security
SYSteni. So-, to reawaken usto this problemi: let's takea took at:how America's
sinking security system is inelo,ngering us. What exattly it- Patiti-eig -the-leaks?
And finally,' how we can pivig the holes in_our leaky ship of state,_ Most :of _us
take our_ national security for granted. We assume that the goVernment-
protectijus.:: But what if the military becomes so flabby that it:cannot protect
us. _Already,__the military has suffered a number Of Itittet- diie Arid
thei-Atigtitti :1985 issue of Washingtoa Month/y warns that:increasing numbers of
Americans_are turning traitor; thereby jeopardizing,our tetheit;logital lead and
Compromising: our: security. : In the:June 171985 issue of:Time nwiazine;: it
was:estimated that since the:late 1970s over 30;000 pietes of high-tech eqUip-
Merit and--400,000 technical documents have:been stolen. Some of thea losses;
Time reports_ that engineer James Durwood Harper withheld from hit wife Ruby
beti-ayedi howi'wei protect -ouristrategic missiles. Thomas Cavenaugh relayed
details of:the ultrasecret stealth bomber: And William Holden Bell -told Settets
Cif Sophisticated new -radar' systems and missiles. Now-, whle other countries
are collecting; we are paying the price: I Richard Pearl; AP;istant _Secretary- of
Defense, estimates-that spies have_cut_the US:technological lead from ten years
to as little as three, This valuable toss _of time; equipment and information
also hat an impactLfor- each_of:us,_ := Every year billions of doHars are poured
into defense; and whether wei know it or not; it is our tx dollars and our
educational cuts that- are -beingi wasted to create secrets that don't remain
secret. : Not only is it a waste of money; but by pin-pointing our weaknesses_;
it may also resu-k in a waste-of American-lives. The Roanoke Timesiand World
Newsi warns that the information lost could = result =in a considerable loss of
Attietitah lives in any kind of conflict.,: And :With: the international situation so
precariously balanced; conflict is always a possibility: Obviously; our personal
as well as national- security -is :at istake. before we can protect ours7;:es-,
we have to understand the problem; Senator William Rock of Delaware; -,;allt
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the current situation a -problem of "itoo much; too many, and too little." First,
ther-e- is too much classified- information. -The government just can't keep track
of_the 19,6 million secret documents. --When CIA clerk:, William Kamphiles, sold:a
weapons -manual to the soviets, the CIA fin-ally checked and couldn't find 13
other authorized copies of Ahis same document.: Not only is there too much
information, there are also too many security clearances. According to the
June 4_, :1985 edition:of The Washington Times more than 4.3 million people now
hold-restricted security Clearances. Almost- 25% of them have access all the way
up to the:top secrats.:_ Of :the_200,000 requested clearances-last -year; only 160
were denied. That's a 99.-94% acceptance rate. Says Senator Roth; :"It's
harder to get an American Express -card." That -covers- the too much _and the
too many-. Finally, there's the too little. Too little re-investigation into
clearances, :The June 5, 1985: edition of The Christian Science Monitor reports
that the Pentagon is supposed to re-investigate people at least once every five
years-, but they are now so back-logged,- that they extended that -number-to
every 17 years. As if that weren't bad enough, the blase attitude of the
government results in similar differences on the part of the- American- public.
Skilled recruiters have learned to take advantage of US apathy and ignorance.
In- the June 7-,: 1985:edition of The Confidence Journal-Arcadia Czhencko, -former
advisor to Andrev Gromyko and:the highest level soviet diplomat :ever ta defect;
said that soviet nets all-over- the cou-ntry--re crammed -with -skilled recruiters
waiting to prey on__ our [unintelligible]; Robert Gast; head of San Francisco's
FBI -office says: "It -is amazing how- people- get involved-in-these-things, and
don't :realize what is _happening," _ Sometimes maybe people:do realize, and they
just:don't care. : Why shou-ld -they when-many- -spies are- -iven- little more -than
a slap on the wrist; Millie:McKee, a convicted spy, served only a- :six-month
work:: release sentence:- Now -Millie -describes- her crime as "all -technical
violations:" You know; like drivingi_ 60: miles per :hour in a 55: mph zone.
Good evening. Perhaps-more-amazing is- that -the most common motivation, for
betraying the_ country: isn't: ideologyi_ it's pure greed. US Attorney Air
Commiss-ioner---said: "These days people- are- looking for a fast buck." And
other governments offer it. As a :mattrr of fact; the KGB manual: preaches,
"-Use capitalism on the-capitalist." In a -number of ways we are inviting espio-
nage assaults. _ The :government _is: growing :alarmed, -_as well- th-ey should,
because-there are a- number of things they need to do. To start, the_ Reagan
Administration "could halve :the number of people now holding security clear-
ances. --With-fewer people to control, the government would more fairly inves_-
tigate each: one.: :As a preventive: :measure, Robert Bird, :Senate Minority
Leader-has -introduced an amendment which-if enacted will mandate life imprison-
ment:without:parole :for anyone: convicted of espionage for a communist country.
Sometimes, all that is needed is a little common sense, and that's what Secre-
tary _ot the Navy:, John:Leman, Jr., is suggesting. Jus-t soma common: sense
steps. For instance, to have two -people rather than just one dispose of clas-
sified documents. : Or to actually reduce tha number of classified documents.
Finally, Vice President Of TRW, Paul Schweigler, proposes that government-re:7
lated _companies electronically :label their_classified documents so that alarms will
sound if employees attempt to photocopy or remove documents from the prem-
ises._ Although the govarnment is _beginning to take action, we mustn't be
lulled into a sense of false security. Director of the CIA, William Wester;
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wr zt:4 danger is ctlinplaisanse. The system must be checked,
keo, re-evaluated. As is- often- the -case with -such a large scale

vot! eve doesn't seem tc be a neat. well-packaged solution for us as- indi-
viduals. : ,..!ver; that doesn't mean we dor't have a voice. We_do _have a
very importan voice as voters,- and as such we need to influence the govern-
ment to :imr emert the sclutions :previously mentioned.: Many times the govern-
ment will put e I issue on the back burner, if they don't think it is of-concern
to us the : $. We can stop that by voicing our concern. Through peti7

lobbya.,1; -it just communicating with our representatives. If you don't
know who -to cmtact; :then I've got copies available- of several -addresses and
pho'e numbera to write or call._ As I was writing this speech, I called Senator
Sam N;.:cin's- office and within the week he had mailed me the entire Senate
subcommittee's :hearings on espionaot: He continues to keep me updated. He
is now aware-that I am concerned and he is working to show me that :something
is being_ done; : So who says you :don't get anything for writing your Congress-
man Rtiby Schuler -Harper,- -an--alcoholic -secretary; showed us that- anyone -can
evade the system;_ __More-_recently the Walker spy ring nailed home_ the fact that
no-US agency is- safe, But-through -government--and personal-- awareness and
action_ we are beginning to: fight _back: Now: I am not advocating a retui-n to
the days- of paranoia,- -I -am just suggesting-that-we open our eyes tc- a -problem.
If; as: old !government posters: warned; loose lips sank ships in the last World
Wae, then they could launch missiles in the next one.

First Judge Critique

Robin Goldstein, Cornell University

Like all of the other speecties in this: round; this speech was technically
excellent. There was a well-chosen anecdotal introduction, clear organization,
and the speech appeared to be well-avidenced with wellrchosen statistics; _ The
delivery was also excellent; the voice and gestures appeared very natural, and
the speaker -made excellent use of vocal changes foriemphasis;

-All of the speeches were so well executed that my ultimate ranking arid
rating_ wereiibased on inspection not of individual: "trees." :but of the :whole
"forest:" Despite her evidence,_ this speaker failed to convince me that our
national security was really being threatened: in any way _that would have any
impact on the audience. Similarly. I was not convinced that any more of our
tax dollars are being 1:spent or wasted on security now than would be under
ideal conditions. Finally; although this speaker does make the solutions sound
more compelling than the typical speaker who urges :us to _write to ;our
congressmen, because I do not see any impact of the stated problem, there is
no motivation to act.
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Second Judge Critique

Bill Henderson, University of Norti,ern Iowa

I wrote :to Kay :Hrien,Saitong :on hei b;i:Ot for: -_the final round,: "Hello
again. I. enjoyed: judging you at the &ial round- Of AFA, and again today."
And were. I not able to_ locus upon her speech here,: i would have made many
references to her- performance-- when commentin_g on -the other national final in
persuasion: Here; I _can: honestly say that her performance was much; much
richer than -in-the other- final. And-accents the value of having two events
like NFA and: NI:ET: at the:end of_a year,

The- topic-is interesting, -We--do--need to be concerned about national secu-
rity: And_given_theincreasing instances we hear about of security leaks; the
subject-- has,- added- significance. But beyond the ppropriatenees from that
le_vel; there s another: dimension I would mention. The speaker- chose some-
thing-- whichnone- other- would be expected to discuss. We hear so many
speeches which are well_ developed; but which: are _merely variations on a theme.

-I am also-impressed wi-th the opportunities the speaker took to __develop
effective language: :The topic didn't just call out for phrases such as "sinking
security"- and "plug hole -in the leaky ship of state:" These choices; echoing
phrases from our past_ werecarefully made:.

Mt. Hrien-Saitong's -delivery -was crisp, very well suited for the classroom
where the event was held; and provided the right sort of contrast with the
other lontestants. This- evaluator was caught up in the .pre:->entation !far more
than :usual.: Her :blend of voice- and action was most pleasing-throughout the
speech, but especially powerful during the last portion of the_ speech.

While pleased with:the overall content, -one solution bothered -me. Writing
Congressmen is so banal, in_ my opinion, that even the nice :turn of describing
results of the letter writing failed to lift this step out of the- mund-ane, -BLit
there- were so many other excellent examples .of appropriate: . support; good
solutioss; and_ superior arrangement; fault-finding -here-was-minimal.

In retrospect, language choice made . this speech superior. From the
introductory _allite1-z-tions to the closing -ph-ras-e- againechoing our past, thit
speech shows great polish: I never expected to hear "loose lips can sink a
ship" outside of a film, But when it turned to "Ic-T s 'ips can launch a

missile,"_the polish worked:
:Congratulations to all finalists. The round was ster Hj. Begt wishes in

the future.

Third Judge Critique

David Rodanovich, The Ohio State University

This was the most difficult final round that I :have_ had the pleasure to
judge. Four of the speecbes-were- conr.idered for the "1" when I was marking
my ballot: The speech %Mich won the championship was one of the four
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speeches-whic-h I -had difficult time ranking. To be honest, there finally came
a time when I felt I could no longer debate my decision and ranked the speech-
es according to- how I felt- about them at that moment.-

The speech by Ms: Kay Hrien-Saitong received the "4" from me because I

didnot- feel -that her speech gave me, as an individual-, as much that I could
realistically do to solve:the problem as some of the other speeches. Minor
factors--in -the decision included the fact- that the introduction .was :the story:of
Ruby and that the eye contact was rather scanny: Personally.; I do not really
like-- stories -as an- -introduction-, although Kay's story of Ruby was not of_ the
trite :"Mary Jane": genre: Although the eye contact was good; it was not as
direct lone-thought -to--one persorq-as- I- prefer.

On the positive _side, I: felt:that_Kay had :the best :"sincerity level" in _the
round-. -She -convinced- me-that she- really -cared about this problem. : Kay:also
had a cleverly worded; :as oppOsed.-to a generic, :preview7-I :particularly liked
the phrase, "pi-lug -the--h-Oles- -in -our-sinking-national -security- ship." l- also felt
that Kay:: used walking :and. movement _extremely effectively in involving the
whole audience- Although -part of- the-solution -involved-writing -our Congress-
men-, I --felt -that :the personal involvement through Sam Nunn's office_helped
bolster this- often-trite solution. ---Overall, it -was a tough decision. Kay did
an excellent job in an extremely difficult round;

Rhetorical Criticism Jim McCafferty

George Mason University

Legend has it that in Celtic Ireland, whenever the King showed signs of
age, impotence, or if the fortunes of his clan were failing, :the Druid-priests
would lead him to the stone circle of judgment. Here, the King would deliver
a final message to his people and then calmly stand by asiithe :chief t
stabbed him to death, augering the clan's future as well as its future leader.
In his 1896 boolc The Golden Bough, English scholar Sir James Frazier noted
that this custom of "killing the king" was a common one in many ancient socie-
ties. It was felt that by killing the semi-devine king before_ had decayed,
the strength of his soul could then be transferred intact to that of his succes-
sor, thus preserving the strength of the tribal leader as well as his people._

On August 8th; 1974; President Richard Milhouse_ Nixon, having been
rendered- politically impotent by repeated allegations [laughter-]-i of flagrant
dishonesty during the Waterr%4 +.. scandal; made his thirty-seventh and final
address to the nation- as PresHent. In that address, Nixon not only declared
his role as "ritual sacrifice" by announcing his resignation; but he also took
this -unique opportunity-to eulogize -his own Presidency and began America's
transcendence from:the nadir of Watergate to a future without Richard Nixon:

While a rhetorical analysis based on 'the precepts of apologia : might: seem
initially appropriate-, the exigences of Nixon's political demise clearly pointed to
the worthlessness of any attempt at defense or apology. --[Laughter.] Nixon
required a rhetorical strategy that addressed his political "death" and attempted
to-transcend itthat strategy was the eulegy. In order to examine this eulo-
gistic effort by Nixon for his own Presidency; I will first discuss an appropri-
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ate method for critically analyzing eulogistic rhetoric; next apply that method to
Nixon's speech -of resignation; and finally; evaluate-the- impact of the eulogistic
genre both for Nixon's resignation and for rhetoric in general.

T-he- eulogy has been an established rhetorical- genre since the time --of
ancient-Greece, when the _honored dead were _praised: with what was called:the
"epitaphios logosl." An appropriate method forcritically analyzing eulogistic
rhetoric can be found in Kathleen JarrOeson's article entitled "Critical Anthology
of Public Speeches" published -in the- 1978 MODCOM: -Modules in- Speech Commu-
mication. Section four of that article delineates four primary rhetorical charac-
teristics of the successful eulogyi.:'

The first characteristic is the affirmation of :the realityi of deathi. Here;
the rhetor confronts the bereaved's natural denial response by publicly stating
the fact of death:- :According to Jamieson, _ this characteristic makes denial
impossible; forcing- t-he bereaved-toaccept the death- and -move onwards. A
necessary parallel:to this confrontation with denial is:the second characteristic-
-the: easing of- the- survivor's -confrontation- with their -own mortality. The
speaker accomplishes_ this_ goal by asserting that the:deceased will 7live on" in
some manner. As Jamieson- notes, "the assertion of the fundamental immortAty
of the deceased makes mortality: _less: bitter :at Ithe same:time -it -consoles the
bereaved."- -T-he-- thirdcharacteristic -is the transformation of the bereaved's
relationship with_ the deceased from _the present to the.past tensei The :speaker
accomplishesthis -by rehearsirtg the- virtues of the deceased in the _past _tense;
this_ repetition solidly fixes_ the deceased in that tense_as well:. Finally, the
eulcvy must- -attempt to- reweave the -community's patterns of relationships to
continue despite the absence of the departed. Generally this is accomplished
by -calling- for the survivors to continue living, with the memory of the deceased
as a guide for _the:future.

-In -essence, the eulogy is a vehiCle by which the rhetor not only praises
the dead;: but begins a precess of ttanscendence so -that- the survivorsc-an get
on -with -living. In viewing the eulogy as the initial tool of transcendence,_ the
eulogistic nature of Nixon s resignation address becomes aoparent and worthy of
examination.

: In an:alyzing:Nixon's resignation speech, the first characteristic, the affir-
mation of the reality- of death, is quickly discernable: _ In paragraph nine of
thelthirty-two paragraph text; Nixon: uttered the simple phrase,- -"therefore, I

shall resign the Presidency effective at noon tomorrow." Coming so:soon in the
speech with a minimum of preamble, this simple statement quickly- dismissed any
false notions of a continued fight against the impeachment process. Whether
;9-fend foe-,1 this unequivocal statement made denial by- the- American public

--)ossible. The reality of a future without Nixon had 'to he accepted. [Laugh-
1

The next characteristic that he attempted to put was the confrontation with
the survivors' confrontation 6ith their own mortality. Having done his original

'_Ttv- idea for such an analysis_ was originally concevied by Kevin W. Dean;
Margaret C. Langford, and Mark S; Hickman as a result of discussion in
coursework with Kathleen Jamieson of the University of Maryland.
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move, _Nixon attempted.tn push torward here. Now, what Nixon attempted was
to shift this entire structure by allowing us to see the mortality was not
constant by allowing _us 1to :view the resilience of the :Presidency itself. : His
first statements quickly dismissed any remaining hopes for continuance of his
Presidency._ Immediately after his statement of resignation-, Nixon told America,

President Ford will be sworn in as President at that hour...." He thus
reassured Americans that the Presidency itself would continue with:no lapse of
leadership. Nixon then spoke in praise of his own Presidency, pointing to such
accomplishments as ending the Vietnam War, improving relations with China and
the Soviet Union, and signing the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty. Nixon told
America, "These years have been a nlomentous time in the history of our nation
and the world. They have been a time of achievement in which we can all be
proud." Through these words, Nixon eased concerns over Presidential mortal-
ity, assured Americans that the Presidential succession would continue as
mandated by-the Constitution, and asser':ed that his own foreign policy achieve-
ments would be of :lasting benefit. In much the sani2 way as the bereaved are
conso!ed and their -tears of death- assuaged by what Jamieson called the
"assertion of the "fundamental immortality of the deceased," Americans were
assured that the Presidency would-coritinue.

: The third characteristic is the transformation of the bereaved's relationship
With -the deceased- from the present to the past. in -reviewing the achievements
of his own Presidency; Nixon consistently referred to his_ own efforts :in_ the
past-tense. "We have ended America's longest war...." We have unlocked the
doors...between the United States and the People's Republic of China...."
Arid, -"I- have-done Pt: best." Whether -or not this las-t statement was accepted
by his _audiencei_(laughter) the eulogistic subtext is clear-_-the Nixon Presiden-
cy was,- from that moment, subject to the judgment of history rather than
current events.

Having placed his Presidency in the past, Nixon then attempted-to reweiwe
the: community's,or in this case the nation's; patterns of relationships to
continue despite the absence Of- the Nixon presidency. He called- on-all Ameri-
cans to:: support the_ new President:in his task; saying,_ "As he assumes_that
responsiblity, he will deserve the help and support of all of us." Nixon
attempted to achieve a new unity of purpose under the leadership of President
Ford when he said:

And to those of you have not: felt able to give me your support, let
me say that I leave office with no bitterness toward those who have
opposed me, for all of us have in the:final analysis been concerned
with the good of the country...so let us all now join together. .in
helping our new President succeed to the benefit of all Americans,

Nixon concisely and effectively reweaved the _community's patterns of
relationships to continue by calling for all Americans to support the new Presi-
dent in his task. :_

In evaluating the impact of th4. eulogistic genre for Nixon's resignation,
the_continual application of the four criteria outlined_ by Jamieson in her Aricle,
continually point to its nature as a eulogy. Much to the chagrin of many
Nixon critics, _Nixon never apologized for or:even admitted_ that complicity in
the Watergate affair was the real prime reason for his resignation.
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instead,. Nixon affirmed :his :own political demise and- attempted to shift :the
fix:us towards- a- new political future, which was after all his goal. As he stat-
eil.;ul hope :that :I witl have_ hastened that process of healing ths: is so desper-
itely needed-- in America:.-" Well, that rrocess of transcendence would eventually
takeyears; _a full Presidential pardon, and a complete shift in national politics,
but its-roets- were grounded in Nixon's own eulogy for Nixon.

.The eulogy _ is: essentially :a: process of transcendence for: the: _sunvivors,
and- as- such it need not be restriCted merely to speeches for the dead: _ It's
appropriate::wheneven:the exigen_ces of a rhetorical: act -include:the ending of a
given-situation or individual and the need to redefine that ending into a: new
beginning-J.: In a: similar; :though less bloody fashion; Nixon _was secrifieed like
the 1-rish Kings of old--when he was no longer considered worthy :to % Id
power__ However; : Nixon also chose _to deliver his _Own- eulogy-, and begina
process of national transcendence for the American people into: a new political
era--an :era in_ which President Richard Nix-.:n would not, and perhaps could
not, be included. (Applause.)

First Judge Critique

Thomw: Endres-, University of Minnesota

Mr._ McCafferty: certainly used an- attention-gett-ing introducti.y though it
seemed too extended and inappropriate given the: topic:. :The lin!- _oetween _the
introduction and the topic was quite -inferential and -shaky. Additionally,
McCafferty points out that:apologia would be an inapp:ropriate methodology. :_i
agree; :but give Were and Linkugel's definitions and emphasis, not for the
simplistic reason given:

Otherwise, _preview and justification of speech are handled nicely-. Once
one gets over :the original discrepancy between: topic and methodolgy, the
combination works very- well.- -Very clear delineation of methodology, and nice
use of :internal :summaries and signposts to:maintain continuity in analysis.

The ov-erall -analysis -is- quite- clear, though- I have some trouble seeing a

large difference between the point of confronting mortality :(th, ,)residency goes
on) and- the-transcendence-an-d-life-goes-on element. While differentiation
would :be dear_ in a legit eulogy,: the:issues become more cicy_ d

McCafferty -has an excellent delnery style, with a nic-- f pace :and
timing:. His use of physical :movement for :transitions was Land helped
provide -visiialsupport for transitions. Excellent use of hu- d- throughout;
though it occasionally reaches a::point where it detracts from, rather than
supports,- the- analysis. When the speech was concluded, the speaker main-
tained both: his sense of organization and speech style during the questir, and-
answer period.

1 ::i-anked :this speech :first : in _the :round based upon its uniquene:F. and
creativity-; -its fluid style; the clarity of the analysis; and the smooth aid
competent delivery.: The criticisms I iist above are intendeu to "fine-tune" and
utherwise excellent text and presentation.



Second Judge Critique

Samuel Nelson, Cornell University

thought Jim McCafferty's speech analyzing -Ni-xon's resignation_ address
was flawles-s-in- terms of delivery; 1yet:1 still irated it below Tom Kane's- speech
on the rehetoric of Harvey Milk and Co Ilen Rubin's speech- on Reagan's Bittberg
Cemetery -address-.- Even thi.ugh Mr. McCafferty's presentation deviceS (le: eye
contact; hand gestures, fluency of speech, rate -cf delivery; etc.):i were the
(Jett ih ,the round, the content of his speech was inferior to Mr. Kane's andMs. Rubin's. :_

I was -rating- the speakers:in :this: round from the premise that in thiSevent the content _of speech should be given supreme importance :and that
less emphasis- should be placed on other _factors that would ordinarily be Of
principle importance in other prepared speaking events. In--my mind this makesa lot of sense L -zause rhetorical criticism :is unique in _that it has specific
guidelines u.a:! ncrrowly define the focus of the speech-; -the-nature ofithe eventeften insurr-a -critics--with e;-.ceptional knowledge and interest in the subjectarea will Er: the speakers; and the structure of -the -event allows for the
jud.'"es to a:... tiaestions to test or clarify the speakers knowledge of his or her

In this paitituiar ro-und, found another Nixon rhet: crit: a lot less compel-ling than a very well writtenspeech on the controversial -rhetoric_ or__ anincredibly dynamic and tiinel-y-- speech on a relatively recent iReagan address.
! Rubin's speeches exhibited more creativity and Originality. I simply

thougnz ey were more interesting.
I believe the best speaker won this event; but not necessarily the best

speech.
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